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A.

Conr .. in encie 0 ee miueso ad rsntation on Ivry Cost Coco
Proct and Recent visit of E.Ds. to inter alia Thailand

I suggest tat the above topic be placed on the agendafoou
division staff meeingr. The uol2lowin pointn may gide the discussion:

(1) Yor& wi Ic if i n necessitates high coningency, allowances .
recently ~)raited pro cts, t e physical and price contingcrieis amount

(2) Eighi continlgencies don't please theo ey (r. Armstrong's
nem ofNvember 1974), and gfive some executive direcor s the ipressio~n

thnat a proposned loan o'r credit is based on a "g uestimate" of~ whart total
nroject cost s may amount to. And indeed, the ouesntion arises whether an

ppaisal estima~te w ih, for' eample, contingency compnent of )3 of
bse cost, is an adlequate baem t dete, The tnd .:ict feez) sub

loan or codit a rount.

(3) Also, our borroer at the t.ime o negottitons have difi-
cultiesa in digesting hoigh contingencies, especially price contingencies.
First, >B~.inan~cd projects need apprva of the Borrowers' Pariisments
and presenting a pr ecot withn a nigh price contingency component (for~
ex'ample L6 of the bae cost) may~ lead their pa'li~aents to conclude thant
t.ir goenments do not believe in the success o their own nolicy to
fight inflation. Aco, borrowers dislike pain Aull commitmeon chargesz
on I e ' f w-c i "o :ns y be cancelled (Colombia, Educatioan I and II).

(L) Anotuer bbjection to the igh cont ingenci es is that they
lead Pll staff as well as c osulting achitects easily stray. In the
early stages o pro act implementation, thes~e ppe tend to think that

the proposed fundi.ng is rather generous and their first peliminary drawings
often rerlect suc misunderstarding.

(5) In addition, even nigh oontingency allowances are often
Iidquate as is dermstrated by the great numbr' o (even recently apporaised)

o ects with cost overruns. Governments are often unable to meet lo
cat overruns, whichi situation leads to slowed dow irplementation (and~

in tim~es o inflation consemuently to more cost overrtms) and/or cutting
down pro eots. In the case of education projects, for these reasons md
way implementation often sta ffouses, boarding and dining facilities,
multi-urpose rom~s, and libraries ar'e reduced o- eliminated; "urniture
and equipment curtailed. Projects, although. well coneceived at the time
of pr'eparation and ap praisal~ often start oiper'ation as "ampute."



(6 it ne abosve point iave wainted to indicate that th e
prole of' hg contingencie is no er'el a c ei prblem, but tou ches

on th bsso the efet v~ees o ban lending. The soluti ocent y

N j; rater nvor seeking tneC solution~ Il.lin the suggestionl
ofP r. Jansen <ecuti~ve Director o) tae Federal. Republic o' Geay He

sugsted1 dturing h recent board1 prsnttis of the second coc o poect
for th Ivory Coast to make loans and~ credits adAustable 't in n wyo

() illustrate hiow a oe flen ble leding syste Could be
imlmetdlt ustake a~ p ect wit an estimated baser cost of US$ millJi n

phy sical1 c nt~:ingensc is23 Util mlln; and price contiK neies U2 mill n n
an estimoted 2 implementtin time of si 'ar, for wnic ban finncing is
proposed for 5 ftoa ost. I would~ suggerst that (1) an ini~tial loan1
be made to cover 5 fthe base cost and phscal con ingenies, amountint
to U¾I5.0 minio.n- () aftr thre year's (3i-wy iplemntatin)
c &rplementary lo an be made, based on updat~ed cost estimateos; (iii) ano"e
board presentation be reouired and a deau te eplaatin should be procvided

uthe secon een wo~ud subst camly dvmeo soay more uin 3 ) Irom

chres on this complementary loan be double thseo the first lon to
compnsae fo th reduced 1B r)evenue fra comitment ch e tht ai

~ >~, )m a :ove sugspen system wcu a voe vennen,~ o 2aa safe-'

or eampl, th disursemnt percentage could. be lowered for" ttpr

the total an (firs and~ sec.d e ceeds th~e orna estmate (US$7 millin).

wouldI provinde the Necutive Dir'~ector's an"opporunit to become mre infor± red
an invlve in pro sect impementation.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 12, 1974

FROM: John A. Kin

SUBJECT: Mr. Riley's omments the November 7 Draft on "Revolving Fund for

Project Preparation"

1. Mr. Riley, who will not be able to attend Wednesday's meeting

(November 13, 1974) on this draft, had the following comments:

a) Paragraph 2. In response to the Bank's request last summer,

UNDP agreed to finance detailed engineering for water supply and sewage
projects. This is a departure from its earlier practice and it is consi-

dering extending this exception to other sectors.

b) Paragraph 3(b). Under UNDP's current practice, there is

no lower limit on amount, and requests, however small, can be considered

for the Country Programme. The procedures, however, may still be cumber-
some, though in principle the Resident Representative has authority to

approve "projects" of under $100,000.

2. Mr. Riley tells me that UNDP is concerned that its funds are not
being utilized in the poorest countries; this concern covers both funds in

the IPF and the special funds for the poorest countries administered by

UNDP headquarters.

JAKing:lp



,essrs. Baldwin, Ballantine, Christoffersen, Riley, November 8, 1974
Simmons, Strombom, Venkateswaran, Walton, Wiehen

John A. King

Revolving Fund for Project Preparation and Detailed Engineering

1. After a deplorable delay, I am circulating for discussion a raft
proposal for such a fund. This draft results from our discussion of
this subject last April (cf. my memo to you of April 3). I would like
to discuss this draft early next week; my secretary will be in touch
with you about times.

2. This draft is definitely a first attempt and undoubtedly needs
considerable revision and refinement. Specifically, I would like to
raise the following:

a) Are the deficiencies in the existing system described
too telegraphically? In particular does the relation-
ship with ")P need elaboration?

b) Is the concept of the typical size (naragraph 4(a))
correct?

c) Are the proposed characteristics of the Fund correct?
What about the attitude on local currency costs, the
financial terms, the procedures, the hiring of consul-
tants, etc.

d) What about the size and source of the Fund?

e) What has been omitted?

3. I am circulating the draft to a few people who have not Previously
been involved, but as I see it the purpose of this review is to imnprove
the draft so that it can he presented for review at the Operational
Vice President level.

Attachment

cc: "r. van der Tak
"essrs. Anustrong, Engelmann, Blaxall

Aoij
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reee 7Y pr'o 0 of this pacer iS the n C

system and the nceeds ond to propose means of Teeting thsr neces.

2. nficro-l in Yh stine Syste-. A refer c w

t"'e existing system is Mht 7any of the so'urces den NI~eQ o

*-fina.7y 7rovir' for engnce-*7. Tis e ' ty N "e n"

the sources outside the Bank described above ard for V ec c;

MON+=r Cr s. This cpp is signtcant, 7PYer P7 yn-q"0 7

enganecrin" is rega red to bring the p7efect to F staeV r ces cr

be estimaed with suffcient accuracy to present the pocc toW 77

for ;77ov;7
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are prepared, they lack flexibility and the capacity to deal rth sma7

but urgent tasks reouired ad hoc in the course of te preparation of

narticular projects.

e) Retroactive financing under the loan for the nrclect in

question is widely used for certain tasks of project prepaation, part

cularly final design and preparation of spectfcations and invitation

to bid. But it may not be suitable for other preparation tasks

arise earlier in the cycle. And in the case of poor countries, the~e mFy

be an absolute lack of funds or foreign exchange to pay i!taly for

work which may be later financed retroactively.

f) piggy-backing is also wdely us=d 'or such preparat n

work as feasi y and MYT o r ir 7' Swc

highways More n F narces a series of t-rnces in a

nroram, n t dnoe not work so well 'n sectcrs wOen O t ne is r&:

cedin frequently or where, though t4e Oark is 7enj- "on yQ-

sion of the project being inanced. Furthermcre, !n Y-e cas2e

Mans, borrowers Yay to re ctzrt, under these e rorcy toanc:s

commitment charges for preparaton fyn~s, w n Oe caseo77

credits, there is some evidnce tht Ornds co4 e Or We an-=o

man+t be sent necn^'y are' e'YTPOv-7.

q) As a ready notae 7P 7 n'cP Ass'stance P-

not normally ave b e for engneearY n wO-n ,Oy r y""I

c te -



are not suitable to meet needs generaly. E n ngocans also meot

a r sec"fic case w e stantial Pamount c'ongineering, enough

to justify the work connected wth prepa g the -a for presetation

to t he Board, is necessary for Paki th a of a pote ap -

ect. They too are not suitable for ceneral us eve enne

) There are istict lmIts as to what rsdt mssc

staff or heac,!carters staF can do n the w `7 project ea at

Resident missions hve ie * staf reore which coe only a, limte

numb er of sectors or subsectors a nd not all the skils which m' y be

needd for project prenpration' even vi t! n sectors coverec. / hed

quarters staff are constrained by other tasks and cannot !sua'7y devto

4. TheNeed..Fro thi review, §hereore, he

:or a revolvinc fund to cover certain aspec:s of-' teverY . as

prepartion of projcts to' be($ fnance byn -0- -Bank. E pp ,r -e- '. -

a.) 7small aOnts of lk-

b) 0fe butr not('~ necss n nger



5. Te RIevo vinrc Fund. It -is th erefore prepo sed that7 aPev'vn

n to Provide assistance in finarcing partcuar aspcts of th' e -

tion of projects to be financed y the >ak. It wou h h f n

characteristics:

a) It 'ould be avaiable on'y as a 'ast resort when other

alternatives for financingo proJect prearation were not ava lable. T~s

cI hus rse vwo-jPd rvn be s M t o n (C sectors r

exnectat on be +at 'es s o ter

c) t+ wodd be n amarav for rofc'n eye once ne+, .

cases where accompihin the paFrticular task wl be d'e7yed un a n-

v>-y MecausO nf the noss-t11v oF nrov on0 ne

usd o meet loca2 curren~cy costs as well

us acv rd nne

no 4-Ver- ntS et no +norest ? n tnen ,F

nTae -~For Teprocnct ½ otr S-F~~ c,, ~t Tcr'
o nan !eno 7h ner+ t: n so
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reference for the work 'and infcation of how ct would be ca rd

out would then be negotiated between the prosective borrower and th

7ank. Whet'her or not the pronosal was suitable for the Rvolvi*ng Fund

would be determined by the Senior Vice President, The proce'ures wou

be based on the need for flexiblty, rapd processing and pro7pt dec-

son.

f) Consultants to carry out the work woua beseectedand

hired, subject to consultation wth the ank (the ank's arva?) by

the prospective borrower. (2r shoud they be ired by the a ana 0-z-

ino to the UNDp and ank-grant practice?)

6. The RevolvIng Fund woud be estabished n y w th a e p-

a f

wul e elnh fot same source. n n p v nc

say, two years, the concept r such a fun-d an " ss

sances indca7e



Mr. Alain Thys October 14, 19714

W. Cosgrove

Logistics in Project Preparation, Construction and Operation

1. During my current series of supervision missions I have had the oppor-
tunity to observe and reflect on the importance of logistics in project prepa-
ration, construction and operation. The word "project" as used in this memo is
intended to include the institution building which usually is associated with
the physical works.

2. It is obvious to all that project disbursements are generally lagging
behind appraisal estimates. Although all appraisal missions make a serious
effort to be realistic in forecasting disbursements, and even to apply "bugger
factors" to estimates of disbursement timing in order to make them more real-
istic than the Borrower is prepared to admit, these measures only serve to cover
up the multitude and variety of constraints applying under the different circum-
stances of each project which not only delay the physical project but often more
seriously affect the anticipated institution building associated with the project.

3. Our Division has for some time had a series of "long" and "short"
questionnaires which we have submitted to prospective Borrowers at the stage of
project identification or pro-appraisal in order that most of the required informa-
tion can be gathered before the arrival of the appraisal mission. These question-
naires are also in general circulation and are being used on some occasions by
WHO consultants doing project preparation. I propose that we add a section to
this questionnaire at the end of the project description, costs and justification
which would be entitled "Logistics."

4. Under this heading I would suggest a series of questions similar to
and/or including those attached hereto as Annex I. A financial analyst might
add to this Engineer's list of questions. It may be argued that most of these
questions are already raised in various Bank documents such as the OPM's and
Mr. Jenning's "Check list for Appraisal of Public Utilities Projects." This is
true but unfortunately the recommendations of the appraisal team are received
by the Borrower at the earliest during negotiations and often only after receipt
of the Grey Cover Appraisal Report. Submission of these questions related to
logistics as part of our questionnaire may result in their being considered by
the Borrower as much as two years earlier than at present.

5. I have suggested that logistics be considered by the consultants and
the Special Group preparing the Damascus Sewerage Project. Their immediate reac-
tion was that if the project is scaled down to what it is logistically possible
to carry out in a five-year period, they will be far from having achieved these
objectives. Of course, the goal to be achieved in applying logistics is not to
reduce the scope of the project but to identify bottlenecks which will prevent
the anticipated results from being achieved even though the financing is readily
available. Having identified these constraints, the Borrower can sbt about
eliminating them so that the project goals can be reached as close to the desired

00*



date as possible, khn this was explained to the IDamascus "apecial Group"
the representative of the municipality readily endorsed the idea. Citing
197 as a typical year for housing and public wrkris in Damascus he pointed
out that there were credits available of 200.000.000 LS but that only
80.000.000 LS of work could be carried out because of the various constraints
imosed on their progrm .

6. I realise that govenment administrative practices and policies will
in general be the real source of nearly all of the obvious constraints and
that individual administrators will not by thoselves have much success in
chang'ng these. Furthemore, they will require expert assistance if they
are to have any hope of doing so. levertheless, I believe that the Bnk can
contribuite to the revision of these policies and practices whiidi hinder devel-
opnent by insisting on the application of the science of logistics to the
preparation, construction and operation of all Bank-financed projects. 0rae
method of introducing this concept into developing couitries would be to put
more emphasis on this type of problmi in the I courses such as the one on
water supply and sewerage. Introducing the requiremients for consideration of
logistics into our )ivision's water supply and sewerage questionnaires would
also be a step in the right direction.

Attachment

\grqarove a



a7"e 1

ues ed Questions for Olture urowers for ater

'a) "Jnder' the presor t applicable atini strative procoeres what period
o. tine will be eqnirM for the seloeton of consulta t for final
desig an. th nerotiation and effecttvereass of ihn conmdalts '
con Iract ?

(b) dat co unenvart staff are reuired to ork with 'he consultant
(including staff to supervise the nrmltarnt)? Are they available
and how lonI will it take to aobilize the? i;bw long will it take
to collect and coordinate data to be hrAished to the ca onltaWt
K the DVorrower?

(c) lat are tho nunhe an cpualifcations of t he pereonnel recuired
by the cormiltant (or the D3orrower 's staff, if ceultants are not
being used) to couplete the tender docunits'; how long will It take
to mobilize this staff andi conplet a the projemt docunerts?

(d) UJnder prescnt applicable achinistrative procedures what period of
tine ill be required for advertising of the tenders, bid prpara--
tion, bid analysis and rroval by the aporate authority?

(e) ltat will be the quatities of ntaterials and equipnen" requirea for
the canstruction a the project? kre they available in the country?
If not, should they be available in the country? oes the project
warrant their local manufacture? if so, when should construction of
the manufacturing installations begin? If naterials and equipment
are to be iported, what are their dalivery delays on the international
market? Under present adinistrative procedres, how much ie is
required to clear these materials and equipnent though custas?

(if) Ystiate the manpower requireents for the construction of the pro-
ject according to degree and t;/p of skill ranging fron project mana-
ger to connon labor. Vlat other projects will be canpeting for the
same nanpower? Are local contractors available with the pereonnel
and equipment required? Uhat is the present workl.oad of these local
contractors? (an it be expanded? If foren cotractors win the
contracts will they be able to fid sufficient skilled and ordinary
labor on the local marCO n

(g) A.ll the project construction be supervised by local personnel or
sonsultants? If local personnel, how ang non rill be required in

each Specialty? how long in1 it take to mobili then? If con-
Sultants are to be used, what local personnel will be required to

supervise end coordinate the consultants efforts?



(h ) If consultants are to be ued for deig and superiad on, does tis~

have been nade to poxsi local peronnl to loam~ 7fx or be trained

(i ) 2£11 the design onrucon and operton of" the pro~joe require
a labrtr, machin e sh; etores or other similar facilities? If

ths o not exist or are0 not adequt to meet the project n~eeds,

(j) at measure are* requitred in. addition to the poject as deiedi

order to enne~ that the product or beni ts reach the intended

(h) Lat pro e will be~ regured for he apration and manenance of.

the Lr~etadweAetesil vial n h ubr e
uz.d Ift w then mjt recritn and/or tiin bgin in or

to ensre they will be available when reqdred?

(1) Base on the above inomtior prpr a draft structur of theor

gadation reqdired for the deic, contcion, operaion~ ad nain-
teance o7 th is pirojec~ togethe: wi th those other insalations or

projects or wh .ich thn 2oraiation will be resonsible o comlto
of the project. Are~ sufielnt exerienced~ nangers ava~ilable to

adiise thi strct4o ar sufiin skilled accounn ta ~aIL-
able to carry out the billn, eollectin~ and financial. rporinj
If there ae abortaeet i ither o: thee cateorioe how will the
be filled?



Mr. Walter J. Armstrong, Supervision Adviser August 13, 1974

Wilfried P. Thalwitz, Director, Western Africa Projects

Role of Bank Engineers in Connection with Engineering Designs
and Cost Estimates

1. This is in reply to your memorandum of July 8, 1974, asking for
comments on Mr. Knox's memorandum of July 8, 1971, on the abovementioned
subject. Your main query was whether Mr. Knox's memorandum could be re-
issued as a Bank-wide guideline.

2. There has been considerable discussion of this subject in WAP and
it is evident that the variety of views reflect the different sector back-
grounds and experience of those concerned, the perception of how engineers
do or should function in the Bank and, not least, semantics. The following
highlight the comments which appeared germane.

3. Not surprisingly, the highway engineer, agricultural technician,
power expert and so forth, differ to some degree on the capacities of the
engineer and, therefore, the responsibilities he can assume; the more complex
the scope of the job, the less able is the individual engineer to fill the
role of "expert." Everyone perceives this as a matter of degree; that Bank
engineers should know their limits; when beyond them, should seek the advice
of colleagues with appropriate expertise; and when necessary recommend the
Bank seek advice from consultants.

4. On "cost estimating," needless to say no one makes any claims about
the Bank engineer's ability in the present pricing climate to estimate equip-
ment prices (or make expert "judgments") other than for staples such as
vehicles and standard construction equipment. Nor does anyone claim that
the Bank engineer can be expected to literally double-check the consultants'
cost estimate of civil works. The distinction between a cost estimate and
the "low" bid price is made; that regardless of how the former is made the
latter will depend on the "market" for construction work. The following is
an extract from Mr. Ireland's (Agriculture) memorandum:

Mr. Armstrong's para. 12 mentions "contractor's estimation
procedures as opposed to unit price cost estimating" and at least

implies refinements in civil works cost estimates at appraisal
which do not make sense when in the next step, as a matter of
judgment, 60% or more is added as a price contingency.

It seems to me that the experienced project planner would use
a balanced risk approach to cost estimating whereby all inputs were
examined and refined commensurate with their proportion of totF 1
project cost and their significance in project execution and in
meeting project goals. Where civil works costs do not predominate



Mr. Walter J. Armstrong - 2 - August 13, 1974

in total project costs, as is the case in most agriculture projects,
it does not ke sen 5e to over-refine civil works cost estimates

ly becuse the techniques are well known and considerable
sophistication in evaluation is possible.

Civil works cost estimates at the appraisal stage are normally
based on qunntities and unit prices. Regardless of the detail in
the preparation estimate, it is not possible for Bank engineers at
appraisal to check all items to any great extent. Regardless of
how it is done, or who is held accountable, the low bid price is
still heavily influenced by the amount of competition. Usually if
5 or 6 bids are received, the low bid will be fairly close to the
estimate. If only two or three bids are received, the low bid will
be higher than under the more competitive situation.

5. Another view as to acceptability of 'responsibility' by the Bank's
technical expert is expressed by Mr. Hubert (Education):

... The Responsibilities are borne by the borrower's technical
staff and consultants: (1) entirely, for design, and (2) within
acceptable margins of error (more or less 15), for cost estimates.
Bank engineers could be responsible only for the review of Engineer-
ing designs and cost estimates.

6. In our view, the recently issued CPM 2.10(a) dated June 13, 1974,
para. 27 states the matter quite adequately:

"Improving the Bank's Cost Estimate Review Capabilit

27. Although the ult ite responsibility for the accuracy of
cost estimates rests with the borrower, the Bank accepts some
share of the responsibility when during project preparation and
appraisal the staff reviews, changes and accepts project estimates.
The degree of 1uolied responsi-bilty is increased when Bank staff
or Cooperative Program staff have a major role in preparing the
project and the cost estimates...

7. To this end the Bank's staff in accepting project cost estimates
reviews available material, introduces changes on the basis of their own
experience or with the assistance of other staff and consultants. No separate
memorandum appears needed, but it would be useful to expand para. 27 of
CU 2.10(a), introducing a reference to the need for outside assistance in
particularly difficult cases.

cc: Messrs. Rowe, buliquen, King
Division Chiefs, 'A'
Hubert, Ireland



riiod ubey August 6, 1971.

*ai E .ytt

conoic Aa~li of. rejec ts - Ipeetto

oLram Fis aa Year~ 197>

2lererence your nemo~ of August 3, the inforation r equested. in

pararaph 2 ofM. ?heery's m:em of [August 1, is as fllows:~

a oslavia

1. Roania goyer

(a) Apraisal expected in September 1976.
(b) Assiance is re uested) from reeal

in the person of Mr. Anderson.
(e) roject Economist for the workshop - .E.Russell.

(a) Appraia excted la te october 194
(b) Assistance is req uested £rom 073

~ease note this projcot is expected to oover roadsa in five repulics.
It oud nt be pratiable at this stage to apply the new methods to

all ive, but with~ assistan~e from 2P w. e wold. hope to do two or p:er-

J. Astchija Uatipurocae

(a) Apriaia expected in Octoer 1973 but a reparatian
msion is scheduled fo etme 96adape

appraisal is cheduled for February 197.
(b) Assistance is reepaired from cPS preferal in the

person ofi Mr. Jeremy Warf~ord.
(c) Project Eonomist - we do not have one but auggest

Mr. A. ilussain attend the workaho sinc e he may beomxe
invoved in later discussions. For the croject we

suggst M. Warfod and FAO otaff iIf possible.

on e ~aum~-e Mr. Varford will be a patic ipant in the wrkshop in any
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Mr Robert S. McNamara August 2, 1974

Warren C. Baum and Hollis B. Chenery

Economic Analysis of Projects

1. The attach set of papers prepared by Iyn Squire, Johannes Linn
and Herman van der Tak represents the culmination of an extensive effort to
revise and update the general guidelines to be followed by the Bank in its
economic evaluation of projects. They raise some important issues and
have met with considerable resistance at the staff level. However, we have
reached agreement with the Regional Chief Economists along the lines indi-
cated below. The major features of the proposed methodology, as compared
with current practice, are discussed in the Introduction (attached).

2. Very briefly, the guidelines seek to:

(i) clarify current Bank practice with respect to the use of
"shadow prices" that are intended to approximate more
closely the opportunity cost of resources used, improve
estimation procedures for such "efficiency" prices, and
ensure more systematic and consistent application of
these prices in project analysis.

(ii) Incorporate concerns with income distribution and fiscal
and savings constraints in project evaluation procedures
more systematically by attaching appropriate weights to
benefits from the project aceruing to different benefici-
aries, private as well as public.

3. We have agreed with the Regions to introduce gradually the
procedures with respect to efficiency prices and to apply them experi-
mentally with respect to distribution weights. After one year we would
evaluate the experience gained with implementing the new guidelines.

4. In view of the staff requirements for adopting the proposed
guidelines, it is clear that they can be introduced only gradually. Staff
will have to familiarize itself with the general framework of the analysis
and the suggested approaches to the estimation of shadow prices. Project
analysis in accordance with these guidelines can only start after country
parameters for shadow prices have been estimated for the country concerned.
Staff limitations make it necessary to stretch out over a number of years
the initial process of building up national parameters for an increasing
list of countries. It should be noted that some of the more time-consuming
improvements relate to the calculation of "efficiency" prices (e.g. the
shadow exchange rate), rather than to the introduction of income distribu-
tion concepts. However, this work should normally be done in connection
with the preparation of a basic economic report.
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5. We have agreed with the Chief Economists that during the Fiscal
Year 1975 the Regions will estimate national parameters and shadow prices
for at least the following countries:

Yugoslavia and Turkey (EMENA),
Ivory Coast and Ghana (West Africa),
Zambia, Tanzania and/or Ethiopia (East Africa),
Pakistan (South Asia),
Malaysia, and Philippines (East Asia), and
Colombia and Mexico (Latin America),

and apply the new methodology to a total of at least four projects in these
countries. The use of distribution weights in project evaluation would be
experimental at this stage. The program of implementation in the following
years would be decided after review of the experience during Fiscal Year
1975. CPS and DPS will provide as much support as possible during this
trial period.

6. We propose to establish a small CPS/DPS team to assist the Regions
in implementing the new methodology and applying it in project evaluation.
They would participate in country studies to estimate shadow prices and in
project appraisals according to the new guidelines, as agreed with the Regions.
They would coach Regional staff in the methodology by holding workshops for
the staff concerned. They would also be responsible for monitoring the progress
made and experience gained in the implementation of the new guidelines. These
arrangements would facilitate the introduction of the guidelines and ease the
Regions' legitimate concern with the additional burden being put on their staff.

7. Clearly, the introduction of the guidelines involves additional
staff costs for the Bank, especially during the period of transition to
general use of the new methodology. However, even during the initial stages,
additional costs per country are, in Mr. van der Tak's judgment, unlikely
to exceed ten man/weeks or, say 150 man/weeks during FY75. Costs per country
would be much less in the later years of buildup of the system when staff
becomes familiar with the approach and the work becomes an integral part
of the regular country/sector work. The cost of "maintaining" the estimates
after the original buildup would appear negligible. Additional costs of
project analysis itself relate mainly to closer investigation of the distribu-
tion of benefits which we are increasingly examining anyway.

8. The benefits expected from application of the new methodology are,
in our view, well worth the costs. First, it will result in more systematic
and consistent use of the correct economic (shadow) pricing in our project
work. Second, the guidelines translate our general concerns with income
distribution, fiscal constraints, savings and growth in concrete project
decision terms. We think these are moves in the right direction leading to
better-informed project decisions. The practical impact on the design and
choice of projects will, of course, be greater to the extent that we and
the countries concerned apply this type of analysis at earlier stages of
the project cycle. This would be highly desirable anyway and CPS is
considering what steps the Bank can take to improve our project work in
this regard.
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9. The Bank is the leading international practitioner of project
lending, and adoption of these guidelines for the economic analysis of
projects would establish its leadership in an important aspect of its
operations. This step is likely to influence significantly the appraisal
practice of developing countries and other development agencies.

Conclusions

10. We have agreed with the Regions thats

(i) With respect to "efficiency prices," the Bank adopt the
methodology outlined in the attached papers as its official
guidelines, subject, of course, to revision from time to
time in the light of evolving experience and understanding.

(ii) With respect to "social prices," i.e. the use of distribu-
tion weights, the Bank further experiment with the pro-
posed methodology and reconsider its introduction after
one year.

(iii) As the methodology is more fully applied, appraisal reports
should show returns in terms of both efficiency prices and
shadow prices reflecting distribution weights.

(iv) Estimation of shadow prices in accordance with the new
guidelines be implenented gradually, with an initial program
as outlined in para. 5 above.

(v) CPS/DPS establish a small team to assist the Regions with
the initial implementation of the guidelines (para. 6).

Attachments

HGvanderTak/WC Baum/HBChenery:lfb

cc: Mr. Knap
Messrs. Alter, Bell, Benjenk, Chaufournier, Husain and Weiner
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Hollis B. Chenery and Warren C. Baum

Economic Analysis of Projects - Implementation Program Fiscal Year 1975

1. During our meeting last Friday we agreed that during Fiscal Year
1975 the Regions would estimate shadow prices in accordance with the new
guidelines for selected countries as follows:

EMENA: Yugoslavia, Turkey
West Africa: Ivory Coast, Ghana
East Africa: Zambia, Tanzania, and/or Ethiopia
South Asia: Pakistan
East Asia: Malaysia, Philippines
Latin America: Colombia, Mexico

Each Region would apply the new methodology to a total of at least four
projects in these countries. Use of distribution weights would be on an
experimental basis at this stage. At the end of Fiscal Year 1975 we would
review the experience with the guidelines and draw up an implementation
program for following years.

2. CPS/DPS would support the Regions in implementing the new
methodology by participating in country studies and project evaluations,
and by organizing workshops for Regional staff concerned. The CPS/DPS
effort will be coordinated by Mr. Ahluwalia (DRC), Mrs. Hughes (DED) and
Mr. Ray (PSVP). To facilitate planning of CPS/DPS staff assignments for
this purpose, it would be helpful if you could inform the coordinating
team as soon as possible of:

(i) the tentative Regional time schedules for estimating
shadow prices in the agreed countries,

(ii) the projects selected for application and the expected
timing of their evaluation, and

(iii) the kind of assistance you are looking for from CPS/DPS.

We would appreciate it if you could give them some preliminary indications
on these points by c.o.b. August 9.

3. CPS/DPS will organize a workshop in September primarily for
country economists participating in the implementation program. Details
have still to be worked out, but we envisage a one-week series of daily
sessions of, say, one and one-half hours each, probably in the second or
third week of September. Later in the year we intend to arrange a similar
workshop for project economists.

HGvanderTak:lfb
cc: Mr. J. Burke Knapp

Messrs. Alter, Bell, Benjenk, Chaufournier, Husain and Weiner
Regional Programs Directors
Regional Projects Directors
CPS T)ircto-
DPS Directors
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Basil Kavalaky

Economic Anal sis of Projects

1. 1 attended on your behalf a meeting in hr. Chenery's office

of Regional Chief Economists on the subject of the van der Tak proposal.
There was a consensus that firstly work on improving the major efficiency
prices for use in project appraisal would go ahead, staffed largely by

the regions. It was proposed to begin in 1Y75 with two countries and
four projects per region and each representative was asked to name the

countries. I suggested that in our region given the smaall number of
countries it was enough to have one country and that given the various
work programs, Pakistan made the most sense. We will therefore have to
develop better efficiency prices for use in two projects in Pakistan.
I also pointed out however that we might want to do this sequentially
concentrating first on those prices which seemed to us more interesting
or critical, especially the valuation of family labor, and the exchange
rate. These proposals were accepted.

2. The second point of agreement was that the work on the social
rate of return would be regarded as strictly experimental and would be
staffed by DPS and CPS with some support from regions. This would be
done for the same countries and projects as the efficiency prices but
it would not be "used" in the appraisal process or written up in the
President's keport. in response to the question of whether any region
objected to this, I said that we still had serious problems with the
approach and even if it was someone else's time being wasted we would
prefer it not to be wasted in our region. I hope that I got the message
across sufficiently clearly that we can limit our contribution to making
available information we would have collected in any case.

3. The above summary is only intended to bring out the operational
implications but the meeting was really a very interesting one and I'll
fill you in later on who said what.

cc. Mesars. Weiner
Diamond
van der Meer
Collier/brown
iansen

BKavalsky: at



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO All IC & DC iDivision Operatipns Officers DATE: July 25, 1974

FROM: Jacques Coudol

SUBJECT: Project Completicn Repots (PCRs)

1. As I mentioned to you last week, we have now prepared guidelines
for the PCRs. Obviously, they should be regarded more as guidelines
than as frozen instructions. I am sending a copy to our Front Office
as well as to Gustafson and Willoughby for comments and therefore more
might be expected on this subject. In the meantime, since we have several
PCRs underway, please try to follow the guidelines to the extent possible.

2. Our program for the next six months foresees the following schedule:

te Due Project Person Responsible

Jul Loan 582-Finland, IFF-3 Mr. Su

Auigust Loan 589-Turkey, T'SKB-8 Mr. Su

facust Loan 660-Morocco, PNDE-4 Mr. MacNealy

November Loan 539-Iran, IMDBI-4 Mr. Chaudhry

1/
December Loan T4h-Ireland, ICC-1 Mr. Su

DIecember Loan 665-Greece, NIBID-2 Mr. Griesshaber
l_/

December Loan 791-Greece, NIBID-3 Mr. Griesshaber

In reading the guidelines, you will note that our work with respect
to PCRs is not a joke. It requires substantial work. In recent discus-
sions with Mr. Willoughby, he indicated that in his view the required man-
power on our side to complete a PCR amounts to about two man-weeks. This,
at least over the first year of acquaintance with the exercise, may appear
to be a rather optimistic statement. In any case, if he is right, this
means 14 nan-weeks over the next six months, for which we have no budget.
I pla 0o discuss this aspect with Mr. Pollan on his return. In the mean-
time, there is little hope to foresee authorization for slippages on this
exereise which is regarded as a very important one by our nanagement,
Please let me know if you have any comments on the -uidelines themselves.

]/ Assuming disbursement is fully completed by then.



In addition to tn juidelines, I attach a copy of the quesionnaire
which has been recently prepared by Henry Thomas to IDBI. This might be
useful for other projects.

A tta c hments

cc f r comments: Messrs. Gustafson
Willoughby
Pollan

cc for inirmaticn: Messrs. Wyatt
Sekse (o/r)
Powell
Renger
hidalgo
Spall

3Couidol /mS



GUIDELINES FOR THE PREPARATION OF

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORTS ON DFCs

OPM 3.50 (paras. 45-49) establishes the obligation that Projects

Divisions will prepare a Project Completion Report (PCR) on each loan within

six months of completion of disbursements. This applies also to loans to

DFCs. These PCRs are to provide the basis for the subsequent audit of the

loan by the Operations Evaluation Department (OED) which then, together

with the PCR, is distributed to the EDs.

Purpose

2. The PCR is expected to review:

(a) the extent to which expectations and objectives / at the

time the loan was made have been, or show promise of

being, achieved;

(b) the usefulness, soundness and impact of the Bank's decisions

and emphases at the time, seen in retrospective; in parti-

cular, whether covenants or conditions (e.g. debt/equity ratio,

labor intensive projects) imposed on a DFC in order to further

certain objectives have been too restrictive or superfluous;

(c) the effectiveness in the utilization and the economic impact

of the Bank's loan;

(d) the success or failure of the Bank's advisory efforts in

institution building or the achievement of other set

objectives;

(e) whether the Bank failed to identify or to take action on a

particular issue.

Certain objectives may not be spelled out in the appraisal report, e.g.
resource mobilization, promotion of capital market. The attainment of
such implicit objectives, routinely pursued in DFC onerations, should
also be assessed as a matter of course
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3. In addition, the PCR should:

(a) bring out any lessons to be learned from the implementation

of the loan;

(b) highlight problems that remain unresolved;

(c) include recommendations regarding any action to be taken by

the Bank in connection with the institution and/or the loan.

Coverage V

4. At the outset, the PCR should identify the objectives the Bank in-

tended to achieve by means of the loan with respect to both the institution,

i.e. the DFC itself (e.g. strengthening its appraisal/supervision work, re-

source mobilization effort, prudence in lending operations, particular

geographic distribution of loans, etc.), and the sub-projects financed from

the loan in question (e.g. developmental impact as reflected in employment

generation, foreign exchange savings or earnings, support of emerging enter-

preneurs, etc.). These objectives, decisions in themselves, may have

necessitated further, more specific decisions for their attainment (e.g.

flotation of a specified amount of securities within a given time span, debt/

equity ratio, etc.). The Appraisal Report, Loan Documents, Minutes of Nego-

tiations, and other relevant documents produced during the appraisal of the

DFC and up to the time the loan was approved should be perused to establish

what those objectives and decisions were.

E. Once the Bank's objectives and decisions have been ascertained,

an attempt should be made to evaluate their reasonableness, soundness and

advisability in hindsight. Also, data and other pertinent information should

be gathered to assess the progress made toward achieving such objectives,

2/ It may be advisable to extend the period of the review slightly beyond the
date of disbursement of the loan, if this provides a better perspective for
assessing the DFC's and subprojects' performance.
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E.g. if strengthening of a DFC's appraisal work was the objective, was the

Bank's emphasis on this matter justified? Did the DFC take the necessary steps

toward this end by hiring, say, more engineers, or by improving its capabi-

lities in market analysis through proper training programs? Is the improve-

ment attained borne out in more recent appraisal reports7 In this context,

the PCR should indicate whether or not the Bank had proferred advice and

whether or not it was heeded by the DFC's top management. Also, whether par-

ticular conditions on which the Bank insisted were inhibiting the DFC's

operations and whether remedial action was taken to alleviate this situation.

6. To the extent possible, the PCR should communicate the DFC's own

views and experiences (positive or negative) with the Bank's association and

assistance, including advice on sub-projects. The PCR should also come up

with a view as to whether there were identifiable, actual or potential, pro-

blem areas which warranted the Bank's action, but on which the Bank failed

to act uoon (e.g. onlending rates, protection, promotion, concentration of

loans to a limited number of entrenched borrowers).

7. Concerning the effectiveness in the utilization of the loan, the

projected resource gap at the time of the appraisal should be compared with

the actual and any aberrations should be explained; the DFC's resource mo-

bilization effort should be assessed and the resource contribution of the

loan be ascertained. Similarly, projections of approvals, commitments and

disbursements should be compared with actuals and the causes for major dis-

crepancies be accounted for. Arrears, write-offs, guarantees, provisions for

doubtful debts related to the loan should be reviewed. The PCR should also

cover, whenever appropriate, major problems which have arisen (e.g. managerial,

financial, etc.), the underlying causes, and the action taken to solve them

or minimize their effects. Finally, the DFC's financial performance, growth



of oper tions and profitability should be discussed against the original

project ons. Procurement method(s) employed should also be mentioned.

8. An attempt should be made to assess the economic and social impact

of the sub-projects assisted under the Bank's loan. To this end, and indi-

catively, the following information when relevant or available should be

collected, and some relevant data should be routinely shown in annexes

to the PCR.

1. Type of industry

2. Geographical location

3. New or expansion project (indicate separately projects
promoted by the DFC)

4. Had the sponsor received financial assistance from
the DFC before, whether for the same or a dif-
ferent project?

5. The DFC's financial contribution (amount and type)

6. Original estimate of total costs, broken down in
major categories (e.g. buildings, machinery,
erection costs, contingencies, working capital)

7. Actual costs in the same categories

8. Explanation of significant cost and time overruns

9. Year when full production was originally expected and
when it was actually reached.

10. In the year when full production was originally
expected:
a. Projected versus actual level of production
b. Projected versus actual profit
c. Porjected versus actual total assets

11. Employment created

12. Fixed investment per job created

13. Actual or estimated exports as a percentage of
total sales in year of full capacity operation



14. Effective rate of protection, economic rate of
return, financial rate of return, domestic cost
of foreign exchanged saved or earned, value added/
total sales, etc. (whichever has been calculated

by the DFC).

'5. Total assets of the sub-borrower at the time the
DFC approved the loan. In case of affiliation
with an industrial group, indicate total assets
of the group.

Format

9. There is no prescribed format and length for a PCR. This means that

it could be incorporated in a supervision or appraisal report. Yet, in view

of its focus and distribution (EDs, DFC, Government), a separate report may

be prefe rable. The PCR should be about 5 pages long, preferably less, and in

no case should exceed 10 pages.

10. The PCR should, as far as possible, keep with the following format:

I. INTRODUCTION (less than 1 page)

- Details on loan under review
- Organization of DFC (brief statement of ownership and control,

board, management, staff, general policies).

II. LOAN OBJECTIVES (up to 2 pages)

- Objectives (explicit and, possibly, implicit)
- Other decisions made (or not taken)
- Evaluation of such decisions and emphases (as per

para. 2(b)).

III. RESOURCE CONTRIBUTION OF THE LOAN (less than 1 page)

- (As per para. 7).

IV. ALLOCATION OF LOAN FUNDS (up to 3 pages)

- Assessment of quality of the DFC's appraisal/supervision work.
- Allocation pattern of the loan

- sectoral, geographic and size distribution
- public/private sector distribution
- promoted/new/repeater projects

- Subproject performance
- DFC's contribution (financial, technical assistance, etc.)
- Cost and time-overruns
- Financial performance and rationale.
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V. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF LOAN (up to 1 page)

- Support of particular types of industry, employment generation,
export-orientation, capital intensity of sub-projects, income
distribution effects, etc.

VI. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE DFC (less than 1 page)

- Income performance
- Financial position

VII. CONCLUSION (1 page)

- Evaluation of performance against set objectives
or special targets - Prospects

- General conclusions that may be possible to draw
- Unresolved problems and recommended action.

ANNEXES

- Mainly on sub-projects data

Timing-Preparation-C learances

11. PCRs should be prepared in conjunction with a normal supervision

or appraisal mission. DFCs should be increasingly "urged" during appraisal

missions or negotiations to prepare their own PCRs. This may be possible

on the second or third go-around. For the first time, though, the onus will

be on us. We shoul4 however, have the DFC supply us with the needed data

and with comments on how the decisions we took affected it, by sending out a

properly formulated Questionnaire. Questionnaires and Terms of Reference

for missions which will prepare a PCR should be sent to the OED for comment.

Drafts of PCRs should also be sent to the OED for review.
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INDTJCIxL. 0 "AND MINGC DEVELOPMENT BANK OF I RAN

Infomation for Project Completion Report
(Loan No. .539-IEN)

Introduction

The World Bak has recently instituted a program of "performance
auditing of all B3ank-finan(ced projects to determine the extent to which
original expTectations and objectives have been achieved and how useful to
development the Bank's decisions and emphases at the time of appraisal
seem in retrospect to have been in the opinion of all those concerned.
These audits are carried out on each Bank loan once the loan is fully dis-
tursed. Thus, each loan to a DFC is considered a separate project for

t urpo, and requires a separate performance audit. The purpose of
the audit s to respond to IBRD'! shareholders' concerns into how effecti1ve
the Bank has been and how !t can be more responsive to its borrowers' needs.

These audits arc made by an independent nit within the Bank,
relying, on a "Project Completion Report" for basic data. This Report
is prepared by the appropriate Projects Division. In the case of loans
to DFCs, this Project Completion Report can be seen as covering two basic
areas, the institution and the sub-projects financed from the loan being
uIdited. With regard to the first, the Appraisal Report prepared by the

Bank at the time the Loan was granted is reviewed in order to determine
what aspects of the DF.s' operations were identified at that time as
needing strengthening, improving, etc. The Project Completion Report
attempts to indicate what has been done to strengthen or improve thse
aspects. With regard to the second area, the Project Completion Report
essenK ally reviews how the Bank's money was used. On both aspects the
key que2stion is whether the decisions made by the IBRD and the advice it
proffered were as good ns they could have been. On this question the views
of the borrower are quite important to us.

Loan 'No. 539-IRN'T was signed in June 1968 and was based on an
Appraisal Report dated April 16, 1968. It would be convenient to assume
that the institutional cue stions raised in the Appraisal Report referred
to the status as of March 20, 1968.

Institfional Questions

1. The main weakness which the 1968 AppraisaL Report identified
related to aopraisal and supervision work. The following two paragraphs,
taken from that report, illustrate the concern felt jt that time.

Aopraisals. IMlBI's appraisals are thorough, but at times
needing more appreciation of technological developments in
the outside world. There is also a tendency, in a number of
instances, to rely on government protection. The presentation
of market forecasts or the actual market research in regard
to new or more complex industrial products is mostly made by
three overburdened IMDBI staff members rather than by the



clients themselves. Most of the projects, i.e. about
80%, are processed within five months.

Project Supervision. Although the Loans Supervision
Department has been able to perform with some degree of
effectiveness, it has for some time been seriously
short of staff. This is an important weakness in view
of the irregular habits of some clients in meeting
their obligations to IMDBI, and because of the need to
overcome the frequent reluctance of enterprises to
furnish information requested by IMDBI. To help offset
the Loan Supervision Department's staff shortage, IMDBI
has recently recruited three additional employees. Even
so, IMDBI's project supervision will need more time to
become effective through a more intensive assessment of
delinquent clients and a more intensive use of legal
sanctions.

PI wouid be appreciated if IMDI would speak to each of the concerns
expresced in these paragraphs, indicating in a few paragraphs what
improvements or changes have taken place since 1968, whether the Bank's
emphases on these aspects seem in retrospect to have been helpful,
whethe there was anything more IBRD might have done to help IMDBI on
these matters, etc. It would also be helpful if IMDBI could prepare
a table indicating the number of staff employed in each of the several
departments (not just those dealing with appraisals and supervisions)
at March 20, 1968 and at the end of each fiscal year thereafter up to
the present,, with an indication of the number of new staff recruited
and the number of staff terminating each year.

The Appraisal Report noted with much approval IMDBI's growing
prono-ional activities. However, it cautioned that "IM)31 would also
have t- be watchful in the future against a dilution of its energies by
having its top management drawn overly into promotions and into managerial
functions in client companies." It would be appreciated if IMDBI would
indicate whether and how, in the years since 1968, its top management has
been able to avoid too great an involvement in promotional work and in
managerial functions in client companies. Some quantification should be
possibl e; for example, how many top management individuals were closely
involved in how many promoted projects in each year since 1968, how
many stcaff members held how many directorships and attended how many
Board reetings in each year since 1968, etc. An indication of the extent
to whica these functions have been taken up by middle management and the
st aff should be included.

3. At the time the Report was prepared, only three of the eleven
promoted projects were in production (three sugar mills). The Appraisal
deport noted that it was too soon to judge the success of these projects,
although there was no evidence to qu estion IMDBI's judgment. The Report
did qucstion, however, whether all the promoted projects would be viable
without substantial protection from imports (e.g. the sugar mills) or
whether others would operate, at least initially, with appropriate
economies of scale. Attached is a statement (labelled A-l) describing
these (Leven projects. It would be appreciated if EhDI would indicate
the success or lack of success with each of the eleven, quantifying the
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resu ts as much as possible. References should be made to the level of
protection currently enjoyed and to whether the level of production has
proven to be- economic.

1. The Report notes that IMDBI's loan portfolio appeared generally
good. It coes discuss the arrears situation, pointing out that there were
21 enterprises on June '1, 1968 with arrears of over three months totalling
Rls. 123 million on outstanding loan amounts of Rls 299 million. Included
were outstanding loans of RlS 133 million on which only interest was delin-
quent. This was about 10% of IMDBI's loan portfolio at that time. The
Report goes on to say:

Roughly one-half of all the outstanding loans in arrears
beyond three months were contracted by borrowers whom IMDBI
considers as able to pay. The others are in various degrees
o" difficulties including two loans (PlS. 7 million) on
which TMDBI has started litigation for recovery. It also
has taken over the management of three enterprises (leather,
sausage and fruit juice) accounting for loans of Rls 59 million;
one of them with a loan of Rls 21 million may have problems
in ever becoming viable, but IMDBI's position appears well
secured.

It would be appreciated if IMDBI would review the performance since 1968
of these 21 enterprises. Did any of these arrears have to be written off .
If so, was IMDBI's security sufficient to cover the bad debtY

5. The Report noted that IMDBIt s equity portfolio of Rls. 345 million,
represe iting investments in 16 companies (listed in table A-9 attached),
were st Lll unseasoned as practically none had been producing for any
appreciible length of time. The Report also noted, however, that "one
investmnt seems to be a white elephant (the warehouse) and another, doubtful
(the Pa: Dairy), together accounting for about 6% of IMDBI's equity portfolio".
It woull be appreciated if ERDEI could provide a short note on each of these
16 compinies indicating how their operations have developed. The return on
share c-ipital, dividends paid, book value and market value (if listed) of
the shar-es and other similar indicators for the most recent year available
should be given.

6. The Loan Agreement for Loan No. 539-IRN increased the maximum
allowed debt/equity ratio from if to 4.5 and slightly modified the definition
of equity. This ratio was increased again when Loan No. 703-IRN was signed
(October 7, 1970). Did IMDBI's actual debt/equity ratio, as defined in the
Loan Agreement, ever exceed the 4.5 limitation during the time between the
signing of Loan No. 539-IRN and the signing of Loan No. 703-IRN? Was this
limit a constraint to MDBI's business

7. The Report noted that IMDBI had wanted to saise the limit on
aggregate equity investment commitments from the then ceiling of Rls 930 million
to Us. 1.3 billion. The Rls 930 million corresponded to IMDBI's net worth
(included loss provisions) on March 21, 1966 plus half of the Government
Advance. The new limit suggested by IMDBI was about 3W higher than its
net worth at the time. The Bank advised IMDBI that the limit should not



exceed IMDBI>'s net worth, but that it was prepared to review this question
if and when IMDBI's operations approached the limit. Did IMDBI's aggregate
equity investment commitments at any point since March 20, 1968 approach
this limit. If so, what steps did IMDBI takeY (The recent change in the
Policy Statement is an example of such a step.) Was the retained limit an
incentive to sales out of equity portfolio" Did the Bank's policy decision
in this regard prove constraining to IMDBI, and if so what were the mani-
festations or results -

8. The Report noted that during the Third Plan Period, IMDBI provided
some 12 to 1`t> of total private industrial investment. It was expected that
during the Fourth Plan, I11BI would continue to provide at least the same
share of private industrial investment. The Fourth Plan target for total
private industrial investment was Rls 120 billion. What was the actual total
nrivate industrial investment during the Fourth Plan, and how much of this
total did IMDBI provider

9. The Report noted IMDBI's persistent efforts to introduce ore
up-Lo-date concepts in Iran's industrial environment. It particularly noted
IMDBI's role in getting the Tehran Stock Exchange organized and modern
accounting standards adopted more widely. On this latter, it also noted
that TMDBI, NIOC and several Iranian and foreign auditors were trying to
set up an Association of Accountants in Iran which would have a "profes-
sional code and serve to spread modern accounting standards throughout
Iranian industry". What became of the efforts to establish this Association
of Accounts? Regarding the Stock Exchange, it would be appreciated if data
could be provided on stocks and bonds listed and on trading and sales activity
per year since establishment.

Questions Regarding Sub-projects

1. Attached is a list of the sub-projects authorized to be financed
from Loan No. 539-IRN. For each sub-project please provide the following
information:

(a) Type of industry
(b) Geographical location
(c) Promoted or regular project
(d) New or expansion project
(e) Had the sponsor received financial assistance from IMDBI

before, whether for the same or a different projectr
(f) IMDBI's financial contribution (amount and type)
(G) Original estimate of total cost, broken down in the

usual major categories
(1) Actual cost in the same categories
( ) Explanation of significant cost and time overruns
(j) Year when full production was originally expected and

when it was reached
(i;) In the year when full production was originally expected:

(i) Projected versus actual production
(ii) Projected versus actual profit

(iii) Projected versus actual total assets
(7) Employment created
(n) Fixed investment per job created



(n) Actual or estimated exports as a percentage of total sales
in year of full capacity operation.

(o) Total assets of the sub-borrower and, in case of affiliation
with an industrial group, of the industrial group at the time
IMDBI approved the loan for the project.

2. As you know, we review in Washington all appraisal reports for
sub-projects above the free limit and pass on to you our comments and queries,
if any. We would like your candid evaluation and opinion on the effect
(positive or negative) our involvement with these projects has had on IMDBI's
appraisal process and on the sub-projects financed from Loan 539-IRN.

Attachmentz



11 RiI L AND DING DEVELOPMENT BAN1K O1 1RA1.

iromoted Projects 1/
Approv d through February 19, 196(

eissabour "' ga rkpany: (Loan ofL Rls-lO s3 n n GIoci
als.W ~ ~ i mi-n. nstrction wscmltdon sen1co.-nEn naa

nl mnd rial operations jve been co~mplted success l p m a
r Mat ~ , has orkedat 1,000 tons of sugar b r th

~ily.

nOl many: (Loan of Hls.120 million and dB equity of
)ior .) VThe rvo been sme difficulties during trh erly st -gcs o!

csr n t hs a now be en successfully overcoro an. the pr oc ect
Sxp ct to f o into '0 O rcduction in March 1968 though with a dine-nt , dea.

an Aliane Corpration (U.S.A.) hold a 21 percent stake in the share capial .

3. Phai-d Sugar Compny: (Loan of R1s.100 million and ILDBI equiy of
R12 million.

C. ilsaghse-Jahan Luar Company: (Loan of Rls.l0O million and IMDI equity
of Rls.35 million. ) Both projects are under construction. The rated c pacity
of ah equas 1,5c00 tons of sugar beet per day. Nn particular difficul t has
boen encountered to date and outout should be achieved during the October 1968 -
March 1969 season.

Ker- (rn fment Pr;oject: (loan of R1s.200 million and LlBI ec ity of
Ri.,2h milior .) Constr uiorn has Just co!,-,-nced and t plant, acorng to
plani, srod begin.r producing during the fall of 1969. Capacity will b_ 3C
Ln[ p!r >ay expanding to 507

0. Ahwaz: (Loan of Rls .22 million and IMDT equity of Rls.6
milln ) A eachino tool unit with Dutch collaboration has made satisfcctory
progrs s in construction. It is exprected that production will start before the
end of 1968.

7. oirani Arya: (L'rPI equity of Rls.55 million. A loan i.
millin ha been made to this company wth Plan Organization funds avai_able
esecially for this purpose, interest free and of 20 year duratin with 10 yars

5rC. T !is shippirg company was established in the summer C 1966 to opeate
init I mily :; .rviocCs in the Persian Gulf, but later also Into Europe. The
purchase of vessels are presently beini negotiated.

1/ -nTrluOi l Joan from Managed Funds in all cases.
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.avani Sanati a.vin: (Lo:an of Rls.30 rillion and 7ID;I eq, -ty of
1 miion.) This is an industrial estate project 1LO km. West of Tehran.

The con aiy has comleted irrangements to provide the services such as water,
iactrici, sewerage, roads,* etc. Plots will be sold to indust ries. The

demand oi clots appears to Ie strong.

Paper Poject: (Lcon of Ris.300 million and IMDBI equity of rl1s.70
-ill: n. ~~II01I has completed negotiation and Pars Paper Company has concluded

cont<acts. atr the Reed Papr Group (U.K.) for the provision of technical
erv, ces and ranagement. Preparatory work has been firmed up. The plant will

be located near Ahwaz in Khuzistan with an initial capacity of 30,000 tons,
,xpanidabl Ie- to 500i s .a, d- hi o COO t;on.,

10.;A avi Ahwaz: (Loan of Rls.3CO million and 'D3I equity of Lis.7 20
ilion.) ~ i~s a ~ rllling mill to produce, on a two-shift operation. 10,000

tono of sk el/ trip nd L0,000 tons of pipe. Construction has not yet started.

British cnsu ants have been chosen. Management arrangements have yet to be

made. IMDBi i also seking an IFC investment in this project.

Dor7 mn Diesls: (Loan of Rls.300 million and IKDB3 equit o1 Rls.7U
million). Neg iations have been completed with W.H. Dorman & Company .td. of
England ad the English Electric Compsany for setting up a plant for th
manu acture of stationary diesel engines. Capacity will be 3,500 engioos

anrmally. The plant is expected to start operations in 1970. IMDBI s
also seoking an IFC investment in this project.

DFC/IFC

March IL, 1968



Registered Type cf

. e60.00 3 . rr

2. Pakl' Ci, C6 Common

3. Pub rhus 150.00 ard .ara 1.. - common

.Kermansnah Sugar 3b0.00 ,u 70.0' 0.' - tommofn

'-. . Goori lran 252.00 Tires Tchra -o.0 - ommon

6. General Tire & Rubb r Co.
of i-ran 225.00 Tire s Tehran 5.j.00 7.20 Preferred Redeemable

7 Ne ihabour uar 225.0 1 Nei a our 0.o 50.00 - comon

. I ranin 0 cling Mill 396.00 Li he teel ections Ahwaz - Cd.0o - common

9. Qazvin Glass 120.00 Sheet Glass Ghazvin 3C,00 36.00 - Common

10. Peerless Iran 100.00 Pumps Tehran 5.00 5.00 - common

11. Aliaf 150.00 artificial fibers Tehrar 22.50 7. - common

1'. Iran Hossht 50.00 Phrmaceu' cal s
& P.V.A. Tehran 15.07 l .0o - Preferred Reeeable

l1. Shahd Tuar 260.00 i Far Khov 10. 1.1mmon

lt , sr J'o nJ or 2ho.00 a • omo

15. tranian Tlcon nicai ion Telecommunication
K .' 180.00 equipment Sh r Cb, 1.36 - Preferred Reeemable

1. Qa n In 1i '' .e t60.00 n raol -tE 1.1 - rI18o~ooI paw0
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Loan No. $39-IRN - Subprojec Signed: June 5, 1968
Effective: August 26, 1968

Date Date Amount Amount

N, Submitted Name Authorized Authorized isbursed

1* 3/3/68 Navard va Luleh Ahwaz 9/17/68 3,600,000 3,100,000.00

2 10/2/68 Cashmere Dehairing Co. 10/10/68 800,000 800,000.00

3 11/6/63 Cablesazi IKO Iran 11/19/68 100,000 98,591.96

8/6/63 ShahbaLft Woollen Co-pany 11/26/68 1,334,000 1,310,338.57

5* 11/6/68 Cashmir Woollen Company 11/26/68 1,336,000 1,33),000.00

6 12/15/68 S.S. 0rhavar Automobile Manuf. Co. 12/23/68 667,000 667,000.00

7 12/16/63 S.S. Chimico 12/31/68 136,000 ,000.00

3 12/23/68 S.S. Kontorsazi Iran 12/31/68 - 667,000 666,639.16

9 12/23/68 S.S. Pars Ceram 12/31/68 600,000 360,689.67

10 12/18/68 S.S. Ama 1/2/69 336,000 336,00.00

11* 10/28/68 S.. Lamp Toshiba 2/3/69 2,267,000 2,267,000.00

12*- 1/23/69 3.0. Iran Oarak 2/10/69 3,00,000 2,999,130.19
1/

13, 10/30/68 S.S. Abguineh 2/19/69 3,200,000 3,220,809.09

1b 3/5/69 ISoS Pars-Toshiba 3/17/69 936,000 687.5.63
3/

15 3/8/69 S.2. Karkhanejat Sanati Pars Lux 3/17/69 360,000

16 6/12/69 S. Sarati Ab far 4/18/69 200,000 200,0200.00

117 6/12/69 S.S. Karkhanejat 4Okhaberati Iran 4/18/69 667,000 L56,380.,32

S3/69 S.?. Motor Diesel Iran 6/6/69 3,000,000 2,579,26 .70

Y 5/6/69 Sc. Zoub Oherazeh 6/19/69 2,000,000 , ,0,

20 6/26/69 S.S. Sanati xoghava Sazi Shargh 7/3/69 4h, 000

TCOTALS .. , 9902. 9S V

bove r limiit of $1 millicn.
D1e to ie-r' in exchange rates, ini-tial authorization ,as increased to $3,237,651.57.
L/ter r e td b 220,000.
Lacer rocd b; 40263,793.



Mr. M. Yudelman July 23, 1974

C. W. Wolffelt

Project Appraisal - Estimation of Investment Cost

With the current inflation rates and the resulting price escalations
affecting cost of equipment, turnkey jobs and other items procured under
ICB, it is becoming increasingly difficult to estimate correctly for
appraisal reports the investment cost of project components that involve
complete assemblies like a cement plant, cashew nut processing factory,
slaughter-house, tannery, tobacco drying plant, dairy, road construction etc.

It is easy to obtain up-to-date prices of single items like jeeps,
trucks, weighbridges, wells, etc. but manufacturers are unwilling to venture
information on prices for complete assemblies unless a formal tender is
involved.

However, copies of tenders for equipment assemblies or turnkey plant
constructions are received continuously in the Bank by the Regional Offices
for their supervision of approved and on-going projects. If key information
from those tenders were diffused to other Regions and C.P.S. it would assist
the project professionals in staying abreast of current costs and prices.
Although no two jobs are equal it would serve well the purpose of assuring
the professional that his estimate is within a realistic range.

One way of implementing this service would be for C.P.S. to request
copies of tenders from the Regions on a monthly basis, extract key information
such as: country, product mix, capacity, cost broken down by civil works,
equipment, etc. and communicate this in a monthly letter. The copies of the
tenders would be kept on file for reference if required.

CWWolffelt/sm
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Parvez Hasan

Economic Evaluation of Projects

1. I refer to the draft memorandum on the above subject by you

and Mr. Baum. The principal objections to the proposed guidelines

which were highlighted at the staff review have been brought out quite

clearly in the memorandum though they are not considered a persuasive

ground for rejecting the proposed procedure. Even at the risk of

some repetition I must state my feelings about the problems with the

approach and the difficulties likely to be encountered in its imple-

mentation.

2. The approach assumes that the formal cost:benefit analysis

has the center stage in the process of project selection. In actual

practice the formal cost:benefit analysis has had relativelv 
limited

role in project selection in the past. The memorandum recognizes

that the practical impact of the refined approach will be greater

to the extent that we apply this type of analysis at earlier stages of

the project cycle. However, no concrete recommendations are made as

to how this is to be achieved. There is also a much more fundamental

question of whether in applying the approach of a social 
rate of

return we should be looking at the programs as a whole rather than

individual projects. The present approach could easily lead to

rejections of projects having a high rate of economic 
return but

benefiting mainly higher than average income groups in a country.

The desirability of appraising integrated programs rather than indi-

vidual project exists even on the economic rate of return criteria.

The need for looking at whole programs becomes paramount if social

considerations are to be taken into account.

3. Regarding determination of efficiency prices, the draft

memorandum quite clearly brings out that the burden of estimating

national parameters will fall largely on the country economists.

A systematic application of the efficiency prices is much to 
be

desired but it should be understood that very little of the country

economists' time at present is spent on these matters. I am not sure

that even basic economic reports have given a great deal of attention

to this. Considering that the present involvement of the country

economists in estimating efficiency prices is minimal, sufficient

time should be allowed for this stage of the work. The application

to projects should await a consideration of the shadow 
prices derived

and discussed in the country context preferably through the CPP cycle.

4. To sum up it seems desirable to limit the improved economic

analysis of projects to a systematic application of efficiency 
prices.

Even this will involve very substantially additional work of the nature

with which country economists are not very familiar. The calculations
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of comprehensive social rate of return on projects will not only be
technically complex but could be misleading. The income distribution
weights and government revenue considerations should best be taken

into account in the context of otr total lending program to a country.
The CPP review should explicitly focus both on relevant efficiency

prices and social implications of projects because it is really at
this stage that the design and the selection of projects can be

influenced. Unless the discussion has proceeded along these lines,
the application of even efficiency prices to individual projects
should be for internal purposes only.

cc. Messrs. Bell
Baun
van der Tak
Votaw
Kirmani
Howell
Vergin
Bussink
Cheetham
Balassa

Regional Chief Economists

PHasan/gbr
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Jean naneth

Economic Evaluation of Projects

1. 1 refer to the draft memorandum on the above subject by you and

Mr. Baum. Over the past two years I have frequently expressed the point

of view that the methodology proposed by Mr. van der Tak is unduly complex,
unavoidably relies on arbitrary assumptions and is unlikely to assist us
in a significant manner in the process of project selection, preparation
and evaluation. Consequently, it provides low returns for the substantial
costs it involves in terms of manpower and of supervisory attention.
This view seems to be held by the majority of regional program and

projects staff, and was not refuted in the course of the many discussions
on the subject.

2. The process of project selection, preparation and appraisal by
the Bank must necessarily rely on many factors and pieces of information

which cannot properly be taken into account in formal cost-benefit analysis.
These include the institutional impact of our lending, our impact on general

policy measures in the country, the need to transfer resources with greater

or lesser speed. N4evertheless, a certain number of prices have to be

determined, both for project preparation and evaluation purposes and from

the point of view of our sectoral and macroeconomic analysis. Tn many

cases, notably foreign exchange, interest rates (price of capital), and

the wages of family labor, there is in general no single and unambiguous
market price; even if there were one it is not necessarily the one that

has to be used in various analyses. It is therefore unavoidable that we

should either arbitrarily assume or calculate substitute prices.

3. One could call these "shadow prices", though I prefer the

expression '"efficiency prces" because of the linear programming,

lagrangean multiplier connotations of the term "shadow prices". Wle

need to estimate such efficiency prices at least for the major factors

of production for all our countries, if possible in a reasonably systematic
and consistent manner. I have little doubt that these calculations will

involve a number of iterative approaches, which, though they will never

give us a theoretically perfect set of prices, will allow us progressively

to improve our estimates. Provided we entertain no illusion that such a

set of prices will solve all or even most of the problems of nroject

selection and evaluation, this is a useful and worthwhile approach.

4. I have frequently proposed to initiate such a gradual approach,
but was told by CPS that I should rather await the completion of their
draft O.M. I now propose that for the South Asia Region we should proceed

and calculate without further unnecessary delay such efficiency prices as

an integral part of our country economic work, and that we should apply

them in a systematic manner to project evaluation, sectoral discussions
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and related matters. In most cases we should probably start out by making

very rough estimates, and then improve them progressively by a combination

of deeper work on individual prices (such as estimates of effective

protection rates, etc.) and of iterative interaction. The processes

of estimation will no doubt give rise to specific problems, both on the

theoretical and on the practical levels. These we should identify and

strive to solve as and when they concretely emerge.

5. As for the much more complex and much less useful considerations

relative to income distribution, preferences for government revenues, etc.,

I propose that we should not attempt to incorporate them directly into

shadow price calculations, for doing so necessarily involves highly arbitrary

choices and assumptions, whose nature is disguised to the final reader.

It is preferable to indicate explicitly to what extent our distributional

or social preferences have influenced the final choice of a project.

6. I believe my approach is fully consistent with that being proposed

by Bela Balassa.

cc: Messrs. Weiner
van der Tak
Balassa
Diamond
van der Meer
Kavalsky
Pilvin

Chief Economists

Xfaneth/ylc
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PRICING AND COST RECOVERY POLICIES

FOR PUBLIC SECTOR PROJECTS

I. INTRODJCTION

1.1 A major consideratior, in project analysis concerns the proj-

act's impact on the financial resources available to the government

to carry out its development program, and on the finances of the

project entity. This consideration has a general bearing on nearly

all aspects of a project, It bears on its choice, on its scope,

size and timing, on its design and service standards, and, in par-

ticular on the determination of the prices, charges and taxes that

the project beneficiaries should pay. This paper focuses on this

last aspect, which concerns the level and means of recovery of the

costs of a project from its beneficiaries. This aspect is not, of

course, a clearly separable one in the overall analysis of a proj-

ect. The limited _Focus of this paper is warranted not only because

of the complexity of tne suoject matter but also because the paper

1/
on the "Economic Analysis of Projects," recently prepared, covers

in detail the various interdependent decisions involved in project

analysis.

l2 This paper does not aim to establish specific sectoral guide-

lines and policies for cost recovery, but rather to elucidate the

A/ 6ee van der Tak and Squire (23).
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general principles relevant to the development of such guidelines

-- it refers to specific sectors and types of projects only by way

of illustrative examples. Each sector and indeed each type of proj-

ect ;as its own special characteristics which need to be reviewed

in depti before more specific guidelines can be provided. But the

diversity of issues that arise in this context, ranging from the

determination of financial rates of return for revenue earning pub-

lice enterprises to the analysis of government budgets in projects

such as in education and family planning, points to the need for a

staterment of the general principles involved. This is the aim of

this paper, although its scope is further limited in thriat it refers

only to public sector projects, not private sector ones,

1.3 Cost recovery issues are important not only because of the

scarcity of resources for development purposes that most government

face but also because prices and taxes bear directly, and sometimes

very heavily, on the benefits of a project to the country. Clearly

it is of great importance to get the prices "right," as these influ-

ence the amount of use that people make of the products and services

provided, and their decisions in this matter determine the project's

value to the country. As long as the country does not want to waste

its resources and opportunities it will want the people to make the

rignt deciSions on the amount of use they maco of the facilities and

services being provided, so that on balance th'e benefits, net of

2/ 'or exrmple, se Duane (11) for nuidelines on cost recovery for
irr-i rtion projects.



costs, derived from a project are as large as possible. In a sense

this is a prior concern, because it will remain relevant even in

the unlikely situation where a government has plenty of resources

at its commiand and is, consequently, not particularly concerned

whether a project produces a deficit or a surplus.

1.4 It is of some importance therefore to be clear about how the

right product prices can be determined even if no revenue scarcity

existed, or "efficiency" prices as these are referred to in this

paper. When prices are higher than these efficiency prices, project

benefits are sacrificed in order to realize more revenue, and this

is a factor that needs to be taken into account in decisions on

product prices. The next section, Section II, is devoted entirely

to the rarious aspects that enter into the determination of these

impocrtant efficiency prices.

1.5 Section III considers cost recovery policies, and to that

end pulls together the discussion of e:'ficiency prices with consid-

erations related to revenue scarcity, economic inequality and equity.

It stresses the point of view of the public sector, rather than that

of project entities within it, although the relations of a particu-

lar entity with the rest of the public sector are also discussed.

It reviews some cost recovery norms, such as the principle that

"beneficiaries should pay total costs," although it refrains from

recommending the norms that may be suitable in specific sectors.



L.6 Finally, this paper is not intended to provide guidance on

the analysis of general fiscal, monetary or trade policies of the

Jovernment. It is oriented towards individual projects, and this

project orientation is maintained throughout, although some of its

observations may have more general applicability. "Macro-economics"

is linked with the discussion in this paper through the general

judgments, not specific to any one individual project, on the scar-

3ity of developmental resources at the disposal of the public sec-

tor, which are of critical importance to cost recovery matters.
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II. PRICING AND EFFICIENCY

2.1 The benefits and costs of a project depend on the levels of

outputs and services that are actually provided, and these levels

depend on the prices charged. The Prices at which the outputs and

services are sold will, therefore, materially affect the net bene-

fits from a project. The best prices are those that will maximize

1/the net benefits from the investment.-

2.2 The determination of these output prices is intimately linked

with the precise way in which the benefits and costs are defined.

This Section is concerned only with pricing in relation to economic

benefits and costs in the conventional sense, setting aside consid-

erations related to income distribution. This discussion of product

pricing with the sole objective of maximizing net economic benefits,

or "efficiency" pricing for short, also leaves aside the revenue

'eneration aspects and the considerations related to inadequacy of

total savings in the economy. These aspects will be discussed in

,he next Section. This separation of issues facilitates the exposi-

tion and the analysis of trade-offs; it also has some pragmatic

relevance as it mray not always be desirable or feasible to orient

output pricing towards revenue and savings generation and income

distribution.

This project orientation, i.e., the use of the project net bene-
fit maximization objective, for discussing pricing policy has
considerable expositional advantage in the context of this paper.
It also has been frequently used in the literature, see, e.g.,
Acharya (1), Feldstein (12), and especially Turvey (20).
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-2. This discussion of pricing policy is purposely put in the

context of the analysis of project fnvestments so as to relate it

easily to the cost recovery issues. Given this context, it may be

noted that the objective of ensuring maximum project benefits is

not special to the design of a pricing policy, but bears equally on

nhe interrelated issues such as the determination of the size,

design aind timing of the project, as well as various other consid-

erations relevant to efficient project operations. The familiar

practice of making sure that the accepted project has a least cost

design is an example of the application of this objective, which

simply reflects the idea of not wasting resources, or in other

2/
words, getting as much out of an investment as possible.-

2.4 The principal considerations in the determination of effi-

cieny prIces are taken up seouentially, begi nning ith te -radi-

tienol or b,-sic rule. The outline of this section is as follows:

(i') the basic rule,

(ii) complexity and variability of efficiency

prices, and the costs of implementing and

administering such prices,

(iii) the relationship with investment policy,

2/ It my be useful to note that a sufficiently h-ih internal co-
noric return for a project marely assures that the project is
expected to produe at least as much economic benefits as it
costs. It is, h tself, no proof tr't even higher net bene-
fitis cannot bea enrned by followin{ say, a different pricing
policy.
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(iv) the effect of prices on future demand, and

on consumer expectations,

(v) the implications of possible differences

between econonic and financial costs, and

between privately and socially perceived

benefits,

(vi) the implications for meeting foreign demand,

(vii) inflation.

i 1nally there is a brief summary.

(i) The Basic Rule

2.5 The traditional rule for product pricing so as to realize

the highest net economic benefits can be stated as follows: the

product price should be equal to the current economic cost of pro-

ducing the last unit of the product sold, If, however, demand is

not fully satisfied at such a price, the price should be raised so

as to clear the market,

2.6 This rule implies that current production should be expanded

as long as the cost of an additional unit is less than the benefits

generated by that unit, i.e., as long as the net benefits can be

increased by increasing production. If there is a strict production

/ The rule is that during each per ed (product price) = (current
production cost of the last unit sold) + (mark-up to clear the
current mnrket when necessary). Note that period-wise independ-
ence of costs and benefits are being assumed, so that maximizing
net benefits in each period will lead to the maximization of
benefits over the relevant future period. Tne implications of
relaxing this assumption will be considered subsequently.
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constraint so that an extra unit cannot be currently supplied then

-ie price should be raised so as to raiion demand. Increasing the

price in that case will distribute the consumption of a fixed supply

between consumers in such a way that those who are prepared to pay

more get more.

2,7 This type of pricing is intended to provide inducement to

purchasers to make correct decisions regarding the extent of their

use of the product, and leads them to make appropriate choices in

terms of the impact of their decision on the economy as a whole.

Wf!hen the cost of producing additional output is very low, as in the

presence of excess capacity, the price will be correspondingly low,

thus inducing greater use of the product by the customers. -When

the product is in short supply, the price will be high to allocate

the product to its most productive uses, or to those customers who

nave the least access to product substitutes. A few simplified

examples are needed to illustrate what this pricing rule will mean

if applied in practice.

2.8 In a project supplying potable water to an urban area, the

price of water per thousand gallon charged to a consumer will equal

the cost of supplying nim with the additional water. When the sys-

-em capacity is not fully utilized, this cost will simply be the

cost of treating and distribuing the additional water. If the

distribution costs differ by consumer groups, the prices charged

will accordingly differ. Charging less than this will encourage



the consumer to put the water in uses where the benefits are less

than the costs, and "waste" water in this sense. Not charging any-

thing at all will, of course, encourage him to let the water run to

waste literally. Charging more than the additional cost will mean

that he will not put the water to some uses where benefits are

greater than costs. This will also be wasteful, in the sense that

some opportunities for increasing benefits to the public will be

needlessly foregone.

2,9 Similarly, the price to be charged for connecting and meter-

ing a consumer will equal the cost of providing the additional cost

of so doing, viz mainly the cost of the additional equipment and

labor. The actual use of water by the consumer after connection

will, of course, not be affected by the connection charge, although

this charge will determine the number of consumers who will seek

metered connections.

2.10 The price of water should, of course, be high when the sys-

tem capacity becomes a bottleneck, as it will when the demand growth

catches up with the capacity provided, or during periods of "peak"

demand, such as sumner months. Different prices for "peak" and "off

peak" periods should be charged, as in the case of electric power.

Prices will be low when electricity can be produced cheaply, as in

the presence of excess system capacity, and high when demand would

otherwise violate the security constraints.-/

4/ See Anderson and Turvey (2), (3), for more detailed discussions
of electricity pricing, and Turvey and Warford (21) for urban
water pricing,
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2.11 Similar considerations apply in most other cases. The actual

use of inter-urban and rural roads is very cheap -- the cost of an

additional vehicle trip is simply the wear and tear of the road

cuased by that trip. The price charged for using such roads should

thus reflect only the wear and tear cost, differentiated by vehicle

types as different vehicle types cause different amounts of wear

and tear. Use of congested urban road space, however, is very expen-

sive -- the additional congestion cost imposed on others by a vehi-

cle trip, and the cost of additional pollution and noise. Use of

vehicles in "heavy" traffic zones should be deterred by high prices.

2q12 The use of irrigation water ill similarly be very cheap in

periods of excess system capacity, and expensive in "heavy" demand

periods. Farmers thus will be charged for the actual use of water,

and at rates which differ by periods. This will provide incentives

to farmers to economize on water, and allocate it to the acres where

it is most productively used. The prices for seeds, farm equipment

fertilizers, etc., will reflect the additional cost to the economy

of producing or importing them.

2.13 As these examples suggest, one would expect to find a "struc-

ture" of prices, corresponding to the "structure" of additional eco-

nomic costs of meeting the demand of different consumer groups and

ragions, and in different periods of time. The uniformity in pric-

ing that is often found in practice is generally contrary' to the

5/ See Churchill (7) and Walters (25) for detailed discussions of
road user charges.
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efficiency pricing rule. The mere existence of the structure of

prices that will follow the application of the rule does not, how-

ever, necessarily indicate cross-subsidization between consumer

groups and regions. Indeed, uniform tariffs often result in cross-

subsidization. If a low-cost consumer and a high cost consumer pay

the same rate, then the low-cost consumer will be subsidizing the

high-cost consumer.

2.14 These examples also bring out that the efficiency pricing

rule is designed to induce the right level of current use of a pro-

duct. Past costs are completely irrelevant for calculating the

additional economic costs of current production. The level of cur-

rent use of a facility will tend to affect the costs of future use,

however, through wear and tear. Use-related maintenance costs are,

therefore, part of the cost computation for efficiency pricing.

Similarly, stock depletion needs to be taken into account, e.g.,

liberal use of irrigation water during the off-peak season may

lower the reservoir water availability during the dry season.

2.15 If the efficiency pricing policy is not followed, then the

magnitude of the loss of economic benefits will depend on the dif-

ference between the actual price and the efficiency price, and on

the responsiveness of demand to the price difference. There will

be no loss involved only in the case where demand does not change

at all in response to price. The product supply conditions, and

the repercussions on other markets may also, of course, be relevant.
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The following highly simplified example is designed to illustrate

quantitatively some of the considerations involved.

2.16 Suppose, for example, a municipality runs a bus transit sys-

6/
tem, providing 1 million rides a year at 15 cents a ride.- If in

order to raise more revenue it raises the fare to 20 cents, i.e.,

by 33%, ridership falls by 10% to 900,000 rides. The persons who

continue to use the system now will pay $45,000 extra (5 cents x

900,000). However, 10% of the ridership has been diverted to other

alternatives, which the riders consider inferior to the bus system

at 15 cents a ride and preferable at 20 cents. The persons affected

are worse off by amounts ranging from 0 to 5 cents per ride, or on

average by 2.5 cents. The total loss of benefits on account of

diverted rides is thus $2,500 (2.5 cents x 100,000). The total

loss of benefits suffered by the customers is consequently $47,5o.

2.17 As against this loss, the municipality makes an extra $30,000

(20 cents x 900,000 - 15 cents x 1,000,000) from fare collection.

If its operating costs remain unchanged, the net loss will be

A47,500 - $30,000, or $17,500. This is the loss which is not com-

pensated by extra revenue, and is thus a dead loss to the economy.

That is, for every $1.00 of extra revenue, the economy loses $1.58

(4 '7,500/30,000). The "deadweight" loss is 58 cents per every dol-

7/
lar.-

2.18 The operating cost will, however, fall in all likelihood.

If the initial 15 cent fare represented only operating costs which

7/ This example is taken from Vickrey (24).
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are now avoided, and if the unit operating costs are constant, the

municipality's profit will further increase by $15,000 (15 cents

x 100,000), and the deadweight loss will now become 6 cents per

8/
every dollar of extra profit.- The saving in operating costs will

be less than $15,000 if the unit operating costs fall, and/or if

the initial fare partly represented capital charges and fixed main-

tenance costs which remain unchanged. Thus, the deadweight loss

will vary between 6 cents and 58 cents for every dollar depending

on how unit operating costs behave, and how the initial fare was

set. If, for example, the cost saving is $7,500, the deadweight

loss will be about 26 cents to the dollar.

2.19 It can easily be seen in terms of the above example that the

deadweight loss will be greater, the greater the demand responsive-

ness. Thus, if ridership fell by 20% in response to the 33% fare

increase, the extra revenue will be only $10,000 (20 cents x 800,000

- 15 cents x 1,000,000), assuming no change in operating costs, but

the loss suffered by customers will now be $45,000. The deadweight

9/loss will now be $3.50 for every dollar of extra revenue.- If

operating costs fall by as much as $30,000 (15 cents x 200,000),

the deadweight loss will be 12 cents. The loss will thus vary

between 12 cents to $3.50 for every dollar, depending on cost say-
10/

ing assumptions.-

8/ As 0.06 = (47,500/45,000) - 1.
9/ As 3.50 = (45,000/10,000) - 1.
TO/ As to the repercussions on other markets, if the traffic is

diverted to private autos then there may be an additional loss
due to increased traffic congestion. For a more extended analy-
sis of consumer and producer surpluses, including the necessary
ualifications, see Currie et al (8), and van der Tak and Ray
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2.20 Even a loss of 6 cents to the dollar is not negligible, and

this was obtained by assuming a fairly low demand responsiveness

and that the initial fare reflected only variable operating costs.

A 10% reduction in demand due to a 33% increase in price implies an

elasticity of demand of only about -0.3. Thus, in general, one

would expect the gains from correct pricing to be quite significant,

and this also makes the analysis of trade-offs between the genera-

tion of greater revenue and the generation of greater economic bene-

fits more meaningful.

(ii) Administration and Transaction Costs

2.21 The efficiency pricing rule tend to suggest that prices

should be finely differentiated to reflect the differences in the

costs of meting the demand of different consumer groups, and at

different time periods. Indeed the pricing rule may be interpreted

to mean that each bus driver, in terms of the previous example, be

given the option of choosing the routes himself, and be continually

appraised of the costs of taking each route option, and be allowed

to clear the market at each stop by negotiating the fare, i.e.,

operate in a manner not unlike unregulated taxi cabs. This would,

of course, be absurd because the service provided by the bus sys-

tem is scheduled service, apart from other reasons such as adminis-

tration costs.

2.22 More generally, the administration of a price system is not

costless, and the more differentiated the price system, and the
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more its variability over time, the greater the administration costs.

Similarly, it is costly for the customers to receive and respond

correctly to a large number of price signals. In any complex sys-

tem, it takes time to compute the optimum response, and optimum

transactions will either not take place, or will take place after

considerable delay. Simplicity in the price structure, as well as

its stability, are often economical policies.

2.23 Thus in the case of electric power, for instance, one would

differentiate prices only to reflect major cost differences, such

as between peak and off-peak periods, and by regions; one would not

want the price to respond continually to random fluctuations in

demand; temporary excess supplies and demands are thus inevitable.

As it may not be desirable to make very frequent price changes price

setting will have to be somewhat "forward looking" in nature. Simi-

lar considerations apply to other sectors.

2.24 A related aspect is the cost of the mere act of charging for

the amount used. For example, product pricing in water supply

requires metering devices as well as meter reading and bill process-

ing. In some circumstances, it may not be desirable to incur the

expenditures for metering, as the benefits therefrom may be less

than the costs. Public standpipes, for example, are hard to meter.

In such cases resort to flow limitation devices may be preferable.

2.25 The problem is even more typical of road transport. In the

absence of toll gates, which are usually neither desirable nor
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feasible, there is presently no way of monitoring the use of indi-

vidual road segments and charging for their actual use. Indirect

means, such as registration fees, gasoline taxes, parking fees, etc.,

need to be used, which at best only broadly distinguish between

ll/
"heavy" and "light" traffic zones and different vehicle types.-

(iii) Relationship with Investment Policy

2.26 As noted previously the pricing rule implies that prices

should be raised to clear the market in periods when current produc-

tion from existing capacity cannot be expanded to meet demand, i.e.,

there should be no quantity rationing. In such periods, however,

the government or the public enterprise concerned may consider

installing new capacity to meet demand, if the high demand is

expected to continue. More specifically, there will be an upper

limit to the price beyond which it will be desirable to install new

capacity. This is sometimes considered to be an advantage of the

pricing rule over quantity rationing, as the market clearing price

will provide a "signal" for new capacity creation -- an equally sim-

ple signal is not provided by the length of the queues, or the magni-

tu:de of waiting time, or the magnitude of bakshish that quantity

rationing tends to involve.

2.27 The calculation of this upper limit is first illustrated

with a simple example, before considering some difficulties related

to its use. Suppose that in a particular case capacity can be

11/ See Churchill (7) and Walters (25).
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expanded by acquiring some machines, and the problem is to find the

price per hourly service from the existing machines at which it

becomes desirable to acquire an extra machine. As in conventional

cost benefit analysis, it will be desirable to acquire an extra

machine if the benefits therefrom exceed its costs. If the machine

is expected to provide say, 5,000 hours of service each year of its

life, then the present value of the costs of providing that service

car be calculated and added to the purchase price of the machine to

comprute the total cost of investing and running the machine. Divid-

ing this cost by the total hours of service to be provided (5,000

times the number of years of service) will give the cost per unit

of service, and clearly if the expected demand is such that the

machine's services can be sold at a price exceeding this unit cost,

it will be preferable to acquire the extra machine, as the present

value of gross revenues will then exceed the present value of the

cost of investment and operating the machine. The upper limit to

the market clearing price of the hourly services provided by the

existing machines will thus be the unit cost of expanding the serv-

ice by acquiring an extra machine so calculated. This limit price

is sometimes referred to as "long run marginal cost" price or

"incremental" cost price.-2

12/ More strictly, this is one version of the concepts. It should
be noted that a marginal capacity increment is involved in the
example: for large increments the averaging device will be
wrong. For a more rigorous version in terns of the dual
(shadow price) to the capacity constraint see Anderson and
Turvey (4), Chapter 8.
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2.28 There are two difficulties. First, in the above example the

acquisition of a new machine is supposed to take no time at all.

This may be so in some cases, but generally capacity expansions in

public enterprises take a number of years. Consequently, public

enterprises should not wait till the price actually shoots up to

the upper limit, but anticipate it to make timely investments. In

fact, in situations where demand growth is very fast, and a public

enterprise frequently has to add to capacity to meet it, it might

just as well set the "peak period' price equal to the unit cost of

capaci ty increments without incurring significant losses in terms

13/
of economic benefits.i-

2I29 The key dlifficulty with this linit pric calcudlation is that

it relates to small additions to capacity. This sort of calculation

is meaningfully made for electric power or urban water and telecom-

munications only when relatively small increments to system capac-

ity are invTolved so that the incremental capacity can be expected to

be fully utilized during peak perinds shortly after installation.

Since Bank projects often involve large additions in relation to the

expected growth in demand this difficulty needs to be specially

noted.

13/ The merit of this policy may in fact be a bit stronger than
this. In such cases the risk of running short on supply may
be too great, calling for a relatively high price for some
"safety." For example, in electric power, "black-outs" and
"load shedding" are very costly in terms of industrial dis-
ruption, etc.
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2.3O In the case of large additions to capacity, such as a new

road, a new irrigation dam, provision of water supply or electric

power to new towns, etc., the incremental revenue earned is a very

poor measure of incremental benefits generated. The product price

only reflects the marginal benefit from the last unit sold, and

thus the incremental revenue generated will not reflect fully the

total benefits from the intra-marginal units. This point is best

seen by taking the extreme example of a zero price (no revenue)

due, sayr, to the infeasibility of product pricing. The benefit will,

of course, not be zero simply because revenue is zero.

2.31 The larger the output increment provided the greater will

tend to be the divergence between incremental benefits generated

and incremental revenue, although even for relatively small changes

this divergence may be important. The limit price calculation in

the manner illustrated in para. 2.27 loses its value as a guide to

good investment policy whenever the incremental revenue earned is

likely to seriously underestimate the incremental benefits gener-

ated, This is inevitably the case whenever capacity can only be

provided in large "chunkc,I" i.e., whenever significant indivisibili-

ties are present.

2432 In any case, it should be noted that what is at issue here

is not the operation of a pricing rule as such, but how it can be

(and whether it can be) combined with a suitably specified invest-

ment rule. Except in the case of small capacity increments the
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appropriate investment rule may not impinge on the pricing rule,

and even when it does the investment rule merely defines an upper

limit to the price that should optimally be charged. The upshot

of all this is to confirm the validity of the efficiency pricing

rule even in the "dynamic" context when investments are being con-

1)4/
sidered.-- The "dynamic" elements on the demand side are consid-

ered next.

(iv) Consumer Adaptation

2.33 A frequently important consideration is the effect of prices

on the future development of demand. In many cases, it is neces-

sary to charge very low prices initially, or not to charge at all,

to create a market. The need for promotional pricing is seen most

clearly in the case of projects geared to new unsophisticated mar-

kets. There may be no or very little demand for safe potable water

in a small town or village with adequate access to other sources,

albeit contaminated sources, unless the consumers can learn to

associate health benefits to the direct consumption of water. This

type of cases arises routinely in general agriculture projects

which aim to introduce new methods and techniques of farming. One

would not, however, expect such promotional pricing to continue

indefinitely. That promotional elements are sometimes relevant in

other cases as well, such as for example tourism related airport

14/ For an interesting discussion of pricing policy in a dynamic
optimization context, see Turvey (20), Chapter 7 on "Optimal
Pricing Through Time," esp. p. 74 for a summary statement con-
firing the textual statement, See also Walters (25) for an
extensive discussion of the optimal investment rule in the
case of highway investments.
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pricing, need no elaboration. As is usual one needs to form a judg-

ment about the extent of promotion or advertisement desired, its

length of time, and least cost ways of so doing, including other

non-price alternatives.

2.34 A more difficult issue arises regarding the impact on con-

sumer expectations, as formed by the prices they have experienced

in the past and the current price. Industries make investments in

equipment of varying durability, select products, and choose loca-

tions on the basis of their long term expectations of the prices at

which they expect to get electric power, coal, steel, and other

intermediate products, many of which may be provided by the public

sector. Similarly, consumers also choose residential locations,

equipment of varying durability such a. refrigerators and autos,

and generally adapt their behaviour and mode of living to expected

prices. If the industrial and consumer expectations prove to be

quite wrong, there will undoubtedly be a substantial waste of

resources involved.

2.35 This is one reason why stable prices may be desirable (para.

2.22). This consideration may also imply that prices be set higher

than they otherwise should be, if the optimal time path of prices

is an increasing one. However, one needs to review such conclusions

carefully. One can easily imagine that a proper analysis of this

aspect of pricing will involve complex dynamic optimization models.

Such models will clearly require a theory of how specific expecta-

tions are formed, how they affect private investment behaviour, and
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also of the various means, other than price, that can be used to

influence expectations.

(v) Economic and Financial Costs/Benefits

2.36 The discussion has thus far run in terms of economic costs

end benefits, but project entities generally observe only financial

data, not necessarily economic data. Thus, one may distinguish

between: (a) efficiency price.3 based on "shadow" prices, with due

allowance for "distortions" in related markets,--/ and (b) effi-

ciency prices that can be fairly easily estimated by project enti-

ties on the basis of data they directly observe. The latter may

differ from the former for various reasons.

2.37 From the pragmatic point of view, it should suffice to iden-

tify only the major reasons for the discrepancy, if significant to

begin with, between the two sets of prices (a) and (b) above. Rea-

jons which are minor, or very transitory, or highly speculative in

nature should be ignored. The extent to which one would be con-

cerned with such discrepancies may also depend on the role of the

relevant project entity within the government's decision making

framework. A few examples are given below to illustrate these

observations.

2.38 First, it should generally be possible to measure production

costs by using shadow prices, at least for major cost items. One

would first identify the major cost items which affect the derivation

.1/ See van der Tak and Squim (23) for a full exposition of "shadow"
prices.
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cf efficiency prices significantly (labor in some cases, imported

inputs in others, etc.) and revalue them using shadow prices.6/

It should be noted that in estimating e 'ficiency prices, one would

normally subtract taxes paid, or add subsidies received, on pur-

17/chases of inputs from other public sector enterprises.--

2.39 Secondly, there may be taxes or subsidies on goods which are

related to the use of the product, either in production or in con-

sumption. A tax on gas will call for a higher price of electric

power, as gas is a substitute for power. Similarly, a tax on refrig-

erators will call for a subsidy on power sold to residential users

&s they are complements. The use of such "corrections" to the effi-

ciency prices are, however, more complex than this suggests. The

actual "correction" will be a weighted average of the effects on

other goods, some complementary and some substitutes. Moreover, it

is not easy to decide which indirect taxes and subsidies are to be

18/regarded as distortionary.--

2.40 With respect to these complications, there is a commonly

held view that no individual project entity should be given the

responsibility, or assumed to have the capability, for taking actions

designed to correct distortions elsewhere in the economy, e.g., it

should not be the responsibility of a railway department to subsi-

dize the transport of cotton in order to nullify the effects a

D6/ See van der Tak and Squire (23) for shadow price evaluation
metnodology.

17/ See Little/Mirrless (13) for a fuller discussion.
See Little/1Mirrless (13), pp. 223-227 and also Turvey (21),
Chapter 2, for a discussion of second best pricing.



"wrong" tax on cotton imposed by the Finance Ministry. Similarly,

no port authority should be concerned with whether the government

imposes the optimal trade taxes or not. There is clearly a great

deal of merit in this view. The extent to which the project entity

should gear its pricing policy to corrective actions will have to

be a matter of judgment in specific cases, depending on the type

and severity of policy constraints faced by particular governments,

and the permanency of the distortions in the related markets.

2.1 Thirdly, there are other types of effects which may be per-

tinent to consider. Increases in pollution due to increased produc-

tion of the product, or due to its use by other industries, is one

example. However, better antipollution measures may be available.

On the consumption side, one may consider the case of potable water

supply. Increased consumption of potable water supply may produce

increased health benefits, which consumers underestimate because

they act as private individuals, and because they themselves may not

be aware of the benefits. Health benefits, of course, will not

increase after the minimum requirements are satisfied, and thus

after that point be irrelevant for efficiency pricing. The impor-

tant point here is that not all external effects are relevant for

product pricing, but only those which directly vary with the amount

of output at the margin.

2.)42 To summarize, whereas in principle all "externalities"

related to the volume of output at the margin should be taken into



account, in practice one has to be very selective and sure about

charging prices which are different from a more straightforward cal-

culation of the efficiency prices.

(vi) Foreign Demand

2.43 The efficiency pricing rule discussed so far does not apply

with respect to foreign sales, whether exports of goods abroad or

sales to foreign tourists. In such cases the country should exploit

whatever monopoly power it may hava, with due consideration to "good

will" and promotional value of pricing, and long-term demand implica-

tions. Price discriminations vis-a-vis foreign and domestic tourists

will be warranted.

2.44 One special point with respect to airport pricing is important

to note. Even if an airport authority has considerable monopoly power

in setting airport charges on foreigners and foreign aircraft (due to

say, lack of competition from other airports) it should not exercise

this power if in so doing it would reduce the total volume of tourist

expenditures in the country. The reason is that tourism is an indus-

try in which a large number of activities participate, and the objec-

tive is to maximize net profits in social terms from all these activi-

ties considered jointly.

(vii) Inflation

2.45 Finally, the discussion so far has assumed implicitly that

costs and benefits are measured in real terms, In theory, inflation

is defined as a uniform rate of increase in all prices in the economy;
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in practice, however, inflation not only is accompanied by, but also

gives rise to, relative price changes, i.e., differential rates of

changes in prices. A project entity seeking to implement efficiency

prices need not, however, be directly concerned with attenpts to dis-

tinguish between relative and absolute price changes. On the cost

side, the entity need only be concerned with the cost increases as

it sees or expects them, whether stemming from inflationary changes

or not. Similarly, on the demand side the entity need only be con-

cerned with the demand growth it experiences, or expects. Indexing

its price to the general inflation rate may be far better than the

extreme "stickiness" often observed in practice, out it will not be

. good policy if the changes in the efficiency prices for its pro-

ducts differ markedly from the growth of the general price index.

The best policy in an unstable environment may be one of flexibility,

or fairly short lags in price changes, as otherwise its price will

tend to be unrealistically high after a period of rapid inflation

has subsided, or too low after a period of stable prices is followed

by rapid inflation.

(viii) Summary

2.46 This Section has discussed the pricing policy that would be

appropriate if income redistributional, revenue and savings genera-

tion considerations are set aside. Such a pricing policy, here

called the "efficiency" pricing policy, is derived from the objec-

iAve of maximizing the net economic benefits, in present value terms,
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under the assumptions mentioned. This discussion was necessary in

order to highlight the efficiency ccnsiderations without which no

meaningful judgments on cost recovery issues can be made in most

cases. It is not implied that such a pricing policy will neces-

sarily continue to be appropriate when the other important consid-

erations are discussed in the following Section. It should be

noted that the efficiency pricing rule is a rule for product pric-

ing, and as such it does not apply in cases where product pricing

itself is not feasible, e.g., flood control or flood irrigation

schemes.

2.47 Efficiency pricing involves a large number of aspects, and

should not be summed up simply in terms of a rule. But if a rule

is needed as a starting point it should be as stated in para. 2.5.

Each public sector undertaking has its own particular conditions

relevant to the derivation of efficien y prices, and consequently

it will take too much space to indicate the specific characters

that efficiency pricing policies may take in practice beyond what

19/
has been done 9- It needs to be stressed, however, that signifi-

cant departures from efficiency prices for revenue or other purposes

should only be made after due consideration of the losses that may

accrue to the economy as a consequence.

19/ There is a considera~ble volume of Bank literature on the sub-
ject which may be consulted for more detailed guidance. See
Bibliography for the principal sources.
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lIII. COST REGOVE

3.1 This Section discusses the various aspects of cost recovery

policies, focussing on issues and considerations which are of gen-

eral relevance, irrespective of the sector or project entity in-

volved. The discussion starts with some general observations on

efficiency prices as they bear on revenue generation. Cost recov-

ery issues are then considered from the point of view of the public

sector, introducing the taxation o:f the beneficiaries of a project

as a second policy instrument for revenue generation in the project

context. Finally, some broad implications of cost recovery poli-

cies for project entities are considered. The outline of this

Section is:

(i) Revenue Implications of Efficiency Pricing;

(ii) Cost Recovery and the Public Sector; and

(iii) Cost Recovery and the Project Entity.

(i) Revenue Implications of Efficiency Pricing

3.2 The preceding Section discussed the various aspects of

product pricing from the point of view of maximizing the present

value of the net economic benefits from a project without any

reference to the adequacy or inadequacy of the revenues generated.

As efficiency pricing is not -oncerned with the adequacy of reve-

nue generation, the revenue generated from such pricing may be

quite inadequate to cover total costs. indeed the possible
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conflict between efficiency pricing and revenue generation has

traditionally been the center of the discussion on public sector

enterprises' pricing policies, especially in connection with the

railways and electric power. This conflict is usually discussed

in terms of "decreasing costs" and "economies of scale," and the

main points may be illustrated in terms of such a stylization.

3.3 First, one may envisage a large indivisible investment,

which provides a lot of excess capacity initially, before demand

"catches up." The fixed cost of the basic initial installations

or equivalent annual capital charges, will be spread over more and

more output as demand grows. If the operating costs are a small

fraction of total costs, or if the operating costs do not increase

fast enough with increase in output, the total unit costs may de-

crease over a wide range of output, even near full capacity utiliz-

ation. Total costs will not be covered then mtil production can

no longer be expanded, and then only after the demand grows suffi-

ciently to raise the market clearing price to the level of total

unit costs. And additional investment in basic capacity may

possibly become desirable well before that happens.

3. A highway investment fits into this category. Even if a

toll gate is provided so that a price can be charged per trip on

the highway created, all annual costs, i.e., fixed maintenance

costs, use-related maintenance costs, toll operating costs and
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capital charges, will not be covered on the basis of charging for

use-related road maintenance costs and toll gate operating costs.

Until significant traffic congestion starts so that a congestion

surcharge becomes justified, total cost recovery is not likely to

occur. A widening of the highway, or an alternate highway invest-

ment, may become desirable prior to that actually happens. In

this case, even the conventional operation and maintenance costs

will not be covered as the maintenance costs which are independent

of actual use will not be charged for.

3.5 Secondly, even if such infrastructural indivisibilities are

relatively small., the capacity installation costs per wait capacity

provided may decrease with plant size, or as increments to capacity

are made. Greater size, for example, may involve technologically

more efficient options. Superior technology, both its progress

and its adaptation, may be biased towards large size._l These

descriptions are, of course, stylizations. In many cases

"capacity" is a multi-dimensional concept, and a large investment

is usually associated with a multitude of sub-activities, each with

its own "capacity," and involving many types of products and ser-

vices.

3.6 While these problems may arise, in many cases the cost

structure is such that the e-finciency prices recover all costs of

p-oject investfments. However, a distinction need to be made between

1' See Westphal (27) for illustrations of economies of scale.
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historic or sunk costs, and presently avoidable costs, as these proc-

esses take place over time. For example, efficiency pricing of elec-

tric power may well cover the incremental capacity costs relevant at

a point in time, without doing much for historic costs which were

incurred years ago when the system was set up but which may still be

important in financial accounting. When indivisibilities are rela-

tively unimportant, and/or operating costa are a significant portion

of total costs and rise rapidly with output, and/or demand growth is

very rapid, the revenue generated from efficiency pricing should

cover at least all new investment costs. To the extent that effi-

ciency prices are lower than they otherwise would be because of spe-

cial. factors (e.g., promotional pricing, para. 2.33), the revenue

generation implications become, of course, worse, and conversely if

such prices are "corrected" upwards (e.g., if an important input is

very important in production costs and foreign exchange is scarce).

3.7 One should not prejudge the implications of efficiency prices

from the revenue generation point of view. Efficiency pricing may

generate large surpluses, as well as deficits. Paradoxically, the

serious problems in practice often tend to arise not because effi-

ciency prices are being charged, but because the prices set are

below their efficiency levels. The tendency to underprice is quite

commong in utilities, and is, of course, chronic in the case of

urban private automobile use, among other areas.
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lii) Cost Recovery and the Public Sector

.8 This subsection discusses cost recovery issues from the

point of view of the public sector defined comprehensively to

include its project entities. A measure of the fiscal impact of

a project is first introduced, followed by discussions of revenue

generation policies in the project context and of cost recovery

norms.

(a) Fiscal Impact

3.9 The impact of a project on the financial resources available

to the public sector is a natural concern given that in many coun-

tries the size of the public sector investment program is constrained

by the government's inability to raise sufficient revenue. This

concern appears in project analysis directly when the project entity

is a government department, e.g., an irrigation or a highway depart-

ment, which does not collect revenues itself but relies on transfers

from the government to finance its expenditures. Analysis of the

project's impact on the government's budget is a routine part of

rural development projects, for example. This concern also arises

indirectly in the case of specific financial accounts, such as that

of a state-owned power company. One of the purposes of financial

autonomy is to safeguard drains on the Treasury by encouraging or

requiring self-financing for -venue generating entities, when fea-

sible. Similarly, the prescription that at least the annual operat-

ing and maintenance costs be covered is intended to minimize the



adverse effects of the project on the public sector budget on a

recurrent basis.

3.10 When public funds are scarce and less than socially desirable

the fiscal impact of the project becomes a material consideration in

both project choice and financing decisions. In such cases there

will be a scarcity "premium" on a dollar of revenue at the disposal

of the public sector, and this premium may be used to evaluate the

2/
deficits or surpluses generated by the project.- Decisions on the

pricing of products and on beneficiary taxation will be affected by

judgments on this premium.

3.11 From the point of view of the public sector, the relevant

measure of a project's budgetary impact is the present discounted

value of the annual deficits and surpluses due to the project, the

discount rate being the relevant shadow interest rate. The annual

deficits or surpluses are measured as follows (in real terms):

(a) the total incremental public sector expenditures

due to the project,

(b) minus the total incremental revenues that accrue

to the public sector due to the project.

2/ If a project yields a deficit of $1.00 in a particular year,
and the public sector has to reduce some other expenditure to
finance it, the "shadow price" of the dollar will be the pre-
sent discounted social value of the use sacrificed, and the
excess of this price over unity is the premium. See Marglin
(16) for a full discussion.

3/ For a discussion of shadow interest rates see van der Tak and
Squire (23).



i. corresponding fiscal cost recovery rate may be defined as the

present discounted value of (b) divided by the present discounted

value of (a).

3.12 This measure relates to the account of the public sector,

and involves all public sector cash flows directly or indirectly

related to the project. Private sector expenditures and receipts

in connection with the project are excluded, although the changes

in public revenue and income that these induce are 
counted. For

example, the private investments made by farmers in an agricultural

project will not be a part of this measure, 
except for the revenues

that the public sector receives from the taxes on inputs 
that the

f armers purchase from elsewhere. Similarly, the income that the

farmers receive from selling their outputs is not included, although

any changes in the proceeds of taxes on these outputs will be

included, as will any change in the profits that the public sector

might make if it undertakes marketing and processing of the outputs.

The public sector revenue or income changes from 
the additional con-

sunption expenditures of the farmers will 
also be included in the

measure. Indeed, all changes induced in public income in or outside

of the project boundaries are relevant.

3.13 It is clear that the fiscal cost recovery rate as 
defined

above is very difficult to assue, since it requires an estimate

of all net incremental revenues accruing to the public sector as a

result of the project. Some- o the major revenue items that are



relatively easy to measure are (i) revenues from sales of the pro-

ducts and services provided by the public sector component of the

project, (ii) revenues from taxes, tariffs and subsidies on private

sector inputs and outputs of the project, and (iii) revenues from

direct taxes on beneficiaries because of the income or capital gains

they receive.

3.14 To see this more clearly, it is convenient to categorize the

major components of the cash inflows (:tem (b) para. 3.11) sepa-

rately. The following breakdown of the fiscal effects is an illus-

tration only, as the appropriate decomposition will depend on proj-

4/
ect type and pragmatic convenience.~ Noting that the fiscal impact

is to be measured in terms of present dLiscounted values, and in real

terms, the measure is:

(a) incremental public sector expenditures on the

project at market prices;

(b) minus the tax/tariff/subsidy components in (a)

above; these payments are merely transfers with-

in the public sector;

(c) minus the tax/tariff/subsidy component in incre-

mental private project expenditures, i.e., other

than the public expenditures (a) above;

4/ The classification here is least convenient for credit opera-
tions. For such operations, item (a) below will simply be the
public sector outflow on credit disbursements and admnistra-
tive costs etc. The item (d) below will then consist of the
repayment stream, the "product pricelt being the real interest
rate.
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(d) minus the incremental revenues earned, gross of

sales taxes and net of Eales subsidies, from the

sales of the products and services provided by

the public sector. These revenues stem from the

prices charged for these products and services.

In some cases, these products and services are

also considered to be the project's output, e.g.,

public utilities projects.

(e) minus the incremental revenues earned from taxes

on outputs and services of the private sector

resulting from the project (in the case of a sub-

sidy, it is to be regarded as cost). In some

projects, as in agriculture, these products and

services provided by the private sector are con-

sidered to be the project'. outputs. In an irriga-

tion project, e.g., the incremental revenues from

sales taxes on the agricultural commodities pro-

duced will be included in this category.

(M) minus the incremental revenues earned from direct

taxes on users and beneficiaries. Typical examples

are land taxes, betterment levies, income and prop-

erty taxes. This may be further divided into:

(1) direct taxes which are general,

(2) direct taxesi which are specially designed

to bear on users and beneficiaries only,



i.e., "discririnatory" direct taxes, e.g.,

a differential property tax on a neighbor-

hood benefitting from a project, a better-

ment levy paid only by benefitting farmers,

etc.

(g) minus the incremental net revenues earned from

all other effects not counted above. This is

the residual "catch-all" term, which is very

difficult to measure and which can be either

negative or positive.

3.15 It should be noted that the various terms in the measure of

the fiscal impact of the project (para. 3.14) are not necessarily

mutually independent. For example, the prices set for the public

sector products will affect the costs (item (a), para. 3.14) by

changing the amounts purchased, and the other inflows as well.

3.16 Discriminatory taxes and charges on project beneficiaries

deserve special emphasis for two reasons. First the possibility of

raising additional revenue from such taxes is obviously relevant

from the point of view of equity and income distribution. Secondly,

even apart from equity and income inequality aspects, raising addi-

tional revenue from such taxes, related as they are to the incre-

mental project benefits, may be one of the easiest options available

to the public sector, whose ability to raise additional revenue

through other means may be quite limited. Consequently, this option,



Ulong with the pricing of products provided by the public sector,

should be considered a basic revenue generating policy parameter

in the context of a project.

(b) Revenue Policy

3.17 The revenue generating policy in the context of a project

consists of the decisions on pricing of the products and services

provided by the public sector, and on the discriminatory benefit

taxes to be levied on project beneficiaries. The objective in rais-

ing a given amount of revenue through these two instruments will be

to do so at least sacrifice of net economic benefits. And the higher

the scarcity premium of public funds, the greater the sacrifice that

can be tolerated, i.e., the greater the additional revenue that

should be raised. The method of raising additional revenue and the

amount of revenue to be raised may both, of course, be conditioned

by the income levels of the beneficiaries in the context of existing

economic inequalities and by equity.

3.18 It may be helpful to consider these issues in terms of two

steps:

(a) the determination of the efficiency prices for

the products and services provided by the pub-

lic sector (discussed in Section II), so as to

obtain the maximum net benefits from the proj-

ect, and any discriminatory benefit taxes that

might be levied with negligible adverse effects

on the total net benefits of the project,
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(b) the determination of the desired level of reve-

nue generation fram the project in excess of

the revenues that Hi.11 be generated fram step

(a).

3.19 If the first step (a) involves a deficit, then the second

Atep (b) raises the issue of the best way of financing it. Any

additional revenue generated from the project will reduce its total

net economic benefits, and this sacrifice needs to be compared with

the net benefits which would otherwise be sacrificed elsewhere in

financing the deficit, either from reductions in other expenditures

or from raising additional revenue through other means. If the

first step involves a surplus, then the second step raises the

issue of whether a larger surplus would be desirable. That is, is

it worth sacrificing some of the project benefits in order to avoid

having to raise additional revenue by other means to finance other

expenditures?

3.20 In both cases, the issue is essentially the same one, i.e.,

what is the social opportunity cost, or the social value, of public

funds, given that it is scarce and less than socially desirable,

and how does it compare with the cost of raising additional revenue

from the project. The two instruments, product pricing and benefit

taxation, are discussed separately below from this point of view.
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Pricing Policy

3.21 To start with, the amounts of products and services to be

provided by the public sector, and the corresponding efficiency

prices, may be estimated, assuming that all taxes, tariffs, and

subsidies are given and that no discriminatory benefit taxes are

feasible. At issue then is whether departures fran efficiency

prices are justified, given the scarcity premiun on public revenue.

The fiscal impact, corresponding to these efficiency prices may be

a deficit or a surplus -- in either case the premium is applicable.

3.22 The usual approach to this issue is as exemplified in Sec-

tion II (para. 2.16). If a dollar of public revenue obtained from

the private sector is worth, in social terms, one dollar and fifty

cents, then a mark-up on the efficiency price can be tolerated as

long as the resultant loss in economic benefits ("deadweight" loss)

is less than fifty cents. The more inelastic the demand for the pro-

ducts with respect to price changes, the higher the mark-up that can

be tolerated for any given premium on public funds. Since the valu-

ation of the losses in economic benefits will depend on the income

level of the persons suffering the losses, the mark-ups will be

lower, possibly zero or even negative, the poorer the consumers of

the products.- When price aiscrimination -is pco le the mark-ups

will be higher for those consumers whose demand is relatively

inelastic, or those who are affluent. These are familiar conclu-

,ions. Two qualifica4ions n..eed :o s nted, however,

5/ The premium wil tner nave o oe ae-ined relative to a norm
level of consumption or inconie.



3.23 First, this approach assume3 that not only all other taxes,

tariffs and subsidies are given, but also all other prices. The

losses of economic benefits sacrificed cannot be fully measured by

this approach if other prices also change as a result of the mark-

up. A mark-up or a tax on, say, the fertilizer price will also be

partly passed on to consumers of the agricultural products through

higher prices. When all such repercussions are taken into account

it turns out that in many cases the ideal policy for the government

would be to tax only final consumption goods for raising revenue and

either not to tax production at all, or to tax it in a manner so as

not to impinge on production decisions. In particular, in pricing

the products of public sector undertakings it would be preferable

to avoid "mark-up"s or "mark-downs" on efficiency prices of the pro-

ducts which enter into other production processes (as is often the

case with Bank financed projects). The reason is that if the prices

of such intermediate goods do not reflect social costs, the produc-

tion methods adopted by industries and farmers will not be minimum

social cost methods for given levels of output. If, for example,

prices of coal, transport, etc., do not reflect social costs the

resultant industrial location patterns may not be least (social)

cost. Similarly, mark-ups on fertilizers will also mean that what-

ever the volume of agriculture production may be, it will not be

produced at least cost socially, as the socially correct combination

of fertilizers with other inputs will not be used. Such "ideal"



policies are of course not followed. in practice, and hence the pos-

sible need to adjust efficiency pricing to reflect the "distortions"

due to prevailing taxes, tariffs, etc., as discussed in 2.36-2.42.

These adjustments, however, will be efficiency oriented, not reve-

n ue oriented, possibly exacerbating the revenue generation problem

rather than ameliorating it. Thus unless the demand elasticities

are very low, one needs to be cautious in recommending mark-ups on

efficiency prices for revenue generation, especially for intermedi-

ate goods, as the losses of economic benefits may easily be under-

6/
estimated.-

3.24 Secondly, judgments on demand elasticities are very difficult

in practice. This is an additional reason for minimizing mark-ups

on efficiency prices. The premise that demand is very inelastic,

as commonly used in practice, is highly plausible for some commodi-

ties in the short-term but long-term effects should not be ignored.

It is not generally plausible that long-term elasticities are also

very low.

3.25 Similar considerations appily also to the issue of product

subsidies. Just as a mark-up on the efficiency price can be justi-

fied only if it is the best way of raising revenues, a product

6/ Little and Mirrless (13' tirongly recommend that the efficiency

pricing policy should be followed for all intermediate goods.

See Dasgupta and Stiglitz (9), however, for a taxonomy of cases
where this advice will not be strictly correct. For a discus-
sion of the classical "elasticity" and "proportionality" rules,
see Baumol and Bradford (5), and Dui-Ls o),



subsidy, or mark-down on the efficiency price, can be justified only

if this is the best way of transferring income. The more conven-

tional reason that individual users and purchasers may underestimate

the social value of their consumption has already been incorporated

in the definition of efficiency prices (Section II). Purely from

the point of view of transferring income, a product subsidy is just

one of many alternative instruments that may be available and its

merit should be assessed in that context. In practice product sub-

sidies often tend to be somewhat haphazard in nature, and this may

be quite costly if the revenues lost thereby could have been better

used through well planned poverty redressal programs. Given that

the resources available for poverty redressal are limited, the issue

7/
is the most effective form in which subsidies can be given.-

3.26 Subsidy costs are usually minimized by appropriate choices

of products and service standards for the poor. Some quantity ration-

ing may also be necessary to "reserve" the products for the poor, as

is the case with urban sites and services, for example. In allocat-

ing such products the prime consideration may be to reach a target

income group through controlled selection, the price playing an

allocative role only within the target group, even so perhaps a lim-

ited one. In such cases the issues is how poor the chosen target

group can be, consistent with minimum service standards, and the

scarcity of public funds.

7/ For a discussion of alternative forms of consumption subsidies
from the efficiency point of view, see Pauly (17).
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3.27 Finally, the product pricing option may not always exist.

It may not be feasible in some cases (e.g., flood control), while

in others it may not be desirable if the cost of implementation and

administration of a pricing system outweigh the benefits (Section II

(ii)). However, the option of instituting product pricing should

niot be dismissed without serious consideration, both for efficiency

and revenue reasons (e.g., irrigation water).

Benefit Taxes

3.28 There are various types of discriminatory taxes, charges and

levies that may be imposed on project ben3ficiaries to capture a

part of the benefits generated. When feasible, this option siould

be examined first, prior to any decisions on departures from effi-

ciency prices. However, since most devices tend to impinge on pro-

duction or consumption decisions, at least to some extent, benefit

taxes generally also have efficiency effects and cannot be neatly

divorced from the pricing considerations disbussed above. Any dis-

tinction between product pricing and benefit taxes has to be a mat-

ter of practical convenience, based on differences in degree rather

than on matters of principle.

3.29 For example, the fee for a private ccnnection to a water sup-

ply system is usually regarded as a "price," the "product" being

private access to the system. As such, it will have an efficiency

level which will optinize the number of private connections to the

system. But if the responsiveness of demand for private connections



to mark-ups on the efficient connection fee is low, the mark-up may

also be regarded as a fairly good discriminatory benefit charge.

Similarly, a tax on each household with access to a community water

tap may be a good benefit charge, although it may make some house-

holds worse off. A betterment levy on project farmers after an

irrigation project may be a good tax, although again it may make

some farmers worse off. On the other hand, a sales tax on the crops

produced by the project farmers will not only hurt all other farmers

producing the crops, but may also involve significant efficiency

losses. Thus, such a sales tax is not likely to be a good discrimi-

natory benefit tax.

3.30 Cenerally, the scope for suitable benefit taxes will depend

on whether or not it is possible to restrict the incidence of such

taxes to the project beneficiaries with very little efficiency

losses, and relate them to the net benefits received by the differ-

ent beneficiaries so that the tax burden imposed on a beneficiary

does not exceed the net benefits he receives. In practice differen-

tial land and property taxes may be the best of the available options.

However, in many cases the scope for snitable discriminatory benefit

taxes may be very limited, e.g., in most transportation and indus-

trial projects, and in poverty redressal programs and projects such

taxes may defeat the purpose.

3.31 The limit to benefit taxes is set by the incremental project

benefits received by a beneficiary, Et of (i) the incremental
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payments he makes on his purchases from the public sector, (ii) incre-

nental production expenditures that he incurs, if any, to realize the

benefits, and (iii) his incr3mental payments of direct general taxes,

if any, due to the benefits he receives. Within this limit, the

Level of new discriminatory tax payments imposed on a beneficiary

3hould depend on the valuation of his personal income, as it would

be after the project, in relation to those of others in the country.

The lower is his relative post-project income, the lower should be

the level of the additional taxes imposed on him. The efficiency

losses due to such taxes (sometimes referred to as incentive effects

in this context), if any, will also tend to be less the lower the

new taxes. On the other hand, the lower the new taxes the less reve-

n ues the government will have for financing other expenditures,

including expenditures for more deserving persons. The resolution

of these opposing factors determines the level of incremental tax

payments from new or higher taxes that should be imposed on each

project beneficiary and thus on the beneficiaries as a group,

3.32 It may be noted that the systematic incorporation of the

objective of income redistribution requires a redefinition of the

concepts of economic benefits and costs, and correspondingly requires

some basic modifications in the conventional project analysis. The

conventional analysis implicitly assumes that the social value of a

dollar's increment in consumption is the same regardless of the

income of the person it accrues to. The necessary modifications
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Etem from the replacement of this implicit "regressivity" with suit-

ably progressive schemes for the relative valuation of benefits

8/
accruing to, or cost incurred by, different income groups.~ If

such a progressive scheme is specified, then the income distribu-

tional considerations can be consistently brought to bear in pricing

and taxation decisions in all projects in the country concerned.

3.33 In addition to these considerations of efficiency, scarcity

of public funds and economiz inequality, the notion of "fairness"

(or "equity" as it is sometimes construed) may be noted. It has

two interpretations in this context. First, it is sometimes used

in the sense that project beneficiaries should receive equal treat-

ment. That is, each should pay benefit taxes or charges in propor-

tion to the benefits he receives. As such this notion conflicts

with both efficiency and the concern with economic equality. As

discussed earlier uniform prices often result in cross-subsidization

from low-cost consumers to high-cost consumers (para. 2.13). And

charging benefit taxes in proportion to benefits received (as also

equal taxes per beneficiary regardless of the distribution of bene-

fits) ignores the initial economic inequality between the benefici-

aries, Two benefictaries with very different income levels receiv-

ing the same benefits would then be required to pay the same taxes.

From the point of view of redressing economic inequality, it is

8/ See van der Tak and Squire (23) for methodological details, and
Chenery (6) for a discussion on income redistribut~ional policy
options and analysis thereof.
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:referab.Le to relate benefit taxes to the with-project distribution

cf income, i.e., to the initial distribution of income as modified

by the distribution of benefits from the project.

.334 The second interpretation of "fairness" would be as follows:

(i) equal-cost consumers of equal income should face the same pro-

duct price. That is, prices will differ between consumers only to

reflect differences in the cost of supplying different consumers

and/or to reflect differences in income (or more appropriately

"welfare") levels between the consumers. Price discrimination

between consuners of different income levels is not, however,

always possible, and even if it is possible, it should only oe prac-

ticed when mark-ups on efficiency prices are unavoidable for rais-

ing additional revenuE(s; (ii) beneficiaries with equal with-project

income (or "welfare") shouli be charged the same benefit taxes.

3.35 "Fairness" in this sense is entirely consistent with, and

indeed, should result from, the systematic application of the effi-

ciency and economic inequality considerations. The concept of

"fairness" is a separate consideration only in the first sense

(para. 3.33). Two difficulties in the applicatiLon of the "fairness"

notion or of the concern with economic inequality to pricing and

discriminatory benefit taxes need to be noted, First, with respect

to both price discriminationx anci benefit taxation, the appropriate

concepot -is "welfare." Annual with-project personal monetary income

will be a poor index when family sizes differ, cost-of-living differs,



expected lifetime incomes differ etc., and moreover, "income"' may

sometimes be in non-monetary form, especially in rural areas. For

this reason it might be preferable to apply the economic inequality

considerations to pricing and taxation only when large differences

exist, Secondly, it is rarely possible to treat all beneficiaries

equally, because there are different types of beneficiaries, not

all of them the direct purchasers of the products and services being

provided. For example, the consumers of the crops produced by an

irrigation project may gain substantially from the project, but yet

it will not normally be feasible to levy discriminatory benefit

taxes on them. This is a limitation of the "fairness" notion.

(c) Cost Recovery Norms

3.36 The fiscal benefit or surplus associated with a project, as

defined in para. 3.11, is important in project evaluation as the

social value of each dollar of public revenue will be greater than

unity when the funds available to the public sector are scarce and

less than socially desirable. It is important to note, however,

that unless the project deficit or surplas is large in comparison

with the total resources available to the public sector, one's

judgment on the scarcity of public funds (i.e., the scarcity pre-

mium) should not be altered by the project. Consequently, from

the point of view of pricing and taxation decisions, the actual

size of tne deficit or surplus will be immaterial as long as the

inlial judgment on tne scarcity of public funds is unaffected by
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the project. If benefit taxes and mark-ups on efficiency prices

are considered desirable because a deficit would otherwise result,

these should be equally desirable if efficiency prices would have

generated a surplus. In the unlikely event, however, that the defi-

cit or surplus is so large as to affect the basic judgment on the

scarcity of public funds, it becomes important to measure the actual

size of the deficit or surplus comprehensively.

3.37 There is, however, no natural reference value for the fiscal

cost recovery rate defined in para. 3.11. Even if public sector

outputs are distributed free of charge and there are no benefit

taxes, the fiscal cost recovery rate need not be zero, while it can

easily exceed 100%, even if only efficient product prices are charged.

However, if the pricing and taxation decisions made with reference to

the considerations discussed earlier are judged to be optimal, the

fiscal ratio will have a corresponding optimal value.

3.38 The fiscal cost recovery rate may be partitioned in order to

focus on the two revenue generating policy instruments, viz product

pricing and benefit taxes. It may be rewritten, using the break-

down given in para. 3.14, as follows (noting that all terms should

be in discounted present value terms, and in real terms):

The fiscal cost recovery ratio = R = R, + R2, where

R, is the ratio of th. term (d) (i.e. incremental

revenues earned from product sales, gross of

sales taxes and net of sales subsidies) plus the
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term f (2) (i.e., :ncremental revenue from discrimi-

natory benefit taxes), to the term (a) (i.e., the

total public sector project expenditures). In other

words, R, reflects the policy variables determining

the fiscal cost recovery rate; and

R2 reflects the other "passive" fiscal effects of the

9/
project.-

3.39 The partitioned co3t recovery ratio, RS, also does not have

a natural quantitative reference value of general validity. Its

minimum value is uniquely defined to be zero, while, like the com-

plete cost recovery rate, it can easily exceed 100% on the basis of

efficiency prices for the products, if the undertaking is a profit-

able one at such prices. In general its optimum value will tend to

be higher, ceteris paribus, the higher the scarcity of public funds;

in this sense it is country specific. It will also tend to be

higher, ceteris paribus, the higher the level of efficiency prices

and/or the higher the relative income class of the project benefi-

ciaries; in this sense it is sector and project specific.

3.40 The optimum value of R, may be zero in some cases. For exam-

ple, it may be zero for some programs and projects geared to extreme

poverty groups. It may also be zero for family planning projects

9/ In the notation of para. 3.14,

d + f(2)
R1 = a and

R2 . b + c + e + f(l) + g

aI



as the efficiency price for such services may be zero because of the

tenefits external to the individual beneficiaries and because discri-

minatory benefit taxes are also unlikely to be desirable in such

cases. In general, it will be zero regardless of the income level

of the beneficiaries whenever suitable discriminatory taxes and pro-

duct pricing are either not feasible or not desirable.

3.41 The optimum value of the partitioned cost recovery rate, Rl,

or of the complete fiscal cost recovery rate, will be 100% only by

chance. In this sense there is no intrinsic merit in full cost

recovery, i.e., in the principle that "beneficiaries should pay

total costs," from this point of view.

3.42 If the principle that "beneficiaries should pay total costs,"

is regarded as a value judgment independent of the judgments on the

scarcity of public funds, economic inequality and efficiency, then

all incremental payments made by the beneficiaries to the public

sector in order to become beneficiaries should preferably be counted,

regardless of the means or mechanisms of payment employed. In par-

ticular the payments on direct general taxes which the beneficiaries

could have avoided by not choosing to earn additional income by

using the services provided by the project should be counted. It

should, in fact, be preferable to use a measure similar to the com-

plete fiscal cost recovery measure (except for the "residual" term

(g) in para. 3.14) from this point of view, making allowance for

project-induced incremental payments to the public sector made by

non-beneficiaries, if any.
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3.43 Unless such a value judgment is made, quantitative reference

norms can be devised only in the context of specific sectors or types

of projects. For example, in circumstances in which there is a

chronic tendency to underprice products and services, or reluctance

to levy desired discriminatory benefit taxes, a suitably high quan-

titative norm may be very useful in counteracting such biases. A

general quantitative standard is not feasible. At any rate it should

be clear that the general considerations underlying pricing and

taxation decisions are the same, regardless of the specific sectoral

norms that may be devised, viz

(a) the losses of the project's net benefits likely

to be incurred by departing from the efficiency

prices for the products and services of the pub-

lic sector (when product pricing is relevant),

(b) the losses of project's net economic benefits

likely to be incurred from the imposition of

discriminatory benefit taxes (when such taxes

are relevant),

(c) the scarcity of resources available to the pub-

lic sector. If the project's deficit or sur-

plus is a material consideration in this judg-

ment, then the comprehensive fiscal measure,

in para. 3.11, should be used; all incremental

revenue inflows to the public sector are
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relevant, whether from new or existing taxes on

income and wealth, or from new or existing taxes

on the various project inputs and outputs, or

from other sources,

(d) the post-project income and wealth of the indi-

vidual beneficiaries as compared to those of

others in the society, and the relative social

valuation of their income and wealth.

3.44 Pricing and taxation policies may also be geared towards

increasing the total amount of private savings and re-investment,

e.g., by discriminating in favor of those consumers who save more,

i.e., with higher marginal savings rates, and in favor of those

industries which plough back a greater share of their profits.

This is of little more than academic interest in most cases as the

information requirements are very high. The incorporation of this

element will make the pricing and taxation policies more regressive

than otherwise, as the savings rate tends to increase with income.

However, the impact on private savings might be considered when

meaningful judgments are possible, and in such cases this considera-

tion should be added to the list above.

(iii) Cost Recovery and the Public Sector Project Entity

3.45 The discussion in the preceding sub-section (ii) covers well

the project entities which may be regarded as simply project imple-

entation agencies of the government, with no discretionary powers
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on pricing and taxation decisions, e.g., the various governmental

departments. Numerous problems may of course arise in practice,

related to such issues as decentralization of decision making, allo-

cation of funds between the different levels of the government and

between sectors and projects, but the broad perspective of the coun-

ry's economic and social objectives can in principle be directly

brought to bear on pricing and taxation decisions, and the relevant

revenue generation objectives are those of the government itself,

not of the entities.

3.46 Cost recovery issues mainly arise at the level of the project

entity when the entities concerned earn revenues directly from the

public and are required to maintain satisfactory and viable finan-

cial positions. The typical examples 1f such project entities are

the public sector enterprises in the public utilities, railways,

air and sea ports, major industrial branches, etc. The cost recov-

ery rate relevant for the public sector, discussed earlier, will

differ from the cost recovery rates relevant to such public enter-

prises as the public sector's cash flows and the public enterprises'

cash flows are generally quite different. Since public sector

enterprises normally do not have the option of levying discrimina-

tory benefit taxes, the cost recovery instrument available to such

enterprises is usually only the pricing of its products and serv-

ices.

3.47 The key consideration in treating a public enterprise from

the cost recovery point of view concerns the valuation of the
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financial resources at its disposal relative to the valuation of

the financial resources at the disposal of the government. With

this in mind one may distinguish between two types of cases:

(a) "independent" enterprises. An enterprise

should be classified in this category if

its financial resources should be valued

differently from the resources at the dis-

posal of the government., and

(b) "semi-independent" enterprises. An enter-

prise should be classified in this category

if the value of its financial resources

should be regarded as equal to the value of

the financial resources of the government.

These two categories are briefly discussed below. Matters such as

administrative, managerial and general operating efficiency, vari-

ous sector and project specific financial issues, etc., are not

considered.

(a) "Independent" Public Enterprises

3.48 This category is likely to be relevant for the fully autono-

mous public enterprises, with independent financial objectives,

which are generally required to follow the camercial rules and

practices of the private sector. They may also in some cases bor-

row directly, or accept equity participation, from the private

sector. Such enterprises are usually required to do without special
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privileges from the government which are not also available to the

private sector, e.g., subsidized interast rates, exemptions from

dividend payments, lower taxes, etc.

3.49 The desired cost recovery rate for such a public enterprise

depends on its financial objectives and targets. It will seek to

be profitable, and earn enough to cover all its financial costs and

obligations, based on market prices, including a reasonable return

on its invested capital. Complementary to this is the need for

prudent financial planning in a dynamic context, which may require

it to generate internally surplus cash for future investment pur-

poses. Its desired cost recovery rate may be expressed by suitable

financial indices, such as a minimum required rate of return on its

10/
net fixed assets on an annual basis.

3.50 The pricing policy of its products and services, as also its

investment policy, will be geared to profitability considerations.

Although the dominant objective for such an enterprise is to attain

its internal financial targets, it may be able to charge efficiency

prices when such prices are consistent with its financial require-

ments. When it has to charge more than efficiency prices it may be

able to take into consideration economic inequality between its

customers. The financial stringency faced by such an enterprise

may be much more or much less severe than the financial stringency

faced by the government, and accordingly the mark-ups on efficiency

prices that such enterprises will charge may be much more or much

10/ The project' s internal financial rate of return may be analyt-
ically preferable, but it cannot be conveniently covenanted.
See Solomon (18) for a discussion of some of the different
rates of return concepts and their interrelationships.
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less than the mark-ups that would be desirable from the point of view

of the general government.

(b) "Semi-independent" Public Enterprises

3.51 As revenue earning financial institutions the public enter-

prises in this category will also have their financial targets and

objectives, like the enterprises in the previous category. As such

a "semi-independent" public enterprise will also have its own cost

recovery rate, as discussed in para. 3.49.

3.52 However, in this case the public enterprises are to be

treated as integral parts of the public sector, and their pricing

and investment policies must coincide with those that would be

appropriate from the broader perspective of the public sector. The

pricing policy appropriate to such an enterprise may thus be derived

directly from the considerations discussed in the previous subsec-

tion (ii) and in Section II.

3.53 In each case it is possible to estimate both (i) net revenue

requirements necessary to satisfy the individual public enterprise's

own desired financial cost recovery rate, and (ii) the net reveuuae

generation that would result if the pricing policy is determined

from the point of view of the public sector, with reference to the

fiscal cost recovery rate. It should be noted that the accounts

of the enterprises in this category should be regarded as a part

of the public sector account in estimating the fiscal impact of the

projects concerned. The products and services provided by the
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the enterprise are to be regarded as public sector products and serv-

ices, and the total incremental sales revenue therefrom are to be

regarded as accruing to the public sector, although this revenue may

be shared between the government and the entity if there is a sales

tax.

3.54 In the event that the comparison of the estimates (i) and

(ii) in the previous paragraph reveals material differences, the

preferable procedure would be to adjust the financial targets of

the public enterprise. If this is undesirable in a particular case,

then alternative (but essentially equivalent) means may be employed,

such as reimbursing the public enterprise for providing services at

prices which are not adequate to cover the financial costs of the

services. For example, a municipality may reimburse a water supply

enterprise for providing water to a neighborhood free of charge

through public standpipes, by levying additional taxes on the house-

holds in the neighborhood.

3.55 Such problems tend to arise whenever the optimum product

prices are too low to permit satisfactory financial performance,

i.e., whenever project entities are charged with the mixed responsi-

bility for managing both financially viable and non-viable opera-

tions. But optimum product prices may also be higher than those

derived by an entity from its financial targets. As a general rule,

therefore, it is preferable to compare the fiscal cost recovery con-

siderations with the entity's own cost recovery considerations, and
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if these two different perspectives produce material differences to

the pricing and investment decisions, these should be reconciled

through appropriate re-arrangements of the financial relationship

between the entity and the government. Such re-arrangements would

have the desired effect of equating the scarcity "premium" on the

resources at the disposal of a public enterprise with the scarcity

"premium" on the resources at the disposal of the government.
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IV. SUMMARY

4.1 This paper has discussed the gen 3ral principles relevant to

the decisions on recovery of the costs of a project from its bene-

ficiaries. From this point of view, the discussion has centered

on the two revenue generating instruments specific to a project,

viz. the pricing of its products and services, and discriminatory

taxation of its beneficiaries. When both these options are avail-

able, greater reliance should be placed on taxation than on pricing.

The prices of the products and services provided by the public

sector should be set at their efficiency levels (discussed in

Section II), unless the sacrifice of the net project benefits in-

volved in charging more than such prices is fully compensated by

the value in alternative uses of the additional revenue raised.

The risk of underestimating the sacrifice of the net project bene-

fits is particularly high when the products and services concerned

enter into other production processes.

4.2 More generally, the principal considerations that should

determine the optimum pricing and beneficiary taxation decisions

are the following:

(a) The losses of the project's net benefits that are

likely to be incurred by departing from the efficiency

prices for the products and services of the public

sector (when product pricing is relevant).
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(b) The losses of the project's net economic benefits

that are likely to result from the imposition of

discriminatory benefit taxes (when such taxes are

relevant).

(c) The scarcity of resources a railable to the public

sector when this aspect is relevant, the project's

deficit or surplus should be determined by a compre-

hensive fiscal measure, defined in para 3.11, which

includes all incremental revenue inflows to the

public sector, whether from new or existing taxes on

income and wealth, or from new or existing taxes on

the various project inputs and outputs, or from

other sources.

(d) The post-project income and wealth of the individual

beneficiaries as compared to those of others in the

society, and the relative valuation of their income

and wealth.

4.3 If these considerations are applied to determine the

optimum priciag and taxation policies, then a corresponding

optimum fiscal deficit or surplus will be defined, yielding an

optimum fiscal cost recovery ratio. A corresponding optimum

partitioned cost recovery ratio may also be defined with only

the policy variables, viz. product pricing and discriminatory
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taxes in the numerator, as in the ratio R, defined in para. 3.38.

It should be noted that the generation of additional private sav-

ings may also be a relevant additional consideration in some

cases,

L.4 There is, however, no a priori reason why the optimum value

of such a ratio should be at any particular level. The optimum

value can be zero or over 100%. It will be 100% only by chance,

and consequently the conventional full cost recovery rule has no

intrinsic validity. Furthermore it is usually defined in partial

terms. If a value judgment is made that the "beneficiaries should

pay total costs" then all incremental payments made by the bene-

ficiaries to the public sector in order to realize their benefits

should preferably count, regardless of the particular mode of pay-

ment. Meaningful quantitative cost recvery norms can only be

derived for specific sectors and types of projects, and then only

if the general considerations listed in para 4.2 bear with suffi-

cient uniformity.

4.5 These considerations remain material when revenue earning

project entities are considered, as long as the financial

resources at the disposal of such entities are not valued differ-

ently from the resources at the disposal of the general government.

In the event that correct pricing decisions are not consistent

with the financial targets of an individual project entity, the
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preferred procedure will be to adjust the financial targets, or

alternatively the entity should be reirbursed directly in exchange

for a conmitment to charge lower prices than its financial targets

require. Situations in which neither adjustments to the financial

targets nor compensating payments are desirable, are situations in

which it is considered appropriate to e valuate the financial re-

sources of the entity and of the govern ent differently. In such

cases the mark-ups on efficiency prices will be determined

entirely by the independent financial objectives of the entity,

and the third factor (c) listed in para 4.2 above will need to be

changed accordingly.
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Please let rie have your coments by c.o.b. August 2, 1974.

Attachment

Distributi on:

H. Adler A. J. Carmichael

S. S. Kirmani C. A. Morse

W. P. Thalwitz D. King

S.M.L. van der Meer R. E. Rowe

W. A. Wapenhans D. J. Parsons

A. David Knox B. Shields

Mt. Yudelman ' E. B. Arnold

D. Gustafson S.J.G. Burt

D. Ballantine V. Rajagopalan

H. Fuchs D.W.M. Haynes

K. Kanagaratnam G. Wyatt

Y. Rovani A.F.D. Thys

S. M. Tolbert J. J.-Fish

E.V.K. Jaycox K.H.S. Haasjes

G. F. Darnell M. M. Thint

F. H. Howell P. 0. Malone
H. R. Shipman J. A. Bronfman

C. P. Vasudevan R. H. Shaehan

C. Hardy J. M. Kalbermatten

cc: Mr. van der Tak
Mr. Lithgow

Mr. Finne
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TO: Fi'ofessional Staff DATE: July 8, 1971
Transportation Projects Departnt

FR(- A. D. Knox

SUBJECT: Rol> of Bank TtineCrs in Connicct"tion with Engineering Designs
and CostLEtimates

Intro duction

1. From time to time tho question rilses as to the extent to which
the engineers in his Depart ent can and shouid be responsible for the
engineering design and cost estimates of Bank Group financed projects. Th is
meniorandum states ;what is expected of them in this respect. it does not dealwith other responsibilities of engineers.

2. Project appraisal reports include a statement such as "the engineer-
ing of the project is sound, and tne cost estimates are reasonabic." The
responsibility for this judgment rests on the Bank engineer directly involved
in the project. This is all the more so since, in general, appraisal reports
contain less material to permit others to judge the engineering than the eco-
noric or financial aspects.

3. This, however, does raise a very officulT. question of how far the
Bank's engineer should go in reviewing designs and cost estimates. Clearly
he cannot be expected to redo the work of the borrower 's engineers and con-
sultants who have done the detailed work. The magnitude of the work would
be beyond one man since not every Bank engineer will have the same knowledge
in depth in all engineering subjects. For example, civil engineering includus
soil mechanics and foundation techniques, structures in steel or concrete,
hydrauli4cs, etc., and special expertise in each of these fields is usually
available to the borrower's staff and consultants. Nevertheless the Bank
engineer has the duty of putting questions and spot -cecking to a sufficient
degree to enable hnim to judge whether the designs and cost estimates are
sound. If his inquiries lead to doubits n any significant aspect he should
request that additional work be done. 1f he concludes that there are moor-
tant areas on which his train-in and experience rmake him hesitant to nass
judgment he should seek the advice of colleagues specialized in these areas
and, if necessary, reco-mmend th'at tan r
This general priciple shoudcb u din the more ditailedio i
of particular points which ollows.
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Competence of REonsiPon o- the Project

4. Even if the reputation of the bercoe' s te "teel staff and con-

sultants is kIown to be icod, it should nob '". o- g'. ed that the

individuals responsible for the cpepDaratio co< estimates £D

the particular project under review are as ec-pr JthrO who estehi '

the good reputation. Dring project prepa-r ti and r'.-cn- the Bank en-

gineer has an opportunity to for- a judgent on '7, experic2&;

sense of responsibiity of those hading th p ca. ,se-sment of tnese

qualifications, and reporting on these, is one of e os.ortant tasks of

the Bank engineer.

Review ofDesi

5. At the time of project prepration or aDnra__ P_. 4`e Bank engineer

should discuss with a borrower's chical staff and cns tens the master

plan, if any, of which the project forms part; the basic layout and concept

of design of the facility and its components; the choice and application of

geometrical and engineering dzesign standards (particularly fo r'oads); the

design chosen for the various astructures and the broad speci'ications there-

for; construction methods; etc.

6. During this procedur'e he will inquire what investigations have been

made, and the degree of detail thereof, upon which the des ign is based, suah

as topographic maps and surveys, location and site drawings, soil investiga-

tions including borings and laboratory tests, location of sou-ces of materials,

hydrological and hydraulic surveys and laboratory studies; etc. To the extent

needed and justified, the Bank engineer will specify what additional investi_-

gations are to be made before tender documents of a project, or a part of it,

are completed and what additional investigations may be made at a later dazLe

or during execution of the contract.

7. He will also inquire what alternative design studies have been made,

and in what depth and detail. He should satisfy himself that no worthwhile

alternatives have been overlooked and that the alternative chosen in his

judgment is the optimum from a technical and economic point of view. In cases

where difference in estimated cost of alternatives is small, and can be accurate?

determined only on tho basis of actual bids, he will discuss the desirability

of asking, or allowing, contractors to submit bids for alternative designs.

8. In cases where detailed esigns -nd cost esti-ates of the projet

or its coaronents are co: pleted at the ti- of a'praisa', the engineer will

impress upon the prospective boroer and its technical staff and consultans

that any sub ai h :oosed subseuently in lyut, di and sp a-
fications, and resultic; chages inCOst :cates should be brought to the

attention of the Bank and that specific approvnral should be obtained for them.
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9. In cases where detailed designs and cost estiates of the project
or its components are not cc:plcated at the time of appraisal, the engineer
should make adequate arrangem'ts which will allow him to review the detailed
design, specications and cost estinr.tes at a later date, before bids are
called for such projects or their comrponents.

10. Where all or part of the engineering is done by consultants in their
own offices, outsidc the country of the borrower, the engineer should, as a
rule, do part of his appraisal in the consultant's office.

11. The engineer is normally not expected to review the detailed cal-
culations supporting the engineering designs, unless he has reason to doubt
the soundness of the designs chosen. in such a case he should carry out spot-
checks to enable him to identify possible errors or weaknesses in the calculc-
tions or reasoning and ask for further studies or explanations. The Bank
engineer should not, however, attempt to take over the direct responsibility
for design and engineering of Bank Group projects.

Review of Cost Ftimates

12. With respect to cost estimates, the engineer should inquire how
these are arrived at, and upon what assumptions they are based. Where esti-
rates are based upon unit prices, supported by recent contracts for similar
work, he should satisfy himself that the type of work and conditions (e.g., with
respect to availability of labor, climate, political stability rithin the
country, etc.) are indeed comparable. Where he has reason for doubt or where
complex works are involved, h3 should discuss the desirability or need for
applying detailed contractor's estimation procedures, as opposed to unit price
cost estimating. He should satisfy iimself that the estimating procedure fol-
lowed is sound, and the eesulting cost estimates appear to be reasonable.

RevieT of Terder Documents

13. Part of the task of the engineer is the review of tender documents.
During such review he will satisfy himself that design and specifications a3
shown in these documents are in accordance with those discussed and agreed
upon a' the rime of loar negotiations, taking account of possible changes
agreed upon subsecuently. To this end he will rnmally review only those
drawiags shcuing layout and major dimensions. He is not expected to review
for approval every drawing attached to the tender documents, but should make
some spot checks.

HIJvan~elden/ADnox :pg/mko

cc: essrs. Chadenet
iaum
nithgow
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMINT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution List DATE: July 3, 1973

FROM: H. G. van der Tak

SUBJECT: Economic Analysis of Projects

In January of this year we circulated a draft paper on Economic
Analysis of Projects, followed in April by a draft Annex on Derivation of
Shadow Prices. Since then these papers have been widely discussed, formally
and informally, and Mr. Squire and I are grateful for the many comments that
we have received. I now attach a revised version of these papers which, we
hope, clarifies some general issues and corrects some errors and inconsis-
tencies in the earlier treatment.

The revised structure of the papers is intended to make them useful
and accessible to a wider range of readers. The main paper provides a general
non-quantitative account of economic analysis of projects. The Annex discusses
the basic quantitative relationships underlying the derivation of a consistent
set of shadow prices which reflect income distribution objectives. Further-
technical details on this derivation are given in Appendix I. A second
Appendix discusses problems of estimation and value judgments, and illustrates
the approach to estimation with an actual numerical example. We hope this
Appendix provides useful guidance for the further case studies that are now
being undertaken in the Regions in order to test the feasibility of deriving
shadow prices along the lines set forth in the Annex.

I should be grateful for further comments and suggestions from
you or your staff. Please address them, at your convenience, to Mr. Pellegrini,
Room D-735, Extension 4600.

Attachments

HGvanderTak:lfb

Distribution:

Messrs. Kirmani, Knox, Thalwitz, Wapenhans, Weiner
Messrs. Avramovic, Baneth, de Vries, Please, Thompson
Messrs. Ballantine, Fuchs, Gustafson, Jaycox, Kanagaratnam, Rovani, Sadove,

Tolbert, Yudelman
Messrs. Stern, Cauas, Haq, Hayes, Stevenson
Messrs. John Adler, Kamarck, Qureshi, Willoughby
Messrs. Balassa, Duloy, Ahluwalia, T. King, Reutlinger, Mrs. Hughes

cc: Messrs. Baum and Chenery
Messrs. Pellegrini and Squire
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DRAFT (Revised)
LSquire/HGvanderTak:lfb
June 6, 1973

Economic Analysis of Projects

Introduction

1. This memorandum is concerned with the basic approach followed

by the Bank for assessing the economic merit of a project. It discusses

how' to measure the likely costs and benefits of a project to the country

where it is undertaken. The perspective is economic, not financial or

technical. The memorandum presents the general rationale for Bank

appraisal methods as they have evolved over time, reflecting rapid advances

in analytical techniques during the last decade. While it provides guide-

lines for some particular problems, it is not an exhaustive treatment of

the subject. In particular, it does not deal with sector-specific issues.

2. Part I of the memorandum discusses in broad terms the basic ideas

behind cost-benefit analysis and introduces some of the concepts which will

be developed in later sections. Part II identifies the types of costs and

benefits of projects which are relevant to their economic appraisal, whilst

Part III discusses in general qualitative terms how such costs and benefits

should be valued and in what circumstances shadow prices will be appropriate.

Specific quantitative guidelines for the derivation of shadow prices are

given in an Annex, with two Appendices. Appendix I provides further technical

details. Appendix II discusses how the underlying parameters may be esti-

mated and illustrates the approach with a case study. Part IV shows how

costs and benefits may be compared so that a meaningful decision can be

made about the value of the project to the country. Finally, Part V examines

how to take account of the considerable risk elements and uncertainties that

are commonly involved in undertaking a project.



P art I - General Context of is

3. All countries, but parti-cularly the developing countries, are

faced with the basic economic problem of allocating limited resources,

such as labor at all levels of skill, management and administrative capacity,

capital, land and other natural resources, and foreign exchange, to many

different uses, such as consumer goods, public services or investment in

infrastructure, industry, agriculture or education. These different uses

of resources, however, are not the final aim of the allocative process:

rather they are the means by which an economy can marshall its resources in

the pursuit of more fundamental objectives such as the removal of poverty, the

promotion of growth and the reduction of income inequalities. Using limited

resources in one direction (e.g. industry) reduces the resources available

for use in another direction (agriculture). Pursuit of one objective, say,

better income distribution , may Involve a sacrifice in terms of other obj-

tives, say, rapid growth. Thus there are clearly trade offs: the country

can have more of soethings, and less of others, but not more of every th.1s

A choice has therefore to be mnade among competing uses of resources,

terms of the extent to which they help the country achieve its fundamental

objectives. If the country consistently chooses allocations of resources

which achieve most in terms of these objectives, it ensures that its li

resources are put to their best possibe use.

4. Project analysis is a method of presenting this choice between

competing uses of resources in a convenient and comprehensible fashion. In

essence, project analysis assesses the benefits and costs of a project and

reduces them to a common denominator. If benefits exceed costs (both expressed

in terms of the common denominator) the project is acceptable: if not, the

project should be rejected, As such, project analysis may appear divorced from

both the fundamental objectives of the economy and the possible alternative
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uses of resources in other projects. The definition of benefits and costs,

however, is such that these factors play an integral part in the acceptance/

rejection decision. Benefits are defined in terms of their effect on the

fundamental objectives: costs are defined in terms of their opportunity

cost which is the benefit foregone by not using these resources in the best

of the available alternative investments. The foregone benefits are in turn

defined in terms of their effect on the fundamental objectives. By defining

costs and benefits in this fashion we try to ensure that acceptance of a

project implies that there is no alternative use for the resources "consumed"

by this project which would secure a better result in terms of the country's

objectives.

5. Economic analysis of projects is similar in form to financial

analysis in that they both assess the "profit" of an investment. The concept

of financial profit, however, is not the same as the social profit of economic

analysis. Financial analysis identifies the money profit from a project

accruing to the project-operating entity, whereas social profit measures the

effect of the project on the fundamental objectives of the whole economy.

These different concepts of profit are reflected in the different items

considered to be costs and benefits and in their valuation.. Thus, a money

payment made by the project-operating entity for, say, wages is by definition

a financial cost. But it will only be an economic cost to the extent that the

use of labor in this project implies some sacrifice with respect to the country's

objectives. Conversely, an economic cost of the project may not cause a money

1/ It should be noted that "financial analysis" as used here is only one
of several concepts of financial analysis, all of which have their

specific purposes. See OM _, Financial Analysis of Projects.



outflow from the project entity in which case it is not a financial cost.

The two types of cost need not coincide. Similar comments apply to economic

and financial benefits. Economic costs and benefits are measured by "shadow

prices" which may well differ from the market prices in which financial os

and benefits are assessed.

6. Shadow prices are determined by the interaction of the fundament

policy objectives and the basic resource-availabilities. If a particular

resource is very scarce (i.e. there are many alternative uses competing for

that resource), then its opportunity cost (i.e. the foregone benefit in the

best available alternative) will tend to be high. If the supply of this

resource were greater, however, the demand &.rising from the next best uses

could be satisfied in decreasing order of importance and its opportunity

(or shadow price) would fall. Frequently, market prices will correctly

this scarcity but there is good reason to believe that in less developec

countries markets are so imperfect that there is a considerable divergence

between market and shadow prices. Three important resources (labor, capi al

and foreign exchange) are generally considered to fall in this categoryan

Part III will be largely concerned with the appropriate shadow-pricing cf

these resources.

7. Resource availabilities, however, need not be the only constraints

operating in the economy. Political and social constraints may be equally

binding. These non-economic constraints can limit the alternatives open to

the government in pursuing its development objectives to a narrower range t han

that implied by the basic resource availabilities. If the tools of general

economic policy (i.e. fiscal and monetary policy) cannot successfully break
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these constraints, project analysis should take account of them by means

of appropriate adjustments in shadow prices. For examole, if the govern-

ment is unable to secure a desired redistribution of income through taxation,

then the allocation of investment resources can be used as an alternative

method of redistributing income. By attaching higher values to increases

in income accruing to the poorer sections of society in project appraisal,

investmnent will be biased in their favor. This merely reflects the fact

that all available policy tools should jointly be working towards the same

goa.s. TIf one particular instrment is inoperative or blunted, other instru-

ments may be used to achieve the same end.

8. Project analysis permits decentralized decision-making

-n the appropriate choices between competing uses of resources, costs and

benefits being defined and valued, in principle, so as to measure their

impact on the development objectives of the country. In many cases, however,

a more direct link is necessary with the sector and economy as a whole: in
for example,

case of economies of scale/the merits of a project cannot be judged without

making an estimate of the demand for its output, and this in turn reouires

placing the project in its sector and country context.

9. Furthermore, in practice, many shadow prices, for land, natural

resources, site values, are hard to determine independently of the project

appraisal process. In other words, the appropriate choice of resources

can; only be determined by considering alternatives. This is the basic reason

why a systematic scrutiny of plausible alternatives is at the heart of the

appraisal process: it is not sufficient in practice to select "acceptable"

projects whose benefits appear to exceed costs; it is necessary to search

for alternatives with a larger surplus of benefits over identified costs.
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Tf such projects are found, it mans that the opportunity cost of using,
originally onsidered acceptable

say, land in the project / is underestimated, or wholly neglected,

10. Consideration of alt eatives is the single most important feature

of proper project analysis throughout the project cycle, from the sector

development plan through identification and preparation to appraisal. Many

of the more important choices are made at early stages when decisions are

taken concerning the alternatives which are to be rejected or retained for

further more detailed study. For economic analysis to make a maximum -z, -

tion to trying to ensure that scarei resources are used to best advan La

the country, it should start at the earliest phases of this process of

sifting and narrowing down of otons that are open to the country. Ise of

shadow prices reflecting basic policy objectives and resource constraints

tends to be mainly "cs i only resorted to in the final stage of ap

when most of the essential choices with respect to types of project and r

design have already been made. To be an effective aid in decision-maki

shadow prices should also be u framing sector strategies, in Aae.

promising project possibilities, and in designing their major features.

Part II - Identif&ngRelevanLt Co`s and Benefits

11. The implementation o a proje t will reduce the supply of inputs

("consumed" by the project) nd the supply of outputs (produced

by the project). Without the proec, the supply of these inputs and outputs

to the rest of the economy wuld nave been different. Examining this differ

ence between the availabilities of inputs and outputs with and without the

project is the basic method of identifying its costs and benefits. In many

cases the "without" situation is not simply a continuation of the status

_o ante, but rather the situation that is expected to exist if the project
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is not undertaken, some increases in output, and costs, are often

expected to occur anyway. Furthermore, some projects (e.g. modernization

projects and land-conservation projects) have as their primary aim the

prevention of future cost increases or benefit decreases. The without

situation must then include these cost increases or benefit decreases in

order to fully reflect the improvement engendered by the project. An

accurate description of the situation "with," as also that "without," the

project may involve difficult judgments.

12. Frequently, the projected financial statement of the project entity

will be a good starting place for identifying economic costs and benefits.

In general, two types of adjustment must be made to the financial calculation

in order that it should reflect economic concepts: firstly, it may be

necessary to include (exclude) some costs and benefits which have been ex-

cluded from (included in) the financial analysis; and secondly, some inputs

and outputs may have to be revalued if their shadow and market prices differ.

Only the former adjustment is considered here, the latter being the subject

matter of Part III.

Transfer Payments

13. Some payments which appear in the cost streams of the financial

analysis do not represent direct claims on the country's resources but merely

reflect a transfer of the control over resource allocation from one member

or section of society to another. For example, the payment of interest by
domestic

the project entity on V loan merely transfers purchasing power from the project

entity to the lender. The purchasing power of the interest payment does reflect

control over resources but its transfer does not use up real resources and is,

to that extent, not an economic cost. Similarly, the loan itself and its
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repayment are financial transfers. However, the investment or other expendi-

ture which the loan finances, i: t L real economic costs. The financial

cost of the loan occurs when the loan is repaid; but the economic cost occurs

when the loan is spent. The economic analysis does not, in general, need

to concern itself with the financing of the investment, i.e. the sources of

funds and how they are repaid./ Again, depreciation allowances may not

correspond to actual use of resources, and should therefore be excluded

from the cost streami. The economic cost of using an asset is fully reflected

in the initial investment cost less its discounted terminal value. Finally,

taxes are also transfer payments and as such do not constitute a resource

cost.

14. However, although transfer payments such as taxes and interest etc,

are not a resource cost, this does not mean that they should be excluded fron

the economic analysis of the project. These transfers affect the distribu-

tion of income and savings. As will be discussed further in Part III, in

general, this should be taken into account in detenmining the costs and

benefits of a project, and be reflected in the shadow prices of factor

and incomes.

Contingencies

15. Contingency allowances are determined by engineering and financial

considerations which are beyond the scope of this memorandum, but it is

important to examine the treatment of contingency allowances in the ecol lowir;

1/ These points also apply to forein loans, unless the loan is "tied" to
the project in which case its economic cost is the stream of associated
repayments. Bank loans are not considered tied. Note, however, that a
country should not borrow beyond the point where the real cost of the debt
service exceeds the return on the marginal project.
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appraisal. To the extent that the physical contingency allowance is a

part of the expected value of the project's costs, it should be included

in the economic analysis. Any allowance beyond this should be excluded

from the basic data but should be examined in the sensitivity or risk analysis.

The project evaluator will require the assistance of the engineer in deter-

mining the nature of physical contingency allowances. With regard to the

price contingency, to the extent that it covers expected increases in relative

prices of project items, it should be included in the economic analysis. Any

price contingency for domestic and foreign inflation of the general price

level should be excluded, provided that differential rates of inflation in

supplier countries are offset by currency realignments. If not, the part

of the price contingency covering "excess" inflation beyond that in the

numeraire currency, should be included.

Sunk Costs

16. Sunk costs are defined as all those costs incurred on the project

prior to appraisal and which therefore can no longer be avoided even if they

were considered utterly wasteful. They should be excluded from the cost

of the project for the purpose of reaching a decision as to whether to proceed

further with the project; only costs which can still be avoided matter in

this regard; bygones are bygones. For example, the economics of a project

designed to complete a project started earlier and left unfinished, does not

1/ The concept of "expected value" is discussed further in paras. 63 - 6L
which deal with risk.
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depend on the costs already incurred but only on the costs of completion.

(Similarly, the benefits from the new project are only those arising over

and above those that may flow from the old, uncompleted works.) This treat-

ment of sunk costs may result in a high return on the investment in completirg

the project, but this is then as it should be. In addition to this calculation

of the return on the incremental. investment, it is usually of interest to

show the return on the total project, including sunk costs, to throw light

on the question whether, in hindsight, the original decision to proceed

with the project was well-founded.

Externalities and Linkages

17. There are some effects of the project which do not impose a cost

or confer a benefit within the confines of the project itself. If these

effects (known as exter- alities) affect the achievement of the country's

objectives (either positively or negatively) they should be included in the

economic analysis. Unfortunately, externalities are sometimes difficult to

identify and nearly always difficult to measure. On the benefit side, demo-

stration and training effects are often cited as externalities, but these

are not amenable to quantification at present. Various forms of pollution

and congestion, use of water affecting yields of wells elsewhere, side effects

from irrigation schemes on health, or fisheries, are some of the standard

examples of external costs and, if they are significant and measurable, should

be counted as economic costs. Whether or not externalities can be quanta7-

they should at least be discussed in qualitative terms.

Price effects caused by the project are also often included in

the definition of externalities. The project may lead to higher prices

for the inputs which it requires and lower prices for the outputs which it

produces. The project may also result in lower demand and prices for competing
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products or services, or higher demand and prices for complementary ones.

So-called forward linkage effects may thus occur in industries which use

or process a project's output, and backward linkages in industries which

supply its inputs, in that such industries are encouraged or stimulated

by increased demand and higher prices for their output or lower prices for

their inputs. Conversely, other producers may lose because they now face

increased competition, and other users of inputs used by the project may

have to pay higher prices. The project may have wide-ranging repercussions

on demands of inputs and outputs and cause gains and losses for nroducers

and consumers other than those involved in the project itself.

39. Such external costs and benefits may or may not have to be added

to the more direct costs and benefits of the project. The direct social

profit is a comprehensive measure of all social gains and losses of the

1/
project provided that two conditions are met. First, the government should

be indifferent as to who gains and who loses as a result of the project.

If it attaches different weights to gains and losses depending on the

person or region affected, the direct social profit on the output from

the project is not a full measure of all its positive and negative effects

on the country's social/economic objectives. There is then no remedy

but to trace as best one can the repercussions on the rest of the economy.

Whether this is a serious qualification, in practice, depends on the extent

to which the project results in price changes. If induced price changes

are minor, or income distribution weights of affected groups are approximately

the same, it may be a reasonable approximation to exclude such external

price effects from the economic analysis of the project.

1/ The terms "social gains and losses" and "economic benefits and costs"
are used synonymously. But see paras. 26 and 27 for more rigorous
definitions in terms of "shadow" and "efficiency" prices.
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20. Second, and perhaps more serious, the direct costs and benefits

of the project, in terms of its own output, do not provide a complete measure

of its social profit in cases where other producers whose output is affected

by the project, do not sell in perfect markets where price equals social

marginal costs. In such cases - which are of course normal - there will be

gains and losses not measured by the social profit on direct output from the

project. For example, if an improved road diverts traffic from a railway

which charges rates below marginal cost, this diversion entails a social

gain on reduced rail traffic (because the previous social loss on this

traffic is no longer incurred) in addition to the social profit on road

traffic as usually measured (in terms of changes in the area between its

demand and supply curve). In practice, it is not feasible to trace all

externalities arising from such market imperfections: the analyst can only

hope to capture the grosser distortions on more immediately affected changes

in output.

21. Externalities of various kinds are thus clearly troublesome, and

there is no altogether satisfactory way to deal with them. However, this

is no reason simply to ignore them: an attempt should always be made to

identify them, and if they appear significant, to measure them. In some

cases it is helpful to "interaliz externalities by considering a "package"

of closely related activities as one project. This procedure is also convenient

in cases where strictly speaking externalities play no role, but where it i-

difficult, if not impossible, to estimate demand and the social value of the

output from the project without closely linking it to related activities. A

standard example is the analysis of irrigation projects which measures benefits

in terms of agricultural output rather than water.
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Multiplier Effects

22. In an economy suffering from general excess capacity, project

investment may cause a further increase in income as the additional

rounds of spending following the investment reduce the excess capacity.

General excess capacity however is not the situation in which LDC's typically

find themselves. If it were otherwise, development would be a far easier

task and could be furthered simply by spending more. This does not deny the

existence of secondary expenditure effects. As will be discussed in Part III

these effects may be important when measuring the social cost of consumption

expenditure induced by the project. Different patterns of second round

expenditure out of incomes generated by the project may impose different social

costs. As a variant of this, differences in regional impact may need to be

taken into account even if income distribution considerations are ignored.

International Effects

23. Some external effects of the project may extend beyond the borders

of the country concerned. For example, a project's output may increase

exports or substitute for imports, and thus tend to reduce world prices,

thereby benefitting other importing countries but harming other exporting

countries. Or the increase in demand, and possibly prices, for inputs into

the project may affect other countries, favorably or adversely. Or the project

may influence the environment of a neighboring country, for example, if it

diverts water upstream, or pollutes it, in rivers flowing through more than

one country. All such external effects on other countries are similar in

nature to the externalities discussed above (paras. 17 - 21), and raise

similar problems: The crucial issue in this case is whether one should take



account of benefits accruing to or costs imposed on other countries -

which may be developed countries or other developing countries, may be

poorer or better off than the country concerned and may be politically

close or otherwise. This clearly depends on value judgments. The Bank's

policy is to take account of physical externalities, as in international

rivers, and expect agreement between the countries concerned on the sharing

of water and appropriate compensation for any untoward effects (see OM )

Thus far, however, it has not taken into account external price effects

of the projects it finances on other countriesl/ and normally evaluates

investment projects from the point of view of the country where the project

is to be undertaken. This means that costs borne by foreign countries, or

foreign participants in the project, and benefits accruing to them, are

excluded from the economic analysis of the project. Some implications of

this are discussed fu-rther in Part III below.

Double Counting

21[. While all relevant ost and, benefits should be included when

evaluating a project, it is necessary to ensure that benefits and costs

are not recorded twice. Double counting may arise on two scores. First,

as notelabove, external benefits and costs may be included (erroneously)

even though they are already fully accounted for in the social profit measure

of the project. For example, increases in agricultural output may mistakenly

be claimed as additional benefits of, say, a road project when such benefits

are already reflected in the usual measure of the social surplus gained on

the transport services to be provided. Second, benefits may be claimed for

1/ But the Bank has recently accepted a recommendation that appraisals of
primary commodity projects should take account of their effect on export
prices of other developing countries; problems of implementation are
still being considered.
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employment, or foreign exchange earnings, in addition to the estimated

social profit of the project. Provided that labor inputs into the project,

and its foreign exchange costs and savings, have been evaluated in terms

of shadow prices which are a comprehensive measure of their value to the

economy, any such employment or foreign exchange effects are already taken

into account, and should not be added as separate benefits. The contribu-

tions of increased employment and foreign exchange earnings to the social/

economic objectives of the government have then been given their full and

proper weight in deriving the measure of the social surplus of the project.

This does not mean that employment and foreign exchange effects should not

be discussed in the report; but it does mean that any discussion must be

consistent with the assumptions underlying the economic evaluation of the

project.

Part III - Valuation and Shadow Prices

25. Every project uses up resources (inputs) and produces outputs.

Part II above discussed which inputs (costs) and which outputs (benefits)

are to be included in the economic analysis of the project. This Part

considers what are the values of the costs and benefits thus identified to

the economy. These values depend on the value judgments of the government,

as well as on technical and behavioural parameters, and on resource and policy

constraints. Value judgments of the government determine the weight to be

given to future consumption relative to present consumption, i.e. to growth

(depending on savings and investments) versus consumption; to 
benefits for

different classes of income recipients (or regions); to future employment

relative to present employment; and to other possible objectives such as

national independence, or modernization. Policy constraints of an institutional/

acninistrative or political nature may limit the choice of path that the economy
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can follow in pursuing its development objectives to a narrower range

than that imposed by the technical and behavioural parameters and resource

availabilities in the economy.

26. Shadow prices are defined in the generally accepted theory of

resource allocation as the values of inputs and outputs associated with the

optimal development program, given the weights attached to the basic social/

economic objectives (objective function) and given all the various constraints

which limit the extent to which these objectives can be achieved. The costs

and benefits of the project to the economy should thus be valued in terms

of shadow prices reflecting, as best one can, these objectives and const a .

Any changes in objectives or constraints affect the optimal development prog -

that is feasible, and hence the shadow prices and the costs and benefits of

any given project.

27. Three points should be noted about this definition of shadow price.-

Firstly, these prices relate to an economic environment in which distorti

are likely to persist: they are not the equilibrium prices which would prevail

in a distortion-free economy. However, this should not be interpreted as

a passive acceptance of the existing distortions; in fact, the estimation

of (second-best) shadow prices supplies important information which can be

used as a basis for designing policies to remove the distortions. Secondly,

the Bank should try to arrive at some common understanding with the govern-

ment concerning the social/economic goals pursued in the country's devalo>.

policy. If views differ, for example, with respect to the desirable dis tbution

of the gains from development, the Bank could treat the govermnent's views

as an additional constraint which has to be satisfied in the selection or projects:
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there is likely to be a sizable sub-set of projects which are compatible

with both the government's and the Bank's value judgment. In extreme cases

of discord, the Bank might prefer to cease operations in the country.

1. The Shadow Rate of Interest

28. In the absence of policy constraints arising from political feasi-

bility, administrative costs and repercussions on incentives, the government

could ensure through its fiscal policy that, at the margin, additional savings

(and future consumption) are in its view as valuable as additional present

1/
consumption.- In that case project analysis does not need to concern itself

with the impact of a project on consumption or savings, but could concentrate

on the impact on income, irrespective of its use for consumption or savings,

since both are worth the same. The opportunity cost of capital, which measures

the rate at which additional savings (investment) in the current period are

transformed into output in the next period, does then equal the "consumption

rate of interest" which measures the discount attached to having additional

consumption in the next period rather than now. There is in that case no

need to distinguish between savings and consumption when assessing costs and

benefits.

29. However, in some cases the government might prefer more rapid

growth, and higher savings and investments, at the expense of current con-

sumption, but it judges the administrative and political obstacles to the

necessary fiscal measures to bring this about insurmountable. Savings are

then at a premium (or equivalently, consumption at a discount), and the

1/ The inclusion of the interpersonal aspect of the distribution of con-
sumption requires that consumption (and the consumption rate of interest)
be defined in terms of an homogeneous unit of account (e.g. the marginal
utility of consumption at a particular level of consumption) because the
value of an additional unit of consumption now depends on the individual's

existing level of consumption. Provided the definitional changes are
made consistently, the arguments presented above concerning consumption's
intertemporal distribution are largely unaffected. See Annex.
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opportunity cost of capital exceeds the consumption rate of interest. The

correct choice of discount rate then depends on the chosen numeraire (the

common yardstick used for expressing savings and consumption), because the

discount rate is defined as the rate at which the value of the numnraire

falls over time. For example, if consumption is chosen as nureaire, then

savings should be valued at their higher consumption equivalent, and benefits

and costs in different time periods should be discounted by the "consumption

rate of interest." The choice of numeraire, however, does not affect projet

analysis because the selection of projects depends only on relative prices,

whereas the numeraire only deternines the absolute price level. It is recom-

mended that the Bank use as numeraire public income (revenue) expressed in

terms of foreign exchange. This is considered convenient because most Bank

loans are to the public sector and involve large amounts of foreign exchange,.

Accordingly, the Bank discount rate, described as the"accounting rate of

interest," should be defined as the rate of fall over time of the value of

public income expressed in foreign exchange. This discount rate will equal

both the consumption rate of interest and the opportunity cost of capital

if the level of investment is considered optimal.l/

30. In current Bank practice, the discount rate is interpreted as

the opportunity cost of capital, i.e. the marginal productivity of additional

investment in the best alternative uses. It should be realized that this I.ea

ment implies a judgment that there is no significant imbalance between the

value attached to current consumption and future growth (current savings).

1/ For this statement to hold when one includes the interpersonal distribution
of consumption, that, too, must be considered optimal. See Annex.
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Appraisal reports, in fact, seldom differentiate between consumption and

savings in assessing the costs and benefits of a project, and implicitly

treat both as of equal value. This approach may not always be appropriate,

as noted above. In cases where growth rates are considered too low, because

of insufficient savings rather than inefficient use of resources, and greater

fiscal efforts are ruled out by overriding constraints, project appraisals

should take account of the greater value which then attaches to savings than

to consumption. Project appraisal reports should make clear in such cases

that in estimating the discount rate (in terms of public income) due allowance

has been made for the higher value of savings relative to consumption. Guide-

lines for estimating the accounting rate of interest are given in the Annex.

2. The Shadow Wage Rate

31. Similar considerations apply to the concept of the shadow wage

rate. The appropriate values, and the interpretation of what the shadow

wage rate represents, will differ depending on the value judgments and

policy constraints that are considered applicable. The value judgments

should be consistent with those underlying the estimates of other shadow

prices. If, for example, savings and growth are considered at a premium,

this would be reflected in both the shadow rate of interest, as argued

above, and the shadow wage rate. Shadow prices are interdependent: changes

in assumptions determining one, also affect others.

32. In the simplest case, the shadow wage rate does not aim at

measuring anything more than the opportunity cost of labor, i.e. the

marginal output of labor foregone elsewhere because of its use in the

project. In case of severe unemployment which is expected to persist even
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when the development program is implee nted, the shadow wage would then be

zero, and not whatever market wage is actually being paid. However, such

factors as seasonal fluctuations in demand for labor and varying degrees

of labor mobility should caution against any hasty conclusion, even in that

case, that the opportunity cost of labor and the shadow wage rate are zero.

Furthermore, the creation of one additional urban-sector job may induce

several rural-sector workers to migrate to the town so that the foregone

output is then some multiple of one worker's marginal product. It is also

likely that there is not one shadow wage rate in a country but rather a whol

set of rates, for different skills and different times and locations.

33. The shadow wage rates thus measured may not be the total cost to

society of using labor on the project. Labor incomes will tend to be higr-

than they otherwise would be, because of market wages being paid instead

of subsistence, or because of more productive self-employment. This is likely

to give rise to higher consumplton at the expense of savings. If, consumnt

is considered, at the margin, less valuable than savings, this should be

reflected in the shadow wage rate. An increase in consumption out of labor

income is, in that case, to soi e extent a cost that should be added to the

shadow wage. The effect of this upward adjustment in the shadow wage rate

will be to sacrifice some current employment and output in order to obtain

1/
faster growth, in line with the relevant value judgment.-

34. There are other complications. If the project provides additi-a-

employment to the unemployed or to subsistence farmers, it is likely to give

1/ Similar arguments couldbe made in favor of differentiating further
between categories of "investment" and categories of "consumption"
and attaching different weights to them depending on whether they are
considered valuable (e.g. government expenditure on health?) or not
(monuments?).
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higher incomes to some of the poorest groups in society. If poverty re-

dressal is considered important - and, of course, this is based again on

a value judgment that the income distribution is not what it is desired to

be, and a policy judgment that it cannot be corrected effectively through

fiscal means - this should be reflected by adjusting the shadow wage rate

downward. Thus the growth objective, may require an upward adjustment, as

argued in the previous paragraph, while the income distribution objective

may require a downward adjustment in whatever level of the shadow wage rate

would otherwise have been appropriate. This is not a contradiction, but a

straightforward reflection of the trade-off between current output (and

employment), growth and income distribution objectives.

35. Even in cases where growth (savings) and income distribution

considerations play no role, a shadow wage rate based on the marginal

productivity of labor in alternative uses may be considered overly simply.

People may prefer being unemployed to arduous work at low pay. This depends

on their income situation while unemployed, the value of "leisure" and

leisure time activities such as fishing or fixing the roof, and the un-

pleasantness of the job. There is some "reservation" wage below which

they would prefer being unemployed rather than take the job. Should the

government simply ignore this preference in its economic planning and decision

making? If not, the shadow wage rate may need to be higher than indicated

by a more narrow interpretation of opportunity cost of labor. Consequently,

there will tend to be more (voluntary) unemployment than if society did not

attach any value to leisure and to the possible disutility of at least certain

kinds of work.
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36. Current Bank practice in shadow pricing labor focuses on the output

of labor foregone in alternative uses. This approach implies a judgment that

there is no significant reason for attaching a greater value, at the margin,

to savings (growth) than to consumption; that the value attached to incomne

distribution (or possibly to expanding employment per se) does not require

a reduction in the shadow wage rate below the marginal productivity of labor

and that preference for work and leisure can reasonably be ignored. (ig

also reflect a judgment that any adjustments on these scores roughly cancel

out.) In such cases the Bank considers it good practice to make these judg-

ments explicit. In many cases, however, it may be more appropriate to allow

for these other factors in the determination of the shadow wage rate, and

adjustments should be made, upward or downward, as discussed earlier, in the

rate established in terms solely of the marginal output of labor in altratv

1/
uses.- The basis for the adjustments and the judgments underlying the-m s d

always be indicated in the economic analysis of projects. Guidelines for

estimating the shadow wage rates on various assumptions as to the value o.

parameters are given in the Annex.

3. Foreign and Domestic Values/Traded and Non-traded Goods

37. Some inputs of the project are directly imported or, though bou

locally, lead to additional imports since any domestic production of thLs

input has reached capacity constraints The cost of such goods to the economy

is the c.i.f. import price prevailing at the time the input is required.

Similarly, the value to the economy of any output from the project which

substitutes for imports is measured by the c.i.f. import price. Conversely,

output that is directly exported or, though physically sold in the home market,

1/ The accounting rate oTr'nterest should then be adjusted to reflect the
same judgments.
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leads to additional exports because domestic demand is fully met from existing

supplies, has a value to the economy measured by the f.o.b. export price. And

similarly again for any input used in the project that would otherwise have been

exported. In all such cases the c.i.f. or f.o.b. (border) prices should, of

course, be adjusted for internal transport or other costs in order to arrive

at the value of the commodities ex-factory or farm gate. This account assumes

that the supply of imports or demand for exports is perfectly elastic, so

that the project does not affect the import or export prices. The border prices

should then not be adjusted for any import duties or export taxes that may

be levied: the import supply and export demand prices measure the value to

the economy. However, if import prices rise or export prices fall on account

of the project, the value to the economy of additional imports or exports

is approximated by the marginal foreign trade revenue paid or earned (see

Annex).

38. Any output or input of which the value to the economy cannot be

measured this way in terms of f.o.b. or c.i.f. border prices should, as a

first approximation, be assessed in terms of its price in the home market.

This applies to obviously "non-traded" commodities such as electricity or

transport, as well as to all commodities, usually those with high transport

costs, of which the domestic supply price, at the given level of local demand,

is below the c.i.f. price of imports, but above the f.o.b. price of exports.

It also applies in cases where government policy isolates commodities from

foreign markets through import (export) prohibitions or quotas. This price

in the home market depends on local supply/demand conditions, including market

imperfections: monopolistic pricing affects, say, power rates; so does an



import quota on fuel imports; and, more indirectly, general trade policies

affect it through their impact on factor prices such as wages.

39. As a result of market imperfections, or indirect taxes, the

marginal value (demand price) of non-traded inputs or outputs may differ

from their marginal cost (supply price). The shadow prices of such goods

may be the demand price, the supply price or somewhere in between deper

on whether project inputs or outputs affect the supply to other users, the

supply from other producers, or both. If an input used in the project reduce

the supply to other users, its shadow price should be based on the demand

price; if the input is supplied from new production, its shadow price should

be based on the supply price. If the input is supplied from both sources,

affecting other uses as well as calling forth new output, the shadow price

is a weighted average -f the demand price and supply price, depending on the

elasticities of suply and demand (see Annex). The shadow price of output

is determined similarly in terms of its demand or supply price, to the Exen

that additional output increases supply, reduces output from other producers,

or both. If at the margin supply is perfectly elastic or demand perfectl

inelastic, the supply price is the shadow price. If at the margin supply

is perfectly inelastic or demand perfectly elastic, the demand price should

be used.!/

40. In some cases indirect taxes (or subsidies) are designed to comrse

for external costs (or benefits). If the tax (subsidy) corresponds exacoty

the external cost (benefit) of an input, the shadow price of the input should

include the tax (subsidy). Conversely, the shadow price of an output should

in that case exclude the tax (subsidy). In other words, the cost of an input

/ This corresponds to the border price discussion for traded goods in
para. 37.



should be increased, and the value of an output reduced, by the amount of

the external cost (tax). Similarly, subsidies which reflect external

benefits should reduce the cost of inputs and increase the value of outputs.

However, the taxes or subsidies may provide only partial compensation or

create other distortions. It may often be preferable therefore to treat

such compensating taxes or subsidies as market distortions and allow separately

for any externalities.

Conversion Factor and Shadow Exchange Rate

4l. Thus, with the qualifications noted above, the value to the economy

of traded goods is measured by border prices, in foreign currency; that of

non-traded goods is measured by domestic prices, in local currency. The final

step is to convert border prices into domestic prices or vice versa. The

choice of foreign or local currency as a yardstick is immaterial; the problem

is to determine the proper method of conversion. What is the rationale for

this conversion? Consider, for example, that a project increases demand

for a non-traded commodity which is made in part by expanding its output and in

part by a shift in consumption away from other uses. With respect to the

former, the cost of expanding output in terms of foreign currency may be

determined by breaking it down into its component inputs, consisting in part

of traded and in part of non-traded goods. Traded input components can then

be valued directly at border prices, in foreign currency. This process can

be repeated, in principle, until all inputs consist of directly and indirectly

traded goods, and of basic domestic inputs, i.e. mainly labor (and possibly

some other primary resources such as land). As noted earlier, the foreign

exchange cost of labor (or other primary factors) is, in general, made up

of output foregone and of additional consumption. Consumption costs are
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the sole cost item if demand for a non-tradable is met by withdrawing it

from other uses. The foreign exchange cost of such consumption will differ

from its value to the consumer if the price he pays includes tariffs or

subsidies. In general, the foreign currency equivalent of domestic expend-

ture on a non-traded good would incorporate both the cost of an increase

output and the cost of increased consimption. It should be clear that the

conversion factor for translating domestic prices of non-traded goods it

border price equivalents will vary between different non-traded goods

depending on the relative weights of traded goods used in their output and

in the induced consumption. In principle, there is not one conversion

factor but a large set of such factors.

!12. Use of such a set of conversion factors is not feasible in practice.

We need a shortcut whic.h provides a reasonable approdmation. One shortcutk i

to decompose the (incremental) cost of major non-tradables for one or two

rounds and apply a general conversion factor to the residual. The same g

factor is then used also to convert minor non-tradable items. Similarly,

differences in consumption pattern may be taken into account at least for s

major income groups. These approaches imply some differentiation in converIon

factors applied to various non-tradables. A more traditional approach ignore

the need for differential conversion factors and simply applies one conver

factor (i.e. the shadow exchange rate) to all non-tradables.

3. The method for arriving at the standard conversion factor, or

exchange rate, is already suggested by the foregoing discussion. It should

measure the value to the economy, at the margin, of having additional foreign

exchange which can be used for increasing consumption or investment. This

valIue depends on the trade policies being pursued by the government. For
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example, in case of wide-ranging import restrictions, the official exchange

rate understates the value to the economy of additional exchange earnings.

In other words, the shadow exchange rate of local currency per unit of

foreign currency is then higher than the official rate. Note that this is

not a question of "equilibrium": the official exchange rate is an equilibrium

rate given the trade restrictions, but the shadow rate is higher. Export

restrictions have similar effects; widespread export subsidies tend to give

an official exchange rate higher than the proper shadow exchange rate. If

trade policies are anticipated to change over time, this should be reflected

in corresponding changes in the previous shadow exchange rates. In case

of general trade liberalization, the shadow and official exchange 
rates

would tend to merge - not at the existing official level, but at a new

equilibrium level.

4. Estimates of the shadow exchange rate, or standard conversion factor,

are based on weighted averages of (import and export) tariffs, the weights

being given by the relative importance of tradables in non-traded output,

or in consumption. As an approximation, weights may be based on the shares

of tradables in imports and exports. Current Bank practice normally uses

the general shadow exchange rate approach. Use of specific conversion factors

is encouraged in cases where greater accuracy of conversion is required.

Guidelines for estimating the appropriate shadow exchange rate or conversion

factors in the light of current and anticipated trade policies and other

considerations, are given in the Annex.

h. Miscellaneous Valuation Problems

Excess Capacity

45'. In some cases the increase in demand for inputs in the project

can be met by expanding output from plant working below capacity. The
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valuation of such inputs raises no new problems. They are valued as non-

traded commodities since their supply is not met by increasing imports or

reducing exports. The cost of the inputs is determined by current operating

costs, with each of its elements, say fuel and labor, appropriately shadow

priced; or, in other words, the relevant cost of the inputs is their

short-run marginal social cost. There are no capital costs: The investment

in the plant may be considered a sunk cost (cf. para. 16 above) as long as

the excess capacity continues. When capacity constraints begin to impose

themselves or new investments become necessary to expand output, incremental

operating costs alone are no longer an appropriate measure of the value of

the inputs to the economy. One should then include as costs the scarcity

value or rents earned on the inputs or the cost of additional investment.

Rents

46. Factors in fixed supply, such as land, mineral resources, or si.

may earn rents which should reflect the value of such inputs in alternati.ve

uses which are best for the country. Increases in demand for them cannot be

met by increasing output. Their asset value is derived from current and

future demand which determines the opportunity cost of using them in the

project. An estimate of the opportunity cost to the country, which may or

may not be reflected in the market value, is the starting point for shadow

pricing primary factors other than labor. Similar considerations apply to

other assets, such as a road or a power plant, that are temporarily in fixed

supply: costs are sunk, but strong demand may give the assets a high rent

value. The shadow prices of their output, say road services or power,
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cannot then be assessed in terms of the shadow price of their operating

costs only, but should include the scarcity value of the assets.

Profits and Other Capital Incomes

47. The shadow wage rate, it will be recalled (see paras. ~31 to 36

above), does not depend solely on direct opportunity cost in terms of output

foregone, but also on other factors such as impact on savings and income

distribution. The shadow value of rents, interest and profits may similarly

have to be adjusted. This depends on who are the recipients of such payments,

the extent to which they save their incomes, whether such savings are considered

more valuable than their consumption, and the value attached to income accruing

to them as compared to income accruing to others. Current Bank practice does

not systematically incorporate these factors in its economic analysis of

projects, except, to some extent, with respect to income accruing to foreigners.

The implication of this approach, and the underlying judgments on which it is

based, should always be made clear. Where income distribution and savings

effects are considered relevant, they should be explicitly taken into account

in the economic analysis. Shadow rates for rents, interest and profit payments

are further discussed in the Annex.

Consumer Surplus

48. The project may lower price to consumers. The shadow price corres-

ponding to the new level of output is in that case not a complete measure of

the benefits to the economy: it neglects the effect of the reduction in prices.

Consumers would have been willing to pay more for the quantity of the product

they now buy. Consumer surplus is a measure of the difference between what

a consumer is prepared to pay for a product and what he actually pays. If
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the project lowers the price to consumers, they gain an increase in consumer

surplus. This increase should be included as part of the benefits of the

project.

49. Consumer surplus, however, is a private measure of the benefit

derived from a reduction in price, which does not necessarily correspon d

its social value. If the government accords the same value to benefits

regardless of the recipient of those benefits then the social and prla

measures will coincide, but, as we have seen in connection with the discus

on wages (paras. 3)4 and 35) and capital incomes (para. 47), the goverment

may wish to assign a higher value to benefits accruing to poor people than

those accruing to rich, or a higher value to benefits which will be trans-

lated into savings than to those which will be consumed. Three important

points should be stressed here. First, the revaluation of consumer surplus

should be consistent with the assumptions relating to income distribution

and growth which were incorporated in the estimate of shadow wage rates

capital incomes. Second, care should be taken to identify the real beefci

aries of the "consumer surplus" on intermediate goods: a gain in "Con

surplus" by road users, for example, may in fact be an increase in their

profits, or the profits of middlemen or shippers, or an increase in surplus

for consumers of the transported goods, etc. Finally, gains in consumer

surplus, like other increases in income, lead to shifts in consumption

expenditures. In principle, one should take account of the costs (benefits)

of increases (decreases) in consumption of other goods valued at thei socal

1 /
costs,~ In practice, correction by a standard conversion factor may be sufficient.

1/ Tn extreme cases, the social value of the consumer surplus could be
more than offset by an increased cost of consumption.
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Inflation

50. It follows from the foregoing discussion on shadow prices that

the economic analysis of projects should not be based simply on present

prices, but on the prices pertaining to each period. Thus the analyst

must project changes in shadow prices, taking into account the various

considerations discussed previously. This should not be misunderstood:

general changes in the price level which leave relative prices unchanged,

should not be taken into account. General inflation is not relevant for

economic analysis of projects. However, projected changes in relative

(shadow) prices reflecting changes in the relationship between supply and

demand, whether or not associated with inflation, should enter into the

economic analysis. They indicate real shifts in the value of inputs and

outputs to the economy. One apparent exception should be noted: any diver-

gence between domestic and foreign inflation gives rise to a change in

relative prices of traded goods (in foreign currency) and non-traded goods

(in domestic currency). But this is not a real change in relative prices,

requiring a shift in allocation of resources. It requires nothing more than

an adjustment in the exchange rate to maintain relative prices, expressed

in foreign or domestic currency, unchanged.

Part IV - Comparing Costs and Benefits: Investment Criteria

51. The foregoing Parts of this paper have discussed what costs and

what benefits should be included in the economic analysis of projects and

how they should be valued (shadow priced). This leaves us with time streams

of costs and benefits, appropriately shadow priced to reflect their value

to the economy, given the government's basic objectives and the resources
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it has at its disposal. The remaining questions are how these costs and

benefits streans are to be compared and what criteria are to be used in

deciding whether a project represents a good use of resources.

52. The basic technique is to discount costs and benefits occurring

in different periods and express them all in a common value at any one

point of time. The relevant discount rate for this purpose has been dis-

cussed above (paras. 28 to 30). If the net present value (NPV) of thf, c

is negative, i.e., if the discounted value of the benefits is less than the

discounted value of the costs, the project should be rejected. But project

with a non-negative NPV should not necessarily be accepted, in practice, foc

two reasons.

53. Strictly speaking, if it had been possible to include all ino-n'

at their shadow value Including rents, the NPV of all acceptable projects

would be zero and that of all others negative. In principle, no project

would then have a positive NPV, and all projects with a zero NPV should be

undertaken, without qualification. In practice the shadow prices of iu

including rent elements, e.g., land or site values, or mineral resources,

will be virtually impossible to estimate independently of the projec P is

process itself. Consequently, the value of such inputs is not included

a cost but forms nart of the, now possibly positive, NPV of the project.

Furthermore, there are many projects which, by their nature, are mutually

exclusive: if one is chosen, the other cannot be undertaken. This appies

to different designs or sizes or timings of what is essentially the sen

project. It also applies, perhaps less obviously, to such cases as plants

in alternative locations serving the same limited market, surface irrigation

dcvelopment ruling out tubewell irrigation, river development upstream instead
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of downstream, etc. In all such cases of mutually exclusive projects it is

not sufficient to choose a project with a positive NPV but one should select

the project with the highest PV amongst the mutually exclusive alternatives.

The analyst should not assume too easily that such mutually exclusive alterna-

tives do not exist.

54. This discussion bears on the issue of ranking of projects in order

of priority. This is a rather ambiguous notion. For a given investment budget,

anc associated shadow prices including the shadow rate of interest, projects

are either acceptable in accordance with the foregoing criteria and should be

included in the investment program, or they are not and should be excluded.

This applies to mutually exclusive projects where only the project with the

greatest NPV qualifies as well as to any other projects which only require

a non-negative NPV. The only "ranking' is here between the "ins" and the

"outs". A more interesting ranking question appears to be which project

should successively be excluded (included) if the investment budget were

reduced (expanded). However, a change in the size of the available investment

budget implies a change in the shadow rate of interest and corresponding

changes in other shadow prices, which affect the size of the NPV of various

projects in a differential way, depending on their time pattern and composition

of inputs and outputs. Consequently, some projects with a high NPV in the

original program may now drop out, some projects with more moderate NPV may

be retained, and some projects that previously were excluded may now qualify.

There is no single ranking of projects that are added or deleted from the

program in accordance with variations in its size. Changes in the investment

budget tend to affect its general composition, and not simply "marginal projects".



55. Current Bank practice calculates the economic rate of return, i.e.

the rate of discount which results in a zero Net Present Value for the pre

If this rate of return exceeds the estimated shadow rate of interest, it

indicates for a non-mutually exclusive project that it is acceptable;

NPV is then positive. Unfortunately, the rate of return is defect]'Veaa

measure of the relative merits of mutually exclusive projects; a hi

rate of return does not necessarily indicate the superior alternative.

economic rate of return thus may be misleading in comparing the economi

merits of alternative projects and should not be used for this most esni

function of project analysis. However, the (internal) economic returni

is a widely understood concept and has merit as a compact summary measure-

of the economic result of a project, For this purpose alone, its ue sh

be continued.

56. Both measures, the NPV and the economic rate of return, are

sometimes misinterpreted. The essential purpose of project analysis

to sort out the best of the feasible alternatives, i.e. the project

makes the greatest contribution to the basic objectives of the economy.

After the selection has been made or this basis, this contribution ma

expressed as an NPV or economic return by comparing it with the situation

without the project. As noted earlier, this measures the increase in rent

(surplus) earned by the primary factors as compared to what they could en

l/ This rate is usaally referred to in the literature as the internal, rate
of return.

Benefit/cost ratios are similarly misleading as well as suffering from other
ambiguities, and should not be used. This also applies to traditional business
criteria such as the payback period which are wrong indicators of economic
profitability. The economic rate of return criterion can provide the correct
decisions if applied to the difference in net benefits between two mutually
exclusive projects. But in such cases the possibility of multiple solutions
to the rate of return calculation is considerably increased.
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without the project. It does not measure the contribution of the project

in comparison with that of other (rejected) alternatives which may in fact

have surpluses nearly as large as the selected projects.

Cost Minimization

57. Special variants of mutually exclusive projects are alternatives

which produce the same benefits. This may be a question of choice of design,

such as between hydro or thermal power generation, and rail or road transport.

Whatever technical solution is chosen, the benefits are deemed to be the same.

In such cases one only needs to consider costs and select the alternative with

the lowest present value of cost when discounted at the appropriate rate of

interest. For any given level of output and benefits, the least-cost alterna-

tive is to be preferred. But it should be clear that by itself this does not

tell us anything about the economic merits of the project: even the least-cost

project may have costs which exceed its benefits. The analysis should therefore

not stop at a least-cost solution but consider wherever possible whether benefits

are adequate. In cases where valuation of the benefits is difficult, for example

improvements in health services, an assessment in terms of (least) cost per unit

of physical output, such as number of beds made available, or reduction in
1/morbidity, may be helpful.- But note that differences in costs as between

the least-cost design and the next best alternative are not, and should not

be used as a substitute for, a proper measure of the benefits of such projects.

First Year Return

58. An important choice of project alternatives concerns timing: when

should the project be undertaken? In principle, alternative starting dates

1/ The analyst might also compute the value which would have to be attached
to, say, the benefits from hospital beds in order to make NPV zero.
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for the project, and other variations in execution such as stage construc-

tion, are subject to the normal NPV test (with all NPVs being calculated
base

for the same/year, irrespective of the different starting dates of the

projects). In some instances, however, a simpler test may suffice to deter-

mine the appropriate timing of the project. The so-called First Year Return

(FYR) test involves calculating the ratio of net first year benefits to

investment costs. If the ratio is below (above) the opportunity cost of

capital, i.e. the shadow rate of interest, the project is premature (overdue).

The test is strictly accurate only if benefits are time-dependent (and rising)

rather than project-dependent, and project costs are not affected by postpone-

ment. In other words, the benefit stream must not shift depending on when

the project is undertaken, and "tail-end effects" resulting from the t

of the project must be -egligible. if these conditions are not fulfilled

the FYR test is not applicable. Note also that this test is not a substitute

for the standard requirement that the project should have a positive NPV;

it is only a complementary test to determine its optimum timing.

Criteria for Public Utilities

59. As discussed earlier (para. 39), if an expansion of output in-

creases supplies to users, its marginal value to the economy is measured

by the demand price. In public utility project analysis, rates are often

used as an approximation of such prices. They may or may not underestimate

demand prices depending on whether or not demand for public utility serv-

ice is rationed at the given rates or fully met. Furthermore, increase

in public utility capacity are normally sufficiently large to reduce the

market clearing rates, so that account should be taken of gains in consumer

su plus. For these reasons the revenue/ from additional sales is often referred

l/ Revenue must be expressed in real terms e.g. a constant tariff in

mone terms is decreasing in real terms at a rate equal to the rate of

inflation.
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to as a conservative measure of the benefits of such projects. However,

the consumer surplus gains may need to be revalued to take account of

their effect on income distribution, and the revenue benefits may need to

be adjusted for the social costs (or benefits) of induced changes in con-

sumption of other goods (see para. 8 ). In extreme cases, the social value

of the consumer surplus might be negative, if the surplus accruing to the

rich were counted for little and the cost of their additional consumption

were high. In that case the revenue measure is not necessarily a conserva-

tive measure of benefits. On balance, additional revenues paid by the rich,

as well as additional consumer surplus accruing to the poor through subsi-

dized consumption, are likely to contribute to social gains.

Equivalent Criteria

60. As discussed earlier, the NPV and economic rate of return are two

different ways of presenting the same information. The NPV is a measure of

the project's value when due allowance has been made for all costs; the

economic return is a measure of the project's value when due allowance has

been made for all costs except capital as interest cost. It follows that

the critical point for acceptance or rejection of a project on the NPV scale

1/
is zero,- while on the rate of return scale it is the accounting rate of

interest.2

61. Tests similar to the economic return test could be derived for

factors of production other than capital. For example, net benefits can be

related to labor inputs (or foreign exchange inputs) by netting out all costs

1/ This disregards the qualifications discussed in Para. 47 that in practice

the rent elements of cost are not normally included.

2/ Or opportunity cost of capital, if savings are considered equally valuable

as consumption; see para. 28 ff.
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and benefits other than labor (or foreign exchange). The critical point

for acceptance or rejection becomes then the shadow wage rate (or shadow

exchange rate). All such tests are equivalent, as long as the valuation

of inputs and outputs remain the same, and do not provide any new informa-

tion: they are simply transformations of the original NPV test. Hence,

information on the employment or foreign exchange effects of a project

should not be presented as a contribution (beneficial or otherwise) to

the country's development objectives in addition to that measured by the

NPV or economic rate of return. The weight attached to employment or

foreign exchange earnings is already fully reflected in the shadow prices

used in the NPV calculation.

62. Similarly, the effect of the project on investment and consumption

is already adequately aotured through the use of shadow prices. If the

government values savings more highly than consumption, then this is reflected

in the shadow wage rate and valuation of profits, and the accounting rate o:

interest. It is, therefore, fully taken into account in the calculation of

the project's NPV. Discussion of the project's effects on saving and con-

surption must be consistent with the assumptions and data used in the NV

calculation. Consumntion effects are, of course, closely related to employ-

ment effects.

Part V - Uncertainty, Sensitivity and Risk

63. Uncertainty is inherent in project analysis. Estimates of costs

and demand, of shadow prices and the parameters underlying them, of consoaner

surplus and externalities, are approximate even for the present, and un-

certainties increase when those estimates are projected into the future, as

the analysis requires. A question therefore is how to take account of these

uncertainties in the choice of projects.
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64. The starting point is that the basic calculation of the NPV should

incorporate the best estimates of the variables and parameters which deter-

mine the cost and benefit streams. The estimates should be the expected

value obtained, in principle, by weighting each possible value by the

probability of its occurrence. This ensures that the estimates are unbiased.

Biased estimates, such as "conservative" estimates of costs (i.e., on the

high side) and benefits (i.e., on the low side), should be avoided as much

as possible since they distort the comparison of alternative projects.

65. Actual values may deviate from the most likely, expected values.

It is important to investigate the impact of such deviations on the NPV of

the project. A simple method is to vary the magnitude of the more important

variables, singly or in combinations, by a certain percentage and see how

sensitive the NPV is to such changes. Such sensitivity analysis helps

in providing a better understanding of the key factors on which the outcome

of the project depends. It may focus attention on the variables where a

further effort should be made to firm up the estimates and narrow down the

range of uncertainty. It also may aid the management of the project by

indicating critical areas requiring close supervision in order to ensure

the expected favorable return to the economy. The number of variables to

be tested in this fashion is a matter of judgment, but care should be taken

that all the plausible cases are covered. In particular, the significance

of a certain sensitivity - i.e. the change in NPV resulting from, say, a

10% change in a certain variable - depends not just on its magnitude but

also on the range of values which the variable is considered likely to

attain; and some variables are likely to move together, or in opposite

directions, in response to a coimon cause, or because of close interrelationships.
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66. This points to the weakness of sensitivity analysis. It shows

what the effect is on the NPV of a project if certain variables were to

assume other values, all other things remaining equal. It does not show

what the combined net effect is of changes in all variables, or the likeli-

hood of various changes occurring together. Risk analysis (or probability

analysis) is designed to throw light on these questions. It requires speci-

fying, as best one can, probabilities for the several values that each

variable entering into the project analysis may attain, as well as any co-

variances between the variables, i.e. the extent to which changes in one

variable are correlated with changes in the other. (Specifying these co-

variances tends to be a stumbling block in practice.) Given these probability

distributions, specific values of the underlying variables are randomly

selected and combined into an estimate of the NPV of a project. Repeated

application of this process produces a probability distribution of the NPV

(or rate of return), i.e. the probabilities that the NPV take on certain

values higher or lower than the "central" expected value calculated in the

basic analysis. This gives the decision-maker a better picture of the

degree of risk involved in the project than is given by a single valued

calculation. It enables judgments that there is an X% chance that the project

will result in a negative NPV, and a Y% chance of a surplus exceeding $N

million.

67. Risk analysis provides a better basis for judging the relative

merits of alternative projects. However, it does nothing to diminish the

risks. It was mentioned above, in connection with sensitivity analysis,

that some risks can be reduced by further investigations, for example of

the technical problems and costs, or market prospects. This may or may not
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be worthwhile depending upon the cost of the investigation and the expected

reduction in risk and the value attached thereto. Risk may also be reduced

by a flexible design of the project which leaves future options open to

cope better with unexpected changes in circumstances. Such flexible design

is likely to impose additional costs which may or may not be justified, in

view of the anticipated uncertainties and the benefits of greater responsive-

ness which the flexible design makes possible.

68. In current Bank practice, sensitivity analysis is a standard part

of project analysis, as a check on the results of a project if key variables

were to differ from the estimated most likely values used in the analysis.

More elaborate risk analysis is undertaken only in special cases. It should

be considered for larger more complex projects or projects with exceptional

risks which cannot be adequately appreciated by means of a simple sensitivity

analysis. The advantages of further study of certain project features or

variables, and of a more flexible design to cope better with future un-

certainties, should be part of the normal process of project preparation

and appraisal.

69. Finally, it should be noted that the use of net present expected

value as a measure of a project's worth implies that the government is

indifferent to risk as measured by, say, the variance of expected value.

This is justifiable provided the risks of all public sector projects are

pooled and spread over the country's whole population so that a change in

the outcome of any single project is unlikely to have a significant impact

on the income of any single group. This is not necessarily true for all



projects. In some cases (e.g. agricultural projects) the risk may be

borne by a relatively small section of the population; in other cases, the

success or failure of the project may weigh heavily on national income. In

such cases, one may wish to assess the "cost" of offsetting risk, for example,

by maintaining sufficient foreign exchange reserves to offset fluctuations

in export prices.
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A N N E X

DERIVATION OF SHADOW PR[CES

I INTRODUCTION

1. This Annex provides a self-contained explanation of shadow pricing. It

is intended to give the country/project economist an intuitive appreciation of the

techniques being recommended: however, it should not be viewed as a rigorous statement

of the subject nor should it be assumed that all eventualities are covered, More

detailed information on the technical derivation of shadow prices is provided in

Appendix I where some of the complications, omitted in this section, are 
also considered.

Possible methods of estimation are described in Appendix II.

Definition of Shadow Prices

2. Shadow prices are defined as the prices associated with the economy's

optimal development path given the country's objectives ana given all the 
constraints

which limit the achievement of those objectives. Thus, shadow pricing presupposes

that one has in mind a well-defined social welfare function (a mathematical statement

of the country's objectives) and a precise understanding of the constraints, both now

and in the future, which confine the country's development. The next two paragraphs

consider the type of welfare function and the constraints which are thought to be most

important in LDCs.

social Welfare Function

3. Governments are making decisions every day in terms of some concept of

welfare. Usually, the concept of welfare is not clearly defined and as a result

decisions are often contradictory. Thus, a clear statement of the welfare function is

essential to ensure consistent decision making. Countries have many so-called

objectives such as better health services, efficient agriculture and so on, but one may
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reasonably comment that such objectives are really means to attain more fundamental

objectives which usually relate to the distribution of consumption both over time

and at a point of time. It is these two aspects of consumption, i.e. its

intertemporal and interpersonal distribution, which form the basis of the we:

function employed in this Annex. This enables us to concentrate on the crucial

trade-off between growth (i.e. a redistribution of consumption from the present

to the future) and the redistribution of consumption from the rich to the poor

Constraints

4. Constraints can take various forms. All economies are faced by the basic

constraints on the availability of resources and the possibilities for their teno -

transformation. In some circumstances market prices will correctly reflect the

scarcity value of these resources but frequently other constraints operate to cdvorce

market prices and economic values. For example, minimum wage legislation may keep

the market wage above the foregone output in other occupations. Similarlyt

taxes cause a divergence between the value of commodities at domestic and i . :

prices which means that the official exchange rate does not reflect adequately

value of foreign exchange. To correct for such distortions the economis recomnd-

1/
the use of efficiency prices i.e., prices which, despite the distortion, .

ensure the efficient allocation of resources. Note, however, that efficiencyp

as defined here do not necessarily assume the removal of the distortion. One s n

trying to estimate, for example, the free trade exchange rate (unless one expects

the country to adopt a free-trade policy) but an exchange rate which, given I

distortion, will more accurately reflect the value of foreign exchange.

5. LDCs may also be constrained in other ways. For example, administrative

costs or political pressure may limit the government's actions. Thus, the possibilities

of taxing the agricultural sector may be limited by the costs of collection and

we reserve the term "shadow price" for prices which include income distribution
considerations. Efficiency price is used in the current Bank sense of opportunity
cost.
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administration, or the political power of the rich may be sufficient to prevent

the government distributing incom to the poor. Arguments of this type suggest

that LDCs may also be faced by a fiscal constraint in the sense that the government

cannot raise sufficient revenue to achieve its desired level of investment or its

desired distribution of income. The obvious implication is that the government may

wish to use project selection as an alternative, additional method of increasing

public income or of redistributing income. Even within the public sector

constraints may prevent the optimal use of the limited public revenue. The

government may be committed to various expenditures which lead primarily to

consumption (e.g. the payment of civil servants' salaries) so that public sector

investment is constrained below its optimal level.

6. If such constraints are thought to be important, the value of a project

depends not only on the benefits generated by the project but also on their

distribution. In other words, besides looking at the effect of the project on the

allocation of resources (i.e. the efficiency effect), we must also look at the

effect on the incomes of different groups in soci3ry (i.e. the distribution

effect). The Bank has been interested primarily in the efficiency aspect of projects.

To incorporate the distributional aspect we could adopt one of two procedures:-

firstly, we could price all factors of production at their efficiency price and then

look at the distribution of benefits and weight accordingly; secondly, we could make

use of the economic fact that the benefits of the project will accrue to the factors

of production employed in the project. we can then define the shadow price of a factor

as

Shadow Price = Efficiency Price + Increase in Income x weight 1)

where the "increase in income" is the benefit of the project accruing to that factor

ana the "weight" reflects the social value of that income. The latter method may be



useful for some factors, e.g. unskilled labor, for which it.is convenient to have an

all-inclusive price for purposes of decentralized decision making. For other factors

this may not be particularly interesting, in which case one could use the first

method. Whilst both methods may be used in any single project, they must not be .sed

for the same increase in income because that would involve double-counting.

7. In presenting the economic analysis of a project it will be instructive to

indicate the project's worth at market, efficiency and shadow prices. The first

evaluation will correspond to the financial appraisal of the project. The seec_

will be similar to that currently used in the Bank, i.e. all incomes will be

considered equally valuable, there will be no premium on public income or investment,

the discount rate will be the opportunity cost of capital and other factor prices

will be based on opportunity cost. In other words, the evaluation at efficiency

prices corrects for the diskortions in factor and product markets but does not asume

any constraint on the government's ability to redistribute income or invest.

final evaluation will include the distribution weights (see equation 1)) if it is

thought that the economy does suffer from a fiscal constraint. Inasmuch as ithe m

innovation is contained in this final step we will pay particular attention to

derivation of distribution weights, devoting the whole of ection II to a discuio

of both intratemporal and intertemporal weights. This is not to say that the

methodology ignores efficiency. To illustrate this, in section III we combine

efficiency and distributional considerations for the particular case of labor.

Finally, in section IV we examine the prices to be used for commodities, both tdable

and non-tradable.

II DERIVATION OF WEIGHTS

Numeraire

8. The choice of numeraire (standard of account) is basic to the determination

of the weight. One is at liberty to choose any commodity or resource as numeraire but,
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once it has been chosen, one must consistently express all values in terms of that

numeraire. It is recommended that the Bank use as numeraire public income expressed

in units of foreign exchange. This is considered convenient because most projects

are in the public sector and involve considerable amounts of foreign exchange. A

unit of private consumption expressed in units of domestic currency, therefore, has

to be revalued

i) to express it in units or foreign exchange, and

ii) to express it in units of public income.

This may appear tedious, but if one used consumption expressed in domestic currency

as numeraire, one would have to go through the reverse process in order to express,
1/

say, a foreign loan to the public sector in terms of the consumption numeraire.

The choice of numeraire also has implications for intertemporal, as well as for

intratemporal, weights because the discount rate is defined as the rate of fall in

the value of the numeraire over time. If all values are consistently expressed in

terms of the numeraire in each period, then the discount rate provides the link

between different time periods ana enables us to express all costs and benefits in

terms of present value.

9. The choice of numeraire essentially determines the absolute value of the

weights to be applied to benefits accruing to different groups of society because the

weight attached to the numeraire (public income expressed in foreign exchange) is to

be set equal to unity by definition. The shadow price formula (equation 1)) may then

be interpreted in the following manner. Assume in the first instance that the entire

increase in income associated with the project accrues to the government. However,

the government may have to pay some of this increase to, say, laborers in the form

1/ Note also that if one wishes to take account of the distribution of

consumption the numeraire would have to be defined as the value of

consumption at a particular level or consumption.
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of increased wage payments. In line with para 8. this wage payment must be

expressed in units of foreign exchange, i.e. one must determine the reduction in the

government's foreign exchange income caused by the increased expenditure resulting

from higher wages. Assume that the payment of one unit of wages reduces the

government's foreign exchange income by a . We expect 8 to be less than one because

of trade tariffs. This is intuitively acceptable because the government recoaps

some of the wage payment through the tariffs imposed on consumption goods. w have

now obtained the foreign exchange equivalent of the increased wage bill. Assume

further that the weight attached to foreign exchange in the hands of wage-earner.

is W. Then the net effect of the transfer is to reduce foreign exchange in the

hands of the government (which has a weight of one) and to increase that of wage-

earners by an equal amount (which has a weight of W) so that the "net weight" is

(1 - W). This completes th, second revaluation mentioned in para. 8. Equation 1)

may now be rewritten as

A 2/

6hadow Price = Efficiency Price + Increase in Income x x (1 )W) )

where ,3 translates the increase in income into its foreign exchange equivalent

W reflects its value to the wage-earner in terms of its value to the governmen.

10. We can make five general points about equation 2). Firstly, if the 1nc

in income is zero then the shadow price equals the efficiency price. This might

occur in a perfect labor market where the transfer of labor does not involve a

change in income. becondly, it the wage-earner spends all his income on, say,

free imports or if there are no trade tariffs in the economy, then 83= 1. In other

Direct taxes shoulct also be netted out, i.e. when we speak of increased

wage payments we mean increased wage payments in the form of disposable

income in the hands of the wage-earner.

2/ As we shall see in Section III the efficiency price will also be

expressed in foreign exchange.
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words, we can view /8 as the inverse of a shadow exchange rate~ designed to reflect

the true value of foreign exchange in the presence of foreign trade distortions.

Thirdly, if the government is interested in income distribution, W will tend to be

low for the rich and high for the poor, and for same income level one would have

W = 1, i.e. the government is indifferent between its own and private income at that

particular level. If the increase in income accrues at this particular level, then,

because W = 1, the shadow price equals the efficiency price. Fourthly, the

government may not wish to include distribution weights in project selection. We

examine the possible reasons behind such a wish in para. 17, but here we may note that

the wish implies all W equal one so that the shadow price always equals the

efficiency price. This has been the traditional Bank practice. Finally, in para. 6

we mentioned two possible ways of introducing income distribution weights into

project selection. Thus far, we have only examined the second, which involved the

inclusion of distribution weights in shadow prices, but the first method can be

directly deduced therefrom. To determine the shadow price we originally assumed

that the increase in wage income (S I) expressed in foreign exchange ( &IB) accrued

to the government. We then included an income transfer effect in the shadow price

which involved the transfer of A I/ from the government to the wage-earner. The

addition and subtraction of AI/3 to the government account cancel out, leaving the

increase in income in the hands of the wage-earner which has a value of AI3 W.

In other words, one can look directly at the distribution of benefits expressed in

foreign exchange ana weight those accruing to the private sector by W and those to

the public sector by one.

1/ In fact,/$ translates domestic prices into international prices
expressed in units of domestic currency. Strictly speaking, therefore,
the shadow exchange rate = fS the official exchange rate.



Meaning of W

11. If the marginal increase in welfare from a unit of foreign exchange in

the hands of the government is W'. and that from the same devoted to private

consumption is W ',, then our choice of numeraire requires that we set W' equal

to unity (i.e. divide throughout by W' ) so that the weight, W, is

W = WF )

To evaluate this ratio we could make direct estimates of W', and W1 ; however, it

may be more convenient to adopt a slightly different approach. In particular, we

will divide W',/W into three components which are more convenient to estimate.

To that end, we will establish first the value of the marginal increase in welfare

from a unit of foreign exchange in the hands of the government (W'C) measured in

units which we define as the marginal utility of consumption at the average level

of consumption (W'_). Define v as
C

v = '4)

WI-

c

so that v describes the premium (or discount) on government income in terms of W1

where the bar over the c indicates average. If v equals 2 (0.5) then a unit of

government income is worth twice (half) as much as the marginal utility of consumption

at the average level of consumption. Next, we want the value of a unit of foreign

exchange accruing to a particular consumption group (W'.) expressed in terms of the

same units (i.e. w'_). We accomplish this in two steps. Firstly, we define d as

c

d = W'c 5)

c
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i.e., d is the value of a unit of domestic currency to someone at a given consumption

level measured in terms of the marginal utility of consumption at the average level

of consumption. If d equals 2 (0.5) then, at the given consumption level, additional

consumption is worth twice (half) as much as additional consumption at the average

level. And secondly, we note that a unit of foreign exchange permits 1//3 units of

consumption expressed in terms of domestic currency (this is the reverse process to

that used in para. 9). Given our definition of d and 8 , we now see that the value

of a unit of foreign exchange accruing to a particular consumption group must be

1/6 times as valuable as a unit of domestic currency, so that

W = d 6)

c

12. Combining equations 4) and 6) we obtain

W = _ d 7)
WI

which says that the weight depends on a pure distribution-of-consumption weight (d),

the premium (discount) on government revenue (i), and the inverse of a shadow

exchange rate ()5). Note that both d and A will be different for different

consumption groups whereas V will remain the same because it depends on the value of

consumption at the average level ox consumption. The weights can also be considered

in a slightly different way. From equation 2) we can derive

shadow Price = Efficiency Price + Increase in Income x ( /3 - OW)

so that the first / gives us the foreign exchange cost to the government of increased

income in the hands of the wage-earner and from the second Is and equation 7) we

observe that

W = d
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whence

6hadow Price = Efficiency Price + Increase in Income x ( A8 - d)
( xv)

The weight d/v (see equations h) and 5)) gives the value of the increased income

in terms of our chosen numeraire (W') because

d = W' w'- = w'

Wic W'c c'

In other words, the net weight to be applied to an increase in income expressed in

foreign exchange (AIf) is (1 - W) but the net weight for the same expressed in

domestic currency (AI) is ( 8 - PW) or ( - ).
v

13. Each of the elements of the net weight will be discussed in turn.

Paras. 14 to 18 deal with d, the pure distribution parameter, para. 19 with ,the

inverse of a bER for cansumption and paras. 20 to 24 with v the value of govemmerQ

income. In para. 25 we turn to the derivation of intertemporal weights but we may

note here that the discount rate is the proportionate rate of fall of the value of

the numeraire over time. We have chosen public income in units of foreign exchange

as numeraire (i.e. we set W'. 1) so that the discount rate (described as the

accounting rate of interest or ARI) is

.1/
ARI 8)

CT

We will examine this equation further in paras. 25 to 28.

1/ W /Wt is given its natural value, i.e. we drop the negative sign.
Gr CT



Consumption Distribution Weight (d)

14. In order to derive distribution weights it is necessary to specify a

utility function. The basic assumption underlying the utility function is that the

utility derived from an increment of consumption is less the higher the existing

level of one's consumption, i.e. the marginal utility of consumption decreases as

the level of consumption increases. If marginal utility is expressed as U'c then

this type of consideration may be formalised as

-n
U'c = c 9)

1/
where c is the level of consumption and n a parameter of the utility function.

Whilst this formula is only one of many which could be used to depict the diminish-

ing nature of marginal utility, this particular formulation has the advantage that

n can be given an intuitively appealing meaning - namely, the higher n the more

egalitarian the government's objectives because the higher n the higher the rate

of diminishing marginal utility. For example, if n = 2 (1) marginal utility is four

(two) times higher for a man with a given level of consumption than for a man with a

consumption level twice as high. And if n = 0, the marginal utility of consumption

is independent of the level of consumption. For most governments n would probably

lie in the range 1 to 2. Values outside this range, although possible, may be

considered extreme.

15. To compare the value of consumption to different people and at different

points of time one needs a point of comparison. For example, one might choose the

marginal utility of consumption at today's average level of consumption. That is,

we can set

-n

c

/ Total utility fU(c)_7 is obtained by integrating equation 9), i.e.

U(c) = 1 - n if n >< 1
and U(c) = log ec if n =1



where the bar indicates average. It follows that the marginal utility of consumption

to someone with a level of consumption equal to 2c (0.5_~) is 0.5" (2") so that if

n = 2, marginal utility is 0.25(4). Formally, the consumption distribution weight (d)

for marginal changes in consumption is

(n
c 10)
Ut- c
c = ,

Frequently, we will want to express non-marginal increases in consumption in terms of

-n
c . If the increase in consumption is (c 2 - c), then the increase in utility is

-n -n

U(c 2 ) - U(c,) and to express this in terms of 5 we simply divide by 6 so that

the normalised utility value is

U(ca) - U(c )

--nc

We now want the weight, d, which can be applied directly to (c- c,) to give us the

normalised utility value, i.e.

(c2 - c,) d = L(c) - U(c,)

U-n

hence

d = U(cp) - U(cA)

-n 11;
(ca - c,) n

which formula is the non-marginal counterpart of equation 10).
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16. Given the form of the utility function equation 11) can be expressed in

terms of n, the basic parameter of the utility function, and two ratios, that of

the old to the new level of consumption c, /c2 and that of the average to the new

level of consumption &/c 2 (see Appendix I, paras. 7 and 8). The following table

indicates the numerical value of d for different values of n, c,/c 2 and c/ca.

TABLE 1

Values for d

C2  2 1 0-5

"1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.75
Ca

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1.0 3.70 2.77 2.33 1.85 1.39 1.15 0.92 o.69 0.57

1.5 7.54 4.69 3.h5 2.67 1.66 1.22 0.92 0.59 0.43

2.0 16.00 8.00 5.30 4.00 2.00 1.30 1 0.50 0.33

Provided one is talking about an increase in consumption,c,/c, < 1 so that

c,/ca = 0.5 means that consumption has been doubled. c/c8 , however, can be 1.

If c/c = 2 (o.5) then consumption has been increased to a level half (twice) as

high as average consumption. Thus, assuming n > 0, the higher c,/c, and the

higher c/c 2 , the higher the weight. This is intuitively acceptable because if ca

(the new level of consumption) is very much below c (the average level of

consumption) so that c/c, is high, and if c, (the old level of consumption) is

very much below c2 (the new level of consumption) so that c, /c is small, then the
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increase in consumption is going to somone who is very poor and will in fact still

be worse off than the average citizen even after the increase. One would presumably

want to attach a high weight to such consumption and this is precisely what the table

tells us. For example, if c/c2 is 2 and c /c 2 is 0.5, then with n = 2, we observe

that the value of d is 8. On the other hand, if the consumption accrues 
to the

rich (e.g. c/c2 = 0.5 and c,/ca = 0.75) then d will be low especially if n 
is

high (i.e. with n = 2, d = 0.33).

17. The use of distributional weights in project 
appraisal raises various

theoretical and practical questions. On the theoretical side one can question

the need for such weights. For example, if the government values all consumption

equally irrespective of its distribution then the need for distribution weights

disappears. (Formally, this implies that n = 0 and so d = 1 regardless of how

rich or how poor the beneficiaries of increased consumption 
happen to be.) Note,

however, that the weights only apparently 
disappear. In reality they are still

there (but all equal to unity) and reflect, what many people 
would consider, a

rather extreme value judgment about the desired 
distribution of consumption.

However, there is an alternative argument for excluding distribution 
weights.

If the government, through its control of fiscal 
policy, is able to redistridt

consumption as it sees fit then there is no need to include 
distribution weights

in project selection. Project selection should then aim to maximise 
consupition

allowing the fiscal system to redistribute it 
in a desirable fashion. To reverse

the argument the inclusion of distribution weights 
implies that the government is

constrained in its use of fiscal policy and therefore 
is unable to redistribute

consumption to the extent desired. Viewing the very unequal distribution of

income/consumption in most developing countries one is tempted to conclude that

the government's use of the fiscal system is constrained. These constraints
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reflect a general inability to raise sufficient revenue because of administrative

costs and a particular inability to tax the rich suffficiently because of the

political power wielded by such. If either (neither) of the arguments advanced

in this paragraph is considered valid, then distribution weights are not (are)

required for project selection.

bummary Distribution Measure (D)

18. Turning to practical matters there is the question of estimating n and

of the additional work involvedfor the project economist. The former is considered

in Appendix II. With regard to the latter the project economist must obtain

information on the beneficiaries of the project. This is already done to some extent

especially in agricultural projects where the levels of consumptions both with (cz)

and without (c ) the project are reported. That is all the information that the

project economist need collect. The value of F and n will be provided by the

country economist so that the weights can be determined directly from the table

presented in para. 16.- some effects of the project on consumption may be difficult

to trace, too small to bother about or so general that all income classes would have

to be examined. In such cases, it is recommended that one use a global distribution

weight (D) which is defined as the normalised value of a unit of consumption which is

distributed throughout the economy in such a way that the distribution of aggregate

consumption is unaffected. This definition implies that the increase in consumption

has a neutral effect on the distribution of consumption. Accordingly, one might wish

to assign a slightly higher (lower) value to D if it is thought that the increase in

consumption is improving (worsening) the distribution. A formula for D is derived

I/ Note that only one such table is required for all countries in the Bank
because the inputs into the table are expressed as ratios.
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in Appendix I from which the following table is deduced, where n is the parameter

-3 1/
of the utility function and 6 is a parameter of the Pareto distribution function.

TABLE 2

Values for D

0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0

1.5 1.0 0.86 1.0 1.8 3.85

2.0 1.0 0.94 1.0 1.3 2.0

As the table illustrates, for n 4 1, D tends to be close to unity. For n > 1,

with the government giving weight to income distribution, plausible values range

around 2, but may well be higher for a high n and low

Derivation of /3

19. The value of / is determined by estimating the increase in the value of

consumption at domestic prices if one more unit of foreign exchange is committed to

consumption. Consumers may increase their consumption of exportables, importables

or non-tradables. To the extent that different income groups will buy different

bundles of goods at the margin of their expenditure and given that trade distortions

are different for different commodities, one ought to estimate a different ,8 (or

inverse of a shadow exchange rate) for different income groups. In practice, however,

1/ Noue that Y is related to the Gini coefficient as follows

Gini coefficient = 2(1 - d' )/(1 - 2d&)

The Bank has information on Gini coefficients for many countries.
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a separate / for rich and poor income groups will probably be sufficient.

Calculating 18 requires information on the (marginal) consumption pattern. The

ratio of the value of this consumption at domestic and border prices is the required

6ER. Thus, if tradable commodities (i.e. commodities which at the margin are being

exported or imported) from part of consumption, the ratio will depend on the

import/export tax/subsidy. But if non-tradables appear in the consumption pattern

then one must apply more complicated methods which essentially involve valuing the

inputs used in the production of non-tradables at world prices. This latter

complication is explained more fully in paras. 52 to 54. To a reasonable approxim-

ation, especially if non-tradable consumption is small, we can write

M+X 12)
MO + tm) + X(1 - t )

where M(X) is the imports (exports) in the marginal consumption bundle and t (tx)

is the "average" tax on imports (exports), which may be measured by the ratio of the

revenue from trade taxes on consumption goods to the value of those consumption

goods fob or cif. If M = X (i.e. the balance of trade is balanced), tm = 0.3 and

tx = -0.05 (i.e. a subsidy) then A = 0.85. Note that the equivalence of X and M

does not imply # = 1. The equivalence of X and M shows that we have an equilibrium

situation but the presence of trade taxes implies a distortion: A is designed to

correct for those distortions. However, it does not assume that the distortions will

be removed, i.e. is not an estimate of the inverse of the free trade exchange

rate (see paras. 58 and 59).

Value of Public Income (V)

20. To obtain the value of public income we must examine the uses to which it

is put. Assume that at the margin of expenditure a proportion, g, of each unit of
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Thlic income is assigned to investment and the remainder (1 - g) to consumption,

so that

v = gv + (1 - g) D 13)

T4o nortion invested is weighted by the value of investment (v) and the portion

ucd for current expenditure is weighted by the value of cnnsumption (D/4 ) gene-

rated by foreign exchange. Note that the use of D implies that the impact of

3overnmCnt exyndilurc is distributionally neutral. If g = 1 (i.e. all public

wome is inve-ted) or D// = v (i.e. current expenditure is as valuable as invest-

rtme), then v = v. The latter condition (D/A v) implies that the government

lloates its resources optimally between current expenditure and investment. Given

that current expenditure is often fixed by salary requirements, etc., v may often

Sgre Acr than . le have already derived expressions for D and b so we now

jon Q v, the vaue of public investment.

Alue of Puli Investment (v)

.Je 11 evaluate oublic investment by valuing the stream of future

cnsumntion hi it generates. Ass CI that the investment provides q units o:

!art Lo cnchange thich are devoted to consunption every year forever (i.e. q s

acL of the cost recquired to maintain the oc ital stock intact). In terms of anrnn-

ib lityr thi : worth Q/§ where the A allows for the distortlon caused by

nid - nd P reflects thi utii ay valu of consumption. However, if the level

nsmption iW iacreasing ovcr tircE and if we accept diminishing marginal utility,

n fatare co-nump tion must be discounted by a rate hich reflects the growth rate

cLonum tion (1) end the r- o of diminishing marginal utility (n). Furthermore, if

Or : wrnen a erds futucr. consumpion ' lps v inble rimply bec-usc it occurs

Tn; use of _ implie that the increment in consuotion (W.E., q) is
dicributionally neutra, i.e. does not change the distribution of
ggrr ato ennoumption.
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n F-L ar, we must incudt an element reflecting pure time preference ( ).

rc oulLting discount rate, kno-!a s the consumption rate of interest (i), may

G. T , an( + 14)

(E e ; xedia C iriLvation.) !e can no- denote the present velue of the

c o n np ioo n 'ne ed oj a uniL fcf investment as

t0y(1+ i) § 15t)

0-Ilous that i cD/S (the rate at w;hich consumption is generated) equals

zte tahich consuiat on is discounted) then v 1. In many LDC's, however,

n r.son to suppose that qD/$ ) i because of insufficient investment, in

ii c e o v 1i.

. on.ider thu following merical excample.

.= . n = 2 0 = .03

.= .2 = 0.1 d"= 2

at itting these values in euation 14) gives

i~ = '.3 + 0 = 0 .0

v 0.1 1 2

ao, unit of foroin c xchange devoicd to investment is 2:orth tice s

ht " )vd o the consumption of a meone lready enjoyins the sverae::

. onsupt Lon. Th (-: npie illustrat e that the inclusion of an incore

c br ihton~ ohjee ive does not mean that growth is abandoned: in fact, Investment

orth more Thn consartption at the average level hereas in the' traditional han>
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approach they would be worth the same. On the other hand, growth is not considered

to the exclusion of income distribution: in fact, consumption below a level equal to
.1/

one half of average consumption is worth more than investment, whereas in the

traditional Bank approach they would be worth the same. Consideration of growth and

income distribution objectives does not mean the exclusion of either but does req'uire

a careful specification of the trade-off between the two.

23. The following formulae for v consider more realistic situations. In

particular, they allow for the possibility of reinvestment out of q and for the

possibility that the values of the underlying parameters will change over time. if

s is the proportion of q reinvested and the subscripts refer to time periods, then

00 t 2/
v = - st)qt Dt t (1 + stqt)

t= 0 gt 16
7T (1 + it)

t = 0

The formula may be interpreted as follows: in any period the consumption generated equals

(1 - s)q times the capital stock in that period; but the capital stock is growing a
t

rate equal to the rate of reinvestment (sq) and hence the term 7T (1 + s q ); and
t =

finally, we translate the consumption into units of marginal utility (by multiplying
t

D//h) and then discount to the present (hence the term JT (1 + it)). This is
t = 0

repeated for every period and the resulting values are then summed to give the present

value of v0 .

24. In principle, one needs to know s, q, D,/S and i for every period in the

future. In practice, one will have to make simple guesses about future development.

The most important guesses concern the relative value of i and sq. This can be seen

intuitively because sq determines the growth rate of the capital stock and i is the

discount rate. It follows that if saq > it for all t the growth of capital

From equation 11),d=/.r . If c = 0.57 and n = 2, d = 4.
2/ The symbol 'T means the product of each periodt s value over the periods t 1 to

t = t.
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will dominate the discount rate and if this happens over an infinite period v =C

Alternatively, if it ) stq for all t at some date in the future the present value

of the consumption generated in that year will approximate zero, so that the value

of v will be finite. Imagine that at some date in the future, T years from the

present, the economy is expected to be on a reasonably stable growth path in which

i and sq may be expected to remain more or less constant. Furthermore, it is un-

likely that on such a path sqT would be greater than i T* If it were, then vT =

but if sqT < 1T, then

vT (1 - sT)qTDT 17)

(iLT - sTqT)6 T

It follows that if T = 0, we have a simple method of estimating v . If T / 0,

then one might use the following formula

T T
v = (1- s )qD 1 - 1 q + sgo + 1 0+ s0 VT

(i-s q )A 1 + i 1 + i 18)

where vT must be determined as in equation 17. Note that if T is large and

i0> sogo, then the terms to the power of T will be small so that

S[ soq ) 10 19)

may still be a reasonable approximation. To reverse the argument we must estimate

the values of i,s, and q in the near future more carefully if soq) i0 .

Accounting Rate of Interest (ARI)

25. We have defined V as the marginal utility of a unit of public income

(W'g ) expressed in units of marginal utility of a unit of average consumption
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(wy) .e.,

V = W'

Wt

Differentiating with respect to time and dividing through by v gives

V 20)
v Wc

But W' is the proportionate rate of fall of the marginal utility of public income

which, by definition, is the ARI (see equation 8); and W'c is the proportionate

rate of fall of the margi nal utility of average consumption which, by definition,

is the CRI (see equation 14). Therefore,

ARI = CRI+v 1/ 21)

If we assume that and g are reasonably constant over time then from equation 13)

S = g v + (1 - g)D 22)
y vv

which says that the proportionate rate of fall of v is the weighted average of the

rate of fall of v and D, the weights being the proportions of marginal public

income devoted to investment and consumption respectively.

26. Given our general formula for the ARI (equation 21 )) and for the

rate of fall of v (equation 22) we can now examine specific cases. For example,

if / = 0, then

ARI = CRI 23)

1/ V/v is expressed as a rate of fall and given its natural sign.
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This may be quite a likely occurrence because one might expect v to decline over

time (as the government increases its control over the level of investment)

and D to rise (as the government increases its control over the distribution of

public consumption), so that their net effect may be negligible. Alternatively,

if both v and D change at the same rate and in the same direction (which implies

that the government allocates public income optimally between investment and

consumption) or if g = 1 (i.e. all public income at the margin is invested),

then

ARI = CRI + v 24)

where v/v is the proportionate rate of fall of the relative value of public

investment. Note that if one estimates v from equation 19) one is assuming that v

will be constant over time so that v/v = 0 and ARI = CRI. However, if one uses

equation 18),which allows for v/v $ 0, the ARI will exceed the CRI. In Appendix I

we show that

v r - CRI 25)

where r may be interpreted as the social return on public investment. Hence,
given the assumptions implicit in equation 24)

ARI = r 26)

To a reasonable approximation the return on public investment expressed in terms

of our chosen numeraire is

r = sq + (1- s)q D 27)

wh v

where sq is the proportion reinvested and (1 -s)q the proportion consumed,
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revalued to express it in units of public income/investment (the two are of

equal value given the particular assumptions of this paragraph). Note that if

s = 1 (i.e. all of the return is reinvested) or D/ v = 1 (i.e. consumption is

as valuable as investment) then

ARI = r = q 28)

This is t-ie rationale of the traditional Bank use of the opportunity cost of

capital as the appropriate discount rate.

Example

27. The following examples are intended to give some quantitative signifi-

cance to the results obtained thus far. Assume the following data:

6- (parameter of the distribution of consumption function) = 2

G (growth rate of per capita consumption) = 3%

s ( marginal propensity to save) 0.2%

g (proportion of government income invested) 0.4

A (inverse of the shadow exchange rate) = 0.8

With these basic data we can test the sensitivity of the values of v, V and the

ARI to different assumptions about n (the parameter of the utility function),

Q (pure time preference), q (the marginal product of capital) and T (the number

of years until the economy attains a reasonably satisfactory and stable growth rate

Table 3

T 40 T
ARI(%)

q() n ( CRI() D v 1 2 v v ARI(%)
1 15 0 0 0 1.d 23.9 10.3 4 3 0o 0o 3

2 15 1 0 3 1.0 9.9 4.7 5 4 oo 00 3

3 15 2 0 6 1.3 5.7 3.3 6 6 6.5 3.6 6

4 15 2 2 8 1.3 3.9 2.5 8 3.9 2.5 8

5 10 2 2 8 1.3 2.6 2.0 8 2.6 2.0 8
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The CRI is computed from equation 14) and D, the distribution summary measure

is derived from Table 2. For T = 00 , v, the value of public investment, is derived

from equation 19), and the ARI equals the CRI. For T = 40, v is derived from

equation 18) assuming a value of iT = 8%, the other variables retaining their

original values. Under column 1 of the ARI for T = 40 it is assumed that D = v

(which implies that the government allocates its income optimally) so that from

equation 22 7/7 = v/v and the latter can then be derived from equations 25)and 27).

Under column 2 it is assumed that D = 0 so that from equation 22) $F = g v

and once again v can be derived from equations 25)and 27). Finally, V was deduced

from equation 13.

28. Two general points emerge from Table 3. Firstly, the ARI appears to

be more closely related to the CRI than to q, the opportunity cost of capital; and

secondly, the results are only sensitive to the vdue of T if i<sq. On specific

points, the ARI in row 1 for T = ° equals sq because in the economsy envisaged

here the government only values investment (i.e. v = 00) so that the appropriate

discount is the rate of reinvestment. The difference between columns 1 and 2 of

the ARI for T = 40 disappears in rows 4 and 5 because i = i . Finally, note
o T

that traditional Bank analysis would imply the following values:

D = 1, v = 1 and v = 1

and would use a discount rate of 15% (10% in row 5).
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III bHADOW WAGE RATES

29. Thus far, we have shown how one may calculate weights which reflect the

basic trade-off between growth and income distribution. This, however, is only

part oi the estimation of shadow prices and in this section we turn to the other

elements of the shadow price, i.e. the foregone output or opportunity cost and the

increase in income (if any) accruing to the factor of production. As an illustration

we consider the shadow wage rate (SWR) but the principle is perfectly general.

One general point must be stressed at the outset: shadow prices for labor will

vary considerably depending on such factors as skill and location. We will present

a general discussion of these factors and then conclude with a specific illustration

of one shadow wage rate which, however, may have a fairly wide application.

Foregone Output

30. The use of labor in a project prevents its use elsewhere. The foregone

output of this labor in its best alternative use is a major component of the sa ial

cost of using that labor, since productive efficiency is presumably a basic

objective of policy. We need therefore an estimate of output foregone. If the

market for the type of labor concerned is reasonably efficient, then the market

wage gives a good measure of the marginal product of that labor at market prices (c

as well as the foregone output. In general, this is a good approach for the output

foregone of skilled labor, but labor markets for unskilled labor may also be

sufficiently active, even in rural areas, to permit the use of this method. The

unskilled labor may be drawn from family farms (as is often the case in rural

areas), but it is still acceptable to estimate its marginal product by the going

(rural) wage rate provided that the labor market is fairly active and that, at the

margin, the family farms generally participate in that market. Note here that the
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relevant labor market and wage, is not where the labor is to be employed but where it

comes from. If rural labor is drawn into, say, industrial employment, with industrial

wages well above rural ones, the question is whether rural wages form an acceptable

measure of output foregone; the higher industrial wage may or may not reflect marginal

labor output in industry, but is certainly no yardstick of rural labor output foregone.

In all these cases, the estimate of labor output foregone at market prices may need

further adjustment by means of an accounting ratio (() which transforms its market
1/

value into its social equivalent in foreign exchange.

31. The estimation procedure of para. 30 relies on the equality of the foregone

output and labor's marginal product, and of the marginal product and the market wage.

This approach is not always suitable or feasible. For example, if more than one

rural worker migrates to the urban sector in response to the creaticnof only one

job in that sector, the foregone output will be considerably greater than one worker's

marginal product. Whether this is a serious complication is as yet a moot question.

For the many Bank projects situated in rural areas the problem probably does not arise.

If there is good reason to believe that an urban project will have an "excess migration"

effect then some attempt should be made to assess its cost.

32. If the relevant labor market is imperfect then it is not correct to equate

the foregone output with the market wage concerned. Imperfect markets may often be

encountered in rural areas especially in the slack agricultural seasons.

Frequently, the market wage will be above the supply price of labor (i.e. the wage
2/

at which labor is willing to work ), which implies that there is a labor surplus in

j/ For some categories or labor, especially semi-skilled and skilled labor, it may not
always be possible to identify the nature of the foregone output even though
it is safe to assume that the market wage paid, both in the project and
elsewhere, is a good measure of the market value of the foregone output.
In other words, it may not always be possible to identify the appropriate
accounting ratio, in which case it will be necessary to resort to a
"standard conversion factor" (see para. 55).

2/ This is further discussed in the next subsection, para. 34 ff. Here
we are only concerned with foregone output.
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in the area. Output foregone when employing workers from the area is less than

the market wages prevailing there. However, output foregone is not necessarily

zero. For example, the "unemployed" labor may occupy themselves with some form

of self-employment, such as house repair or fishing. Even if there is no fore-

gone output at all in the slack season, it may be expected that the labor force

will be more or less fully employed during the peak agricultural season. In

determining the foregone output, and hence the cost of labor, it becomes th ar' > sce

necessary to specify the season(s) for which the labor is required. Moreover,

the labor surplus may disappear over time, especially if the area experiences

a reasonable rate of economic development. Hence, if the labor is required for

a project lasting twenty years, it may be misleading to assume that currently

surplus laborwill have a zero foregone output over the whole life of the project.

This is one aspect of the general problem of predicting future prices for the purpose

of project analysis.

33. Lastly, in some rural areas there is no labor market. On family farm

which do not hire, or hire out, workers, labor will be employed up to the point

where the marginal product equals the disutility of extra work (i.e. the va.iue

of foregone leisure). Removing one worker will mean an immediate loss of output

equal to that worker's marginal product. But, assuming diminshing returns, the

removal of one worker will increase the marginal product of the remaining members

of the family who will therefore increase their work input up to the point where

their marginal product again equals their marginal disutility of effort. If this

marginal disutility is constant over the relevant range of hours worked per man, the

net effect on output will be zero. On the other hand, if the marginal disutility

rises sharply with extra work, the remaining family members will hardly increase

their working hours and the net foregone output will approximately equal the marginal

product of the removed worker. In general the foregone output will be somewhere
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between zero and labor's marginal product.

Disutilityof Effort

3h. A new job frequently calls for an increase in effort on the part of the

worker either because he has to work more hours or because the work is more arduous.

The disutility of this increased effort can be measured by the difference between

labor's supply price for the new and the old jobs. This supply price is the

wage that must be paid to induce the worker into a particular employment and reflects

his private evaluation of all its aspects, pleasant and unpleasant. In a perfect

labor market, the supply price of labor equals the market wage. In imperfect

markets, however, the market wages will exceed labor's supply prices, so that wage

differentials are a poor guide to differences in supply prices for different

occupations. This may often be the case in LDC's, especially with respect to the

transfer of labor from the rural to the urban sector. In such cases one needs to

resort to a direct assessment of any disutility of effort that may be involved in

the new job. For labor on family farms, in an area without an active labor market,

changes in marginal labor product provide a rough estimate of changes in supply

price and increased effort (see para. 33 above). Finally, the supply price

of an unemployed man is not necessarily zero. There is considerable evidence

that unemployed labor cannot be tempted into employment below a (subsistence)

wage of three kilograms' grain equivalent per day. In some cases it may be possible

to ascertain the specific minimum or "reservation" wage necessary to activate the

unemployed in any particular area; otherwise this "universal" subsistence figure

may be used.

35. Crude estimates of the disutility of increase effort probably suffice

in practice. For example, if the labor for a project is drawn from full-time employ-

ment, it is often reasonable to assume that there is no increased effort involved.

1/ Note that similar complications arise, even with a perfect labor market, if the
project's demand for labor is so large as to affect the wage level. Output
foregone in that case depends on the elasticity of labor response to higher wages
in the area. Wages are then not a good measure of output foregone (cf discussion
of accounting prices, in Appendix 1, para. 17).
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For previously unemployed labor a rough estimate of the "reservation" wage, as

indicated above, will give an acceptable measure of the disutility of effort.

Where more information is available, the estimates can be improved. The resulting

value will be a measure of the private cost of increasedeffort in terms of the

additional income which is required to just offset that increased effort. The

government, however, may not regard the private cost of increased effort as an
1/

accurate measure of its social cost. In some cases, the additional income

received may more than offset the increased effort. Let E be the ratio of the wage

earner's own evaluation of the disutility of effort to his additional income and

f0 be the ratio of the social to the private evaluation of the disutility of effort.

Then the social cost per unit of additional income is P E. If the government

costs increased effort in the same way as the private individual, then = 1.

However, in its desire for development (i.e. to increase consumption), the govern-

ment may not consider increased effort as a cost, in which case X = 0. Intermedite

values can also be used. If E = 1 then the increased income for the wage earner

is exactly offset by the increased effort and E = 0 means that there is no increased

effort.

Changes in Income

36. Employment on the project frequently involves changes in income especially

if the labor is drawn from the rural sector. In general, a shift in employment

of industrial/skilled workers does not result in increased labor income, so the

following discussion mainly applies to unskilled rural labor. The transfer of one

worker from rural un(der) employment to full-time employment on a project has

different effects on income depending on ihere he comes from. If the labor is

drawn, directly or indirectly, from an area with an efficient labor market, then

1/ Note that given a welfare function which only includes consumption, it is not
strictly correct to introduce the disutility of effort or the value of leisure
into the S!R. Theoretically, one would have to redefine the welfare function
to include leisure and then deduce a new set of shadow prices. However, one
might expect that the SWR would be the only price affected to a significant
extent.
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the increase in income will equal the difference between the new wage and the wage in

the alternative employment. If the laborer is landless, this increase in income will

accrue solely to him: if the wage in the new job is w, then the increase in his income

is (w - m), where m, as before, is the marginal product in his previous employment which,

in an efficient labor market, equals the rural wage. For farm family labor, however,

part of the increase in income may accrue to the transferred worker's family. For

example, if the worker was enjoying an income of a on the farm, where a > m, then, when

he transfers to his new employment, (w - a) accrues to the transferred worker while

the remaining members of the family enjoy the residual increase of (a - m). Furthermore,

if the worker comes from a farm which neither hires nor hires out labor, then the

increase in income accruing to the remaining family members would be greater than

(a - m) because the foregone output is likely to be less than his output (see para. 33

above). Finally, note that if labor is transferred from the rural to the urban sector

part of the increase in income may be offset by higher prices.

37. The changes in income should be adjusted to obtain their social value/cost.

If the increase in income is (w - m) then the first step is to obtain the cost to

the government in terms of foreign exchange, i.e. A (w - m) (see paras. 8 and 9).

The second step is to obtain the social value of the increased income to the wage

earner. This will depend on the proportions consumed and saved and on the disutility

of effort. Assume that sw is the proportion saved then the value of this is swv
v

where v (7) is the value of investment (public income). If we treat leisure as a

consumption good then the net increase in consumption per unit of increased consumption

is (1 - s - E) where E is the ratio of the value of foregone leisure to the increase in

income. We wish to obtain its social equivalent. The disutility of effort must be

weighted by g, the ratio of the social to the private value of leisure. This gives a

net increase in consumption in the eyes of the government of (1 - s - IE) which must

be revalued in terms of public income. The weight (W) was expressed as W = d/fa ,

where d and f3 will be specific to this incame group.
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Thus, the net social cost of the increased income per unit of income is

1 - sv - (1 -s - E) d_ The numerical implications of this result will

be examined for a particular case in the following four paragraphs.

The SWR: an illustrative example

38. We can now insert the various elements of the SWR into the basic

formula for a shadow price, which was written in equation 2)as

Shadow Price = Efficiency Price + Change in Income a /B i (1 - W)

The efficiency price, or opportunity cost of labor has been discussed in paras.

30 to 33, the change in income in paras. 36 and 37 and the weight (W) and 13

have been discussed in paras. 8 to 24. In the particular case of the SWR we have

an additional element in the form of the disutility of increased effort (see paras.

34 to 35). From the discussion, it should be apparent that the various elements

of the formula depend on the type of labor, i.e., we must estimate a SWR for each

particular type of labor. Consider the case of an unskilled worker being drawn from

a perfect labor market into employment which pays a fixed wage (w) which exceeds the

foregone marginal product (m). If the worker consumes the entire increase in income

then, using the notation already established,

SWR = mot + (w - m)5 - (1 - E)d_ 29)

where me is the foregone output measured at border prices (i.e. the efficiency

price), (w -rm)/3 is the increase in consumption measured at border prices which

is multiplied by a weight reflecting the loss of government income (hence the figure

one) and the gain in private welfare (hence the term d/v/#). The gain in private

welfare is reduced by any disutility of effort (0 E).

39. It is useful to consider further the implications of certain critical

values of the parameters, or of certain simplifying assumptions that may be

arlronriate:
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i) Set d / v)S = 1 (i.e. the government is indifferent about the

distribution of income between the private and public sectors)

and set 0 = 0 (i.e. the social cost of increased effort is zero).

Then,

STR = m K 30)

This SWR only measures foregone output (in terms of accounting prices) and is a

good starting place for the examination of alternative assumptions.

ii) Set v = 40(i.e. the government does not value consumption),

so that v = 00, and set 0 0. Then,

SWR = mo + (w - m)/3 31)

This STR would be appropriate if the government 's sole aim is to maximize growth.

Equation 31) can be rewritten as

SWR = W/3 + (0f - /3) m 32)

"he factor (a - /b) adjusts the marginal product so that it reflects accounting

rather than market prices (see Section IV below). CA is applied to m when it i-

viwewd as output: 8 is applied to m when it is viewed as consumption goods bought

>ith the income represented by m. If o = , then the SWR = w/9 ,i.e., the

ioisumption cost of the market ,age paid on the project (in terms of accounting

prices).

iii) Set d and V equal to specific values based on the country economist 's

assessment of the country's income distribution and growth objectives and set

0 = 0. Then,

SWR? mI+ (w -m)f3 [ -d 3)

v
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iv) Set d and v equal to specific values and set 0 = 1. Then,

3WR = me + (w-m) [ 1 - (1 - E)Jd 34)

This SWR considers the social cost of private effort on a par with other costs

and benefits. The SWR will be lower if 0 is set at a level less than unity,

reflecting a judgment that the government does not consider increased private

effort as much of a cost as output foregone or consumption.

b0. In the past, Bank appraisals have usually assumed that the SWR equals

the foregone marginal output at market prices i.e., SWR = m. In other words, the

implicit assumptions have been:

i) the government does not regard increased effort as a social cost so that

0 = 0;

ii) the distribution of consumption is considered optimal or the goverrEnt

doEs not wish to use project selection to influence the existing distri-

bution so that d = 1;

iii) there are no trade taxes affecting consumption so that 1;

iv) public income is considered as valuable as private consumption so

that y = 1;

v) the market price of the foregone output reflects the social value of th-

output so that i 1, and

vi) the foregone output equals labor's marginal product.

Assume the fol Lowing best estimates of the parameters required for the

SMR given by equation 2):

m/w 0 e/' = 1.0 E =0.1

0.9 15 = 0.8

n = 2 0 = .
v =4
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Given the value of n and the ratio F/w, the distribution parameter, d, can be

determined from table 1. The value of i implies that publ Ec income is considered

four times as valuable as average income. Using the formulas given in paras.

38 and 39, the alternative SWR estimates are:

i) Using equation 29)

r C 1/SWR = 5 x 0.9 + 0.5 x 0.8 1 - (1- 0.5 x 0.5) 2.3 w =.64w

ii) Using equation 30)

SWR = 0.5 x 0.9 w = o.45 w

iii) Using equation 31)

SWa = 0.5 x 0.9 + 0.5 o.8 w = .85w

iv) Using equation 33)
1/

SWR = 0.5 x 0.9 + o.5 0.81 - 2 = .60 w

v) Using equation 34)

SWR = [5 X 0.9 + 0.5 x 0.8 1 - (1 - 0.5) 2.7w = .68w 1~

As one might expect the smallest SWR occurs when one only considers foregone output

(equation 3) which is the traditional Bank approach. If one then treats the

increased consumption as a pure cost (equation 31)) we obtain the maxinum SWR.

Recognizing that consumption does have some value (equation 33)) reduces the SWR,

but the inclusion of the disutility of effort (equation 34) again raises the SWR.

Finally, if the government only costs part of the disutility of effort (equation 24)

we arrive at a slightly lower SWR.

- The discussion of the SWR showed how the increased private wage

income generated by employment should be weighted to reflect both its foreign

exchange cost to the government and its value to the worker. The former received

a weight of one; the latter a weight represented by the symbols d/7fi or v`

1/ The value of d is taken from table 1 using a value of c = w - 0 E (w - m).
For equation 33) 0 = 0; for equation 31 0 = 1 and for equation 29)0 = 0.5.
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depending on whether the income is consumed or invested, where d is the distribu-

tional parameter, 5 an accounting ratio for consumption, v the shadow price of

investment, and v the shadow price of public income. All increases in income

attributable to the project, from profits, rents, consumer surplus, should be teted

in a similar manner, but four points should be borne in mind. Firstly, the value

of d will vary with the existing level of the individual's consumption. For

example, one might want to attach a high weight if the increased consumption

accrues to peasant farmers and a very low weight if it takes the form of profI . s

paid out to the rich. Secondly, one should only censider increases in income. For

example, if it is reasonable to assume that a rentier will receive the same

interest payment wherever he invests his capital, then investing in a government

project will not imply any increase in income and hence consumption and/or sovirgs.

Thirdly, some increases in income may appear on the cost side and some may appear

on the benefit side. In the SWR case, the increased income was included on the

cost side. If, however, one wanted to transfer it to the benefit side, a change in

sign is all that is required. In other words, the numerical value of the weight

is not affected by the transfer but the sign must be changed. And, finally, note

that distributional weights are not applied to the output or sales generated by the

project, but only to the increases in income to which it gives rise. In other

words, the benefits of a project are not greater because its output is sold to

the poor rather than the rich (unless sales to the poor involve subsidies, i.e.

income transfers). What matters is whether their consumption (income) increases

because of the project.

Consumer Surplus

43. Consumer surplus is usually defined as the area below the demand curve

and above the price line. A reduction in the price of a commodity causes an

immediate gain to consumers represented by the quantity they consume times the

price reduction. This increase in consumers' income is partially saved and partially

consumed. The additional consumption has a foreign exchange cost to the govern-
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ment and a benefit to the consumer, each of which must be val-ed in the manner

described in para. 41. The price reduction may also induce consumers to buy more

of the commodity and this will again lead to an increase in consumer surplus,i.e.

the small consumer surplus "triangle." This triangle represents an increase in the

utility that the consumer derives from his income but not an increase in consumption.

The consumer surplus triangle, therefore, does not have a foreign exchange cost

and so should only be weighted by the ratio of the distributional parameter,

expressed in foreign exchange (d//3) to the shadow price of public income (v).

For small price changes it may be reasonable to exclude the triangle, but for large

price changes the triangle becomes more important and some attempt should be made
1/

to measure it.

IV COMMODITY PRICES

Accounting Prices for Traded Commodities

h. It is convenient to distinguish three categories of tradables:

i) Commodities which, at the margin, are being imported (exported)

and for which the elasticity of world supply (demand) is infinite.

ii) Commodities which, at the margin, are being imported (exported)

and for which the elasticity or world supply (demand) is less

than infinite.

iii) Commodities which are not currently being traded but which ought

to be traded if the country adopted optimal t:ade policies.

Each category will be discussed in turn.

Infinite Elasticities

45. Imported commodities falling in category (i) should be valued/costed

at the cif border price, plus the relevant marketing margin revalued at accounting
2/

prices. Similarly, exported comvodities falling in tnis category should be valued/

1/ This discussion ignores acccunting rauios to co.vert the market value of consurption to

their social values. The valuation of accounting ratios is further discussed below in

Section 17.
This revaluation is an aspect of the generel revjluation of non-traded commodities and

will be discussed in paras. 52-5'. It is recounerded that tho marketing margins Le
separate and then be converted en bloc into accounting prices at the end of the exerci:a.
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costed at the fob border price, minus the relevant marketing margin revalued at

1/
accounting prices.

46. If the project data include inputs/outputs in physical units., the border

prices can be applied'directly. If, however, the inputs/outputs are expressed

in value terms at domestic prices, as will often be the case for minor 5i, it

becomes necessaxy to estimate the ratio between (adjusted) border and domeust-c prices.

Domestic prices may be obtained directly fran wholesale price statistics or be

estimated from the border price. For importables, the domestic price will be

(1 + tm) (1 + h) times the border price (expressed in units of domestic currency

at the official exchange rate), where tm is the ad valorem tariff and h the

appropriate wholesale margin expressed as a proportion of the cif-plus-tariff price.

Similarly, the domestic price of an exportable is 1/(l + tx) (1 + h) times the fob

border price, where t is the export duty if positive or export subsidy if negative,

and h is again the appropriate wholesale margin. Too much effort should not be put

into estimating wholesale margins; relatively crude efforts will suffice. Usually,

the main adjustment will be for import tariffs and export duties or subsidies

about which information should be re axliy available.

47. Numerous practical complications have been omitted from this account.

For example, a domestically-produced version of an importable may be considered

qualitatively inferior (superior) to the imported article; border prices ,ay

fluctuate; domestic prices may include an excise tax. In principle, all such

aspects should be considered; in practice, it is recommended, unless a commodity

is a major input or output, that estimates be based on information in trade statis-

ties and data on tariffs and marketing margins. Finally, direct projections of

border prices over time tend to be easier than projections of domestic prices

converted into border prices by means of the rrojected future ratio between

domestic and border prices.

1 This revaluation is an aspoct of the genei alI revaluatioln of non-traded commodities and

will be discussed in paras. 52-54. It is recommended that the marketing margins be

kept separate and then be converted en bloc into accounting pricas at the end of tKe

exercise.
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Finite Elasticities

48. If a project causes an increase in the demand for or supply of commodities
falling in category (ii), there will be a change in the border price which will

have repercussions on domestic consumers and producers. Most LDCs are too small

to influence the border prices of importables. The following discussion is therefore

couched in terms of an increase in output of an exportable for which the world

demand is less than perfectly elastic. In this case it is still necessary to esta-

blish the relationship between the border and domestic price, but in principle

a further adjustment is now required to allow for the transfers of income caused
by the price change and the effects on foreign exchange. This includes the social

value and (foreign exchange)cost of changes in producer and consumer income plus

the foreign exchange effects of a larger volume of exports at lower prices and of

switches in domestic production and consumption. In practice, it may be sufficient-

ly accurate to only consider the direct foreign exchange effect and ignore the income

transfers. The appropriate accounting ratio is then 1 - 1) (where f- is the

elasticity of foreign supply) which when multiplied by the border price is the1/
marginal export revenue.

Potentially Traded

49. Category (iii) includes commodities which are not currently being

traded but which "ought" to be traded if the country adopted "optimal" trade

policies. This applies to industries which produce behind prohibitive tariffs or

quotas and for which the marginal cost (at accounting prices) of increasing domestic

production exceeds the cost of importing. In the evaluation of projects which use

in uts supplied by such industries the evaluator faces a dilemma. On the one hand,

he does not want to jeopardize the project by pricing the input at the marginal

cost of inefficient domestic production when, in the absence of the protective

/ Note that if foreign demand is perfectly elastic (i.e.6 =o), then the correctaccounting price is the border price, as prescribed for commodities falling in
category (i).
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barrier, the input could be imported at a much lower cost; on the other hand, he

does not want to use the (relatively) low border price if in fact the input will be

supplied by a high cost domestic producer. The solution is to predict the actual

source of supply, and to price the input according to the cost of that supply.

However, the presumption should be that the predicted supplier will be the lowest

cost supplier, and that the government can be persuaded to lower the prohibitive
1 /

tariff (or remove the quota) so that at the margin the input is actually imported.

If this proves impossible, the government may permit at least the project access

to imports, thereby making the input an importable for the purposes of the evalua-

tion. If, despite all efforts, it is clear that the project will be supplied by the

high-cost domestic producer, the input should be regarded as a non-tradable (see

paras. 52-54). Note, however, that production may take place behind a high tariff,

while at the margin additional demand, e.g. for the project, is met by imports; the

inputs should then be treated as traded.

50. There is one important exception to this general prescription. Some

industries are afforded teprary protection during their early development, whilst

their efficiency is being increased to a level which will permit them to compete

successfully against imports. Such industries should be encouraged. It is recom-

mended, therefore, that if an infant industry is clearly identifiable, project

demand should be supplied by that industry but the input costed at its border price

in order not to jeapardize the project. However, caution should be exercised in

deciding whether a protected industry can be considered in its infancy. Frequently,

import substitution industries never become competitive with imports and so each

case must be examined on its merits.

Similar comments apply to the valuatLon of a project's output which,

although potentially importable, is not currently being imported at the margin because

1/ What matters is not whether the project imports its inputs, but whether the
demand from the project leads to additional imports to meet the increase in
domestic demand.



of high import tariffs or quotas. Every effort should be made to persuade the

government to remove the protective barrier (unless the infant industry argument

applies) so that the output can be treated as a tradabler If this fails, the output

should be regarded as a non-tradable and valued accordingly (see paras. 52-54). In

that case it is a useful exercise to evaluate the project also as though its output

were tradable. If the project is still profitable when the output is valued on the

basis of the cif price, then the project will survive even if at some future date the

protective barrier is removed. If the project is not profitable at border prices,

then the excess cost of domestic production (properly assessed) over the cost of

imports measures the cost of retaining the protective barrier. The government should

be made fully aware of the cost that will be incurred if they proceed with the project

rather than lower the protective barrier to permit imports.

Accounting Prices for Non-Traded Commodities

52. Non-tradable commodities are defined as having a domestic supply price,

at the given level of local demand, below the cif price of imports but above the
1/

fob price of exports. Depending on the elasticities of supply and demand, an increase

in demand for non-tradables on account of the project will be satisfied by decreased

consumption elsewhere in the economy and/or increased production. If the main source

of supply is increased domestic production, without a significant price increase, it

is recommended that the accounting price be interpreted as the marginal social cost

(MSC) of increased production. Alternatively, if the main source of supply is

reduced consumption elsewhere, with a significant price increase, it is recommended

that the accounting price be interpreted as the foregone marginal social benefit (FZB)

in consumption. In the long-run, it may be reasonable to assume that demand is

primarily met by increased production but in the short-run, especially for capital

intensive non-tradables, the supply may be relatively fixed.

I /This definition should also include commodities which are potentiall
tradable but actually non-tradable because of trade barriers.S
paras. 49-51.
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Estimating MS5C

53. The MSC of a non-tradable is determined as follows: decompose 
the

non-tradable into its constituent inputs and value each input at its accounting

price. Some of these inputs will be tradables with accounting 
prices as discussed

in paras. 44-51. Others will be primary factors, with shadow prices determined in

the manner used for labor (see paras. 29-43). The remaining inputs will themselves

be non-tradables, which in turn must be evaluated in this manner through a further

round of decomposition. Eventually everything will be expressed in terms of

tradables and primary factors. The degree of sophistication required will depend on

the case in hand and the availability of time and data.

Estimating MSB

54. If demand is met by decreasing consumption elsewhere, 
the accounting price is

the MSB. This may be calcule ted by observing the effects of withdrawing a unit o. "h

commodity from consumption elsewhere. In the first instance, consumers will switch

their expenditure elsewhere which will reduce the amount of foreign exchange (ei

directly through imports and exports or indirectly through non-tradables) avaiable

to the government. Thus, if the market price is p, then the foreign exchange c .I

p /5 where )5 is the inverse of a SER (i.e. the ratio of international to domsti

prices). However, the price increase required to reduce consumption will causea

transfer of income from consumers to producers equal to the original quantity

consumed times the change in price. The social cost/benefit of this transfer will

depend on the weights appropriate to the income groups involved. These weight-i m

be derived in the manner described in para. 12. If it is thought that in general

producers are richer than consumers the net effect of 
the transfer would constitute a

1 More accurately 3 OER where OER is the official exchange, i.e. 1
SER

translates domestic prices into international prices expressed in units of

the domestic currency. Dividing by the OER translates them into foreign

exchange proper.

2/ The consumer surplus "triangle" is omitted on the grounds that it will be

negliibl e but see para. 43.
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social cost, but if producers and consumers are indistinguishable it will be

reasonable to assume that the transfer has a zero net social cost.

Standard Conversion Factor (SCF)

55. Whilst in general it is recommended that one estimate a different SER for

different non-tradables ana different baskets of consumption goods, it is useful to

have available a standard conversion factor or general SER which can be used for

minor non-tradables or for the non-tradables remaining after one or two rounds of

decomposition. For this purpose, one might use the ratio of the value at international

1/
prices of all exports and imports to their value at domestic prices. This is a

generalisation of the formula for /, which only included commodities entering final

consumption, and would correspond to the inverse of the SER if only one such rate were

calculated.

Dependence on Policy Assumptions

56. The accounting ratios are sensitive to the assumptions made about the future

development of the economy and, in particular, of trade policy. Changes in tariffs,

quota-restrictions and the exchange rate will affect the accounting ratios and the

remuneration of primary factors as relative (domestic) price change and resources

are reallocated. The range of possible policy scenarios is obviously large. Only

two (extreme) alternatives are considered here to illustrate the considerations thai

should be borne in mind in adjusting shadow prices to expected policy developments.

57. In the first case the country is faced with a balance of payments deficit

caused by "living beyond one's means", while domestic factor prices are inflexible.

If the country economist envisages a devaluation to cope with this situation, then it

may be appropriate to recalculate some of the shadow prices. Prices of tradables will

Imports subject to fixed quotas should be treated as non-tradables in
perfectly inelastic supply provided that they are already fully used and
that they are not expected to be relaxed in the near future.
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not be affected because they are already valued at border prices (in foreign exca

Non-tradables will be affected by substitution in production and consumption, re in

the increase in the domestic prices of tradables relative to non-tradables. Real g

and hence the foreign exchange cost of labor's consumption (and of primary faul -I

general) will be reduced. The information required to trace through these effcs

formidable and approximations will be necessary in practice. For examp le, ia be

reasonable to assume, especially in the short-run, that non-tradable productio

fixed input-output coefficients, i.e. constant costs. If so, MSC is not afc

(except for its consumption component). The major change will occur in h ig

exchange cost of consumption, i.e. in 8 . If substitution in consumption

the reduction in the foreign exchange cost of consumption is measured by mutipir

the previous estimate of 8 by the ratio of the old to the new official exhn me,
1/

defined as so many units of domestic currency per dollar. Since this tend o w

the SWR (and other factor prices), the return on public investment may be i e

Thus the balance of payments deficit is overcome by reducing consumption d n

levels.

58. In the second case the economy is thought to be moving rapidly tor

(relatively) free-trade policy. Now market prices are expected to correspond

prices so that there is no need to estimate SERs but one must estimate the fre- r

exchange rate, which will depend on the elasticities of domestic supply oxpot

demand for imports, which themselves will depend on substitution pattern in

and consumption changes in the prices of primary factors. As a first approima

a convenient simple formula is

OER = X )R
FIER Xe(1 - t ) + M r(I + tm)

I/ These comments do not apply to the type of economy which is experiencing succesive
rounds of exchange rate devaluation and domestic price inflation. As a first
approximation one might assume that in such an economy the real exchange rate is
constant.



where X is the fob value of exports and M the cif value of imports under protection;

G the elasticity of export supply and tj the elasticity of import demand; tX the

average export tax (negative if it is a subsidy) and tm the average import tax or

tariff equivalent if quantitative restrictions are used; OER the existing official

exchange rate and FTER the free trade exchange rate (per unit of foreign currency).

For SCF and/or § we now substitute an estimate of OER_, as a measure of the foreign
1/ FTER

exchange cost of a unit of domestic expenditure. An estimate of MSC is facilitated

^.f we may assume that substitution possibilities in production are limited so 
that the

existing input-output structure can be used to estimate MSC. However, MSC now needs

to be adjusted to reflect changing factor prices on account of the trade liberalization.

Again it may be necessary to reassess the return from public investments.

59. The approach to estimating the free trade exchange rate, and MSC, depends 
on

the nature of the exercise. If the country economist confidently expects that a free

trade policy will be implemented in the immediate future then considerable care should

be taken in estimating both the FTER and the likely effects on the prices of primary

factors. Cruder methods will be appropriate if the intention is simply to test the

effects of a free trade policy if such a policy were implemented. tm and t. can be set

equal to the ratio of total import duties to total imports and of total export taxes to

total exports, respectively. If quantitative restrictions are employed to restrain

imports, some attempt should be made to calculate the tariff equivalent. If the country

is initially in balance of payments equilibrium, the only estimates required are for

the elasticities, and M and X. The following table shows the sensitivity of the ratio

of the OER to the FTER for different assumptions about the elasticities assuming that

tm = 0.3, tx = -. 05 and X = M.

1/ Note that if 6 =n., the OER (equation 30)) equals the SCF (para. 55) if
FTER

there are no quantitative restrictions on trade in the non free-trade position.
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QER
bensitivity of FTER

1 2 4 6

1 o.85 0.82 0.80 0.79
2 0.88 o.85 0.82 0.81
4 0.91 0.88 0.85 0.83
6 0.92 0.90 0.87 o.8>

The table shows that the higher the elasticity of supply ( ) the lower t r

R, and that the higher the elasticity of demand (rt) the hie h a

In the event that no information is available on the elasticities, a

approximation is to assume that the elasticities are the same so that the cancel

from the formula. The resulting formula then equals the a er age zF discsedi
2/OER

para. 55. As is apparent from the table, the ratio - is not ry sensitive

to different assumptions about the elasticities.

60. The country economist should estimate the main convrsoor a u>

ratios (i.e. S for a high and low income group, and 6CF). He s.h al n

taxes assessed on non-tradable productions. These data provide sufficin or

for a rudimentary analysis of accounting ratios for non-tradables se

Where more time and information are available, it would be useful o prjc ecnma .

to estimate specific accounting ratios for the more important nor adables (eg

construction and electricity). In order to ensure consistency throuot a o

the country economist should act as coordinator. The country economist su.

estimate the (first best) free trade exchange rate as a bench mark for sensitvity

analysis and a basis for discussions of government policy.

1/ The result holds as long as t > t which is probably the typical case.

2/ However, the formula developed in this paragraph inclules, in principle, the
effects of quantitative restrictions and tariffs whereas that of para. 55
assumes that the quantitative restrictions will be retained and therefore
excludes them.
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A P P E N D I X I

TECHNICAL DERIVATION OF SHADOW PRICES

I INTRODUCTION

-1. The Annex has discussed in fairly general terms the ideas underlying

the derivation of shadow prices. The derivation itself, however, was not rigorous,

the intention being to present an intuitively acceptable rationale of shadow pricing.

Ideally, the complete set of shadow prices should be deduced from a fully specified

model of the economy, in which the various constraints are explicitly identified. The

genaeral equilibrium approach to shadow pricing has obvious conceptual advantages over

partial equilibrium analysis, but the general equilibrium models presently amenable

to analytical solution are necessarily fairly simple. In the following, the basic

ideas are established in very general terms, but for the derivation of individual

shadow prices we resort to partial equilibrium analysis.

II DERIVATION OF WEIGHTS

Welfare Function

2. The welfare function assumes the following

i) No consumption externalities, i.e. the individual's utility
derives solely from his own consumption;

ii) Total welfare in any period is the sum of the individual
utility levels; and

iii) Each individual's utility function is the same and displays
diminishing marginal utility.

I/ The DRC is currently engaged on research to develop a general equilibrium model
which will permit the derivation of the shadow prices discussed here.
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Given these assumptions welfare in period t may be expressed as:

Wt= U(c) f(c) dc 1)

where U(c) is the utility from consumption level c, f(c) is the density function

of the distribution of consumption and U' cc 0. The minimum level of consumption

is denoted by c 0 . The government is assumed to maximize the following objective

function:

-pt
Max 3 t e dt 2)

where p ; 0 and is the rate of pure time preference.

Constraints

3. Assume that a project earns a unit of foreign exchange, 7 of which

accrues to the government and the remainder (1 -7 ) to the private sector in the form

of increased consumption. The increse in welfare (4 w) may be written as

41= W + W'~17).

where W' (W'g) is the increase in welfare generated by a mrgnal increase in the

quantity of foreign exchange devoted to public income (private consumption). in

certain circumstances, the government would be able to secure, through the use of

the fiscal system, the equality of W' and W,. If such were the case, the task

of the project analyst would be greatly eased because benefits coula be summed

without regard to the recipients of those benefits. The equality of W' and W

however, requires that

i) the government is not compromised by the political power of
non-representative sections of society;

ii) the administrative costs of a taxation/subsidy policy are not large;

iii) the disincentive costs of the same are not large.

If these ,conditions are not fulfilled, the inclusion of distribution weights in

project selection offers an PlternAtive method of maximizing welfare.



Numeraire

4. We choose as numeraire public income expressed in units of foreign

exchange, i.e. W's is set equal to one. The weight attached to private consumption

is then W'F . In the next 3 paragraphs, we present a method which enables

the analyst to determine the value of w c F /' for different income groups. Note

that W'F reflects the value of a marginal increase in the quantity of foreign exchange

devoted to consumption. Accordingly, our estimate of W'F must take account of any

distortion between foreign exchange and domestic currency caused by trade taxes. We,

therefore, define

WIc = 14)

where W'c is the marginal increase in welfare derived from an additional unit of

consumption when the unit is expressed in terms of domestic currency. In other

words, / serves as the inverse of a shadow exchange rate (bER) designed to reflect
1/

the true value of foreign exchange in a distorted economic environment. Inasmuch

as different income groups consume different baskets of commodities which are taxed

differentially, then a different / must be estimated for each income group. Finally,

define

d = Wc and v = W'

c c

where W'. is the increase in welfare from additional consumption at the average level
c

of consumption. Inspection of equations 4) and 5) reveals that

W = d

The remainder of this section will discuss methods of estimating d, V and Athus defined.

f In fact, /3 translates domestic prices into international prices expressed in units
of domestic currency. strictly speaking, therefore, the bER = /$ $ the official
exchange rate.



Accounting Rate of Interest (ARI)

5. The discount rate is defined as the proportionate rate of fall of the

value of the numeraire over time. Differentiating v with respect to time, yields

Be
V W W7)

or ARI = CRI - 1/ 8)

where ARI is the required discount rate and CRI is the consumption rate of interest

defined as the proportionate rate of fall of the welfare value of average consumption.

It is apparent from equation 8) that ARI CRI as/ zero.

Consumption Rate of Interest (CRI)

6. Given our definition of the CRI and given our particular formulation

of the welfare function (equation 2)) we have in period t

w = U' e 9)
c c

so that CRI = -W = U.
.. C

C E

or CAR' E = n G + 10)

where n c and G = . Thus, the consumption rate of interest

c
U!

is the sum of the product of the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to per

capita Consumption (n) and the growth rate of per capita consumption (G), and the

rate of pure time preference ((?).

-n this Appendix we perit Vr/! to be negative when v falls over time.



Derivation of "d"

7. In order to determine d we must specify a utility function. The

function usually chosen possesses a constant elasticity of marginal utility with

respect to consumption (n), i.e.

-n
U' = c 11)

where n > 0 in order that marginal utility be non-increasing. Integrating equation

11) gives
1-n

1 c for n 1
I n

U(C) }loge c for n J 1

we may interpret d as a distributional weight which translates non-average consumption

into the marginal utility of average consumption. For infinitesimal changes in

consumption

n
d = Utc = 13)

U'5 (cf

Note that this formula expresses a relationship which depends on the consumption

level of the individual receiving the increment in consumption and the average level of

consumption. If the individual's level of consumption increases at a rate other

than the rate at which average consumption increases, the value of d for that

individual will change over time.

8. For non-marginal changes in consumption, we redefine d as

d = U(c 1 ) - U(c,) 14)
U' (ca -c,)
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where c. - c, represents the non-marginal increase in consumption. From the utility

function if n 4 1 1-n 1n -n 1-n n-1
c 2  - c ,c 2  ( i - c, 2 )

d -n -n

(1 - n) C (c 2 - c) c (1 - n) ( - c, c )

write x = c/c2  and y = c, /c 2, then

d = X(1 - n) 15 )
(1 -n) (-y)

Alternatively, if n = 1,

d = loge c2 - loge c = loge Y~1 16)

-- 1 (c2 - c,) 1 - y

Derivation of "D"

9. Some effects of a project on the distribution of consumption may be

difficult to trace, too small to bother about or so general that all income classes

would have to be examined. In principle, one should evaluate the impact on each

consumption class and integrate over the affected income classes, i.e.

S U' (c) g (c) de
ul- 17)L1 ~co U'-

where g (c) describes the distribution of the increase in consumption across

consumption classes. In practicp, one might be able to obtain specific information

about g(c) but, in the absence of such, one might assume that the increase in

consumption is distributionally neutral, i.e. the increase in consumption is

distributed in the same way as aggregate consumption. This implies that
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g(c) = f (c) c 18)
C

f (c) being the density function of the distribution of consumption. Assuming that

consumption is distributed according to the Pareto function, for which the cumulative

distribution function CF (c)_7 is

1 - F(c) = (c

then f(c) = F' (c) = 0 C C 19)

Inserting equation 19) into 18) and thence 17) gives

00

C C0

Noting that for a Pareto distribution, provided > 1,

0-1

so that D S $(6

C- dc

(1-4-n)

D d _________)

C +0' -) 20)

which formula depends only on n, the elasticity of marginal utility, and d the

parameter of the Pareto function.

Derivation of 9

10. We defined A as

/3 F/ i



If we write

U(c) = U(k, m, N) 22)

where x, m and N are thp quantities of exportables, importables and non-tradables consumed

at income level c and assume a constraint on foreign exchange, then

U'c u x dx + U'm dm + U's dN - A(P dx + Pm dm + Pa dN) = 0 23)

where A W = 1 //3, Px (Pm) is the world price of exports (imports),

P is the accounting price for the non-tradable (see para 19 ). Solving for 3,

we have

P x c + Pm dm + Pa dN
24)

W' U' dr + U' dm + U IdN

The consumer will equate U's etc. with market prices so that

P dx+ Pm dm + Pa dN
25)

PXO-t )dx + Pm(1+tm)dm + P dN

where tx(tm) is the export (import) tax and P. is the domestic price of the non-tradable.

Given an expenditure analysis one can determine the various increments in commodities,

but in the absence of such, one might assume that the income elasticities are unity

and if one further assumes that dN is small, then, as a first approximation,

1 ~~ 26)
(1 - tx)X + (1 + t)M

where A(M) is the value at fob (ciP) prices of consumption exports (imports).



Value of Public Income

11. Public income can either be used for investment or consumption. At
$001W

the margin of expenditure assume that a proportion (g) of public/expressed in foreign

exchange is invested and the remainder (1 - g) consumed. Then,

00
v = U.! = gU'Z + (1 - g) U (c)g (c)dc 27)

U'5 E$ % 3UJ'-
E CIO

where U: is the value of investment and the integral describes the distribution of

government consumption. If we write v = U'and assume that government consumption

is distributionally neutral (see para. 9)i en

v = gv + (1 - g) D 28)

13

The implication of this formulation is that the government is constrained both

in its ability to allocate expenditure between investment and consumption and in its

ability to distribute consumption amongst income groups. Neither assumptdion need

be correct. For example, government consumption expenditure may improve the

distribution of consumption through the payment of subsidies. In this case one may

wish to use a higher value for D than is implied by equation 20) (see para. 12).

Alternatively, if the government's ability to distribute consumption is constrained it

may still be able to secure the optimal allocation between investment and consumption

(i.e. v = D//5 ) in which case v = v. This result also follows if g = 1, i.e. all

public income at the margin is allocated to investment.

12. If the distributional impact of public consumption is not thought to

be neutral, then the formulation of D, which assumes a constant distribution of

aggregate consumption, is no longer satisfactory. Substituting the particular forms

of the utility function (equation12)) and the distribution function (equation 19)) into

the expression for total welfare in any period (equation 1)) gives

:Cd C LO 29)
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or X __30)

Partially differentiating with respect to c shifts the entire distribution function

upwards but leaves the shape of the distribution unchanged (i.e. d = const.).

Partially differentiating with respect to 4 changes the distribution but leaves total

consumption unchanged. Therefore,

dW = de + k d df

Defining D' = dW

gives D' = D + cgo n ( -1)31
Z n +4 - 1 )

where D is determined by equation 20. We may interpret M as an "elasticity"

of d with respect to average consumption. D' = D if this elasticity is zero,

i.e. if publicconsumption changes average consumption, c, while leaving the distribution,

d , unchanged. Plausible values for the elasticity are probably small, say, between

-0.1 and +0.1, in which case D' is unlikely to differ from D by more than 10 per cent.

Value of Investment (v)

13. A marginal twit of investment will produce a stream of consumption

and a stream of reinvestment. If q is the net return expressed in units of foreign

exchange and s is the propensity to save then

a t

V--o ;I5~j r &=r('-1'~L kO 
32)

L +
k =0

which shows the sum of the present value of the conaumption created in each period

from a capital stock which grows according to the rate of reinvestment, sq, the discount

rate being the CRI. The subscripts indicate the time period. It should be apparent



that if, in general, stqt ) it, v.- ; alternatively, if it 7 stq then the

present value or incremental consumption as t increases becomes very small. For

all economies, one would expect that eventually it7 stt so that at some date in

the future the present value of the consumption generated in that year will

approximate zero. In other words, at that date the present value of the capital stock

generated by a unit of investment today approximates zero. The significance of

these comments is that provided at some date in the future i > q and will remain

> sgtq we don't have to worry unduly about the exact values of it and st. To

reverse the argument we must estimate with some degree of accuracy the values of

i, s and q in the near future especially if i s q. If iO s q, and we expect

their relative values to remain more or less constant for some time in the future

we can approximate v., by

y = (1 - sO) q0 Do )

(i 0 - /q)

But if i ( s0 q we must specify their time paths more carefully, in particular up

to the date when we can replace the summation by a formula corresponding to equation

33), which requires that it > stq and that both will be relatively constant. If this

is never expected to occur then vD = 00

Further Comments on the Accounting Rate of Interest (ARI)

14. The ARI was expressed in equation 8) as

ARI = CRI - v
T

where v, the value of public income, is given by

v = gv + (1 - g) D S4 2a

/5I
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If we assume that g and / are fairly constant over time then

v = g v + (1 - g) D 34)
V 79

Given the definition of v (para. 11) and of D (equation 17)) we have

- = r- i 35)

where r is the proportionate rate of fall of the value of public investment,

and

- D= R -i 36)
D

where R = , whence

ARI i + g(r-i)v + (1 g) (R - i)D 37)

which is the gmieral formula for the discount rate, and may be rewritten as

ARI = g r v + (1 -g) RD 38)
v A

15. Given our general formulae for the ARI we can now consider special

cases. For example, from equation 8) if / v = 0, then

ARI - CRI 39)

This may be quite a likely occurance because one might expect v to decline over

time (as the government increases its control over the level of investment) and D

to rise (as the government increases its control over the distribution of public

consumption), so that their net effect may be negligible. Alternatively, from
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proportionate
equation 37) if r = R (i.e. both v and D change at the same/rate and in the same

direction) or if g 1 (i.e. all marginal public income is invested), then

ARI = r 40)

Noting that r is the proportionate rate of fall of the value of public investment,

we may interpret it as the social return on public investment with investment as

numeraire. we know, therefore, that r must be greater than the rate of return on

foreign investment, or, if all the return from investment is reinvested, we know

that

ARI q 41)

i.e. the correct discount rate is the marginal product of capital. More generally,

if only part of q is reinvested, then the return of investment which determines the

ARI is

ARI = sq + (1 - s)q D 42)
13v

III COMMODITY PRICES

16. We can examine the appropriate shadow prices for tradables and

non-tradables in terms of a general formula which can be adjusted to fit specific

cases. The only limitation on the formula is that it must be specified either for

an exportable or an importable. Whichever is chosen the implications for a

non-tradable follow immediately. Consider the case of an exportable. Assume the

following information

Domestic demand curve p = D(C)

Foreign demand curve p = D(E)

Domestic supply curve p = S(Q)



where C domestic consumption

E = exports

Q domestic proauction = E + C

The private value of production (W,) may be expressed as

Wp = D (C)dC - pC7 + fD(E)dE - pE7 + fpg - s(Q) dwj 43)
a o 0

where the terms in square brackets reflect respectively domestic consumer surplus,

foreign consumer surplus and domestic producer surplus. Assume that project demand

leads to a slight increase in price then the change in private utility is

_f-C - E + Q7 &p 44)

In determining the change in social welfare we must revalue this in tenns of our

numeraire (public income expressed in foreign exchange) and consider any other

repercussions of the price change. In particular, we will need to examine the foreign

exchange effects of the change in the value of consumption, exports and production.

In order, these are given by

(1 - It) C Ap, (1 - ) E AOp, and (1 + 6) QAp

where is the elasticity of domestic (fordign) demand defined so as to be

positive, and 6 is the elasticity of domestic supply.

1 (. The weight to be applied to private welfare (consumption) expressed

in units of domestic currency was defined as d / v, which weight may differ for

consumers (dc/ v) and producers (d,/ v) and will equal zero for foreigners. Thus,

the social value of equation 44) is

-C dc + 6 .. p 45)I=-)fO+v 7~
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If the foreign exchange cost of consumption depends on c for consumers ana /SP

1/
for producers, and if the foreign exchange cost of production dEpends on 0 -, then

the change in foreign exchange is

2/
(1 - m1'CGAp 1 - 8)E p -(p + G) Q p 6)

Noting that equations 45) and 46) are expressed in the same units and recognizing

that the increase in demand is ZLA C + E E + 6 Q OL p, the social cost of the

increase in demand per unit of demand is the domestic price times

p - dp Ac- d I +6C(+L7T - (1 -e)( -71) 47)

where li C/Q

Tradables

18. Equation 47) expresses the accounting ratio for an exportable.

Note that if income transfers may be neglected in the sense that the government

places the same value on its own income (foreign exchange) ana private income

(i.e. if / p = dp / and /?c = d/ ), then the ratio becomes

+c ft r/J - C I- 6)0-ix
E +-R7 LT -6(1 -iTf) 48)

It may also be reasonable to assume that domestic production is relatively inelastic

(i.e. C -7Y0), especially in the short-run. If, in addition, domesti demand is

relatively inelastic (i.e.l -- 90) or domestic consumption is small compared to

'/ bee para. 2 0

2/ Note that for. producers Q Lp represents an increase in income but CQAp

represents an increase in production.
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exports (i.e. IT -- 70), then the ratio becomes

1 49)

which, when multiplie by the border price, is the marginal export revenue. And

finally, if foreign demand is perfectly elastic 6 - 00 and the correct social price

is the border price. A similar formula can be derived for an importable but in view

of the fact that most importables are in perfectly elastic supply the correct price

will be the cif. price.

Non-Tradable s

19. If we assurg that there are no exports (i.e. I = 1) then equation

47) gives us the accounting ratio for a non-tradable, i.e.

(fdp - dp - (/3c-d + ec< + r)l e 50)

St (1j

If supply is perfectly elastic (i.e. 6 =0), then there is no change in price and

the social cost is simply C p, the marginal social cost (MSC) of supply. Alternatively,

if supply is inelastic (i.e. G = 0) and the income transfers do not involve a social

cost or gain (i.e. /3P = d / f and §c - da / 7 ), then the social cost is

/3cp, the marginal social benefit (MSB) of demand.

20. The MSB (A) has already been considered (see para. 10). The MSC (o()

is determined as follows: Decompose the non-tradable into its constituent inputs and

value each input at its accounting price. Some of these inputs will be tradables,

others will be primary factors, and the remaining inputs will themselves be
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non-tradables, which in turn must be further decomposed. Eventually everything will

be expressed in terms of tradables and primary factors. The ratio of the accounting

value of the marginal inputs (A) to the market value of the output (V) is then the

required accounting ratio (o. Symbolically, this market value is composed of

V= V + K (rm) + 2k + K (rj +2 W + T + P 51)
a n

where V is the gross market value of the output, V (K ) the cost of current

inputs of other non-tradables, V (K n) the cost of current (capital) inputs of tradables,

wi the cost of inputs of primary factors (i.e. different types of labor and possibly

land), Tx is tax (or subsidy if negative), P is excess profits and rm is the market rate

of interest.1/ The accounting cost (A) of the same output is

A+K (r) + + Kn (r) + 2 W'. + P(S - d p) 52)
~ Jn'+n ~ n p'

where r is the accounting rate of interest, the X's are the accounting ratios for the

various inputs, dp is the distributional parameter applied to profits, v the shadow

price of public income, and /3 p the accounting ratio applied to consumption out of

profits. The ratio of the 1MC to the market value of the output is then

MSC = 0 = A
Price V ~3

Thus, o( will be > or < unity dp/ or > zero

as eY's > or < unity and p ' or < unity

r ' or < r

Tx( or > zero

1/ thS n (rm) is the interest and depreciation cost on the n- capital input, i.e.

Kn Crm) rm where is the length of life of the capital
1 - ( + rm)
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Standard Conversion Factor

21. In certain circumstances, it may be convenient to use a Standard

Conversion Factor which will translate the domestic value of non-tradables in general

into their equivalent foreign exchange value. In principle, for the non-tradables

used in any project, one wants a weighted average of the individual accounting ratios

as defined by equation 53). In practice, one might substitute the ratio of the value

at border prices to the value at domestic prices of the tradable inputs typically

used in non-tradable production. Examination of equation 52) reveals that this will

be an approximation insofar as

i) the weights need not correspond to the actual combination of
tradables used in non-tradable production;

and ii) no allowance is made for the social cost of consumption out
of labor incomes and profit.

Provided these limitations are borne in mind, however, the Standard Conversion Factor

may be used as a convenient short cut. At an even more approximate level one could

use a Standard Conversion Factor for all non-tradables and consumption, which might be

defined as the ratio of the value at border prices to the value at domstic prices of

all imports and exports.
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A P P E N D I X I I

ESTIMATION OF SHADOW PRICES

I INTRODUCTION

1. In this Appendix we describe various ways in which the shadow prices

discussed in the Annex may be estimated. As usual in applied economics there will

be more than one method of estimation for each parameter and those selected here

may not turn out to be the most appropriate for all situations. To give the country

economist the greatest possible freedom in refining the techniques described here,

we define each parameter very carefully before presenting the suggested method

of estimation. The country economist can then improve the estimate as he sees fit

in order to move closer to the true value of the parameter thus defined.

Procedure

2. We follow the Annex in presenting the material, i.e. Section II discusses

estimation techniques for the parameters required for the distribution weights

including the accounting rate of interest (ARI); Section III examines the same for the

shadow wage rate (SWR); and Section IV suggests methods of estimation for commodity

prices. Finally, in Section V we illustrate the approach by a case study, which should

be viewed as a preliminary desk study using only readily available data to estimate som.

shadow prices for a particular country (Malaysia). The methods used for this

estimation are crude but it is recommended that each country economist perform such

a desk study before attempting anything more sophisticated. The desk study will give

rough orders of magnitude, will pinpoint the most important parameters and reveal the

data weaknesses.



3. When calculating shadow prices., because there will often be more than

one method for estimating underlying parameters, and because of uncertainty in

data validity, it is useful to specify a range of values for basic parameters

rather than only a single best esimate. Such a range will provide an indication of

the precision with which it has been possible to estimate the shadow prices

given the context of a particular country, and would be useful in sensitivity

analyses in subsequent project appraisals. In making such estimates, what one

aims for is not a range within which the true value will certainly lie, but a

range within which the true value will lie with a given probability. It is

recommended here that a level of probability equal to .8 be employed. This can

conveniently be interpreted +o mean that there is a one in ten chance that the

true value is greater than the upper limit, and a one in ten chance that the true

value is less than the lower limit. While it is recognized that accuracy in the

specification of such an interval is impossible, subsequent analyses will be better

informed, given the country economist's best (subjective) judgment about the likely

range of particular variables.



Eauations

4. The following is a condensed list of the basic equations required for the

estimation of both inter- and intraTemporal weights. See the cited paragraphs of the

Annex for a more complete discussion of definitions and equations.

d d ( Distribution Weights (Paras. 14h'i

D = D (n, a)

CRI nG + Consumption rate of interest (Para. 21)

v = gV + (1 - g) D Value of public income (Para. 20)

v so)qoDo 1 - ++ soq + + soq T Value of

(iosoqo/30_.o io VT public
(10-sego/3e1 + o 1 ioinvestment

at t = 0

(Paras.. 21

(1-a)q D
Ti.- T Value of public investment at t T (Para. 24)

(iT syqr,BT

ARI CRI + v Accounting rate of interest (Para. 2')

V= f (r) Rate of fall v (Para. 26)

r = sq + (1 - s)q D Return on government investment (Para. 26)

d
SWR = '(.m + A (w -m) 1 -(1 -#E) 7)- _7 shadow wage rate

Parameters (Pare. 22

5. The parameters to be estimated for these equations are

n .. .. .. .. .. .. .. parameter of the utility function

e. .. .. .. .. .. pure time preference

G .. .. .. .. .. .. .. rate of growth of per capita consumption

d .. .. .. .. .. .. .. parameter of the distribution function

of consumption



g .. .. .. .. .. .. .. marginal propensity to invest out of

government income

s .. .. .. .. .. .. marginal propensity to reinvest

q .. .. .. .. .. .. opportunity cost of capital

to .. .. .. .inverse of a 6ER for consumption goods

a to .. .. ... . .. .. conversion factor for foregone output

T .. .. .. .. .. .. .. number of years until economy attains
a stable growth path

m .marginal product of labor

w .. .. .. .. .. .. wage rate

& . . .. .. parameters relating to disutility of
effort

We examine each in turn commencing with the subjectively determined parameters, n and (.

II DISTRIBUTION WEIGHTS

Value Judgents and Interpretation

6. Government objectives concerning growth ana distribution often remain

implicit. Basic policy choices and investment decisions become clearer if they

are made explicit. The key value judgment involved is reflected in the value

assigned to n, the parameter of the utility function. If the government values all

consumption equally, regardless of the recipient's existing level of consumption,

then n is zero. This has implications also for the desired growth rate, since a

zero value for n implies a very low consumption rate of interest and hence a high

shadow price of investment (v) and a low accounting rate of interest (ARI) (see

Annex, bection II). Ia other words, a low value for n indicates a bias against

income distribution and in favor of rapid growth. On the other hand, if a government

tends to discount the future heavily, n must be high, which, in turn, means that the

government puts a high priority on redistribution. Thus, the value of n reflects the



basic, subjective trade-off between allocating resources to redistribution and to

investment and growth. Whatever decisions are made, they involve an implicit

value for n. Making n explicit helps to ensure more consistent decisions and

provides a better understanding of the trade-off.

7. It is recomended that an estimate of n be made by the country economist

for all countries. Inevitably, these estimates will only give orders of magnitude,

and, to some extent, will reflect his own subjective preferences. As a rough

guide, judgments about n should be made in the light of

i) both the stated objectives and observed actions and policies
of the government; and

ii) the nature of the type of project which will be favored as the
value of n changes.

Other things being equal, a high (low) value of n will favor projects which promote

redistribution (growth). If the government shows little interest in redistribution

but is mostly concerned with growth, decrease the value of n. Most countries will

probably desire some redistribution and some growth so that for many countries n

should be set between 1 and 2. A value of two implies a strong egalitarian bias

and may be considered the upper limit for n.

8. One other value-judgment parameter needs to be examined - namely,

the element of pure time preference in the CRI. It is recommended that in general

q be set equal to zero, unless there is some reason to suppose that the

government discounts the future more heavily than the rate implied by the product of

n and G. In any event, values of Q in excess of 2 or 3% are difficult to derend an

should be avoided. Note, however, that a positive value for q does permit the

government some flexibility in determining the trade-off between growth and income

distribution because, although affects the CRI and hence the discount rate, it

does not affect the interpersonal distribution weights.



Estimating G and

9. To complete the estimate of the CR1 and D, the global distribution parameter,

we must estimate G, the rate of growth of per capita consumption, and 4 the parameter
existing

of the function describing the/distribution of consumption. Note that both are in

termus of consumption, whereas they are usually expressed in terms of income. G

will equal the growti rate of per capita income (usually estimated in economic

reportGs) provided he proportion of income devoted to investment remains constant,

If the proportion of investment in national income is increasing (decreasing), G

will be less (greater) than the growth rate of per capita income. Similarly, d will

equal the equivalent income distribution parameter if the proportion of income saved

remains constant as the level of income increases. More realistically, one might

expect the proportion saved to increase with income, in which case the value of the

consuption distribution .rameter will be greater than the value of the income

distribution. parameter. C' is related to the Gini coefficient (see Annex, para. 18,

footnote) and the Bank already has estimates of Gini coefficients for many LD~s.

Savings Propensities (g and s)

10. It is at this point that the possibilities of refining estimates really

become apparent. We define g as the public sector's marginal propensity to save.

This raises questions of how one can identify the margin and also what is the exact

definition of government saving. We suggest as a first step that one estimate the

average proportion of government income allocated to capital formation. If this

average is changing over time, the analyst should measure g by the increase in capital

formation occurring as a result of an increase in public income between any two

years. Estimates should be made for each pair of years over, say, a five year

poeriod and the average taken so as to avoid the influence of year-to-year fluctuations.

Howeve, inasuch as we are interested in the future values of g the country economist
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should take account of any discernible trends.

11. We define s as the public sector's marginal propensity to reinvest out

of the return from public sector investment. At first sight this appears to be the

same as g and in certain circumstances this may indeed be the case. However, of

the total return to investment (denoted by q) some may be committed to consumption

because of an increasd wage bill. Of the remainder g will be reinvested, but

reinvestment will not equal gq because of the increased wage bill . It follows that

s < g unless the project does not cause an increased commitment to consumption.

One method of estimating s is to look directly at government projects and assess the

the commitment to consumption therefrom. The remainder accrues to the government of
1/

which g is reinvested. For example, if the employment/capital ratio is 1 and the

average increase in income (consumption) per worker is A w, then

s - g(1 - Aw1)
q

whence s - g if w = 0

Marginal Product of Capital (q)

12. Estimates of the marginal product of capital can be of varying degrees
marginal

of sophistication. We define q as the/return from investment in the public sector

in terms of foreign exchange, i.e. q is the foreign exchange value of the return
an additional

generated by/ unit of foreign exchange expressed as a percentage. The best guid

1/ We examine 1 further in para. 12
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to q, therefore, is the return which public sector projects are currently earning or

which proposed public sect or projects are expected to earn. Whilst the actual

appraisal of existing and future projects will probably provide the best indication

of q, one can also look at the econoy as a whole. As a rough guide one might

estimate q from the following relationship:

q = k - ml

where k is the incremental output/capital ratio (expressed in accounting prices -

see para. 13), 1 is the incremental labor/capital ratio (also expressed in accounting
1/

prices - see para, 13), and m is the marginal product of labor.- In principle,

investment and output should be measured at accounting prices. In many cases, the

accounting ratios converting market values into social values will differ significantly

for investment and output, so that estimation in terms of accounting prices alters the

value of q. An estimate of 1 can be derived from employment (and investment) data.

Both k and 1 should be averages over, say, five years in order to remove the effects

of short-term fluctuations, and be estimated in constant prices. Although m does

not necessarily equal average labor earnings (see Section III on the shadow wage rate),

in general this may be a reasonable approximation. Allowance should be made for

any increase in m in real terms over the five year period. For some countries it

Labor in this context represents all types of labor.
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may be preferable and possible to exclude subsistence agriculture from the estimates

of k and 1 and thereby obtain the marginal productivity of capital for the "advanced"
.l/

sectors.

13. The accounting ratios required to translate market prices into foreign

exchange values should be averages reflecting the outputs and inputs of the sectors

included in the estimate of q. For example, if one bases q on GDP then the required

average accounting ratio is the standard conversion factor (see para. 29).

Alternatively, if one only uses the "advanced" sector to estimate q the appropriate

1/ The equation suggested for estimating q is clearly a simplification
since among other factors it ignores (i) rents and (ii) depreciation. This
latter consideration could lead to a significant underestimation of q (properly
defined in net of depreciation terms) as is shown by the following relaionships

Define I = N + D where I = national investment in gross terms;
N = national investment net of depreciation

and D - depreciation (the amount required to
keep the stock of capital goods intact)

Divide each term of the above equation by AY, the incremental national
output and multiply the last term by Y/T. Next substitute the following variables ,

k - tlY/I, the output capital ratio in gross terms;
k = AiY/N, the output capital ratio in net terms;
a4 = D/Y, the percentage of depreciation in output;
z = A Y/I, the growth rate of GNP. Then:

1=1 + *t
k k' s

k' = z.k) k

Thus k' will be greater than k and thefore q defined in net terms would be larger
than q defined in gross terms.



average will depend on ,he outputs and inputs in that sector. Finally, one could

take a weighted average of different sectors, the weights being the proportions of

government investment in each sector. The accounting ratios should then be specific

to the sectors chosen. Similar problems are encountered in identifying the appropriate

accounting ratio for tha wage bill. As a first approximation one could multiply the

wage bill by the standard conversion fac-tor but if more information is available on

the sources of supply of the incremental labor force one could make more specific

estimates. The accounting ratio for capital may be equated with the ratio of the

domestic value of capital imports to their cif value. This ratio may be close to

unity in many countries because trade tariffs on capital imports are usually low.

For capital in the form of buildings one requires a conversion factor for construction.

Estimating A

14. /5 is an accounting ratio similar to those discussed in the previous

paragraph except that it only includes consumption goods. As with the other

accounting ratios one can estimate /6 with varying degrees of refinement. Ideally,

one should work from an expenditure analysis for a particular income group. The

various commodities consumed at the margin should be divided into importable s,

exportables and non-tradables. The cif (fob) prices of importables (exportables)

should then be obtained either directly from the trade statistics or indirectly

through the use of tariffs (see para.27). For non-tradables, one either estimates

the tradable inputs into non-tradable production (see para.28 ) or uses a standard

conversion factor (see para.29 ). An easier but more approximate estimate can be

obtained by taking the ratio of the foreign exchange value of the consumer goods

appearing in the foreign trade statistics to their domestic value.



Estimating T

15. We define T as the number of years until the economy can be expected to

achieve a fairly stable growth path at an acceptable rate of growth of per capita

consumption. To estimate such a number will require considerable guesswork and so

it might be useful to review the situations when T is not needed. If the CRI (i)

exceeds the rate of reinvestment (sq) and if the economy is on a fairly stable

growth path, then T can be set equal to o0 in the formula for the value of public

investment (para. 4). In other words, it only becomes necessary to make an estimate

of T if the initial values are such that sq > i.' The value of a, the marginal

propensity to save, and of q, the marginal product of capital, may be in the order

of 0.2 and 0.15 respectively giving a value of sq = 0.03. It will be recalled that

i is determined by the sum of the product of G, the growth rate of per capita

consumption, and n, the parameter of the utility function, and f , the rate of pure

time preference. We argued (para. 6) that for most economies I < n < 2 and

0 4 (( 0.03. It follows that i 4 sq will occur if the growth rate of per capita

consumption is low. For example, if G = 0, then i Q Q which means 0 4 i < 0.03.

Alternatively, if G = 0.03 and n = 1.5 then 0.045 < i ( 0.075. We determine T,

therefore, by asking when the economy can be expected to achieve a rate of growth o"

per capita consumption of the order of 2 or 3% per annum. In addition, the growth

path should be fairly stable which requires that the proportion of income which is

invested remain more or less constant.

The Value of Public Investment (v)

16. In principle, one requires estimates of s, q, D, i and i from now until.

infinity in order to estimate v, the value of public investment. In practice , it s -

recommended that if i > sq, one use the simple formula, i.e.

o (1 - so)qoD,

(i - s 6q O)A
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which assumes that the parameters underlying v remain constant over time so that v

also remains constant over time. If the analyst has good reason to believe that

th is is not a good assumtion, then the formula will require adjustment. In

particular, if sq > i one can expect changes because this condition implies a low

(possibly zero) rate of growth of per capita consumption. The formula for v then

becomes

v(I=)geD 1 - [+s q T] 1 + q1 T

o soqopo 1 .0 +i 1 0- s q

LL
This formula assumes that there is only one change in the economy in period T. In

other words, the parameters underlying v retain their initial values until period T

and then suddenly switch to put the economy on a satisfactory growth path. In

reality the parameters would be changing slowly from t = 0 to t = T but data

inadequacies may not warrant any attempt at more precision. Furthermore, we might

assume that some of the parameters do not change significantly over time. We

expect i to increase as the growth rate increases and s may increase as well but

the change in the other parameters (q, D and ) may be sufficiently small, relative

to the change in i and s, to omit.

Estimating the ARI

17. The accounting rate of interest (ARI) is determined primarily by the CRI

for which the required parameters have already been discussed. To obtain the ARI

one adjusts the CRI by the proportionate rate of fall of v, the value of public income.
Z 0 1/ .

Since ARI = CRI + yif v/ ><0 then ARI1< CRI , and v/v will in turn depend on

the rate of fall of the parameters determining v, i.e. g,5,D and v. If these parameters

are thought to be constant over time or the individual rates of change are thought to be

offaetsnina

I / 7 i is deffI'nd as a rate of fall and given its natural sign.



then v = 0 and ARI = CRI. This may often be a good measure of the ARI

especially if the CRI is fairly high, say greater than 8%. If the CRI is of this

order of magnitude then the analyst will probably be using the simple formula for

v (see para. 15)which implies that v/v is zero. Alternatively, if the more

complex formula is used then v/v > 0, i.e. the value of public investment is falling

over time. One might suspect that some of the other parameters determing v work in

the opposite direction. D, for example, might increase over time (i.e. the value

of government current expenditure is increasing) which implies that v/v ( v/v,

so that as a maximum estimate of the ARI we could take

ARI = CRI + v/v

0
and as v = r-i

ARI = r sq + (1 - s) gD
AV

In general one might expect CRI N ARI 4 r, and one should estimate

v over a series of years with projections into the future where possible and deduce

the rate of change of v therefrom.

III ESTIMATING THE SHADOW WAGE RATE

18. The shadow wage rate (SWR) can be expressed as a relationship with the

Lfollowing terms:

SWR = Foregone Output + Foreign Exchange Cost - Increase in Private Welfare
of Increased Consumption Expressed in Terms of

Public Income

in symbolic form we can write:
d

SWR = Am + /(w-m) 1-(1- 0 E) Y

where the parameters are as previously defined.
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Because the shadow wage rate is discussed in some detail in the Annex (paras. 24-42),

this section will only ighlight and emphasize those points considered most important

for estimation purposes.

19. The shadow wage rate depends upon the marginal product of labor, m, and the

increase in income accraing to labor (w - m). It will therefore almost always be

necessary to calculate several such shadow wage rates. The marginal product, ,

itself depends upon different skill levels, and on any seasonality in demand for

labor. In practice it may be possible for most countries to identify several

categories of labor relevant to Bank projects (e.g. non-peak season rural laborers),

estimate their marginal products periodically and employ these standard estimates

in project appraisals. To the extent that well-defined wage levels exist for the

standard labor categories it will be possible to compute the SWR for each standard

categoly. Tn instances wI re projects will create income (consumption) levels that

deviate substantially from the pre-determined wage levels for given labor categories

it will be necessary to compute project specific SWRs.

Foregone Output

20. In most countries it can be anticipated that well developed markets will

exist for skilled labor, and for those countries the best estimate of the marginal

product of skilled labcr will be the market wage. Even for unskilled labor in

countries faced with high levels of unemployment, there may be seasons during

the year when the hiring of labor is sufficient to eliminate unemployment, and

when the wage rate approximately equals the marginal product. Where seasonality is

important, even in the slack season the foregone output may not be zero if labor is

engaged during these periods in economically productive activity such as fishing, or

home repair, or maintenance of productive equipment. In countries with no labor market,
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i.e. where only family labor is used, it may be necessary to attempt to obtain a

direct measure of marginal product.

21* In cases where a direct estimate of marginal product is necessary, estimation

is clearly difficult and crude estimates may need to suffice. For example, it is

generally possible to make a reasonable estimate of labor's average product, and the
1/

marginal product may then be set equal to one half of the average product. The

estimation procedure and the assumptions should be specified in the project report.

22. Special care must be taken when migration occurs. The marginal product

in the equation defining the SWR is the marginal product in the area from which the

migration occurs, not the area into which the labor is migrating. Furthermore, if a

project should have the effect of attracting more labor to the project area than

can be employed there, this also must be taken into account. The marginal product

in this case should be multiplied by the number expected to migrate in response

to the creation of one project job. This number can either be estimated directly

or deduced from one of several formulae, the simplest of which predicts the number

migrating per job as a proportion of the ratio of the urban wage to the migrants

previous income.

23. By whatever means the estimate of labor output foregone is arrived at, its

value in market prices, must be converted into its social equivalent in foreign

exchange through the conversion factor o( . For example, an export tax on output

will mean that the foreign exchange earned by a unit of output is greater than its

market price by the export tax so that 0( - 1 + tx where tx is the export tax.

1/ This would be exactly correct for a Cobb-Douglas production function with an
elasticity of output with respect to labor of 0.5. Most empirical estimates
indicate that this elasticity is approximately 0.5 in underdeveloped agriculture.
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Increase in Income

24. Where an increase in income occurs, this increase is measured in the

equation for the SWR by the term (w - m) where w is the new wage and m is the

marginal product in labor's farmer use. Any such increase in income leads to a

component of the SWR representing increased consumption cost (resource use) to

the economy, and a component representing the increase in private welfare tc

recipient. The former component is obtained by multiplying (w - x) by
d

the latter is obtained by multiplying by the weight v. Any disuti'.iy f efY r.

involved reduces the welfare gain by the factor (1 - 9*3).

25. In some cases, a differential in prices between rural and urban areas

will make the real gain in income smaller than the nominal gain. Wher th

occurs, the term ( w - m ) should be adjusted by revaluing m to arrive at theecst

in the project area of rerources equivalent to those consumed in the rur a rea

(The first term, c~m, which measures foregone output in the equation for the SR

would not be revalued.)

26. In addition to the above considerations, it furthermore

appropriate in all instances to employ the same term (w - m) to reflec boh

cost to society of increased consumption, and the increase in private welfae

to the recipient due to that consumption. This would be the case, for exaple

the government provides certain additional benefits not otherwise accounte

in the project evaluation such as subsidies or social services. Transporta'tio

and adjustment costs borne by the worker have the same effect, as does the

any economically free goods ( e.g. abundant wild vegetables) in rural &e Since

these factors increase the resource cost of employing labor without increasing

private welfare, two separate factors may have to be employed in place of the single

estim-te (w - M).
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IV COMMODITY PRICES

Tradables

27. Exported and imported commodities must be valued at fob/cif prices adjusted

by relevant marketing margins. In many cases, it is relatively easy to ascertain

the border price. In many project reports, imported equipment is already expressed

in terms of cif prices. For most important commodities, fob/cif prices in the

principal sources and destinations are regularly estimated by the Bank's Commodity

and Export Projections Division. For other inputs/outputs border prices may not be

readily available, but can be estimated from trade statistics if both quantity and

value data are provided.

Non-Tradables

28. Decomposition of non-tradables into its constituent inputs to determine

marginal social cost (MC) would ideally be accomplished through an input-output

table, but existing or ad hoc industry studies are also appropriate. In some cases

1
only a crude analysis of inputs will be necessary. As a first approximation one

could simply"deflate the market values of the output net of corporate and business

taxes (and any excise tax included in the gross value of final output) by an average

accounting ratio; to increase accuracy one could decompose for one round and then

use the average accounting ratio for the remaining non-tradable inputs; and for

greatest accuracy one could decompose completely thereby avoiding the use of the

average accounting ratio. A first round decomposition into tradables, non-tradables,

and labor will give a useful insight into the likely magnitude of MSC. The general

approach essentially involves a cost-benefit analysis of the non-traded industry.

If this is kept in mind, it should help in deciding which approximations are or are

not acceptable.

In principle, one is looking for the marginal input output relationships,
but in practice the average relationships will be sufficiently accurate.
If constant returns prevail, then marginal and average coincide.



Standard Conversion Factor

29. When a single average conversion factor, or a conversion factor for

minor non-tradables is necessary, a standard conversion factor (SCF) can be e .

The SCF can be computed by taking the ratio of the total value of imports plus

exports valued in border prices, to that same total adjusted by net average tariff

azid duties (or subsidies). Obtaining values of the average rate of tariffs an

duties is therefore useful. One relatively simple way of accomplishing this

divide the value of total revenues from import tariffs by the value of total p

This gives the average tariff rate on imports. An identical procedure can be

employed to get the average rate of duties on exports using total revenues from

export duties and the value of total exports. The averages thus obtained mus't be

further adjusted when any significant fraction of exports (imaports) receive subsdies.
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V EXAMPLE OF SHADOW PRICE ESTIMATION

30. This desk study attempts to illustrate through an example how shadow

prices can be computed. The country selected was Malaysia. Only data available at

the Bank has been employed in the study and no field work was done. Because of this

limitation, the estimates are relatively crude. The desk study demonstrates, however,

that much of the data required for the computation of shadow prices already exists in

Bank documents such as the country economic reports. It is recommended that similar

desk studies be attempted for other countries before field work commences, so that the

most important parameters can be identified and data weaknesses pinpointed. Country

economists should note that for many parameters more than one method of estimation

exists, and the method most appropriate for particular countries should be selected in

the light of the available data.

31. The following shadow prices and parameters have been estimated:

A. Standard Variables

1) Consumption Rate of Interest, i

2) Distribution Summary Measure, D

3) Conversion Factors for Tradable Goods

a) Conversion Factor for Consumption Goods, AC

b) Conversion Factor for Capital Goods, fdK
c) Standard Conversion Factor, #

4) Shadow Price of Investment, v

5) Shadow Price of Government Income, v

6) Accounting Rate of Interest, ARI
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B. Examples of Items Specific to Different Projects

1) Shadow wage rate for rural laborers

2) Shadow price of automobiles (a tradable)

3) Shadow price of construction (a non-tradable)

Consumption Rate of Interest

32. The consumption rate of interest (CRI) can be computed from the fo' n

equation:

CRI = i = nG + ( ra 21)

where n parameter of the utility functioi

G = growth rate of per capita consO

= rate of pure time preference

Two of the parameters of this equation, n and Q , require explicit subjective

judgments for their estimation. The first of these parameters, n, is dfined s the

elasticity of marginal utility with respect to consumption. The parameter n

normally be expected to lie in the range from 1 to 2. A value of n at the l n

the range would be appropriate for a government whose objectives favored g .

income distribution, while a value of n at the higher end of this range wouliC l

government policies strongly emphasizing redistribution. In Malaysia, te ai f

Government's New Economic Policy (N3P) as expressed in the second 5 year plan

accelerate the restructuring of the economy to correct imbalances in incomedi i o
2/

(especially imbalances arising out of race).- On the other hand, Mlaysian Govermant

actions still appear to retain a certain emphasis on growth. The parameter n therefore,

for purposes of this study, has been set equal to 1.5. The second factor in ch

equation for the CR1I requiring that a subjective judgment be made is , the rate of

A value of n equal to zero implies that no weight attaches to income
distribution at al.,

2/ See IBRD, Development P'roblems and Prospcts of Malaysia, Vol. I
(Draft, dated March 19 973), Page 40
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pure time preference. In this case study, ( has been set equal to i%. Reasonable

range for the values of n and e are estimated (see para. 3) to be as follows:

1.25< m< 1.75; and O < e < 2.

33. The final factor remaining to be estimated before the CRI can be calculated

is G the growth rate of per capita consumption. Table 1 below shows values of per

capita consumption for the five year period 1968 to 1972. The average growth rate

was approximately 4.5% per annum. In this study we take this four year average as

the best estimate of the mean rate of future growth. A likely range for this mean

rate over the time horizon for project analysis is considered to be 4 4 G < 5.4.

TABLE 1

1/
Growth Rates of Per Capita Consumption

Per Capita 2/ Per cent
Year Consumtion - Charge

MS$
1968 790.9
1969 806.1 1.9
1970 847.0 5.1
1971 893.8 5.5
1972 937.6 4.9

Average = 4.4%

34. The consumption rate of interest can therefore be computed as:

CRI = nG + Q
CRI = (1.5) (4.5) + 1

CRI = i~ 8% 1)

L/ From Tables 1.1 and 2.1 of Development Problems and Prospects of Malaysia
Volume II statistical Appendix (Yellow Cover Report dated March 15, 1973)
hereafter referred to as DPP Vol. II.

2/ All figures in this and subsequent tables are given in current rather than
constant prices. While the price index in Malaysia was very stable over
this periodchanging less than a percentage point per year, a more refined
analysis should be performed in constant value terms.
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Distribution Summary Measure

35. The distribution summary measure, D, is defined as the change in utility

with respect to a unit of consumption generated by additional investment. In

principle one would want to measure the marginal value of increased consumption. If,

however, one assumes that in general future investment will have a similar eff'ect o

consumption as past investment, then the value of D can be estimated from Table 2, para.

18 of the Annex, or computed as:

D (Appendix T, parao, 9)

(n + d - 1n)( - 1 )

for n < 1 where d is a parameter of the Pareto distribution function fitd

the existing pattern of the distribution of consumption in the country, and n is the

elasticity of marginal utility with respect of consumption.

36. If on the average one expected future investment to result in a more

equitable distribution of consumption one might want to adjust the value of p

On the other hand, available data on which the value of d would be based, i

most cases describe the distribution of income rather than consumption. !ic

consumption is typically more evenly distributed than income, this would la _ o

downward adjustment of D. In this study no adjustment to D is made.

37. The parameter d is related to the Gini coefficient,A. The Dvelope

Research Center (DRC) of the Bank has estimates of the Gini coefficient form

LDCs. For Malaysia, the Gini coefficient has been estimated by DRC to be ew

.46 and .49. Taking A .48, we have:

2 A (Annex, para. 18, nt )
2(1 -A)

1.-52
1.04

d 1.146
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The distribution summary measure is then:

(1,.46)"

(1 .96)(.46)'

D 1.3 2)

Conversion Factors for Tradable Goods

38. It is useful to have general summary conversion factors for valuing

project inputs and/or outputs in border prices when the given data for such items

are in terms of domestic value. Such factors are estimated in the following

three sections for consumption goods, for capital goods, and for an average of all

tradables taken together.

a) Conversion Factor for Consumption

39. The total cif value (border prices) of imported consumption goods, and the

fob value of exported consumption goods is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Imports and Exports of Consumption Goods (MS$ mill.)

4 Year
1968 1969 1970 1 1 Average

Imports i9275 118 8297

Exports 263 286 349 386 321

40. Discussions with the country economist led to an estimate of the average

tariff on imports of consumption goods at 25%. Exports of consumption goods were

estimated to have a net subsidy of about 5%. The conversion factor Ar is defined as

From Table 3.6, DPP, Vol. II, 1973

From Table 3.3, DPP, Vol. II, 1973
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the weigh ed average of the ratio of border prices to their domestic prices.

Therefore:

M X (Annex, para. 19)

M(1 + tim) + X(1 - tx)

1188 + 321

1485 + 337

.83

b) Conversion Factor for Capital Goods

41. The value of capital goods imports and exports in Malaysia is given in

Table 3.

TABLE 3

Imports and Exports of Capital Goods (n%$ mill.)

4 Lea

1/ 1968 1969 1970 1971 Average

Imports 750 742 1151 1269 978

2/

Exports 73.5 84 84.1 82.1 81

42. Im ports of capital goods were estimated to have a net tariff of -

while exports of capital goods were estimated to have a net subsid of he

conversion factor for capital goods Axis therefore:

978 + 81

1076 + 85

)b .914

1/ From Table 3.6, DPP, Vol. II, 1973

From Table 3.3, DPP, Vol. II, 1973
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c) Standard Conversion Factor

43. To convert tradable goods of an undifferentiated nature into border prices

one employs the standard conversion factor, j6 . The value of all imports and

exports are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4

Total Imports and Exports (M$ mill.)

4 Year
1968 1969 1970 1971 Average

Total Retained Imports 3182 3237 3935 3960 358o
2/

Total Exports 4122 5052 5163 5009 4840

3/
44. Revenues from import tariffs average 15% of the value imported, while

revenues from export duties amount to an average of 5% of total exports. Ten per

cent of total exported value, however, is subsidized at a rate of approximately

5%, leaving a net export duty of approximately 4.5%. The standard conversion factor

is therefore:

SCF = 3580 + 4840
4117 + U622

)5= .96 5)

1 From Table 3.6, DPP, Vol. II, 1973

From Table 3.3, DPP, Vol. II, 1973

From Table 5.3, DPP, Vol. II, 1973
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45. Estimates for the ranges of tariffs and duties were as follows:

tariffs on the imports of consumption goods 20 - 30%;

subsidies on the export of consumption goods : 0 - 10%;

tariffs on import of capital goods 5 - 15%;

subsidies on export of capital goods 0 - 10%;

tariffs on total imports : 12 - 18%; and

duties on total exports : 1 - 9%.

These led to the following ranges in estimates of the conversion factors:

.80 < BC ( .85

.87 <( (( .94

.95 < < ( .98

46. It should be noted that because the standard conversion factor is higher

than the conversion factorfor both consumption and capital goods, the oonversion

factor for intermediate goods must be higher than the standard conversion factor.

Shadow Price of Public Investment

47. The value of public investment at time o, vo can be computed as:

vo(1 - so)qoDo - o 1 + soo-

where:

s is the marginal savings propensity

q is the marginal product of capital

T is the number of years until the growth
path of the economy is acceptable

i D are as previously defined.

48. This formula assumes that all parameters in the equation, s, q, D, /3

maintai their initial value throughout the planning period until time T when they



suddenly switch to the values corresponding to the desired growth path. If, however,

i > sq, then it may be a reasonable approximation to employ the more simple formula:

o so)%oDo (Annex, para. 24)

(i - s qog(0 s0 q0,5

which assumes that the parameters underlying v, and therefore v itself, remain constant

over time. Use of such a formula would not be reasonable if sq > i since this would

imply a very low rate of growth per capita consumption.

49. In the case of Malaysia, the value of sq is greater than i, as shown below

(para.30 ) and as an approximation to the true value of v, we will employ the

shortened formula. Two parameters, s and q, must be estimated before v can be computed.

a) Public Sector bavings Propensity s

50. The parameter s is defined as the public sector's marginal propensity to

reinvest out of return from public sector investment. It is estimated from the

following data:

TABLE 5

Public Consumption and Capital Formation

(MS$ mill.)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Public Total
Public 1/ Capital 1/ Consumption

Year Consumption Formation plus capital b/c A Total A Capital f/e

1967 1704 622 2326 .26
1968 1744 626 2370 .26 44 4 .09
1969 1826 620 2446 .25 76 -6 -.08
1970 2062 693 2755 .25 309 73 .24
1971 2443 856 3299 .26 544 163 .30
1972 2780 1200 3980 .30 681 344 .51

Averages: .26 .21

From Table 2.1, DPP, Vol. II, 1973.
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The last column, representing the marginal as distinct from average propensity to

reinvest, shows a marked yearly increase. In this analysis we are interestein

sustained future propensity to reinvest on the part of the government and sele

s = .25

Th±e range of values within which this mean marginal value of s is judged to

with about .8 probability is .20 < s ( .33.

b) Marginal Product of Capital

51. The remaining parameter necessary to calculate v, tha shadow p

investment, is q, the marginal product of capital. We define q as the :

a marginal investment in the public sector expressed in terms of foxrei

We use as a guide to the estimation of q the following relationship:

q = k - mn

where k is the incremental output/capital ratio;

mn is the marginal product of labor for the

national economy;

I is the employment/capital ratio;

All parameters are expressed in accounting

prices.

Using such a relationship to estimate q requires that national data be employd

since such data do not exist for the public sector.

52. To determine k, the incremental output/capital ratio, the following

datas were obtained:
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TABLE 6

Output and Capital Formation

1/ 2/ A Output +
Year Output A Output A Capital A Capital in t-1

1967 8378 1510

1968 8692 314 1548 .21

1969 9636 944 1559 .61

1970 10096 460 1874 .29

1971 10563 467 2089 .25

1972 11260 697 2470 .33
Average: .34

The mean future incremental output/capital ratio k is therefore estimated at .34.

Its range is judged to be from .25 to .38.

53. Employment data in Malaysia are not as readily available as other types of

data, but reasonably reliable estimates are available for the year 1970. In that year

total employment was estimated at 3.493 million, with a growth rate of 2.8%. Annual

employment growth in 1970 was therefore .097 million. The marginal employment/capital

ratio, 1, is estimated as:

1 = Employment
l Capital t - 1

1 = .097

1 = 6.22 x 10-5

A reasonable range of values for 1 is considered to be: 5.5 x 10 < 1 < .70 x 10

GDP at current factor cost from Table 2.3, DPP, Vol. II, 1973

2/ Annual gross fixed capital formation from Table 2.1, Vol. II, 1973
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54. The country-wide average wage has been estimated at 150 MS$ per month

Taking this as ,an estimate of the marginal product of all labor we have m n M

per year. It is considered that this estimate, if in error, would most likely be in

error on the low side and a reasonable range of values for m is from MS$1600 to

For some countries, estimates of the total national wage bill may be availabe, ich

case that figure can be divided by total employment to arrive at an estimate of

55. The marginal product of capital, q, can now be estimated as

q k . 1

1.96 e96
q .34 ~ ) - (1800)(6.22 x 10 .9

q = .36 - .12

q = .24

56. In the formula for estimating q, k (the output/capital ratio) is il

by the ratio of P3 (the conversion factor for output) to 8K (the conversion fao

capital). This converts that term into units of foreign exchange. Similarly,

term m nl was multiplied by the ratio of /3 (applicable to labor's marginal proc_ j to

'5K (applicable to capital).

57. The use of the model as formulated above for estimating the marginal rou

of capital can be criticized on several counts. First, the investment data a prest

in gross rather than net terms, leading to an underestimate of q. (See Page 9,

footnote 1.) Second, the two factor model ignores returns to other factors s-. as

land and entrepreneurship, which would tend to reduce the estimate of the marginal

product of capital. Although obtaining data on these additional considerations would

be difficult for many countries, it does not appear justified to assume that the values

1/ The treatment of all labor as homogenous is, of course, a simplifying

assumption.
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would cancel out and that they could therefore be neglected. Rather, the analyst

should consider other procedures for determing q, and compare the values thus

obtained with the value obtained using the method above. One alternative procedure

would be to look at the rates of return obtained from past projects, where all prices

for inputs and outputs in these projects are measured in terms of foreign exchange.

No systematic analysis along these lines was possible within the time frame of this

desk study, and we take q - .24. The range of values of the underlying variables

is such that a substantial uncertainty in the estimate of q is acknowledged.

58. It should be noted that according to current Bank practice, q is the

value that should be used as the cut off point for economic rates of return.

C. Calculation of v

59. With values of s (para. 50), q (para. 57), i (para. 34), A(para. 44) and

D (para. 37), the value of the shadow price of public investment, v, can now be

computed. For Malaysia, since s = .25, q - .24., and i = .08, we have:

i > sq, and, as an approximation, we employ the shorter of the two formulae given for

v (para. 48).

v = (1 - s 0 ) q 0 D0

(io - so,%) i

v = (1 - .25)(.24)(1.3)

(.08 - .06) (.96)

v -12 6)
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Shadow Price of Government Income, v

60. The key parameters on which the shadow price of government income depends

are g, the public sector's marginal propensity to save, and v 
the shadow price of

public investment. The parameter g is related to the parameter s (see para. 
and

21/
can be estimated using the following relationship.

s = g( - &w 1/q)

or

g s/(1 - Aw l/q)

61. The average increase in consumption, Aw, associated with goverment

is taken to be MS$80 (para. 65), and g is therefore estimated as:

g = .25/ /~1 - 80 (.0000622)/.24_7

g = .26

The parameter 6 w is judged to lie within the range M5$2O to MS$140.

62. Taking .26 as the value of g, we can compute ; as follows:

v gv + 1 - g) /S (Annex, para. 2C)

v = (.26)(12) + (.74)1.3)

v .= . 7)

Accounting Rate of Interest, AR]

63. In arriving at the estimate of v,, the assumption was made that v its elf and the

parameters underlying v would remain constant over the planning time horizon. This

permitted the use of the short form for computing v and obviated the need to arrive at

values of s, q, A , and D for more than one time period. Since the accounting rate of

interest, ARI, is defined as

I/ Note that for this relationship to hold, all underlying parameters must be interpreted

~ as either national paramaters, or public sector parameters. We assume all values to

correspond to public sector rather than economy wide investments. For 1, the marginal

employment/capital ratio, see para. 53 above.
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ARI = CRI + v

the ARI is greater than or less than the CRI depending on the value of v/v. But

if g and v are constant over time then v equals zero, and the ARI equals the CRI.

In the case of Malaysia:

ARI = CRI = 08 (Annex, para. 16) 8)

Shadow Wage Rate fir Rural Laborers

64. The shadow wage rate (SWR) is composed of a term representing foregone

output, a term representing the foreign exchange cost of increased consumption,

and a term representing the increase in public welfare due to income redistribution.

.1
The $WR is computed by:

d
SWR = ok m + /3C (w - m) (1 - ~ ) (Annex, para. 39)

where m is the marginal product of labor;

o( is the accounting ratio applied to
foregone output (in this case c< =

w is the wage rate;

d is the distribution factor applied to wages; and

& and y are defined as before.

65. We compute in this study the 6WR for rural laborers employed in the

construction industry. It has been estimated that the marginal product (foregone

output) of such laborers on the farm in agricultural areas is M6$50 per month.

On the other hand, because of such factors as increased prices, the loss of the

opportunity of free food sources (e.g. fishing and wild vegetables) and because of

the cost of transportation, the supply price of labor in construction areas has been

estimated at M5$70 per month. The actual wage rate in construction projects is

MS$150. In this study we take m, the marginal product of labor to be MS$50, with a

range of - MS$20.

I/ We ignore here considerations of disutility of 
effort, and assume that all

increased wage income goes to consumption.
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Because of cost differentials between construction areas and farm areas, howe we

take the term representing increased income (w - m) to be equal to the wage rate

minus the higher supply price of labor in construction areas, i.e. (150 - 70).

66. The remaining parameter to be estimated before the SWR can be comuted

the distribution parameter. This distribution parameter is a function of c,

average level of consumption, and c, and c, the initial and final levels of

Given the ratios x = c/c 2 and y = c, /ca, d can be estimated from Table I gv -

para. 16 of the Annex, or from the following equation:

d = x( - y L (Appendix T, para. 8)

(1 - n)(1 - y)

67. We have seen (para. 54) that the economy-wide average wage in Maai

MS$150 per month, and that this is also the wage to be paid to construction -l* er

The ratio x = c/c2 is therefore equal to 1. While it is likely that each wa supo

more than one person, the fact that we are interested in the ratio of two colnuption

levels mean that we can ignore this consideration since any adjustment would

out. We take as a range for x the values .88 to 1.3. The ratio y - c, /c

of the initial to the final level of consumption. Because it has been estir e t

the wage rate in construction areas equivalent to the MS$50 level of income i

areas, is MS$70 per month, the best estimate of the ratio of the initial level of

consumption to the final level of consumption is y - 70/150 = .47. Iteis furthr

estimatedthat .40 4 y .55. From Table 1, the distribution parameter d is ei d

to be:

d = 1.7

'1/ The assumption is made that a well-defined market exists in the rural

agricultural areas, so that labor's wage equals its marginal product.
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68. The shadow wage rate for rural laborers can finally be estimated as

d
SWR = o m + 6C (w - m(0 - )

1.7

SWR = (.96)(5o) + (.83)(15o - 70)( (4.1)(-83

SWR = MS$81 per month 9)

Expressed as a percentage of the market rate, the shadow price of labor is

81/150 or approximately .54%.

1/
shadow Price for Construction

69. A recent proposal for a road project in the state of Perak in West

Malaysia led to the following breakdown of construction costs:

Unskilled skilled Foreign Local
Labor Labor Exchange Non-Labor Total

Construction 7.45% 6.29% 48.59% 37.67% 100%

These data were provided in the consultants report as a part of the normal

requirements for a standard Bank appraisal. The 37.67% of total construction costs

allocated to local non-labor in the above table may be further broken down: more than

half, i.e. 21.3% of total construction, comprises local materials. An analysis of

these data by a Bank staff member who interviewed local manufacturers led to the

further breakdown of the local materials item, roughly estimated as follows:

1/ Information for this section and the following section on Automobiles

is from 6. Anand "A Comparison of the IBRD and Little Mirrlees Appraisal

of a Highway Project in Malaysia". IBRD draft for discussion dated

March, 1973.
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TABLE 7

Components of Local Construction Materials

of which:

% of Total Unskilled Skilled Foreign Local

Item Construction Labor Labor Exchange Non-Labor T

Reinforced steel .66 100% 10

wood 2.32 89% 11%

Concrete Pipes 1.16 9% 8.5% 24.5% 58%

Cement 1.22 55 3.5% 35% 56.5%

Bituminous Products 7.60 3.2% 2.8% 80.8% 13.2% 100

tuarry Products 8.27 8.1% 6.9% 62.5% 22.5% 00%
21.23%

70. With the above further breakdown, the components of total construction
cost become:

Unskilled Skilled Foreign Local
Labor Labor Exchange Non-Labor

Construction 1o.6 7.2 61.5 20.7 100

71. To obtain the shadow price for construction we must multiply the unskilled

i/
labor component by the shadow wage rate times the standard conversion factor;

multiply the skilled labor component by the standard conversion factor; multiply

foreign exchange by unity; and multiply local non-labor by the standard conversion

factor. This gives.

Shadow price for construction - 92% of market costs 10)

1/ Expressed as a percentage of the market wage.
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Shadow Price of Automobiles

72. Import duties on motor vehicles are high in Malaysia relative to the

average level of duties. For passenger cars the duty is 49%. In addition there is

a sales tax of 5% levied on the base of the duty inclusive value. This brings the

effective domestic price to a level of 156% of the cif price. *The shadow price of

automobiles, defined as the ratio of foreign to domestic prices is therefore:

Shadow Price 1

Shadow Price for Automobiles = 64% of market price 11)

Summary and Sensitivity Test

73. Table 8 summarizes the shadow prices for Malaysia that were calculated in

this desk study. It also summarizes the judgments that were made on ranges for the

values of underlying parameters.

74. After considering the government of Malaysia's stated emphasis on reducing

income inequalities and its current attitude towards growth (para. 32), the value of n,

the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to consumption was set at 1.5. The

rate of pure time preference, ( , was set at 1%. Since the setting of these parameters

is a purely subjective judgment, a sensitivity test was performed, with both of these
1/

parameters set at the upper end of their estimated range. The results are shown

below in Table 8.

1/ It should be noted that, assuming correct specification of ranges for
estimates of variables, the probability of extreme values occurring
simultaneously for all or most of the underlying variables is infinitesimally
small, A systematic analysis of the sensitivity of the shadow prices to
underlying variables should therefore make due allowances for relevant
probabilities.
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TABLE 8

Summary of Shadow Prices and Underlying Parameters for Malaysia

A. SHADOW PRICES

V A L U E

Base tase Sensitivity Test
Variables n = 1 .5 =1n=

CRI 8% 10%
D 1.3 1.7
/6c .83 .83
(zx .91 .91
/3 .96 .96
V 12 8

4.1 4.0
ARI 8% 10%
SWRI/ 54% 52%

B. UNDERLYING PARAMETERS

Parameter Best Estimate Range

n 1.5 1.2 -1.8
1 0- 2

G 4.5 4- 5.4
1.46 1.43- 1.48

s .25 .20- .33
k 2/ .34 .25- .38
i [/ 6.22 x 10~ 5.5 x 104- 7.0 x 10~
m n/ 1800 1600- 2400

Aw 3/ 80 20- 140
M 3/ 50 30- 70

?6/ca ./ 1 .88- 1.3
c,/c,3/ .47 .40- .55

1 Estimated for rural laborers in construction and expressed as a % of the market rate.

/ Applicable to the estimation of q, the marginal product of capital.

/ Applicable to the calculation of the SWR for rural laborers in construction.
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Ar. Adalbert Krieger, Director, IAO I June 1), 1:74

Guy P. Pfeffermann, Senior Economist, LAC I

"Economic Analysis of Projects" Meting

1. M'. Stern chaired a meeting on Mr. van der Tak's document
proposing the ,eneralized and mandatory use of shadow prices (including
incomes weights) for Bank project appraisal. Among others the chief
economists and projects directors of the regions (or their representatives)
attended the meeting. essrs. Dosik, Balassa, Ahluwalia, Bruce and
Willoughby also attended.

2. With the exception of Ar. Bruce, who thought Mr. van der Tak's
proposal was feasible and did not involve much additional work on any-
body's part, the participants unanimously agreed that on the evidence
presented the costs of the proposal hardly seemed to be justified by the
benefits to the Bank. More specifically, the following points were made:

(a) nothing in the proposed method would help us to know relationships
that we do not now know (on who benefits from projects, on inter-
relationship between the economy as a whole and the projects,
etc. ); therefore the new proposal would add considerably to our
workload without solving some of the critical problems to which
we now have no solution, or only very imperfect solutions;

(b) the appraisal stage is much too late for such a method to have
any impact; however, the identification st;e is too early to
have the figures that are necessary to use the method.

3. !r. Stern did not clearly state his conclusion, other than summing
up the difference of views that exists between the regions on the one hand
and dr. van der Tak on the other. iy own feeling is that the recommendation
will be in line with this region's position: to experiment with the new
method at the margin in a few cases selected by the region, but not to go
beyond an experimental stage in the foreseeable future.

cc: &r. Knox, Director, Projects - LAC
Ir. Avramovic, Chief Economist, LAC

. dolsen, Senior Economist, LIC I

uPfeffermann :me .



Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox June 17, 1974

H.D. Dunkerley

Economic Analysis of Projects (van der Tak_ Paper)

1. Two important issues occur to me on a quick reading of this paper.

I have raised them frequently in the past but believe they merit repetition:

a) Is any numerical evaluation procedure leading to a single project
solution conceptually valid when dealing with numerous conflicting
social objectives?

b) Is the use of shadow prices justifiable as a basis for project
selection, and if so within which limitations, if actual prices
are not aligned with the shadow prices either directly or via
taxes and subsidies?

2. Social Objectives. Economic analysis, even with weighting techniques,
cannot adequately resolve problems of equity and other social values. There are

conflicting social objectives, for example more health services versus more
education, more prevention of child deaths against those of old age, providing
for the present generations against providing for future generations (the discount

varying between sectors), helping inner-city residents against those at the
periphery in the same income group. Social objectives also change over time,
frequently over the life of a project. In these circumstances what the policy -
maker needs is the clear presentation of several project alternatives which will

involve different packages of benefits and disadvantages - which cannot be summed

up in a single measure. The politician/decision-maker does have a role which

the economist cannot effectively usurp and should not try to. Should we then

not be concerned with how to present reasonable, feasible alternatives and the

consequences of varying the variables rather than with how to pick a unique
solution ourselves? Or can this be handled during the course of project prepara-

tion? If so, how?

3. Shadow Prices. Is not the question largely overlooked of what the
consequences will be if projects are chosen on the basis of such shadow prices
(whether from comprehensive or partial analysis), and J if actual prices are not

aligned with the shadow prices? 1/ And how do we analyze such a situation to

make sure that the result of using inoperative shadow prices in the project

decisions does not result in a worse allocation of resources in the long run?
e.g. overloading of capacity or decapitalization of the entity. And what are

the consequences if some prices are adjusted to shadow prices and not others?

4. First Year Rate of Return. The handling of this in para 59 is

better than some descriptions but still does not deal adequately with periods

of benefit build-up (whether or not the benefit curve varies with date of

commencement) e.g. the several years before adaptation is complete in major

urban transport projects.

I/ Aligned directly or indirectly, e.g. by subsidies for utilization of labor

or taxes penalizing use of capital.



Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox - 2 - June 17, 1974

5. Risk Anlyis. Though somewhat more sophisticated than the general

Bank practice, the proposals still seem inadequate. Fundamentally the cethod-

ology treats the incidence of risks on an already determined project (based

on calculations excluding risk)rather than considering the modification of

design of the project to best accommodate the risks. A quite different type

of project may emerge in the latter case.

6. This is a hurried note based on a rapid scanning of the text to

which it may not do justice. There are also many minor points which seem to

deserve further thought e.g. measurement of income distribution and equity

considerations in the context of changing the balance of population brought

about by a project. These are issues that perhaps cannot be readily resolved -

but at least it would seem worthwhile signalling more clearly the limitations of

the methodology proposed.

HBDunkerley:go
C



I Vice Presidents : March 7, 1974

z7

s cs/Decsion I roce css

.The lssues Pap cision ecmorandu procedure

cn urquired follow each other

r y. It is perious durin- waLca raese

steps should be com.lted. The Guidelines on the Issues/Decision Process

which were dUs3riuted las: July only state that the Decision Memorandum

should beirulated "at most five days ater the meting" but they also

i clea'rly tFat the Decision eting' should be called very shortly after

he Issues Paper has been disibuted. is excessive iZ four, five, or

even more weeks pass between tze dae of the Kssues Pap;er and the Decision

Meorndm.Ufortunately deay h ave occu rred` in 4-he last few months.

To nme only a few cases: On the Botswana Development Corporation Project,

69 days passed between the date of the Issues Paper and che Decision Memo-

ran.um, 46 days on the Yugoslavia - Morava River Basin Development Project,

45 days on the Indonesia - Jakarta Urban Developmen: Project, and 35 Lays

on ]e Brazil - Third Livestock Project. I believe th.at, as a general

rue, no more than two or aL most three weeks shoula Pass between the

lssues Paper and the Decision Memorandun.

2. One factor that Drobably has contributed subscantially to recent

delays is the tenderncy to provide more and more detailed insormatuon in

Issues Papers and Decision Memoranda, making taese papers unnecessarily

long and cumbersome. The Guidelines contain detailed suggestions on what

should, and what should not, be dealt with in those memoranda.

3. Please urge your stafF to schedule decision meetings and to

ssue Decision Memoranda promptly, and to keep Issues Papers and Decision

Memoranda as short and succinct as possible.

cc: Messrs. Bau:m
.. roches

Chenery
Kearns
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system in this paper. In Part IV, however, I have put the corres-

ponding draft O.M. symbols in parenthesis where appropriate.
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THE OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DRAFT O.M.

ON THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PROJECTS

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Following the distribution in two parts of the first version of
the Draft O.M. on the "Economic Analysis of Projects", John Hansen and I
wrote "A Guide for Country Economists to the Derivation of National Para-

meters for Economic Project Evaluation" (June 25, 1973), hereinafter called

"The Guide". This Guide has a series of Worksheets attached which are
intended to help country economists, who would shoulder the main burden

of the work if the proposed new social cost-benefit analysis were to be
introduced.

2. As part of a Bank-wide program to test the practicability of the
Draft O.M., a revised version of which was issued on July 3, 1973, _t was

agreed that, in cooperation with the country economists concerned, f would

assess the operational significance of 0he Draft O.M. as part of my zasion
to the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand1 ' and Bangladesh. This I prceled
to do. Part IV of my mission report (September 18, 1973) summarized .
discussions I had in each country and gave some preliminary conclus on .2

3. Since the Worksheets for Thailand have not been returned, it cannot

yet be given as a case study, but from detailed discissions I had in

Bangkok with the relevant authorities, I have no doubt that the information

is available to complete most of the Worksheets. Bangladesh is also not

given as a case study, but for quite different reasons: due to the sepa-
ration of Bangladesh from the former Pakistan, the current national income
accounts and trade statistics are deficient. The Bangladesh Planning
Commission has estimated a set of shadow prices, but these will need to be
carefully examined and discussed with the Bangladesh Planning Commission

before they can be taken as fairly definitive. So Bangladesh is a special

case and cannot be taken as representative of the problems to be encountered
in most of our countries. Thus, the testing of the methodology is )ased on

the experience of completing the Worksheets for the Philippines and Malaysia,
which are attached as Annex B and C respectively, and on discussions held
in these countries and in Thailand.

1/ Thailand was not in the original list, but, at my suggestion, copies of
the Guide were given by our Resident Mission in Bangkok to the National
Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB) and during meetings I had
with NESDB and the National Statistical Office (NSO) the Thai officials
said that they would attempt to complete the Worksheets themselves.

2/ This is attached as Annex A for easy reference.
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II. TESTING TRE6 MFTDOLOG

4. It is convenient to break down the of practicability into

four categories as follows:

- Availability of needed information.

- Is the methodology time consuming?

- Reliability of information.

- How capricious is the methodology!

5. The analysis in the next section follows the order of the 
Worksheets.

(See Annex B and C).

A. Availability of Needed Infcrmatorn

(i) Basic Variables

6. (a) Objective Parameters. The marginal propensities to consume (MPC)

and save (MPS) for the country as a whole and in the public sector are either

given in country economic reports (CERs) or can be estimated from data in

CERs or other documents in the Bank. The marginal propensities to consume

(MPCW) and save (MPSw) out of wages are not generally available in CERs and

have to be estimated from other data that may be available, such as consumer

budget and farm budget surveys. Failing this, adjustments to the national

variables ray have to be applied, Which involves elements of Judgment and

guesswork.

7. The estimated future rate of growth of consumption anid of population,

and hence of the future rate of growth of per capita consum tion (CONGRO),

are available in CERs or other avilable douments. The GINI coefficient

of income distribution is noc usua-lly aaIa e in IEs or in other docu-

ments in the Bank or in the country. Howe ver the Dvelopment Researchd

Center has estimates for a larg nun ber ofcunrs, but it is admitted

that they are rough and ready in most instacs. Nevertheless, there is

probably a fair degree of concentration i.. LDs around a mean of about

ab -, -MPlab) is not available in any

0.46-0.50. The marginal product of laso n

country, and I comment on this when discussing the formula for estimating

the marginal product of capital (MPc'ap).

8 (b) Subje e Paraeters. None of the subjective parameters --

e asticity of jrginil utility ith spc to consumnption (MUe), pure time

preference (PTP) and the number of years util government income is optimum

(ToPt) - re given in Cs or in ay other documents as might be expected.

All are value judgments which I discuss later on in this paper.

(ii) Conversion Factors

9. T deal first of all with the factors for converting benefits and costs

expressed in domestic values into border prices (foreign exchange equivalents).

There is no problem in those countries where quantitative 
restrictions and



smuggling are relatively uniprtn T stimacio n of thze standard
conversion factor (SCF) according, to t impe eqatAion give n in the
Draft O.M. presents no problem.s. The values ol cotal merchandise imports
and exports and total axes (subsidies) on os and exports are readily
available. Import and export elasticities are no generally available.
The breakdown of the SCF ino conversion _tor for capital goods (Ceap)
and consumption (CFcon) is more diffiul i sm countries in that the

breakdown of import duties inn c cpi ; and consumption goods
may not be readily availab, at iiarakdwn which Ministries of
Finance shold desira)ly have rmay; indeed they should have a much finer
breakdown.- I was able bt eo for both the Philippines
and Malaysia and I think it is alo avl eor Thailand.

10. Signiicat smugi is gn r p n w . te r also are

quantitative import/export restricons This is n t Oay that it does
not occur in relatively open eco- es, partie arly whertax.es are high,
but it is probably less prevaler in such economies. Clearly there is an
added complication where it i eom to e more than marginal and some
allowance must be made for it, bu ir many of our countries we do not have
to worry about it.

11. There is a real poblem in c' -"ies like India and Bangladesh, with
relatively closed economies and importarn quantitative restrictions on imports;
quantitative restrictions o' exports ae probably not so important. Here one
has to estimate tarif or imot dury equivalents. Since it would e very
difficult to do this for all items entering into trade, sample surveys have
to be resorted to,

12. The revised Draft C.M. suggets estian conversion factors for
some of the more important non-traded items such as power, transporL and
building and construction, and our Worksheets included schedules for esti-
mating such conversion factors,. During the short time I was in Manila 1
was unable to get the relevant information, and- the National Economic Develop-
ment Authority (NEDA) was able to supply only some information about average
building costs per square meter at markret prices, Further delving would be
required to estimate the conversion factors for transport and power. In
Malaysia I was able to ob.ta Cstimate_-s for all three conversion facoz
In Thailand a Bank power mission was able to provide me with cost breakdowns
for electricity at market prices from which the social values can be estimated;
a Transport Survey is in progress which will provide the data for th CF for
Transport; and some data is available for the CF for Buidingi _ Consruction.

1/ The draft 0,M. does not break down the SCF P( nto cn pI and consump-
tion elements. It does, however, use c( n s factor for valuing
the foregone marginal product o labor (viewed as outpu.t at border prices.
The estimation of c<~ would run into difficultes similar to those for
CFcap and CFcon where tax yields are not broken down by c-lasses of imports.



(iii) Accounting Rate of Interest (RI_

13. (a) Marginal Product ofQai .:ca'Y. I was able to make an

estimate of the MPcaP for Malay, a the same for the Philip-

pines based on the Draft 0,M. simple, two faor formula. For reasons

given in Paragraph 100-102 of h uide, I thin there are theoretical

objections to the simple productio-n function used. It is true that the use

of investment gross of depreciation undrestiates the value of MPcap and

therefore offsets the over estimatin o Pa due to using only two factors

of production, but we cannot say1 a o hat the two tendencies would

cancel out. More important, how er, are h rtcal difficulties. In

the first place employment statisaics are typically poor in most LDCs and

the Philippines and Malaysia are no exception. Secondly, output/capital and

labor/capital ratios tend to vary considerably from year to year. I am not

sure that averaging over a period of years gets over this problem. Third,

and perhaps most important (,f 1 11 e, o rr an estimation of

the marginal product of labor I` 2o the country as a whoie. It is

difficult enough to estimate t'-, a PrOject within a limited area;

how does one set about estrav, g ri,.ona figure 1 ne cannot take the

average wage as reof tin_ th L S ince abor :arke -s are

typically imperfect. T crgumeros Io e er tho reader

to the Worksheet s >or the attaleeri s which show Pcap
of 26 percet and 5 percent r espe To say th leat, these ! figures

are intuitively i plausible. T e ev ra f: 0s. ILCdoes say that "the best
guid toq /bo projectsgu ie to q f jPcP/, th~erefore, is the r-,"r 1 4 Lo roet

are currently earning or whicle roaects a: expected

to earr". I gre very much, but I ith smple p uction

function shoul6 be used even eS a :ret: cc ~. In the

Worsheets I estimate uPrrP using eil :,_A. proUrion ;ua t on, but use a

directly estimated MiP for estina o of fact,

due to time constraints, the re Wa

14. (b) Social Value rt - T c ua f th consumption

race of interest (CR)tc prie o e (SI) the social

price of public income (PN a the n ution parameter (DIS)

are all straight forward, once t parameers are det ermined,

since no new variables or parau a ov and one Just inserts

values framr previous worlsheet and o a .e arithnetical operations on

them.

15. Inves t rate ofE Ir a vnm Tncome Rate of

Interest. The Investment Rate of ntr i for of the ARI which was

pet inust for interest to see tea i newen the three accounting

rates of interest - consumption rate o itet (1), the investment rate

of interest (IRI) and the Governmen Inc Ra Interest (GRI). All

three are the discount rates appropra t he three different numeraires --

consumption (as in -UNIDO), investment (as the Lictle-Mirrlees Manual),

and public income (as in the revised Little-Mirriees Draft) -- and all three

measure the rate of fall in the value of .he numeraire over time. Like the

social value parameters, the workseets are easy to complete as in them

one operates on values derived in earier woIKsheets. Calculating SPINC

was somewhat more difficult for me because I found my knowledge of using

logarithms of numbers less than one somewhat rusty!
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(iv) Labor Conversion Factor

16. The estimation of the conversion factor for labor (ratio of the
shadow to the market wage rate) uses both nationally determined and project-
specific parameters. Since my field work did not involve the pplication
of the van der Tak/Squire methodology to any specific projectl Worksheet IV
is incomplete. It would be completed by the project economist for each
project.

(v) Conclusion

17. About three quarters of the information required is available on
average in CERs and other documents. Most of the remaining information is
available in planning organizations and in statistical offices in member
countries. An important exception to the above is the difficulty in countries
which have quantitative import restrictions of estimating tariff equivalents
and hence of estimating the conversion factors for re-valuing non-tradeables.
It will take time in those countries to carry out sample surveys of relative
foreign/domestic prices.

B. Is the Methodology Time-Consuming?

18. The time it takes to complete the Worksheets varies slightly from
country to country and according to the amount of information the Bank
Group has readily available in its CERs and other documents. I filled in
the Worksheets for the Philippines and Malaysia with about three-quarters
of the data required in less than three hours for each country. I obtained
the balance of the information for Malaysia in one afternoon's session with
the staff of the Department of Statistics and they spent a few more hours
to provide me with the remaining information I requested. In the Philippines,
NEDA were unable to provide me with quite so much information, but the data
which is lacking is that necessary to break down the SCF in various ways,
information which is desirable but not necessary. Thus experience shows
that in general data collection is not a time consuming process, nor does
the completion of the Worksheets and the simple computations involved take
much time.

19. Deciding on the values of the subjective parameters does require some
careful thought, but no more than the average country economist shnuld, in
my judgment, take to think about these problems and discuss them with the
policy makers as part of his country economic work, particularly if he is
interested in making his country economic work more operationally significant.
I take up the question of alleged arbitrariness in the next section of this
paper.

20. Thus, experience leads us to the conclusion that the allegation that
the proposed new methodology would impose a large, new burden on already

1/ But I am working with the project economists concerned to apply it to one
or two agricultural development projects in Malaysia.
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overworked country economists is without any foundation in fact. In the

first place, on the average, the time taken on data collection is small.

Secondly, with good working relationships it is possible to get personnel

in planning agencies and statistical offices to undertake the more time-

consuming delving for data which is not readily available. Lastly, even

if the methodology were to involve a fair amount of the country economist's

time, consideration of priorities in terms of the Bank Group's objectives

would indicate that other parts of the country economist's work should make

way so as to improve the Bank's project planning work.

21. It is outside the scope of this paper to consider the detailed

application of the van der Tak/Squire methodology to the appraisal of

projects, but I do have a general comment. No doubt, presenting the

economic and social justification part of any project appraisal in a

three-fold analysis -- at market (financial), economic (efficiency) and

social pricesl/, and making all the conversion factors explicit -- would

involve a little more work, but the task of the project economist would be

eased considerably by the work of his country economist colleagues in

estimating the national variables and parameters.

C. Reliability of Information

22. Since I was not the country economist for any of the countries in

which the methodology was tested, I cannot give a definitive answer about

the degree of reliability of the data taken from the Bank's own CERs and

other documents or of the information given to me by the planning and sta-

tistical organizations in the field. My tentative judgment is that, rela-

tively speaking, the data base is very good in Malaysia, good in the Philip-

pines, fair in Thailand and poor in Bangladesh (for reasons already explained).

However, my preliminary impressions should be reviewed by the country econo-

mists concerned, particularly with respect to such objective variables as

the marginal propensities to consume and save. The Working Sheets I have

completed should be regarded as a working basis for improvement and refine-

ment. And this brings me to a general point. Many of the critics of the

Draft O.M. seem to expect an accuracy of estimation well above that required

in the Bank's other economic work and greater than involved in projec ing

many of the project-specific variables twenty to thirty years ahead. Inevi-

tably the first estimates of some of the national accounting prices and

conversion factors will be rough and ready to a degree, but it should be

possible to improve them over a reasonably short period of time, and apply

sensitivity analysis to those variables and parameters considered doubtful.

1/ In the revised version of the Draft O.M., it is suggested that the term

shadow prices be reserved for the analysis taking into account distribution

criteria. I think it would be better if the term "shadow price" were dropped

altogether and replaced by "accounting price", but failing this I agree with

Bela Balassa that it is unnecessarily restrictive and is rather an odd

definition.

2/ We need to devote a great deal more thought and work to the projections of

prices and costs at constant market values.
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D. How Capricious is the Methodology?

23. There has been a fair amount of criticism of the Draft O.M. on the
grounds that it involves too much arbitrary guesswork, that it is too
subjective and that it depends too much on the capriciousness of individuals.
How much validity is there in these criticisms and how fair are they?

24. Abstracting from the perjorative nature of many of these criticisms,
let us take a look at the facts. The subjective parameters were deliberately
separated from the objective parametersiL in our Worksheets and three are
listed: the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to consumption (MUe),
pure time preference (PTP) and the number of years until government income
is likely to be optimum (ToPt). Taking these in reverse order, the only
equation in which ToPt appears is that for the estimating of the social or
shadow price of investment (SPINV) in its more sophisticated form. Within
the relevant range in most LDCs, SPINV is probably not very sensitive to
variations in Topt. Moreover, if one thinks that ToPt is fairly large, say
around 30 years and above, one can for all practical purposes assume that
Topt =Q and use the simpler formula. Thus Topt does not seem to present
any insuperable problem. PTP does raise practical problems and there is no
doubt that a fairly arbitrary value has to be assigned to it - even if this
value = 0 ! There is also, of course, an element of guesswork in estimating
MUe, but by direct or indirect ways one can ask meaningful questions of the
policy makers -- both in our countries and within the Bank Group -- which
will provide pointers towards a more accurate estimate. Presenting projects
to policy makers with alternative assumptions about MUe may be one way of
getting a 'revealed preference' and this would be achieved by giving the
analysis in terms of both efficiency and social prices. There can be no
doubt, however, that elements of arbitrariness and guesswork are involved,
but this is true of all aspects of project planning, whatever method is used.

III. VALUE JUDGMENTS

25. The Draft 0.M. takes as axiomatic that one cannot evaluate or apprais e
projects and be neutral or be indifferent as between the distribution o. the
net benefits. It is interesting that the Bank has been quite prepared to
make explicit value judgments with regard to the distribution of benefits
over time - hence its use of discounted cash flow procedures - but has been
reluctant to make explicit any judgments with respect to the distribution
of consumption as between individuals, groups or regions. Yet, implicitly,
the Bank has assumed up to now that MUe = 0. This is a v-lue judgment and
one which is much more unrealistically arbitrary than in estimating that in
most LDCs the value of MUe lies between, say, 0.5 and 2.0. Indeed, is there

1/ I hope it will be clear to the reader that I am not using objective here
in the sense of objective functions. It is the opposite of subjective.
In philosophical jargon objective = positive and subjective = normative.
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not an element of intellectual dishonesty in our continued assumption 
that

MUe = 0 in the face of: (a) the comments of our President and the Board

about income distribution; (b) the fact that most of us do not believe it;

and (c) the fact that the policy makers in most of our countries do 
not

believe it either. The attempt by the Bank Group to find an explicit means

of trading off efficiency against income distribution criteria 
was welcomed

by the responsible officials I talked to in all our countries, 
although

they recognize the elements of judgment involved. 
We too should welcome

this attempt. Much will depend upon how the analysis is presented. If

projects are justified simply on the grounds that the net 
present worth (NPW)

is positive using economic and social prices, 
with no indication that the

NPW is just the tip of an iceberg, our appraisal will degenerate again into

an exercise in cosmetics. If, however, it is presented in three ways: as

a financial analysis (using market prices), as an economic analysis (using

accounting prices) and as a social analysis, side by side with 
the conver-

slon factors explicitly spelled out and frankly discussed, then I suggest

there would be a very distinct improvement in the way projects 
are justified.

Anyone who disagrees with any particular conversion 
factor can make his own

adjustment. In addition, unless the framework of social cost-benefit analysis

is used to influence the identification, selection and design of projects,

the evaluation of projects also tends to be mere cosmetics. 
There has to be

a concordance between evaluation criteria and selection and design 
crteria.

But first let us agree on the criteria, and hopefully agree quickly.-

IV. WAYS OF SIMPLIFYING THE NETHODOLOGY

26. I suspect that the negative reaction of some people to the Draft O.M. 
-

even in its revised version - is because the draft has been written for two

different audiences. On the one hand, it has been written with a view to

eventual publication outside the Bank and hence it must be theoretically

rigorous and comprehensive and stand up to the 
scrutiny of academics and the

purist equilibrium analysts. On the other hand, it has been written as a

guide to country and project economists. There was an obvious danger that

it would fall between two stools. This has been avoided at the expense of

not being a really down-to-earth practical guide. At the cost of some delay,

would it not be wise to produce two separate documents for the two different

audiences?

27. Whatever eventual form(s) the Draft O.M. takes, I have two suggestions

for simplifying the methodology as it should be applied to the average Bank

Group project in the average country. This would not preclude any country

economist from using a more sophisticated method if he wanted to, but from

a presentational point of view it is preferable to give the simpler forms

1/ This does not mean, of course, that any agreed new methodology would be

static. On the contrary as we learn the lessons of experience the method-

ology would be modified, but we must start from some 'Guidelines'.
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in the main text, referring the reader to the more sophisticated form,
in either a separate paper or a separate part of the same paper. The
second version of the Draft O.M. is a great improvement over the first in
that the full derivation of the equations is relegated to an appendix. I
am suggesting that a similar treatment be given to the method itself, with
the simpler method being presented as the one which will be most likely to
be used, and the sophisticated one and the derivations of the equations
presented elsewhere. This is nreferable to allowing the possibility of
collapsing some of the equations by inserting values such as 0 or 1. I
also discuss a proposal by Litrie-Mirrlees and Scott to use the "critical
consumption level" in place of the "average level" as a reference point in

e stimating the distribution parameters.

28. My first suggestion for simplifying the method is to delete altogether
the two-factor equation for estimating the marginal product of capital aid
rely entirely on the direct method suggested by the Draft O.M. itself, for
reasons I have given earlier.

29. Second, I would suggest that the equation for estimating the social
price of public income SPINC (v), be collapsed and replaced by a simple
premium on public incomc, i.e. DIS. I discussed this with Ian Little
recently and agree with him that we should not, without strong evidence to
the contrary in a particular country, put an added premium on public invest-
ment over public consumption if only because some public consumption expendi-
ture (e.g., on teachers and agricultural extension service) is as develop-
mental, if not more so, than much public investment (e.g., on defense and
public buildings).11 One could of course meet this objection by reclassify-
ing the items of expenditure or by having finer divisions and more differen-
tial weights, but I suggest that this would be too complicated and impractical.

30. 1 turn now to the suggestion of Little and Scott that the distribution
parameter for labor DISw (d) be replaced by a weighting system related to
what Little and Scott call the "critical income level". This is the level at
which the government considers that a rupee in the hands of a citizen and in
its hands are equally valuable. The weight would be greater than 1 for those
with incomes below this level and less than 1 for incomes above this level.
Intuitively, the critical income level seems to make more sense because it is
empirically determined and provides the analyst with a kind of 'revealed
preference' than some average income level, but we need to know how the weight
varies with income level, and, as we sha I see later, there are problems.
The diagram below illustrates the idea._'

1/ For a fuller discussion of this see my memorandum to Herman van der Tak,
dated September 10, L973, entitled: "Some comnents of Little-Mirrlees-
Scott on the Bank's Proposed New Evaluation Methodology".

2/ See "What Shadow Prices" by Maurice Scott, October 2, 1972, p. 21.
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Weight
attached to Weight attached to

a marginal a -------------- -amargnpa_gi_

gain in accruing to government

consumption

0 C Consumption level
Critical of recipient of
Consumption gain
Level

31. BC = 1 = the weight attached to a marginal gain accruing to the

government. At the critical level of consumption, OC, the weight also

equals 1. At incomes less than OC the weights would be 
greater than 1

and at incomes greater than OC the weights would be less than 
1. The

slope of the diagonal line passing through B is 
determined by the elasti-

city of marginal utility with respect to consumption, MUe ('9), and this

value judgment we have already discussed. Maurice Scott suggests- two

possible methods of estimating the critical income (consumption) 
level;

one can either look at the direct tax system and see the maximum level of

income at which taxes are not paid or one can look at the Social Security

System - in Mauritius Maurice Scott tried to estimate the critical

consumption level (OC in the diagram) "by referring to the government's

policies in spplementing the incomes of sick 
people, in which a mean test

is involved."4

32. Conceptually the Little-Scott proposal is similar to the van der Tak/

Squire one, but, if the tax or social security system does 
not change from

year to year, the critical income level does not change 
and the value of our

numeraire, public income, in terms of consumption at the critical level of

income is constant over time. And this meanas that the GRI (Government Income

Rate of Interest or Accounting Rate of Interest in L-M terminology) and the

CRI are equal. Moreover, the CRI now refers to the rate of fall over time

in the value of consumption at the critical level of income and not the

average level. Herce if the critical level remains constant, then the GRI

equals the rate of pure time preference. In point of fact it is highly

uYlikely that the critical level will remain constant 
over any length of

1/ Ibid pp. 17 and 18.

2/ Ibid p. 17. The reference in this paper is to "Estimates of Accounting

Prices for Mauritius, Nuffield College, Oxford, April 1972, particularly

Appendix II.
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time, but the tax or social security system may not change, which is anocher
way of saying that one cannot necessarily rely on estimating the critical
level by reference to the cut-off direct tax point or the minimum social
security level. Moreover, in many countries one would probably not want to
infer the critical income level from the direct tax system anyway - even
less would one want to infer the whole range of weights from the direct tax
system, as has been suggested elsewhere. Not many LDCs have social security
systems, but, where they have, there is a problem of choosing the direct tax
or social security system for estimating the critical income level and, as
in Mauritius, there can be (lacge) differences. Which does one take? While
I personally find the idea of the critical income level intuitively appealing
I think it can probably be used only as a cross check on the van der Tak/
Squire method in some countries.

33. Adoption of the two recommendations above would simplify the method-
ology without sacrificing its essentials and make it more acceptable within
the Bank. I would begin to think that there really was something wrong with
the method if every economist In the Bank were to agree with it! But I do
think it is very worthwhile making every effort to meet the doubts and fears
of some of our colleagues, particularly those on whom most of the work will
fall.

34. It may be wrong to generalize my findings, but I believe the experience
in testing the methodology in a few of the Asia Region countries demonstrates
that the doubts and fears are largely illusory. The proposed new methodology,
particularly if it is simplified long the lines suggested above, is indeed
an operational or practical one.- The next step is to apply it to a number
of projects and show that the application is both practical and an improve-
ment. Concurrently with the hoped-for adoption of the proposed new method-
ology, it is even more important to move back down the project planning
cycle and ensure that projects are identified, selected and designed in
accordance with the evaluation criteria. Hopefully we can devote our energies
to this task in the near future.

1/ This confirms the experience I had as a Bank-seconded adviser on project
planning to the Ethiopian Planning Commission. We incorporated a simpli-
fied version of the L-M methodology into "A Guide to Project Planning
in Ethiopia", applied it and taught it to the Planning Comiission's
own staff and the staff in the Planning and Programming units in the
operating ministries and agencies.
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ANNEX A

Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner 3- September 18, 1973

IV. THE OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE O THE BANKf'S
PROPOSED NEW EVALUATION METH)oDOLOGY

41. I give below brief notes on my work or testing the practicality and
operational significance of the Ba -'s prcpcsed new evaluation methodology in
the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand ?-- Bangladesh. This is then followed by
my general, preliminary conclusions. As stated in the Introduction, I am
preparing a separate, more detailed report !n this subject, which will include
a commentary on the July 3 revision of Herman -an der Tak's paper: "Economic
Analysis of Projects". Also in a separate memorandum to Herman I am reporting
on some discussions I had with Ian Little and James Mirrles in Oxford, England.

The Philippines

42. Because the country economist was away on home leave, I did the "dry
run" on the Philippines' worksheets myself from the Bank's economic report -
on the airplane travelling from San Francisco to Tokyo! This showed up gaps
with respect to: (a) the breakdown of the standard conversion factors (SCF)
into conversion factors for capital and consumption goods; (b) the conversion
factors for transport, electricity and building and construction; and (c)
average wages in the rural and urban areas and the marginal product of labor.
NEDA had hoped to provide me with the information in (a) and (b) before I left
but were unable to do so. However, they promised to send it to me in Washington,
and this promise has been kept, W,ith respect to (c) 4t was fortunate that a
large ILO employment mission was Ln Manila while I was there and I was able to
obtain what data they had on rural and urban wages and their views about the
marginal project of labor. I shall be submitting the Philippines' worksheets
as an appendix to my full report.

43. Apart [rom having a very general discussion with Dr. Sicat about the
subjective parameters, I did not attempt to obtain any government views in this
respect. Dr. Sicat did however promise to read the papers I left with him
and send me his views and any comments or criticisms.

Malays i a

44. With respect to testing out the Bank's proposed new methiodology in
Malaysia, using the work done by Messrs. Pellegrini and Reif, T had completed
our worksheets as far as I could from Bank data. With the help of Mr. Nair,
the Deputy Government Statistician, and his colleagues, I was able to fill in
the gaps from their own detailed worksheets and to revise some of Mr. Pellegrini's
estimates. I shall attach the completed worksheets from Malaysia to my separate
report on this subject as a case study. I had quite a long and interesting
discussion with Dr. Robless, the Deputy Director of Planning in the EPU about
the proposed new methodology. He had not `ad time to read either the original
van der Tak/Squire paper or our own guide, but he welcomed the attempt to
estimate shadow prices and to find a means of trading off efficiency and income
distribution criteria. He promised to read botht .ocuments and to send me any
comments or criticisms he had. This also applies tpi Mr. Thillinathan of the
Department of Economics in the University of Malaya, who give:. a project
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evaluation course at the University. I also had an interesting discussion

with him about the demand and supply situation for labor in Malaysia in rela-

tion to the racial problem. He is leaving shortly to attend the London Uni-

versity to take his PhD, but will be coming back during vacations to Malaysia

to do practical research into the Muda River Irrigation Project for his
dissertation.

Thailand

45. Thailand was not one of the original countries selected in the Asia

Region to test out the proposed new Bark evaluacion methodology. Consequently,

I did not attempt a dry run on Thailand using the data from the Bank's Economic

Report. However, Manfred Blobel had given copies of the van der Tak/Squire

paper and our own guide to NESDB, and i also gave a copy to the National

Statistical Office. After I had explained the proposed new methodology in
some detail to NESDB and to ational Statistica Office staff and had gone
through the worksheets with the National Statistical Office, it was agreed

that NESDB, working closely with the National Statistical Office, would attempt

to complete the worksheets and send them to me via Bernard Schmutz of our

Bangkok Office.l/ The NSO is tied up with some work on the national income

accounts and so cannot start on the worksheets until some time this month.

Hence, I don't suppose I shall receive Lte worsheets completed as far as they

can be until the end of September. All that ' can say at this stage is it

appears from the discussion we had with the N4SO) and NE ST)B that most of the data

is available to esLimate the national parameters for Thailand.

Bangladesh

46. 1 knew before coming : ath the prospects for testing the

propsed new evaluaciorn methodoio, - - -the data base is so bad.

Drs, Khan and Hassa Iman of th Fl ; 'm E-i . t rv I discussed this

problem, made the interesting C rtica t', wL curreat statistics
are unreliable, the national incor: conz arc. knowledge of the Bangladesh

economy were good prior to the war, and they -oued t et b ek soon to this

psition. It is only the currsPi: r wm:aor. Dr. Khan agreed it
will be very difficult to complete .e a i :s, diasagreed with some of
the information put ,n the drafr w h es toe him by our Dacca Office,
which had been prepred by our La iadest PrgI Div-si., ,b:t said .hat the

Planning womaission .id nortly issue a :upplement -. the Project Evaluation
Froforma, giving a set of what he called "credit accounting prices". He is a

firm believer in the Little-Mirrlees or abodcl-gy and believes it can be applied

in practioe - even m i Bangladesh. s : nat rthe accounting prices are

I/ He kindly accompanied me on my visits to NEFDB, NSO, the Bureau of the Budget

and the Ministry of Agriculture. Dolf Ecithoven, also of our Bangkok Office

went with me to the Ministry of Communications, and I am grateful to both
him and Bernard for their help.
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based on data taken from the days when Bangladesh was East Pakistan but modified
by Dr. Khan's personal knowledge of the economy. Dr. Khan promised to let me
have a copy of this set of accounting prices before I left Dacca but unfortunately
it did not appear, so r arranged with our Dacca Office to have it sent to me in
Washington, D.C., and this has been done.

Preliminary Conclusions

47. I give now some preliminary conclusions of the separate report I am
preparing on the operational significance of the proposed new social cost
benefit methodology. These preliminary conclusions ar subject to the proviso
that the national income, the foreign trade and employnto statistics, both those
taken from the Bank's own econonic reports and those g:ven to me by national
statistical offices, are reasonabiy reliable - with the known exception of
Bangladesh, which is a special cse. My esiamates should in each case be checked
by the country economist most familiar with the economies of each of the four
countries, but my judgment is that relatively speaking the data base is very
good in Malaysia, good in che Philippines, fair in Thailand and very poor for
the time being in Bangladish. Nevertheless, the Bangladesh Planning C oission,
which believes strongly in the importance of estimating and using shadow prices
along the lines of the revised version of Little-MirrLees, has estimated a set
of conversion factors which it has issued as a supplement to the "Project Eva-
luation Proforma".

48. Thus, subject to the proviso given above, my preliminary conclusions
are:

(a) In general the methodology is a practical one and can be
implemented over a relatively short period of time in most
of our countries.

(b) The time it takes to estimate the conversion factors and
discount rates has been grossly over-estimated by some
people in the Bank.

(c) About half to two-thirds of the information required is
available in Bank economic reports, other Bank documents
and in the published and unpublished reports of our aember
governments. To this extent it only takes a few hours to
complete our worksheets.

(d) Much of the remaining information required 's available in
one form or another in the ministries aind agencies and can
generally be obtained in a few days.

(e) An important exception to (d) 4 i-'ie jifficulty in those
countries, like India anA Bangladesh, which have considerable
quantitative import restr'ictions, of estimating tariff equi-
valents and hence of estimating the conversion factors
(shadow prices of foreign excinrge) for revaluing non-tradeables.



Mr. Mervyn L. Wener - Septeaber 18, 1973

(f) AnoLher exception is that in some of our countries a breakdown
of inpots and exports and taxes (subsidies) on imports and

exports irto capital goods and consumption goods is not readily

availabe .d co siderable effort m be required to obtain

this information.

(g) Perbnp the m o dificult part of our worksheets is the

estimato oK he subjectiv parameters, n-d in all probability
we shall hava to be fUirly ai trary with re-pe c to these.1/

(h) Whileomif atn is lacking .. h iN the Bank and in our

countries, urvys are underway which will fill some of the

remainng gaps (.g,. the transport surveys in Bangladesh and

Thailand). Over time other surveys could be undertaken to

fill the remaini; gaps.

(i) While h ,cocp o the mtargia pr t oducts of labor an

capital< ae easiy undcerstanabu e, there are practia_

problems ineiain these. Hoevr, Lhe marg.ia prodctn

of abor oy required in one ormu -- tha for est .ting
the mi a. product o apital - nd tis a dio one

Which _houl . jud g ient be aban dned. A. systemo social

Coust bene a.naysis has the problem cf sti.mating the marginal

product ocapital.

49. While there are pol em co .. cid with s - cone , and

while countries dife w o th data liating
national parameters, Y ms ha confirme the view I had be e clft,
based on my Ethiopian experiece, that the van dr Tak/Squire metolgy is

a sound one gnd can be i mthough I believe t has ba urther

simplified.`

50. One further Pon son: think tha Loch r o a roject

appraisal missi n c sould pay much -re attentbvn Lo t da s y Isituation

for labor in dife rent partPof ea ut to mIgration pternS, il any,

and to seasonal vition i s wage r s i short, Se neAd to
analyze labor markoztmc motr o g m / in the past.

1/ My experiec d 0 spr aBalass's contention ("Proposed Opera-
tiona anu te cn ic Analysi Projects", dated August 30, 1973)

at movin fro acienc 20 so ri o involve our country

economists in a osideable amount of exta work, ,n the c:ntrary, I would

argue from my experience hat the time consuming parts of the estimation work

lie with effici ecy not social prices,

2/ Since my return I have read an excellent drait paper by Joe Wood: "Guidelines
for Calcultio f Eo nomic Rates of Retrn oa DFC Sub-Projects", 7/30/73. I

suggest it wou be a good idea to generalize what Joe Wood has done for DFCs

and prepare a 3i.Qt w.a ins for use oy Project economists.



ANNEX B

ESTIMATES FOR THE PHILIPPINES

LIST OF WORKSHEETS

I. Basic Variables

a. Objective Parameters

b. Subjective Parameters

II. Conversion Factors

a. Standard Conversion Factor

b. Conversion Factor for Capital Goods

c. Conversion Factor for Consumption

d. Conversion Factor for Transport

e. Conversion Factor for Electricity

r. Conversion Factor for Building and Construction

III. Accounting Rate of Interest

a. Marginal Product of Capital

b. SoCial VaLue Parameters

(i) Conswption Rate of Interest (CRI)

(ii) Social Price of Investment (SPINV)

(iii) Social Price of Public Income (SPINC)

(iv) National Distribution Parameter (DIb)

(v) Investment Rate of Interest (IRI)

(vi) Government Income Rate of Interest (GRI)

!V. Labor Conversion Factor

NOTE: These Worksheets should be checked by the Country Economist,
and used as a basis for improvement and refinement over time.



Sheet I(a)

WORKSHEETS FOR THE DERIVATION OF CONVERSION
FACTORS (ACCOUNTING RATIOS)

I (a) Objective Parameters

The following variables should be obtainable or could be

estimated from the latest Bank Economic Report, or from other economic,

sector and project information available within the Bank Group, or

from the statistical publications and other reports of our countries. The da-

ta will, of course, vary in quality from country to country. Where

any of the estimated variables are considered unreliable, this should

be stated and an attempt made to see to what extent reliable data

trom countries in similar stages of development coula be used.

(i) Est. national marginal propensity to

consume (MPC) ....................... 0.886

(ii) Est. national marginal propensity to

save (PS) ............................ 0.114

(iii) Est. marginal propensity to consume in

the public sector (MPC) .............. 0.698

(iv) Est. marginal propensity to save in

the public sector (MPS) .............. 0.302

(v) Est. marginal propensity to consume

out of wages (MPC) ................... 1.000

(vi) Est. marginal propensity to save out

of wages (MPs) .......... 0............ 0.0

(vii) Est. future growth rate of consump-

tion .................................. 0.037



Sheet I(a)
(continued)

i) Est. future growth rate of population 0.029

(ix) ist. future growth rate of per capita

consumption: (v) - (vi)(CONGRO) ..... 0.008

(x) Gini coefficient of income distribu-

tion (GINI) 1/................4••• • 0.49

(xi) Average marginal product of labor

(MPlab) 2/.p P 959 p.a.

1/ See paras. 42-49 in our "Guide for Country Economists to the
: crivation of National Parameters for Economic Project Evalua-
tirn" for a discussion of possible means of estimating the

ii coefficient.

2/ See paras. 93-102, op. cit., for a discussion of the problems
of estimating MPcap. Similar problem exist with respect to a
nati anal MPlab,



Sheet b

OR.IH3ETS FOR THL ERIVATION OF CON VERCI
FACTOFb- (CR ACCOUNTING RATIOS)

c) Suoective Parameters (involving value judgements

(i) Elasticity of marginal utility with

respect to consumption (MUe) - Probable

range: - .................

i Pure time preference - Probable range:

- 85...............................

(lii) Number of years until government income is

Cot inm Um .............. ........... 35

worksheets assume that marginal tility dimirishes as ir
ses, i.e. that MUe ` 0, and th t a unit increase c

more valuable in the hand of a poor pr.erson than int
rich person.



Sheet IT (a,

\WORKSHEETS FOR1 THE DERIVATION OF CONVERSION

FACTORS OR ACCOUNTING RATIOS (SIMPLIFIED IETHODOLOCY)

6/

II (a) -STANDARD CONVERSION FACTOR -

1968 1969 1970 1971 72

(1) Value of merchandise imports 1150 1132 1090 l186 1230

(2) Value of merchandise exports 858 855 1062 1136 1106

(1) + (2) 2008 1986 2152 2308 2335

(') Value of all taxes on imports 249 2L5 184 222 2 5

(5) Tariff equivalent of quotas - -~

(C) Value of all taxes (subsidies)-' 62 85 60

on exports

(7) (3) + (4) + (5) - (6) 2256 2231 2274 2444 2533

(8 (3) (7) 89.0 89.0 94.6 94.4

Average of (8) over period 91.8

F+ EX

IM P (1 + Texim + TimJp) + Y , - Tax

,here h is a quota but no tariff, or a complete han 1trmp:
a tarif equivalent should be estimated by expressinge Pb

price -f each good subject to the quota or han As

et o r retaL price,less an average tra nprt/ma r

r If a large number of goods are subjcto
ug ld that a short-cut be employed by select .1saa

esentative sample of such goods and averaging the resuie 'y
using rough weights according to their relative importaice in e

crade of the goods subject to quo ca.

subsidy is involved, it should be addea: iA

In I subsidis exceed ota Ya, t he



Sheet II (b)

I - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR CAPITAL GOODS

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

(1) Value of capital goods imports 1022_ 1023_ 16 LQ LL L

(2) Value of capital goods exports 627 62 734 7257 6

(3) (1) + (2) 1649 1645 1749 1854

(4) Value of taxes on capital 197 22 135L
goods imports

(5) Tariff equivalent of quotas -

(6) Value of taxes (subsidies).2/ - 45 6
on capital goods exports

(7) (3) + (4) + (5) - (6) 1846 847 183 1

(8) (3) (7) 89.3 89.1 953 9>.

Average of (8) over period 91.7

a!
- Based on the sane type of equation as used for SCF.

b/ Where there is a quota but no tariff, or a complete ban on imports,

a tariff-equivalent should be estimated by expressing the border
price of each good subject to the quota or ban as a percentage of

the domestic market price, less an average transport/marketing

mark-up. If a large number of goods are subject to quotas, it is

suggested that a short-cut be employed by selecting a small rep-

resentative sarmple of such goods and averaging the results by

using rough weights according to their relative importance in the

trade of the goods subject to quota.

c/ If a subsidy is involved it should be added in with a negative

sign. if subsidies exceed taxes, the value of item (6) will be

negative.



Sheet II (c)

II (c) - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR CONSUMPTION a!

1%8 196 1970 1971 1972

(1) Value of merchandise imports 128 _109 75 106 115

(2) Value of merchandise exports 230 233 328 362 422
excluding capital goods

(3) (1) + (2) 359 342 403 468 537

(4) Value of taxes on imports of - - - - -
goods excluding capital
goods

(5) Tariff equivalent of quotas - 16 23 17

(6) Value of taxes (subsidies) - - 16 __
on exports excltding
capital goods ./

(7) (3) + (4) + (5) - (6) 409 384 435 466 573

(8) (3) -L (7) 87.8 88.8 92.5 100.5 93.6

Average of (8) over period 92.7

a/-/ Ideally, one should weight individual imports and exports by
their relative shares in an average consumption basket, but
such consumption data is typically lacking or deficient in
LDCs. This is based on the same type of equation as SCF.

61 Where there is a quota but no tariff, or a complete ban on imports,
a tariff-equivalent should be estimated by expressing the border
price of each good subject to the quota or ban as a percentage of
the domestic market price, less an average transport/marketing
mark-up. If a large number of goods are subject to quotas, it is
suggested that a short-cut be employed by selecting a small rep-
resentative sample of such goods and averaging the results by
using rough weights according to their relative importance in the
trade of the goods subject to quota.

c/
-/ If a subsidy is involved, it should be added in with a negative

sign. If subsidies exceed taxes, the value of item (6) will be
negative.



Sheet II (d)

II (d) - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR TRANSPORT

Cost per ton/km

(1)(

At Market Conversion At Social

Prices Factor Prices

Direct skilled labor 1.0

Direct unskilled labor / lab

Fuel, lubricants, etc.

Spare parts & other inputs 
/Fcap

Management overheads 1.0

Maintenance

Other costs

Rent

ceap/
Depreciation 

/F p

Interest

Profit

Direct taxes

Total value (1) (2)

Conversion factor for transport Total at Social Prices (2)
Total at Market Prices (1)

a/ The breakdown of total value at market prices can usually 
be

obtained from the latest census of production 
and distribution

and/or sample surveys of unit transport 
costs by various modes

for varying lengths of journeys and types 
of terrain.

b/ The conversion factor for fully traded goods is 
the ratio of unit

border prices to unit domestic prices. For non-traded goods, the

conversion factor is the SCF or the CFcap. 
In general, indirect

taxes on constituent cost elements should be taken out by 
setting

the conversion factor equal to zero.



Sheet II (e)

a!

II (e) - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR ELECTRICITY -

Cost per kwh

At Market Conversion At Social

Prices Factor c/ Prices

Direct skilled labor 1.0

Direct unskilled labor /CFlab7

Fuel

Materials

Spare parts & other inputs /CFcap7

Maintenance

Management overheads 1.0

Other costs

Rent

Depreciation /EFcap7

Interest

Profit

Direct taxes

Total value (1)

Conversion factor for electricity Total at Social Prices (2)
Total at Market Prices (1)

It may be necessary to estimate separate conversion factors for peak

and off-peak loads and different systems, e.g., different regional
systems and different production methods such as hydroelectric and
diesel generators.

The breakdown of total value at market prices can usually be obtained
from the latest census of production and/or from the public utility
authorities.

c/ The conversion factor for fully traded goods is the ratio of unit border
prices to unit domestic prices. For non-traded goods, the conversion

factor is the SCF or the CFcap. In general, indirect taxes on constiue nt
cost elements should be taken out by setting the conversion factor equal
to zero.



Sheet II (f)

II (f) - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION a!

Cost per m2

At Market Conversion At Social

Prices Factor Prices

Direct skilled labor 1.0

Direct unskilled labor /TFlab7

Materials

Fuel

Spare parts & other inputs

Maintenance

Other costs

Management overheads 1.0

Rent

Depreciation -F ca_)

Interest

Profit

Direct taxes 0,0

Total value (1)

Conversion factor for building and construction

Total at Social Prices _2_ _

Total at Market Prices (1)

a/ it may be desirable to estimate separate conversion factors for buildiig

works and other Civil Engineering works.

The breakdown of total value at market prices can usually be obtained

from the latest cenais of -oduction or from sample surveys.

The conversion factor for fully traded goods is the ratio of unit border

prices to unit domestic prices, For non-traded goods, the conversion

facto- is the SCF or the CFcap. In general, indirect taxes on constituent

cost elements should be taken out by setting the conversion factor equal

to zero.



Sheet III(a)

WRSH SEETQ FOR T-FE DERIVATION OF

CONVERSION FACTORS (ACCOUTNT:NG RTO)

III. Accounting Rates of interest

(a) Marginal Product of CaDital (MPcap)b/

AOUT - Mlab x ALAB
:CAP ACAP

As was mentioned in the text, calculating the marginal pro-

duct of capital on the basis of a simple two-factor production function

is subject to error from many sources including:

the unrealistic nature of a two-factor model (capital

is not homogeneous, and other factors of production

-e involved),

-- the problems of defining capital stock, and

- the lack of basic data on capital, output, labor and

wages.

For these reasons, it was suggested that this approach be used only

as a check on other estimates of the marginal productivity of capital

derived from th experierce of development banks and from observed

market rates of interest (paras. 93-96 in text).

Perhaps the meaning of the marginal product of capital

should be explained briefly. Although the marginal product of capital

has a physical or monetary meaning when calculated -- for example,

$0.1r of net product is produced each year by every $1.00 invested,

all other factors being held constant -- marginal productivity is

expressed as the incremental product divided by the incremental

a/ If trendis are discernable in 4UOIT, ACAP and ALAB, projectec

instead of average values should be used in items (2), (La) and

(7) belw.

b/ Based on equation (16) from text.



Sheet III(a)
(c ontinued)

investmient, which is cnmsidered to be $1.00. This rate of return,

while expressed in percentage form for discursive purposes, must be

written in decimal form when used in the equations presented in the

text.

It should be apparent that the marginal product of capital

is not the same as the perhaps more familiar incremental output

capital ratio. Output in this ratio includes the product of labor

and other factors in addition to that of capital. TI is :plicitly

assumed in calculating this ratio that all factors are increasei

in proportion, so the ratio siiply notes the increase in capital

inputs which is normally associated with a given increase of output.

(1) OUT 1968 42 x SCF , -_ 2260

1969 3,108 x SCF 89.0 = 6
______t-3 

- -

1 4,807 x SCF 9

-2 -L = - -

99 x S 944
'19917

(2) Average LOUT over 5 _years 33

(3) LCAP 1968 6 4 F0 ap

1969 6 893 x CFC 9 6142

1970 _ x CF 951 81_90

197. 0 x CF93.0 08

19 7 Cap 91.8 46
t

40228

(4) Aver age of A F over 5 years _8,046

(5) 4o (?) , (4) 0.495
A CAP



Sheet III(a
(continued

(6) A LAB 19 68

19 69

19 70

19 71 1349

19 72 633

(7) Average of A LAB over years 991

(6) 4 LAB, (7) . (i) .00012
0 CAP

(9) MTab 959 £'rm I(a)(x)7x CFcm .917 8r2m II(cf = 82

(10) / OUT/A CAP .495 rom (5) aCan'

(11) (9) 882 (8) .00012 - .106

(12) MPcap

Mcap = 38.9%
This is implausible. The
worksheets which follow
assume MTcap = 0.15



Sheet III(b)

(b) Social Value Parameters

(i) Consumption Rate of Interest (CRI) = MU x CONGRO + PTP

(1) Elasticity of marginal utility (MUe) 1.5 [From I(b) (i)]

(2) Rate of growth of per capita con-

sumption (R)o)................ x .008 [From I(a) (ix) ]

(3) MUe x CONGRO .012

(4) Rate of pure time preference

(PTP) .............. ............ + 0_ [From I(b) (ii)

(5) CRI ........................... .062 CR = 6.21
b/

(ii) Social Price of Investment (SPINV) = x MP
CRI P M P

(1) Marginal propensity to consume (MPC) .886 [From I(a) (i)]

(2) Marginal product of capital (MPcap) x .150 Estimate ]

(3) MPC x MPcap .133

(4) Marginal propensity to save (MPS) = .114 [From I(a) (ii) j

(5) Marginal product of capital (MPcaP) x .015 Estimated]

(6) MPS x MPcap (-1) .002

(7) Consumption rate of interest (CRI) + .042 (From 11(b) (i)(5

(8) CRI- MPS x MPcap .040

(9) (3) -- (8) = SPINV 3.325

a/ Based on equation (31) in main text.

b/ This is based on the simplified equation (2) in the main text.



Sheet IIIc)
a/

(iii) Social Price of Public Income (SPINC) =MPS x SPINV + MPC DISg
gSCF '

(1) Marginal propensity to save in the

public sector (MPS) ............. .302 [From I(a) (iv)]

(2) SPINV ........................... x 3.325 [From III(b) (ii) (9)

(3) MPS9 x SPINV ..................... 1.004

(4) Marginal propensity to consume in

the public sector (MPCg) ........ .698 [From I(a) (iii)]

(5) Distribution parameter for govern-

ment [use DIS] .................. x 1.400 [See III(b) (iv)]

(6) MPCg x DIS ...................... 0.977

(7) Standard conversion factor (SCF) - .918 [From II(a)]

(8) MPCg x (DIS/SCF) ................ 1.065

(9) MPSg x SPINV .................... + 1.004 [See (3) above]

(10) SPINC .. ....................... 2.069

b/
(iv) National Distribution Parameter (DIS)

(1) One 1.00

(2) GNI + C.9/Fran I (a) (x~f

(3) (1 + GINI) 1.L19

(4) GINJI 0.49

(5) Two x 2.00

(6) (2 x GINI) 0.98

(7) CONDIS 1 GINI . ( 1.52
2 x GNI =(3) -+ (6)2 x Gfl2I

MU e
CONDIS

0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0

1.5 1.0 0.86 1,0 1,8 3.85
2.0 1,0 0.94 1,0 1_3 2.0

(8) DIS 1. 0



Footnotes

a! Based on equation (9) in main text

b/ Based on equation (10) in main text; because of the complexity

of this equation, Table 1 of typical results is used here.

c/ Based on equation (11) in the text.



Sheet III(d)

a/
(v) Investment Rate of Interest (IRI)

= MPcap [MPS x SPINV + MPC (DIS/SCF)]

(1) MPS •.. ................... .114 [From I(a) (ii)]

(2) SPINV .................... x 3.325 [From III(b) (ii) (9)]

(3) MPS x SPINV .............. .379

(4) DI. S . - -....4............. 1.400 [From III(b) (iv) (11)]

(5) SCF ................. ,.... .918 [From II(a)]

(6) (DIS/SCF) ................ 1.525

(7) MP C .-................... x .886 [From I(a) (i)]

(8) MPC x (DIS/SCF) .......... = 1.351

(9) ( 3) +-f (8) ...... ,.......... = 1.730

(10) MP ap••.-................. x .150 [ Estimated]

(11) IRI .... ••................ = .260 IRI = 26.0%

(vi). Government income Rate of Interest (GRI)k

= CRI + SPINC

(1) SPINC alog [{log (1/SPINC)I/Toptl - 1

(a) unity ............... 1.0

(b) SPINC ............ 2.069 [From III(b) (iii)(10)]

(c) (1/SPINC).-........ = .4833

(d) log (/SPINC) ...... 1.6833

(e) Tpt.•.•.- - 35 [From I(b) (iii) ] 34.6833 - 35

(f) log (1/SPINC/Topt ... 35 35

(g) alog of (f) ........ =5

(h) u n it y ...--........... - 1.0

(1) SPINC .............

(2) CRI -•......... -........ 0.062 [From III(b) (i) (5)]

(3) S P I NC .....- --.... + _2_ [From (i) above]

(4) GRI •• I . .-.. • • ..• 0.08 GRI = 8.3%

a/ Based on equation (32) in text,
b/ Based on equation (37) in text.



Sheet III(d) contx.

While the above steps will produce the right answer, in practice it is

easier to calculate this rate using compound interest tables. Since most

of these tables are set up to give compound rates of growth rather than

decline, the procedure suggested here first finds the equivalent growth

rate based on the value obtained by dividing the value of SPINC in the base

year by the value of SPINC in the final year,

This value will always equal SPINC in the base year because SPINC

in the year in which the distribution becomes optimal will always equal

unity by definition. The next step is to find the compound rate of interest

which, given the years until SPINC equals one, will yield the value of SPINC

in the base year.

Since this is a compound growth rate and SPINC declines over time,

the next step is to find the equivalent rate of decline, which is calculated

as

SPING 1 + ORG

where CRG is the compound rate of growth located in the table.



Sheet IV(a)

WORKSHEF FOR THE DERIVATION OF
CONVERSION FACTORS (ACCOUNTING RATIOS)

IV - Labor Conversion Factora

(a) Forgone Marginal Product at Border Prices

(1) Forgone marginal product of labor

(Mplab ) ..................... *roject-specifi 34,

(2) Conversion factor for consumption

(CFcon) .............................. x .927 /'rom II(c)(817

(3) (MPlab x CFcon)...........

(b) Distribution Parameter for Wages

(1) Average consumption (CU) ............ _ _ roject-specifis

(2) New consumption (CONn) ............... _ __ roject-specific7

(3) (U6N/CONn) ........

(4) Old consumption (CONO) ............... _ _ roject-specifi7

(5) New consumption (CinE) .... ...... roject-spem

(6) (CONO/CONn)..............

(7) Elasticity of marginal utility (MUe) . 1.5 7ro I(b) (if/

(8) Values for DIS given above parameters:

CON
CON 2 1 0.5

0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0

0 1 i i

1.0 3.70 2.77 2.33 1.85 1.39 1.15 0.92 0.69 0.7

1.5 7.54 4.69 3.45 2.67 1.66 1.22 0.92 0.59 0i43

2.0 16.00 8.00 5.30 4.00 2.00 1.30 1 0.50 0.33

a/ Based on equation (30) in the main text.

b/ See paras. 52-60 in main text for details.
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(1 vrg akt wage rate (WACm) r...Z oject-spec~oifi

( org marginal product of labor

(3)(WCI -Mlab,

(4) Con factor for consumption ... x .927 fram II0c) T (

') (A -Mlab) C.con.

(6) Dietribution paraieters for wages

/r om I V(1) )

(?) Conve sicn factor for consunption

.. 927..From II(c)(-

(S VFP ....-.

(9) Social price of ablic income (SPINC) 2.069 /rom II(kci,

(10) (I/Fn)/,pNC .

l . ................ x 1 ,000 F rom Fa

(12)~w!( MPlTIEC0on)/SPINC

(1) Margil propensit tc save (MPS 0 0)Crom

(31) Social price of investment (SINV/ x 3.325 rom b

16) So-al >rice of public income (SPIN, 2 069 om II )(

17) (.s x PN)/SPINC .....

(18)1 U.i ...... ......
9) ..../...W/Cfn N /from (12) abovei

2 SV)/SPINcrom (17) above

22)(Wd"- MP ) ~o

S3 Scia~ os of increased consuption~



Sheet IV(c)

(e) Sumary Calculation for Conversion Factor for Labor

(1) Forgone marginal product of labor at

border prices ................ From IV(a)(3)7

(2) Social cost of increased consumption + /'rom IV(c )(23

(3) Shadow wage rate .................--

() Market wage rate ............ ..••••roject-specii.WC

(5) Conversion factor for labor ...... ,.



ANNEX C
ESTIMATES FOR MALAYSIA

LIST OF WORKSHEETS

I. Basic Variables

a. Objective Parameters

b. Subjective Parameters

II. Conversion Factors

a. Standard Conversion Factor

b. Conversion Factor for Capital Goods

c. Conversion Factor for Consumption

d. Conversion Factor for Transport

e. Conversion Factor for Electricity

f. Conversion Factor for Building and Construction

III. Accounting- Rate of Interest

a. Marginal Product of Capital

b. Social Value Parameters

(i) Consumption Rate of Interest (CRI)

(ii) Social Price of Investment (SPINV)

(iii) Social Price of Public Income (SPINC)

(iv) National Distribution Parameter (DIb)

(v) Investment Rate of Interest (IRI)

(vi) Government Income Rate of Interest (GRI)

IV. Labor Conversion Factor

NOTE: These Worksheets should be ckecked by the Country Economist,
andused as a basis for improvement and refinement over time.
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WORKSHEETS FOR THE DERIVATION OF CONVERSION
FACTORS (ACCOUNTING RATIOS)

I (a) Objective Parameters

The following variables should be obtainable or could be

estimated from the latest Bank Economic Report, or from other economic,

sector and project information available within the Bank Group, or

from the statistical publications and other reports of our countries. The da-

ta will, of course, vary in quality from country to country. Where

any of the estimated variables are considered unreliable, this should

be stated and an attempt made to see to what extent reliable data

from countries in similar stages of development could be used.

(i) Est. national marginal propensity to

consume (MPC) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• _G82

(ii) Est. national marginal propensity to

save (MPS) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 018

(iii) Est. marginal propensity to consume in

the public sector (MPC.) ..............

(iv) Est. marginal propensity to save in

the public sector (MPS.) ..............

(v) Est. marginal propensity to consume

out of wages (MPCw) ••••••••••••••••••• 90-95%

(vi) Est. marginal propensity to save out

of wages (PS) ....................... 5-10%

(vii) Est. future growth rate of consump-

tion .5.•............................. 5.5
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(continued)

(viii) Est. future growth rate of population 0.080

(ix) Est. future growth rate of per capita

consumption: (v) - (vi)r(CONGRO) ..... 0.027

(x) Gini coefficient of income distribu-

tion (GINI) 1/ ........................ .h80

(xi) Average marginal product of labor

(MPlab) 2/ ............................ 825 MS$ per year.

1I See paras. 42-9 in our "Guide for Country Economists to the
1erivation of National Parameters for Economic Project Evalua-
tion" for a discussion of possible means of estimating the
-ini coefficient.

See paras. 93-102, op. cit., for a discussion of the problems
o estimating MPcap. Similar problem exist with respect to arnati anal Mlab. The fire of MS825 is the av erage rural wage
rete, but this is not necessarily the marginal product of labor
because of imperfections in the labor market.
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WORKSHEETS FOR THE DERIVATION OF CONVERSION
T, WT.1 I-ACUNG RATIOS

I (b) Sub tive Parametrs (involving value juements

(i) Elasticity of marginal utility with

respect to consumption (Mle) - Probable

range: 0.5 - 2.0 / ...... - -... . - 1.0

(ii) Pure time preference - Probable range:

2% - 5% .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?.0

(iii) Number of years until government income

is optimum .........-.. . .... 35

1/ The worksheets assume that marginal utility diminishes as income

rises, i.e. that Me ,. 0, and that a unit increase if consump-

tion is more valuable in the hands of a poor person than in the

hands of a rich person. MUe = 1 mears that, say, a 10% increase

in consumption has the same utility for rich and poor, eg. an in-

crease in consumption of $10 on a base of $100 has the same utility

as an increase of $100 on a base Of $1000. Thus putting MUe = 1

is giving a considerable weight on the utility of poor people's

consumption.
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WORKSHEETS FOR THE DERIVATION OF CONVERSION

FACTORS OR ACCOUNTING RATIOS (SIMPLIFIED METHODOLOGY)

II (a) - STANDARD CONVERSION FACTOR!

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

(1) Value of merchandise retained imports 3182 3237 3935 3960

(2) Value of merchandise exports 4122 5052 5163 5009

(3) (1) + (2) 7304 8289 9098 8969

(4) Value of all taxes on imports 372.22 389.39 417.43 364.89 358,34

(5) Tariff equivalent of quotas- - - - -

(6) Value of all taxes c/ 189.29 192.59 268.77 250.32 228.10 263.80
on exports

(7) (3) + (4) + (5) - (6) 7868.8 8847.2 9765.8 9562 O

(8) (3) (7) .93 .94 .93 .94

Average of (8) over period 0.935

a/ Based on equation (26):

SCF = IP + EX
IMP (1 + Taximp + TQimp) + EX (1 - Taxex)

b/ Where there is a quota but no tariff, or a complete ban on imports, a
tariff-equivalent should be estimated by expressing the border price
of each good subject to the quota or ban as a percentage of the domestic
market retail price, less an average transport/marketing mark-up. If
a large number of goods are subject to quotas, it is suggested that a
short-cut be employed by selecting a small representative sample of
such goods and averaging the results by using rough weights according
to their relative importance in the trade of the goods subject to
quota.

c/ If a subsidy is involved, it should be added in with a negative sign.
if subsidies exceed total taxes, the value of item (6) will be negative.
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II (b) CONVERSION FACTOR FOR CITAL GOODS

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 72

(1) Value of capital goods imports 750 742 1151 126

(2) Value of capital goods exports 73.5 84 . 82.

(3) (1) + (2) 823.5 826 1235.1 1351.

(4) Value of taxes on capital 3.93 14.91 19.97 2 0 4 9
goods imports

(5) Tariff equivalent of quotas -

(6) Value of taxes (subsidies) C

on capital goods exports

(7) (3) + (4) + (5) - (6) 8/Alf JL 9 1 0 U.ZJ

(8) (3) (7) ___ _98 -_-

Average of (8) over period 091

al Based on the samie type of equation as used f or SCF.

b/ Where there is a quota but no tariff, or a complete ban on imports,

a tariff-equivalent should be estimated by expressing the border

price of each good subject to the quota or han as a percentage of

the domestic market price, less an average transport/marketing

mark-up. If a large number of goods are subject to quotas, it is

suggested that a short-cut be employed by selecting a small rep-

resentative sample of such goods and averaging the results by

using rough weights according to their relative importance in the

trade of the goods subject to quota.

c/ If a subsidy is involved it should be added in with a negative

sign. If subsidies exceed taxes, the value of item (6) will be

negative.
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II (c) - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR CONSUMPTION

MS$Million

1967 1968 1969 1970 1171

(1) Value of merchandise imports 1275 1139 1212 1127

(2) Value of merchandise exports 263 286 39 386
excluding capital goods

(3) (1) + (2) 1538 1425 1561 1513

(4) Value of taxes on imports of 348.3 374.5 397.4 344.4
goods excluding capital
goods

(5) Tariff equivalent of quotas ? - - -

(6) Value of taxes (subsidies) 192.6 268.8 250.3 228.1
on exports excl ding
capital goods C

(7) (3) + (4) + (5) - (6) _ 19ZJ, 2068.3 2208.7 208r5

(8) (3) -- (7) 77 68.9 76 72.5

Average of (8) over period 0.72

a! Ideally, one should weight individual imports and exports by
their relative shares in an average consumption basket, but
such consumption data is typically lacking or deficient in
LDCs. This is based on the same typo of equation as SCF.

Where there is a quota but no tariff, or a complete ban on imports,
a tariff-equivalent should be estimated by expressing the border
price of each good subject to the quota or ban as a percentage of
the domestic market price, less an average transport/marketing
mark-up. If a large number of goods are subject to quotas, it is
suggested that a short-cut be employed by selecting a small rep-
resentative sample of such goods and averaging the results by
using rough weights according to their relative importance in the
trade of the goods subject to quota.

If a subsidy is involved, it should be added in with a negative
sign. If subsidies exceed taxes, the value of item (6) will be
negative.
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II (d) - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR TRANSPORT

Cost per ton/km
(1))

At Market Conversion At Social

Prices a! Factor b/ Prices

Lnd Rail. Ports Land Rail Ports

Direct skilled labor I i.0

Management overheads 97.6 32.2 21.7 1.0 0.8 70.1 25.8 1.3L

Direct unskilled labor 0-75

Fuel, lubricants, etc. 34.6 4.2 1.7 .935 32.4 3.9 1.6

Spare parts & other inputs 52,1 5.2 2.7 .91 47.4 4 .7 2.5

Maintenance 7.8 24.0 6.0 .935 7.3 22.9 5.3

Other costs 34.5 0.6 0.3 .935 32.3 0.5 0.3

Rent - 1.2 - 1.0 - 1.2 -

Depreciation 23.2 8.2 6.1 .91 21.1 7.4 _ 5.9

Interest 23.2 8.2 6.1 21.1 7.4 5,9

Profit )
) 41.2 -8.4 11.2 .935 38.5 -7.9 10.5

Direct taxes) 0.0 -

Total value 291.0 672 49.7 (1) 257.7 585 43.5(1

Conversion factor for transport = lotal at Social Prices (2) 8 / l/.5

Total at Market Prices (1)

The breakdown of total value at market prices can usually be

obtained from the latest census of production and distribution

and/or sample surveys of unit transport costs by various modes

for varying lengths of journeys and types of terrain.

b/ The conversion factor for fully traded goods is the ratio of unit

border prices to unit domestic prices. For non-traded goods, the

conversion factor is the SCF or the CFeap. In general, indirect

taxes on constituent cost elements should be taken out by setting

the conversion factor equal to zero.
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II (e) - CONVERSION FACTOR FOR ELECTRICITY

Cost per kwh

At Market Conversion At Social
Prices Factor E/ Prices

Direct skilled labor i.0

Management overheads bl.I4 1.0 0.8 33.1

Direct unskilled labor 0.75)

Fuel 35.0 .935 32.7

Materials ) 27.4(of which .935 25.3
) 17.0 rep. pur-

Spare parts & other inputs ) chases of elec-
tricity from amongst

Maintenance 17.3 hemselves) 935  16.2

Other costs

Rent

Depreciation 35.6 .91 32.4

Interest

Profit 85.0 .935 79.5

Direct taxes

Total value 241.7 (1) 219.2

Conversion factor for electricity = Total at Social Prices (2) 0.91
Total at Market Prices (1)

It may be necessary to estimate separate conversion factors for peak
and off-peak loads and different systems, e.g., different regional
systems and different production methods such as hydroelectric and
diesel generators.

bl The breakdown of total value at market prices can usually be obtained
from the latest census of production and/or from the public utility
authorities.

c/ The conversion factor for fully traded goods is the ratio of unit bordei
prices to unit domestic prices. For non-traded goods, the conversion
factor is the SCF or the CFcap. In general, indirect taxes on constituc'
cost elements should be taken out by setting the conversion factor equal
to zero.
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a!

II (f) - CONVERSION FACTR FORRBUILDINGANDCOSTUCTION 
-

2
MCos per m2o

1970
At Market Conversion At Social

Prices Factor Priaes

Direct skilled labor 54.8 1.0 54.8

40 /F ab 30.7

Direct unskilled labor 40.9 -

Materials 
279.5 .935 261.3

Fuel 6.3 .935 5.9

Spare parts & other inputs 
21.3 .91 19'&

Maintenance 8.6 .935 8.0

Other costs 49.5 .935 46.3

Management overheads 
14.6 1.0 14.6

Rent 1.2 1.0 1.2

Depreciation 9. -CF _

Interest 3.5 .935 3.3

Company Profit )4.
Taxes-45% 

04.7 .935

Direct taxes )0.0

Total value 19.4 (1 458.5

Conversion factor for building and construction

Total at Social Prices 0.93

Total at Market Prices(]-)

a! It may be desirable to estimate separate conversion 
factors for buildii*

works and other Civil Engineering works.

b/ The breakdown of total value at market prices can 
usually be obtained

from the latest census of production or from sample surveys.

The conversion factor for fully traded 
goods is the ratio of unit bordet

prices to unit domestic prices. For non-traded goods, the conversion

factor is the SCF or the CFeaP. In general, indirect taxes on constituer

cost elements should be taken out by setting the conversion 
factor equal

to zero.
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WORKSHEETS FOR THE DERIVATION OF
CONVERSION FACTORS (ACCOUNTING RATIOS)

III. Accounting Rates of Interest

(a) Marginal Product of Capital (MPcap)b/

4 UT MPlab ALAB
CAP ACAP

As was mentioned in the text, calculating the marginal pro-

duct of capital on the basis of a simple two-factor production function

is subject to error from many sources including:

-- the unrealistic nature of a two-factor model (capital

is not homogeneous, and other factors of production

are involved),

-- the problems of defining capital stock, and

-- the lack of basic data on capital, output, labor and

wages.

For these reasons, it was suggested that this approach be used only

as a check cn other estimates of the marginal productivity of capital

derived from the experience of development banks and from observed

market rates of interest (paras. 93-96 in text).

Perhaps the meaning of the marginal product of capital

should be explained briefly. Although the marginal product of capital

has a physical or monetary meaning when calculated -- for example,

$0.15 of net product is produced each year by every $1.00 invested,

all other factors being held constant -- marginal productivity is

expressed as the incremental product divided by the incremental

af If trends are discernable in -OUT, ACAP and ALAB, projected
instead of average values should be used in items (2), (4) and
(7) below.

b/ Based on equation (16) from text.
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(continued)

investment, which is considered to be $1.00. This rate of return,

while expressed in percentage form for discursive purposes, 
must be

written in decimal form when used in the equations presented in the

text.

It should be apparent that the marginal product of capital

is not the same as the perhaps more familiar incremental output

capital ratio. Output in this ratio includes the 
product of labor

and other factors in addition to that of capital. It is implicitly

assumed in calculating this ratio that all factors are increased

in proportion, so the ratio simply notes the increase in capital

inputs which is normally associated with a given increase of output,

(1) A OUT 19U_ x SCFt_4 0.96 =.__0L_

19j 94 x SCFt-.3  0.96 2j|
GDP at current
factor cost. 1970 460 x SCFt-2 0L96 442

1971 467 x SCF O.96 448
-- ---- --- t-l --- -

1972 697 x SCF. 0.96 6 6 9

() Average LOUT over 5 years 55

(3) ACAP 1968 X C1 a4 4 091 1409

1969 1559 x C M 0.91 1419

1970 1874 x Cyc 0.91 1705

1971 2089 x cea 0.91 1901

1972 2470 x OC ap 0.91 2248
t 8682

(4) Average of A CAP over years 1,736

.(5) 40UT., (;e) .- (4) 0.32
L\,Output ACAP
Capital in t-1

1968 .21
1969 .61
1970 .29
1971 .25
1972 .33

Av. .34 x SCF (0.76) = 32.6
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(6) A LAB 19

19

19 70 .097 million

19

19

(7) Average of ALAB over year = 0.097

(8 ) .LAB, (7) (4) = .000056
A CAP

(9) MP'ab 1,800 rem I(a)(x)7x Cca 0.83

(10) 6i OUT/4CAP 0.32 TFrom (5) ab

(11) (9) 1,294 x (8) .000056 - 0.072

(12) MPcap - = 248

MPcap 0.25

This figure is improbable. The
worksheets which follow assumle
Mpcap = 0.15.
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(b) Social Value Parameters
a/

(i) Consumption Rate of Interest (CRI) - MU x CONGRO + PTP

(1) Elasticity of marginal utility (MU ) 1.000 [From I(b) (i)]

(2) Rate of growth of per capita con-

sumption (CNGGO))................ x 0027 [From I(a) (ix27

(3) MUe x C = 0.027

(4) Rate of pure time preference

(PTP) .................... ••••••• + 0.030 [From I(b) (11

(5) CRI ...................... .. 0.0 7 CRI

_ cap

(ii) Social Price of Investment (SPINV) - MPC X MP
CRI - MPS x MP--

(1) Marginal propensity to consume (MPC) 0 [From I(a) (i)]

(2) Marginal product of capital (MPcap) x .1 rEtimateZ

(3) MPC x MPcp. ...................... 0.123

(4) Marginal propensity to save (MPS) 0.18 [From I(a) (ii)]

(5) Marginal product of capital (MPcaP) x .1 /Estimated7

(6) (MPS x MP caP) -l - 0.027

(7) Consumption rate of interest (CRI) 0.057 [From III(b) (i) 5)(j

(8) CRI - MPS x ?cap (7) - (6)

(9) (3) '- (8) = SPINV

a/ Based on equation (31) in main text.

b/ This is based on the simplified equation (2) in the main text.
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a!

(iii) Social Price of Public Income (SPINC) MPS x SPINV + MPCDISI
SCF )

(1) Marginal propensity to save in the

public sector (MPS9) .. (710.7 .) ... 0.18 [From I(a) (ii)]

(2) SPINV ........................... x 4.10 [From III(b) (ii) (9)i

(3) MPS x SPINV ..................... 0.74

(4) Marginal propensity to consume in

the public sector (MPC) (Use MPC) 0.82 [From I(a) (i

(5) Distribution parameter for govern-

ment [use DIS] .................. x 1.00 [See III(b) (iv)]

(6) MPC9 x DIS ...................... 2 1.82

(7) Standard conversion factor (SCF) - 0.94 [From II(a)]

(8) MPCg x (DIS/SCF) ................ = 1.9

(9) MPS9 x SPINV .................... + 0.74 [See (3) above]

(10) SPINC ........................... 2.68
b/

(iv) National Distribution Parameter (DIS)

(1) One 1.00

(2) GINI + 0.48 /Pram I(a) (x)7

(3) (1 + GINI) lh

() GINI 0.48 Zrom I(a) (x27

(5) TWo x 2.00

(6) (2 x GINI) 0.96

(7) CCNDTS 1 + GINI = 1.54
2 x GINI (3*6

MU -

CONDIS
0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0

1.5 1.0 0.86 1.0 1.8 3.85
2.0 1,0 04 1,0 1..3 2 0

( D) D r s = 1.00
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a/

(v) Investment Rate of Interest (IRI)

MPcap MPS x SPINV + MPC (DIS/SCF)]

(1) MPS ................... •• 0.18 [From I(a) (ii)]

(2) SPI NV ..................- - 4.10 [From III(b) (ii) (9)]

(3) MPS x SPINV .............. 0 74

(4) MPC ................... 2. o.82 [From I(a) (i)7

(5) DIS ................. ••••. x 1.00 [From III(b) (iv) (ii)7

(6) MPC x DIS ............--- 0.82

(7) SCF ...................... 4 .94 [From II(a)/

(8) MPC x (DIS/SCF) .......... 0.87

(9) (3) + (8) ................ 1.61

(10) MPap..................... X 0.15 [Estimated/

(11) IRI ...................... 0.24 IRI =

(vi) Government Income Rate of Interest (GRI)b1

= CRI + SPINC

(1) SPINC = alog [tlog (1/SPINC)I/ToptI - 1

(a) unity ...............

(b) SPINC .............. 2.68 [From III(b) (iii)(10))

(c) (/SPINC ........... 0.37

(d) log (l/SPIN) ...... .5717 34.717 .- 

opt 35 35
(e) T .......... 35 [From I(b) (IV)]

(f) log (1/SPINC)/TOPt.. = .9878

(g) alog of (f) ........ = 0.9723

(h) unity .............. 1.0

(i) SPINC A.............. 0.0277

(2) CRI .................... 0.057 [From III(b) (i) (5)]

(3) SPINC ................... + 0.0277 [From (i) above]

(4) GRI ..................-- .085
GRI =8$

a/ Based on equation (32) in text.

b/ Based on equation (37) in text.



Footnotes

a/ Based on equation (9) in main text

b/ Based on equation (10) in main text; because of the complexity
of this equation, Table 1 of typical results is used here.

c/ Based on equation (11) in the text.
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While the above steps will produce the right answer, in practice it is

easier to calculate this rate using compound interest tables. Since most

of these tables are set up to give compound rates of growth rather than

decline, the procedure suggested here first finds the equivalent growth

rate based on the value obtained by dividing the value of SPINC in the 
base

year by the value of SPINC in the final year,

This value will always equal SPINC in the base year because SPINC

in the year in which the distribution becomes optimal will always equal

unity by definition. The next step is to find the compound rate of interest

which, given the years until SPINC equals one, will yield the value of SPINC

in the base year.

Since this is a compound growth rate and SPINC declines over time,

the next step is to find the equivalent rate of decline, which is calculated

as

SPINC =
w + s tRG

where CRG is the compound rate of growth located in the table.
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WORKSHEET FOR THE DERIVATION OF
CONVERSION FACTORS (ACCOUNTING RATIOS)

IV - Labor Conversion Factora/

(a) Forgone Marginal Product at Border Prices

(1) Forgone marginal product of labor
Daily rate

(MPlab ) ............... Froject-specifief"

(2) Conversion factor for consumption

(CFcon) .............................. x 0.72 Trom II(c)(817

(3) (MPlab x CFcon) .

(b) Distribution Parameter for Wages

(1) Average consumption (CN) ............ _roject-specific'

(2) New consumption (CONn) ............... .roject-specifie

(3) (U0N/CONn) 

(4) Ol consumption (CON0) ............... froject-specifi(

(5) New consumption (Camn) .............. ____ roject-specifi"

(6) (CON/CONn) ....................

(7) Elasticity of marginal utility (MUe) . 1.0 from I(b) (i)7

(8) Values for DISi given above parameters:

CON
CO 2 1 0.5

CONU
0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.2L

0 1 1 1 i 1 1 i1 i 1

1.0 3.70 2.77 2.33 1.85 1.39 1.15 0.92 0.69 0.

1.5 7.54 4.69 3.45 2.67 1.66 1.22 0.92 0.59 0 43

2.0 16.00 8.00 5.30 4.00 2.00 1.30 1 0.50 0.33.

a/ Based on equation (30) in the main text.

b/ See paras. 52-60 in main text for details.
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(c) Social Cost of Increased Consmption

(1) Average market wage rate (WAP) ..... froject-specifi27

(;) Forgone marginal product of labor

(MPlab) ........... ,,,,...... ,,,,,, - roject-specifig7

(3) (WAGp - MPlab) .................... -

(4) Conversion factor for consuoption x 0.72 ram II(c) (87

(5) (WACP - MPlab) CFcon . 0 0 =

(6) Distribution parameters for wages

(DISw) ................ o .......... ••• rom IV(b) (817

(7) Conversion factor for consumption

(CFcon) .. 0.72 rom II(c)(87

(8) (DIS/CFcon....).....I

(9) Social price of public income (SPINC) 4 2.04 /'-rom III(b)(iii.

(10) (DISw/CFcon)/SPINC ...............

(u1) MPCw ............... x 0.95 Trom I(a)(v)7

(12) MPCw f(DISw/CFcon)/SPINf ... 0.......•

(13) Marginal propensity to save (MPSw) .0.05 rom I(a)(vi27

(14) Social price of investment (SPINV) x 4.08 prom III(b)(ii)(

(15) MPS x SPINV .......................- 0.20

(16) Social price of public income (SPINC) /f2. rom III(b)(ii'i)

(17) (MPSw x SPINV)/SPINC ........ =- 098

(18) Unity ............ 1.0

(19) MPCw /gISW/CFcon)/SPINC7 ............ /From (12) above

(20) (MPSw x SPINV)SPINC ............ /From (17) above/

(21) 18 - 19 - 20 ... ... . ............

(22) (WACm - MPlab) CFcon . x

(23) Social cost of increased consumption
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(e) Summary Calculation for Conversion Factor for Labor

(1) Forpone marginal product of labor at

border prices ...................... From IV(a)(3

(2) Social cost of increased consumption + ram IV(e )(

(3) Shaiow wage rate ...................

(L 4  Market wage rate ...................

(5) Conversion factor for labor ........
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ASSOCIATl IO RECCNSTRU C11N AND DEVELOPMENT CCRPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. L. Souire, CPS DATE: May 18, 1973

FROM: Brian Shie LCPTR

SUBJECT: E concmic Aalysis of Projects -

Annex - Derivation of Shadow Prices

1. Mr. Knox has requested me to send you comments made by members

of the LAC Projects Department on the Annex distributed under cover of

Mr. van der Tak's memo of April 25, 1973. I make some general comments

below and then attach comments and questions on details which you may

wish to consider when revising the Annex. We may have further covIments

when staff, now on missions, have had a chance to read the Annex.

2. The Annex will be a very useful guide to those endeavoring to

improve on present practice in project evaluation. It will be interesting

to follow the initial studies in the pilot countries and pilot projects

selected. We do make efforts in this Department, varying in thoroughness

in accordance with the nature of the data, the availability of staff and

the state of preparation of the project, to use shadow pricing where it

appears that the divergences between market and economic prices are wide

enough to affect decisio'ns significantly.

3. We continue, however, to have doubts on the questions raised by

Mr. Knox in his nemo of February 13, 1973. First, what is the practical

value of carrying out all the subtle calculations proposed in the Annex,

bearing in mind that -,any assumpticns and values attributed to the

parameters will be intuitive and crude, as acknowledged frequently in

the Annex? 'ill the various siplifi cations wich the Annex admits like-

ly to ne recuired not result in exercises resemoung presen nank p

The first few pilot studies will no doubt help answer this question. And

experience snould also answer :ne related question abut the ilication

of the suggested procedures for ti.e and staff required to prepare and

appraise projects. Any additional staff involvement can then be weighed

against the perceived difference between results from presenu and proposed

procedures. We note that Mr. Anand's recent Malaysia exercise took longer

than the normal anoraisal and that, in spine of being set up to conduct a

shadow pricing exercise, did rnot tacl -he income dis-ribution aspect for

lack of time. We note from this exercise also that the rates of return

obtained from the two amnroaches did not differ significantly, Our

limited knowledge of other invsigtons, of tea roads in Kenya and of major

highway works in Israel, for example, similarly indinates that because of

offsetting factors on both cost and benefit sides of :s balance, the invest-

ment decision is not affected. The Kreditinstaldt for Wiederaufban

regards the Little irlees method as of more use "or industrial than

for infrastructure type projects. It may be worth contacting this institution,

since it has undertaken several dozen evaluations with this method.



Mr. L. quire. - 2 -ay 18, 1973

h. In spite of the desire to measure all variables as objectively
as possib]e, th_ Annex acknowlede that the estimatior of some parameters
will rely very much on subjec ti judgment - so much in fact, that the
valuation is likely to be arbitrry. Miaybe the practice will demonstrate
that the rane of values for any parameter is not so great - but prima facie
we have thc feelin- that a clover economisL can prepare a justification for
almost any projct or exale , the exogenous variable n is a very crucial
parameter in estimating CIR, d ,, de, D and therefore, AR and YWR. Yet the
guide to the estiiaion of n (pr.6) is not rigorous, and cannot be.
What will hapean in he event of conflict between Banki and Government in
the attempted quaniuLic 'tion of Government or country preferences? Or if
there is disag7roement beteen project staff and country proran economists?
The same arglent may apply to the manner in which other variables, such
as ( , accouning ratio for non-uradeables, are to be valued (paras. 17, 6,
65 for and I,7 and "o for other parametors). In para. 290 the shadow wage
rate varies from 0.45-W to 0.81 , depending on the equaion used to compute
it. Perhaps a model can be devised in the Bank which i calculate the range
of values of the main coefficients for shadc: pricing on, he basis of
different values for the subjcc-ively estimated param ers. This would
help to ascertain how critical to useful decision making the values are.

5. We would like you to consider the implications of the more
extensive use of shadow pricing in project evaluation for another aspect
of the Ban' s work - supervision of the project, including, for example,
selection of contractobs and equipment suppliers. Ill we receiveg
lines on ho we are to reconcile justific ton of project- on c : f
lower estimated shadow price of deicall supplied ips, such as labor,
with a bid evaluation using pricens ouoted y e conten-drs in open
international compuitive bldding , we nay have a purojec desige'd from
the early stages on the assumptiaon of a narticular rethod of cons rction
but with a low finarcial bid from- a contrcrtor who intends to use another
method. Is it nroposed to appoa' manageccent with a vie; to changing our
procurement policies to oring Tnem into line with economIc ev-aLuatonp t

6. I attach a coment by Mr. Stout on an exercise using Colombian da-a
to ascertaIn the incremental capi al-output ratio (Annex I); a conotent on an
attempt madec by Mr. Chatelin o find the shadow rice of capital in exico
using the basic ecuation proposed in Appendix 2 (Amnnx II); and dtailed
comments, raised mainly by Mr. Leo, consultant to LCP' Tducation Projects
Division (Annex III).

BShields:lg

CC: Messrs. van der Tak, VPSTVP; Knox, LCPD7; Calika, LCPDR; Cheek, LCPED;
Geli, LCPIR; Coffin, LCPAG; Rener. LPDF; S nIeehan, LCPPB;
Chatelin, LCPTR; Stout, LCPDF, McGarry, LCPAG; Koulourianos,LCP7D;
K.W. Lee, Consultant



NTETNAI O AL DEV OP N 1 | !NTE R ATIO AL B PNK F I NTE ''ATIN FIN/sC E
ASSOCIATION I RECO U CTHON AND DEVLUPN C C. F ORPORTI ON

OFG MEMORAN )UM
To: 1 .A hiids LOPI DAT: Fly 15, 1973

FROM: D. E, SOut, LwQ "/

SUBJECT: E00cmic Analysis of Projects
Annex Drvio ofslw yc

1.T continn thaeravations about the data bass constraints

e C 1 ri

cut to cc .~ .!sb vI) a i oOW M o 0 aosv
shor ctan have to be M n ;n relj b uovus must bn Qo resils.

(th inr, nn '¾ptceii 'atio), 00 in fun anti Yr t,,

r.". 1od o , vo

ca.c Mai, e ara ny oau) nos AK p ) etoto!ot&

shoul be measure" at accon ~ prices nd be ov e~d ow any Ave

yearsn uorder to r oome MO. K o t n uctu4n Ati
mato eYkfrQ .a - - " i- L no stTIt

aor d-on avra i- As uzi- n n~ r o&a

th t0Cso & L on ln c. f" oC r C, Y253 C _2L' 0j ''' i ' , - - - 10 ''"'dmove the irsta A " p o T" - rnle wunotedq is bae naun cl the
data. jou roilo 1k5s"oas the follofin Qvar-to-ver

1956 (2 196 i. 966 5 0
1957 (17.7) 102 13.9 1967 (2.9)
195a (10 .) 1963 3.' 1968 9.7
1959 1S. 1in, (3 96 .
1960 8i0 196" 0.2 197 8 6

3- Since q enters into several of th shaow prices and tne sna'ow
prices are sensitive to g, I ouppose that the out economistLs in ti
case Yould have to refine the data base. This could be a foridable tasks
but porhaps that is what country program econoists should be doing.

4. T m not quostioning the desirability of shadow pricing. I aM
only suggesting tt it aill be interen'grn to learn (a) ions aroe the an-
powr implicat'ons of this approach and' (2 'neer snado pricing in
praclice oil! Raj ito caliront accopt-relecot decioicn5 than at present,
For cromple, n Am cu.sio alreay i Degni"ng' to epretwt
economicLr.eo-re.urn calcu ations for sub-proecs in Golo.1 a anc

canor, usiZg 'n more s'plll.ad snado"-pricing techniques "a"n tnose
in the Annex. 1'hen shadow prices from the countr program departnent be-
come avilable, it will be instructive to compare the rcsults.

cc: mssrse Renger; ,irski; Lyde
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Detailed P_.__Pa _.Cet

Para. 3

Certairly, public incco-e in foreign exchmge is convecnient as the

rumerire for Teasuring cost: and benefits. Yet, is it iversl enoug to

Teasure all plausible cots aind benefits beratid by tproject being dl

(or which 'ill be deale) by the B:nk?

Para. 10

The first line should start uith "If r Cil, ..... " adding an

equalit sign. D o you consider that it is realistic to assune that the

shadow prices for private and public investment are equal?

.. qus..c (3)" in the: 2:-t .:a snould also be chand to "lequaticn (5).

Pare. 3

Nottiors for equation (C) 4houl re:d a3 ";;lo k output/capit0 l

ratio, I lauor/onal ratio, sn' :r is tho nnrzia product of lC rn

Becaue if the prod-ction function is linear and hogeneouz:

F ()dk, NL) = F (i, L) for all , a, D:hre K end L

are two irn-uts, capital and labor. t then foll :s, by Euer o n, t



-2-

0 =qK +IL for all K and L, where q

and 2 are marginal proc'.ucts of K and L, reopectively. By dividing each side

by K and rearranging terms, we get equation (9):

q = 0 - L

To make the estimation procedure consistent throughout the paper, esti-

mation of m should be made considering the situation of the relevant labor

maket as classified in paras. 17 to 20. In few countries, with which

the Bank deals, the marginal product of labor would be equal to average labor

earnings because the equality imlies that the labor market is perfectly

competitive and efficient, which is not a general situation in LIC's.

Alternatively, as suggested for the estimates of k and 1, one may well

exclude the subsistence agricultural sectors from the estimate of m.

para. 15

By adopting different assuotions and forzuml, as show.rn in th)x-p-

one has different estimate of A=I. Therefore, it is crucial to classify an

econz~y especially into either 3 or C (see para. 9). Yet the basis of jud=ents

(para. 12) are not always clear or discernible.

The statement, "In gener-l, v is more senstive to change in i or T

than r or r," is not clear enough to understand. After all, v is not dependent

on the value of r or r. Rather, r and F is affected by the value of v

(see equation (I)).



tara. 18

To be consistent, output forebgone b.- the "excess Urian mi ats

should be measured in general not by the market wage rate but by marginalproduct of those excess migrants in rural employrent, which in turn might be

estimated by the ,maet wage rate in view of the degree of competitiveness
of the relevant labor market.

aras 3 - 0

By using a scecific marginal utility functi-n Of cns-=ption, th-e --inex

invariablh assigns different weights to increased consuzptions depending on
the ratio of new and old levels of consumption of the beneficiary and the ratio
of the new level of consumption and the average level of consumption in the
economy. Would not it be reasonable to make the wei--ts to i creased conSI-

tion flexible from econcy to economy also depending on the level of average
consumption in an economy, even thoug-h the two ratios are sae between

economies? For instance, u -ing the ea e in zara. 39, Wvzd it be

reasonable to maintain d = 2.77 irreorective of the avera-e levels of-

tion of d-ifl'erei- countrics (e average consmrption le-el is $100 in on_
country- and L500 inanother country), all the other parameter- of the t-
country being equal?

para. L-

Guides to making judgments about n are too elusive and abstract to reach
an objective estimate. This would be more serious if we considered the factthat all the other endogenous variables are very sensitive to different

values of n.



para - 6 . 67-

It ears the Annex argues that the need to use average account'ng

ratios is caused by distortions in output prices due only to trade tariffs or

taxes because it considers the nature of c' and P only in this conitext.

Certainly, there are a great number of other causes for distortions which make

it necessary to use accounting ratios to conrert market prices into eauivalent

social value. These other causes should alsc be taken into account in refining

the estimating procedure of C( and (.

/



Mr. Jim Jennings January 8, 1973

K. Bengt 0. Holmgren

Format of Financial Annexes in Appraisal Reports -
Comments and Draft for Telecom Companies

1. E!nclosed is a draft set of statements showing the format of fin-
ancial annexes in appraisal reports for telecommunication companies which
has been based on the set you made for power companies. Significant dif-
ferences are commented on below. Agreement on the fomat of financial
statements should be reached before we proceed with major changes of FIN-
PRO as being discussed.

2. Treatment of Cash. Instead of having the cash position as a
residual item, the level of cash necessary for the projected level of
operations and development should be projected explicitly. In the bal-
ance sheet schedule-analysis of current assets and liabilities, the re-
sidual should be entered under the entry "Short-term Investments and
Borrowings" and cash under the entry "Cash and Bank Deposits". In the
cash flow statement, the last three entries have been eliminated (cash
increase for year, cash at beginning of year and cash at end of year)
and the corresponding figure included under "changes in not current assets".
The advantages of these changes are:

- The cash flow statement will focus on what is most important, i.e.,
requirements of external finance and the way it is covered. The
cash position should normally not be of particular interest.

- The residual will be shown explicitly as "Short-term Investments
and Borrowing", which will facilitate reading of the statements.

- More effort will go into assessing the appropriate cash level.

3. Income Statement. I have incorporated an entry for non-oper-
ating revenues and expenses as "Other - Net" (Annex 1 ). Furthermore,
to make the income statement universal and easier to read, I have re-moved all items which pertain to the sector (like energ sales, etc.)
which, in any case, will form part of the revenue analysis schedule.

h. Income Statement Schedule - Statistics. Since in telecommuni-
cations, many items will affect revenues as well as expenses, these are
included in a separate schedule.

5.# Indicators. Should we use only US currency to facilitate
comparison?

KBOB/jm



M4r. Juias Hi )emnz iJanuary 8, 1973

L. 7. ai

Fornat of F inI Armexes in Aprai sal Reports

Your memorandum to Mr. Weiner dated June 14, 1972 was brought
to my attention the oher day and having jus re ed financial annexes

for the Kuala L u Wter Supply Project Phase Two, my first project,
it e a thoug there might be some beneit in putting downmy
thoughts on paper hie hey are still fres in m and t the sme

tie pushing forr the concept of standiaion for these annexes for

wate projects.

I : r.mr drafts of thse nnexes as follows:

. Annex 1, iand are particularl. for water projects and

would need amendmen for other types o- projects.

2. annex 11 is the Cas Flow and con:k b e used for any type

of proje-ct and only diff-ers in deal boyus

3. Autex 111, lilA, 111B and 1110 are designed i-nl for
ta aer but could be used for other projects with very little
modification.

It doos a ao me to be desirable o astnd set a forns

Lor showing .:'se ro)e Cio s s soon as poesible and i t ere is
that I can contribute to push this forward, p`X e let me know.

cci Messrs. V. Ra agopalan
MI. Mould
B. Holngren



ANNEX I

INCOME STATENTS - WATER

Year Year Year

Water Billings
Other Billings

Total Billings

Other Revenues

Total Revenues

Cash Operating Expens es

Income Before Depreciation
Depreciation

Income Before Interest
Interest

Net Income

INDICATORS
1. Operating Ratio
2. Average Rate Base
3. Rate of Return



INCOME STATET SCEDLE -ATE

Revenue Analysis

Year Year Year
Number of Connections with possible

Analysis Domestic, Industrial,
Commercial, Government, Other

Water Production
Water Sales with Analysis
Water Unaccounted for %
Average Price per unit billed
Other Billings and types
Other Revenues and types

INDICATORS
1. Increase in Connections
2. Increase in Production

.. Variation in Losses
5. Increase in Average Price Billed
6. Increase in Other Billings
7. Increase in Other Revenues
8. Increase in Total Revenues
9. Total of Billing per Connection Cash

10. Total of Billing per Connection Water



Operating Cost Analysis

Year Year . Year
STATIST ICS
Gross Production Capacity
Miles of Pipeline in Sizes showing Raw and

Treated Separately
Miles of Distribution Pipes in Sizes
Number of Treatment Works and Capacities
Number of Reservoirs and Capacities
Number of Pumping Stations and Sizes
Number of Dams and Capacities
Number of Meters and Sizes
Number of Stand Pipes
Number of Fire Hydrants
Number of Employees Salaried
Number of Employees Manual
Value of Gross Plant in Service (L C)
Value of Gross Plant in Service (US$)
Value of an Appropriate Price Index

OPERATING COSTS
Labor
Chemicals
Power
Repairs and Maintenance
Administration
Other

Cash Operating Costs

Depreciation

Total Operating Costs

INDICATORS
1. Average Depreciation Rate
2. Cash Operating Costs+ Gross Plant in Service
3. Cash Operating Costs per 1,000 Gallons Produced

(or other unit)
4. Cash Operating Costs per Connection
5. Total Operating Costs per 1,000 Gallons Produced

(or other unit)
6. Number of Enployees per IMg Capacity (or other uni;)
7. Number of Employees per Ilig Sold (or other ,unit)
8. Number of Employees per US$ million Gross Plant in Service
9. Number of Connections per Enployee

10. Average Annual Cost per Employee (L C)
11. Average Annual Cost per Employee (US$)



AJNNEX II

Ver Year Year Year

Internal Sources of I'uns
Net 5f7 I~ncome eoeIees

Iepreciation
Additions to Current Liabilities

Total

Subtract
Additions to Current Assets
Loan Repayments Principal
Loan Repayments Interest

Total

Balance of Internal Funds Available
for Investment

CAPITAL

Construction Program
Bank Project
Other Works
Futura Project
Interest During Construction

Total Construction

Financed by
Bank Loan Existing
Bank Loan Proposed
Other Borrowing
Government Contributions
Consumer Contributions
Other Capital Sources

Total Capital Sources

Balance to be financed from Internal
Funds of elsewhere

CASH POSTIOrT
Cash Increase (Decrease)in Year
Cash at Start of Year
Cash at Ehd of Year

T, hD 17 1



ASSETS Year y e Year Year

Fired AssEts
Piant in Service
Less: Depreciation

Net Plant in Service
Working Progress

Net Plant
Investments Long-Term

Sub-Total

Current Assets
Inventories
Accounts Receivable
Investments Short-Term
Cash
Other

Sub-Total

Other Assets

TOTAL ASSETS

EQUTY AND LIABILITIES

Equity
Accumulated Surplus
Contribution

Sub-Total

Debt
Long-Term Debt Gross
Less: Current Maturities

Long-Term Debt Net

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Deposits
Current Maturities

Sub-Total

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

INDICATORS
1. Go - ong-Te1 Debt as ; of Net Plant
2. Crv i

h. Pi~ed Asset Growth
5. Cash and Sort-.ter In vestmens is of

Cash Operating Costs and Construction Costs
6. Debt/Equity 1tio



Analysis of WorkinC Capital and Changes

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Amount Change + Amount Ciange + Amount Change +

CURRENT ASSETS

Inventories
Accounts Receivable (Analysed)
Investments Short-Term
Cash
Other

Sub-Total

CURRENT LIABILITTES

Accounts Payable
Deposits Consumer
Deposits Contractor
Deposits Work

Sub-Total

INDICATORS
1. Accounts Payable Operations/

Cash Operating Expenses
2. Accounts Payable Construction/.

Construction Program
3. Accounts Receivable to Total

Revenues Analysed
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ANALySS OF PLANT ACCOU'T

6 7 8 -
__I . 10 11- 

-12 -5 _
1 2 3 4 T~1

DE PREIATION Net Plant Work I New Total A E~w 
3alanc e Total

Pl- it in Aew Flannt Total Plant

Se -ice u, unded at OriginalYear of Year n Yer Cost Year Era.. FPtart of Year in Year Year E nd Year Fra Start of Year in Year in Year -ear Fnd Year and
L+g 3--6 8+9 (2 ) 7+12WL1} 1+2

I
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ANALYSIS OF DI 3T AND DEBT S RTIC 3
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